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CONVERSION FACTORS AND ACRONYMS

Multiply By To obtain 

.centimeter (cm) 0.394 inch 
kilometer (km) 0. 621 mile 

meter (m) 3.28 foot 
millimeter (mm) 0.0394 inch 

The following terms and abbreviations also are used in this compilation.  

ka thousands of years old 

mm/yr millimeters per year 

myr millions of year ago 

Ma millions of years old
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Compilation of Known and Suspected 

Quaternary Faults within 100 km of 

Yucca Mountain 

By L.A. Piety 

Abstract 

Geologic data have- been compiled for known and suspected Quaternary faults in -southern Nevada
and southeastern California within about 100 km of the potential repository site at Yucca Mountain. This 
compilation is based on published and readily available literature, including theses and dissertations. The 
data set includes regional studies that attempt to identify and evaluate lineaments, scarps, and other possi
ble tectonic landforms of possible Quaternary age, detailed studies that focus on a single fault, and geo
logic studies that were completed for purposes other than evaluation of Quaternary fault activity. Studies 
included in this compilation are those that were available as of December 1993. Faults that have known 
or suspected Quaternary activity are presented on a topographic base map at a scale of 1:250,000. Data 
for each fault that are pertinent to the assessment of future faulting and earthquake events are assembled 
on description sheets and summarized on tables.  

Faults that have known evidence for or are suspected of Holocene (_<I0 ka) or late Pleistocene 
(>10 ka and <1 30 ka) surface rupture are highlighted on the map because these faults may be the most 
likely to produce ground motions that could impact the potential repository. This compilation identifies 
ten faults within 50 km of the site but outside the site area and an additional fourteen faults between 50 km 
and 100 km of the site for which evidence for Holocene or late Pleistocene surface rupture has been 
reported in the literature. The longest and most continuous of these faults is the northwest--striking, 250
km-long Furnace Creek fault (including its possible extension into Fish Lake Valley), which is located 
about 50 km west of the site. In addition to identifying known or suspected Quaternary faults within about 
100 km of the site, this compilation demonstrates the lack of information for most of these faults. Future 
work will undoubtedly change the portrayal of Quaternary faults presented in this report and on the accom
panying map by eliminating some faults shown here, by adding other faults for which Quaternary rupture 
has not yet been recognized, and by revising and refining the age designations and other data for many of 
the faults.



INTRODUCTION

This report and accompanying map present the results of a compilation of published literature and readily 
available data on known and suspected Quaternary faults within about 100 km of Yucca Mountain. The report and 
map were prepared as part of Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.2, "Evaluate Quaternary Faults Within 100 km of Yucca 
Mountain", which is an activity within Study 8.3.1.17.4.3, "Quaternary Faulting within 100 km of Yucca Moun
tain, including the Walker Lane" (Department of Energy, 1988). The objective of Study 8.3.1.17.4.3 is to collect 
and synthesize "information pertaining to the abundance, distribution, geographic orientation, displacement rate, 
and recurrence interval of movement" for faults within about 100 km of Yucca Mountain (Department of Energy,.  
1988). An important purpose of the work summarized in this report and on the accompanying map is to pirovide 
a basis and direction for future investigations under Activity 8.3.1. 17.4.3.2. Specifically, this report shows in detail 
what data are presently available for known and suspected Quaternary faults in the study area.  

Data frornStudy 8.3.1.17.4.3 will be used to "assist in predicting the likely locations, timing, and magnitudes 
of future faulting and earthquake events that could have an impact on the design or performance of the waste 
facility" (Department of Energy, 1988). Data presented in this report may be used in preliminary analyses of future 
faulting and earthquake events. The actual identification of earthquake sources will be performed under Study 
8.3.1.17.3. 1, "Relevant Earthquake Sources" (Department of Energy, 1988). Data will also support Activity 
8.3.1.17.4.12, "Tectonic Models and Synthesis".  

A preliminary draft of this report without the map was submitted as an interim report to the U.S. Geological 
Survey in March 1993 (Piety and others, 1993). This report supersedes the interim report.  

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
between the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation dated January 13, 1986.  

Regional Geologic and Tectonic Setting 

Yucca Mountain is located in the central portion of the southern Basin and Range (fig. 1). Rocks of nearly 
all geologic ages are present within the region, but volcanic rocks of Miocene age are especially common and-volu
minous. Geologic structures in this region are characterized in part by the elongate mountain blocks and alluvial 
basins typical ofother parts of the Basin and Range. The mountain ranges and intervening basins are the result of 
late Cenozoic extensional faulting. Wernicke and others (1988) believed that, at the latitude of Yucca Mountain, 
both normal and strike-slip faults have accommodated nearly 250 km of extension between the Colorado Plateau 
and the Sierra Nevada during the last 20 m.y. It is clear from available data that dip-slip, oblique-slip, and strike
slip Quaternary faults are all present in the region surrounding Yucca Mountain.  

Figure 1. Major known or suspected Quatemary faults in southern Nevada and southeastern California 

in the region surrounding Yucca Mountain.  

For this assessment of Quaternary faulting within about 100 km of Yucca Mountain, Data on specific known 
or suspected Quaternary faults within the study area are presented. However, discussion of possible relationships 
between these faults and proposed regional geologic structures has been omitted. A synthesis of various tectonic 
models for the site and region will be conducted as part of Study 8.3.1.17.4.12, "Tectonic Models and Synthesis" 
(Department of Energy, 1988).
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Definitions

All tectonic features described in this report are called faults even if they have been labeled fault zones, fault 
systems, or lineaments by previous workers. This was done for consistency. Some tectonic features have enough 
data that differences in terminology could be distinguished on the basis of the following definitions; some of these 
features may be more correctly called fault sets or fault systems. However, most of the tectonic features described 
in this report have limited data available from only a single locality or, at most, a few localities so that the criteria 
used to distinguish between the terms have not been determined. The following definitions have been used in pre
paring this report.  

Quaternary fault: Fault with displacement since approximately 1.6 Ma. In general, evidence for such 
activity is displacement of deposits or surfaces of latest Tertiary or Quaternary age or geomorphic features 
or characteristics indicative of Quaternary activity.  

Known Quaternary fault: .Fault with documented.evidence of displacement during. the Quaternary 
(since approximately 1.6 Ma) presented on published geologic maps or in other literature. Documented 
evidence may include descriptions of displaced Quaternary deposits or landforms, fault scarps on Qua
ternary surfaces, faults or shears that displace Quaternary deposits as displayed in natural or man-made 
exposures, or faults with historical surface rupture.  

Suspected Quaternary fault: A fault or lineament that, based on presently available data (usually pub
lished geologic maps or other literature), is suspected of having or representing Quaternary tectonic dis
placement. Quaternary activity is suspected because the fault may have an apparent association (e.g., 
proximity, orientation, tectonic or structural setting) with a known Quaternary fault, or it may be in 
deposits of uncertain but possibly Quaternary age. In this report, the category of suspected Quaternary 
faults also includes lineaments that have characteristics similar to those of lineaments associated with 
known Quaternary faults and that are on surfaces of known Quaternary age or of uncertain but possibly 
Quaternary age.  

Fault: "A fracture or a zone of fractures along which there has been displacement of the sides relative 
"ý 0to one another parallel to the fracture" (Bates and Jackson, 1987, p. 235).  

Fault zone:--"A-fault that is expressed as a zone of numerous small fractures or of breccia or fault gouge.  
A fault zone may be as wide as hundreds of meters" (Bates and Jackson-n-, 987,_p,237).  

Fault set: "A group of faults that are parallel or nearly so, and that are related to a particular deforma- 
tional episode" (Bates and Jackson, 1987, p. 236).  
Fault system: "Two or more interconnecting fault sets", which are "a group of faults that are parallel or 
nearly so, and that are related to a particular deformational episode" (Bates and Jackson, 1987, p. 236
237).  

Lineament: "A mappable, simple or composite linear feature of a surface, whose parts are aligned in a 
rectilinear or slightly curvilinear relationship and which differs distinctly from the patterns of adjacent 
features and presumably reflects a subsurface phenomenon" (O'Leary and others, 1976, p. 1467).  

Scarp or fault scarp: A relatively linear break in slope formed directly by movement along a fault and 
separating surfaces at different topographic levels (Bates and Jackson, 1987, p. 236, 590).  

Holocene: The time period that includes about the last 10,000 years.  

Late Pleistocene: The time period between about 10,000 years ago and about 130,000 years ago.

3
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COMPILATION OF KNOWN AND SUSPECTED QUATERNARY FAULTS WITHIN 100 KM 
OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN 

Methods 

The primary purposes of this report and accompanying map were to systematically identify all potential Qua
ternary faults that are within about 100 km of the potential nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain and to assem
ble available data about their Quaternary activity into a consistent and usable format. Principal references used in 
this compilation are regional studies that have examined small-scale (1: 124,000 to 1:58,000) aerial photographs for 
geomorphic features that might indicate Quaternary surface rupture (Schell, 1981; Dohrenwend and others, 1991, 
1992; Reheis, 1991a, 1992; Reheis and Noller, 1991; fig. 2). Faults that underwent Quaternary surface rupture are 
assumed to exhibit one or more geomorphic. features. that .are preserved on surfaces of known or suspected Quater
nary (primarily) or latest Tertiary age and that are visible on aerial photographs or on the ground. These features 
include scarps; disrupted drainages; alignments of vegetation, drainages, topographic saddles, hills, tonal or color 
differences, springs, spring deposits, and depressions; and range fronts that are linear, steep, and faceted. These ref
erences include reconnaissance-level field examination of some of these geomorphic features.  

Figure 2. Extent of previous studies that evaluated Quaternary displacement along faults in the area 

covered by plates I and 2.  

Three additional primary references for this compilation are products of regional studies in which data on 
faults with possible Quaternary displacement in California have been collected and evaluated (Hart and others, 
1989; Jennings, 1985, 1992) (fig. 2). These three studies were principally undertaken as part of a fault evaluation 
program designed to carry out the objectives of the Alquist-Priola Special Studies Zones Act. Because the part of 
California that is near Yucca Mountain is sparsely populated, faults in this area were given less attention in these 
studies than were similar faults in other parts of the state.  

All of these regional studies, which cover the study area except for the portion south of latitude 36"N. and-a 
small area northeast of Yucca Mountain north of latitude 37"N. (fig. 2), have probably identified most of the features 
that could be attributable to Quaternary surface rupture. They have also inferred type of displacement on associated 
faults on the basis of the geomorphic features visible on.the aerial photographs. From characteristics of surfaces 
affected by or overlying the faults, these studies also provide an estimate of the age of youngest surface rupture (e.g., 
Dohrenwend and others, 1991, 1992). However, only rough estimates of the ages of the surfaces can be inferred 
from aerial photographs, and these studies yield no information about the lengths of ruptures, the amount of dis
placement caused by individual ruptures, the amount of total displacement, slip rate, and recurrence, becauise these 
parameters cannot be estimated from aerial photographs. Consequently, more detailed studies of individual faults 
were used as supplemental sources of information if such studies are available. These more detailed studies include 
field mapping, measurement of topographic scarp profiles, interpretation of trench exposures, and radiometric dating 
of displaced and undisplaced deposits and surfaces. These studies can directly address the amounts of displacement, 
the number of displacements, slip rates, and recurrence, as well as provide better age estimates. However, these 
studies are primarily limited to one or, at most, a few localities along a fault that may be several tens of kilometers 
long and may consist of several strands. Thus, the representativeness of this information for an entire fault is not 
known. With exception of some faults within about 5 km of the potential waste repository (site faults), no fault 
within 100 km has yet been studied in enough detail at enough localities to estimate values for all of the above 
parameters or to understand their variation along the entire fault.
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Additional faults that were not shown by either the regional studies that specifically evaluated possible Qua
ternary tectonic features or the more detailed studies of Quaternary displacement on individual faults were taken 
from geologic maps completed with the primary objective of portraying the distribution and structure of pre-Qua
ternary rocks (e.g., Albers and Stewart, 1972; Cornwall, 1972; Frizzell and Shulters, 1990). Possible Quaternary 
surface rupture was inferred for faults that are shown on these maps as displacing Quaternary (or Quaternary/Ter
tiary) deposits or as faulted contacts between Quaternary deposits and older units. Because associated ge~omorphic 
features that would indicate Quaternary surface rupture are not usually noted by the authors of these maps, the pres
ence of such features is not known unless they are shown by one of the studies specifically evaluating possible 
Quaternary tectonic features. In general, the only information about Quaternary surface rupture obtainable from 
the geologic maps are crude estimates of both Quaternary rupture length and age of the youngest ruptured units.  

All mapped faults that are portrayed by previous workers as disrupting deposits or surfaces of known or sus
pected Quaternary age are included in this compilation even if the reported geologic interpretations or age esti
mates are inconsistent. This was done because (I). the objectives, evaluation methods, and scales differed among 
the numerous references used to compile this report, (2) preparation of this report included no independent evalu
ation of the mapped faults, scarps, lineaments, or range fronts either on aerial photographs or in the field, and 
(3) this compilation is supposed to provide a basis for additional study of known and suspected Quaternary faults.  
Geomorphic features (e.g., scarps, lineaments, linear range fronts, etc.) that are interpreted as possibly indicating 
Quaternary surface rupture by at least one worker are also included in this compilation and are called faults even 
though no associated fault has yet been documented. Additional study may eliminate some of these geomorphic 
features as being tectonic in origin.  

Known and suspected Quaternary faults identified from the literature were compiled onto a base map at a 
scale of 1:250,000 (pls. 1 and 2). This scale was chosen because the faults could be readily shown relative to the 
potential waste site and topographic features, and the entire area could be included on a map of manageable size.  
Faults were transferred from maps in the cited references by visual inspection. Accuracy of the locations of the 
faults is dependent upon the scale of the original maps. Previously mapped faults are labeled using fault names 
employed by previous authors as indicated in appendix 2. If no name was reported in the literature, faults were 
assigned names taken from nearby physiographic features. Geomorphic features that have not yet been related to 
a known and previously named fault have been included with or combined into faults, if possible, on the basis of 
similarities in (1) relationship to physiographic features (e.g., along a range front, within a valley), (2) strike or 
trend, and (3) type of displacement and were assigned names taken from nearby physiographic features. It is 
unknown if these geomorphic features are structurally related. Occasionally, several relatively short faults in one 
area are discussed together even though they have variable strikes, relationships to physiographic features, or types 
of displacement (e.g., Central Spring Mountains faults, Saline Valley faults). This was done for ease of discussion 
and is not meant to imply a geologic relationship among the faults.  

During the initial stages of this compilation, an attempt was made to collect and examine all published and 
unpublished data. However, this compilation is primarily limited to published literature and other readily available 
data that were available as of December 1993. The compilation concentrates on major faults in the region, espe
cially those within 50 km of the potential waste repository. Although faults at distances greater than 100 km are 
also included in this compilation, less effort was made to identify all the potential Quaternary faults (and the asso
ciated references) at this distance than for faults within 100 km of the site. References were organized into a data 
base and assigned an accession number beginning with "'Y-". This was done to provide a unique identifier for each 
reference and to indicate that the reference is part of the data base for Yucca Mountain. References were initially 
examined in a cursory manner. Those directly addressing geomorphic features that might be related to Quaternary 
fault displacement, those showing the distribution of Quaternary deposits and surfaces, and those presenting age 
estimates for Quaternary deposits and surfaces were examined in the most detail. Relatively little time was spent 
reviewing articles discussing regional tectonic models and pre-Quaternary geology.
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Although Activity 8.3.1.17.4.3.2 indicates that faults within 100 km of Yucca Mountain will be evaluated for 
possible Quaternary displacement, the study plan suggests concentration on faults within approximately 45 km of 
the site (the distance stated there as the distance to the Furnace Creek fault), "because faults in this area are consid
ered to have the greatest potential for producing ground motions that may affect repository design and performance" 
(Department of Energy, 1988). Consequently, this compilation, while including known and suspected Quaternary 
faults within about 100 km of the site, has focused on faults within about 50 km of Yucca Mountain, the measured 
distance to the Furnace Creek fault from the site using an arbitrary location near the center of the potential repository 
site as the site location (pl. 2). Radius circles at distances of 50 km and 100 km from the potential nuclear waste 
repository site at Yucca Mountain are denoted on plates 1 and 2. Faults within about 5 km of the potential repository 
site are shown on figure 3 and are included on the description sheets and in the summary tables, although Quaternary 

.activity on these faults is being examined under separate studies (8.3.1.17.4.2, "Location and Recency of Faulting 
Near Prospective Surface Facilities", and 8.3.1.17.4.6, "Quaternary Faulting Within the Site Area"). These fault.  
are included in this compilation so that their characteristics could be compared to those of faults farther from the 
site. Faults that are greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain are also included in our assessment because (1) the: 
Quaternary displacement histories of these faults may be used to infer Quaternary displacement histories along 
faults closer to the site, (2) some of these faults may merge with or be part of faults within 100 km of the site, or 
(3) these faults may impact the interpretation of the regional tectonic setting for the site. Furthermore, a few faults 
at distances greater than 100 km from the site are specifically mentioned in the study plan, for example the Pahrana
gat fault (Department of Energy, 1988).  

Figure 3. Known and suspected Quaternary faults near the potential repository at Yucca Mountain.  

Of the faults shown on plates 1 and 2, those faults with known or suspected Historical, Holocene (<10 ka), oz 
late Pleistocene (10 ka to 130 ka) displacements at any locality along their length are emphasized on the plates by 
thicker lines because these faults are the most likely to produce ground motions that may adversely affect the poten
tial repository site. Faults shown by the thinner lines on the plates have known or suspected Quaternary displace
ment that is either thought to be older than late Pleistocene (> 130 ka) or whose age cannot be more specifically 
defined at this time. Thus, late Pleistocene and Holocene displacements cannot be ruled out on many faults shown 
by the thinner lines. In designating the faults primarily by age, relative significance of faults determined on the basis 
of rupture length or amount of displacement is not obvious. For example, faults that have experienced one Holocene 
or late Pleistocene surface rupture are combined with faults that have experienced several surface ruptures during 
this same time interval. For example, the Death Valley, Furnace Creek, and Panamint Valley faults, which have evi
dence for multiple Holocene surface ruptures, are portrayed in the same way as the Carpetbag fault, which is 
reported to have evidence for late Pleistocene fault rupture that is limited to fracturing.  

Faults that are portrayed only in Tertiary deposits or on Tertiary surfaces are generally not included in this 
compilation even though they have been noted by previous workers to be potentially young faults (Dohrenwend and 
others, 1991, 1992; Reheis, 1991 a, 1992; Reheis and Noller, 1991). Faults expressed solely in Tertiary deposits or 
on Tertiary surfaces were excluded in order to focus the compilation on those faults that have reported evidence for 
known or suspected Quaternary displacement. Faults in Tertiary deposits or on Tertiary surfaces are shown on the 
plates only if they align with (and thus may be related to) faults or fault-related geomorphic features of known or 
suspected Quaternary age. Thus, all faults in pre-Quaternary deposits or on pre-Quaternary surfaces are treated in 
a similar manner. Eventually many of these faults may need to be examined to determine if they could have expe
rienced Quaternary displacement, but additional study should probably be focused initially on those faults with 
known or suspected Quaternary surface rupture.
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In addition to compiling the faults on plates 1 and 2, description sheets were assembled for each fault shown 
on the plates, for some faults near the potential nuclear waste repository (fig. 3), and for two faults outside of the 
area covered by the plates (the Cedar Mountain fault and the State Line fault that are shown on fig. i). The descrip
tion sheets summarize available information about fault location, fault strike and length, estimated ages of dis
placed and undisplaced Quaternary deposits, scarp characteristics, total displacement, Quaternary displacement, 
single-event displacement, slip rate, and recurrence of Quaternary surface rupture (appen. 2). These criteria were 
chosen because they will likely be important in evaluating whether or not a fault should be considered an earth
quake source. A more detailed discussion of the information included on the description sheets is given in appen
dix 2.  

The data on the description sheets presented in appendix 2 are summarized in tables in appendix 1. These 
summary tables were put together so that the characteristics of the individual faults within a given radius from the 
potential waste repository could be readily compared and contrasted. The methods used to assemble the tables are 
described in appendix 1.  

Limitations of the Data Presented in this Compilation 

The faults depicted on plates 1 and 2 and the data reported on the description sheets (appen. 2) and summa
rized in the tables (appen. I) are influenced by a number of factors. First, the distribution of the faults and their 
age assessments are strongly biased by the information that is available in published literature. Some of the faults 
and the information about them have been inferred from studies in which the primary objective was something 
other than evaluating young fault displacements. The detail of mapping for faults varies considerably throughout 
the region. For example, studies evaluating possible Quaternary fault displacements south of latitude 36"N. are 
limited to investigations done at scales of 1:250,000 or smaller (fig. 2). In contrast, some faults have been mapped 
at a scale of 1:24,000 or larger.  

Second, the scale of the maps in the original references influences the accuracy of the location of faults 
shown on plates I and 2. Faults that were shown on 1:250,000-scale maps could be directly transferred onto the 
base map. Faults shown by Reheis (1991 a, 1992) and Reheis and Noller (1991) are portrayed on 1:100,000-scale 
maps with metric contour intervals requiring that the location of the faults on plates 1 and 2 be approximated. In 
addition, faults shown on maps with scales significantly smaller than 1:250,000, especially where topographic fea
tures are lacking and those shown on maps with scales significantly larger than 1:250,000 are also difficult to por
tray accurately. The purpose of plates I and 2 is to show the regional pattern of known and suspected Quaternary 
faults. Cited references should be consulted for the accurate location of an individual fault.  

Third, the delineation of faults with Historical, Holocene, and late Pleistocene displacement should be con
sidered with caution. Whereas some of these faults have documented evidence for one or more surface ruptures 
over much of their length during these time intervals (e.g., Death Valley fault, Furnace Creek fault, Panamint Val
ley fault), such displacement may be recorded at only a single locality along faults several tens of kilometers in 
length (e.g., Rock Valley fault, Bare Mountain fault). Extrapolation of data from a single site to the entire fault 
may not be a valid method of assessing the characteristics of the entire fault. In addition, faults shown on plates I 
and 2 as not having Historical, Holocene, and late Pleistocene displacement are not necessarily older Quaternary 
faults. These faults may have experienced younger ruptures that have not yet been identified or documented.  

Fourth, assembling short, individual fault traces (or tectonic-related geomorphic features) into one fault and 
implying a single seismotectonic source, when no such grouping has been previously described in the literature, is 
very subjective and the resulting fault shown and labeled on plates I and 2 may not bear any relationship to geo
logic reality. Relationship to physiographic features, strike, type of displacement, and the criteria used to group 
the faults, can all vary along a single known fault. The faults that result from these groupings not only influence 
the visual image presented on the plates, but also affect various fault characteristics, most notably fault length, 
reported on the description sheets and in the summary tables.
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Fifth, the data shown on the description sheets and in the summary tables are influenced by all the factors that 
limit assessment of Quaternary displacement along faults and by the differences in interpretation that result from 
each worker's skills and biases. These include, but are not limited to, problems in accurat6ly dating the ages of Qua
ternary deposits, problems with determining the exact relationship between Quaternary deposits and faults (e.g., is 
the deposit really displaced?), problems of finding Quaternary deposits of several appropriate ages in proximity to 
the fault, and factors (e.g., climate, location, degree of cementation, erosion, deposition) that influence the preser
vation of scarps and other geomorphic features indicative of Quaternary displacement.  

Sixth, the compilation of the description sheets and, especially, the summary tables required putting the vari
ous types of age data found in individual references into a single time scale. The reported ages of the deposits and 
surfaces in relationship to the faults do not always allow this to be done easily. Terms such as late Pleistocene or 
late Quaternary are used in different ways by individual workers, sometimes without specifying the age range that 
is meant. Additionally, both relative and numerical age estimates often have large uncertainties. As a result, 
reported ages for displaced deposits sometimes overlap with or appear to be older than the ages for the undisplaced 
deposits. Also, ages noted by some authors cross-the age categories used by other authors and in this-compilation.  

Seventh, a compilation such as this can never be complete, in part because work is ongoing. This report and 
accompanying map are.a first attempt to compile the information available as of December 1993 into a usable format 
for future studies. As in any study, existing work may been unintentionally overlooked. Thus, original references 
should examined before beginning any detailed study of a particular fault.
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PATTERN OF KNOWN AND SUSPECTED QUATERNARY FAULTS WITHIN ABOUT 
100 KM OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN AND ACCOMPANYING DATA 

Ten faults within 50 km of the potential waste repository have Holocene or late Pleistocene (<130 ka) dis
placements. Of these ten faults, the longest and most continuous is the northwest-striking Furnace Creek fault 
about 50 km southwest and west of the potential repository site (pls. I and 2). This fault is reported to have evi
dence for recurrent surface displacement along most of its 250 km length (including its possible extension into Fish 
Lake Valley). This fault may be even longer if it connects with the north-striking Death Valley fault, which also 
exhibits evidence for recurrent Holocene displacements, immediately to its south. If these faults represent a single 
fault system, then the length of the entire system would be at least 325 kin, by' far the longest geologic structure in 
the region with reported recurrent Holocene displacements.  

The other nine faults within 50 km of the potential repository site for which Holocene or late Pleistocene 
surface ruptures have been reported include the following (listed in order of increasing distance from the site): the 
north-striking Bare Mountain fault located 14 km west of the site, the north-nprtheast..-striking faults along the 
east side of Oasis Valley located 24 km northwest of the site, the northeast-striking Rock Valley fault located 
24 km south of the site, the north-to northwest-trending Beatty scarp located 26 km west of the site, the north
striking Ash Meadows fault located 34 krn south of the site, the northeast-striking Eleana Range fault located 
37 km northeast of the site, the northwest-striking Amargosa River fault located 40 km south of the site, the north
striking Yucca fault located 40 km northeast of the site, and the north-striking Carpetbag fault located 43 km north
east of the site (pls. 1 and 2). Of these faults, only the Rock Valley fault, the Ash Meadows fault, the Yucca fault, 
and the Carpetbag fault have suggested lengths of greater than 30 km. Displacements along these faults have been 
reported to be normal, lateral, or oblique.  

Fifteen more faults that are reported to have Holocene or late Pleistocene displacements are located between 
>50 km and about 100 km from the potential waste repository. The longest of these faults is the north- to north
northwest-striking Panamint Valley fault, which is at least 80 km long, and the northwest-striking Hunter Moun
tain fault, which is also about 80 km long. These two faults may represent a continuous fault system similar to the 
Death Valley and Furnace Creek faults to the east. The closest approach of these faults to the site is about 95 km.  
Other relatively long faults on which Holocene or late Pleistocene displacements have been noted are the generally 
north-striking, 85-kmn-long Kawich Range fault located 57 km north of the site, the northwest-striking, 70-kin
long Pahrump fault located 70 km south-southeast of the site, the north-striking, 60-km-long West Pintwater 
Range fault located 76 krn east of the site, the north- to north-northeast-striking, 55-kmi--long Belted Range fault 
located 55 km northeast of the site, and the north-striking, 50-krn-long Cactus Flat fault located 84 km north of 
the site (pls. 1 and 2). Except for the Hunter Mountain fault and the Pahrump fault, most of these faults generally 
strike north.  

Thirty-three faults that are reported to have Holocene or late Pleistocene displacements are located at dis
tances greater than 100 krn of the potential waste repository but within the area covered by plates 1 and 2. These 
faults, some of which have received more extensive work than faults within 100 km of the site, are included 
because some may be related to closer faults and some of these are specifically noted in the study plan (Department 
of Energy, 1988).
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Available data on the Quaternary activity on the known and suspected Quaternary faults within the study area 
are assembled on description sheets in appendix 2 and in summary tables in appendix I. Data for selected charac
teristics that are needed to assess each fault's potential seismic hazard are listed in tables I through 3. These tables 
highlight the lack of data about known and suspected Quaternary faults within about 100 km of Yucca Mountain.  
Even for faults within 50 km of the site, data are generally based on only limited or reconnaissance studies. For only 
a few faults have the parameters been estimated that will be needed to assess the potential of these faults for future 
earthquake activity (e.g., potential rupture length, type of displacement, amount of displacement per event, slip rate, 
and recurrence of surface-rupturing events). Even for these few faults, examination of available maps and reports 
indicates that these values are often rough guesses, are based on limited field.data, or are estimated for only a short 
section or at only a single locality along the fault. A primary obstacle in calculating slip rate and recurrence is the 
lack of reliable age estimates for deposits or surfaces displaced by or burying the faults: Although the dating of 
deposits and surfaces is a continual problem in Quaternary studies, for many faults within 100 km of Yucca Moun
tain, no attempt has yet been made to map the distribution of Quaternary deposits in relation to the faults and to 
evaluate the potential for obtaining numerical ages on th.ese deposits. The possibility.for correlating Quaternary 
deposits and surfaces with those that have been studied in detail in Midway Valley (e.g., Gibson and others, 1991; 
Wesling and others, 1992) has also not been evaluated. In addition, types of displacement and amounts of displace
ment have not yet been determined. The component of strike-slip displacement, in particular, needs to be addressed 
because some initial workers assumed that displacements along faults in the area were principally dip slip, an 
assumption that subsequent workers have suggested may not be correct for some faults. In addition, conclusions of 
some studies are contradictory and open to alternative interpretations.  

Additional examination of faults in the region may eliminate some of the known and suspected Quaternary 
faults shown on plates I and 2, may add other faults that do have Quaternary displacements but are as yet unrecog
nized, or may change the age designations and other information shown on the plates and noted on the description 
sheets and in the summary tables. Hopefully, future studies will provide additional detailed information to expand 
our knowledge of these faults, so that those within about 100 km of the potential waste repository can be evaluated 
on the basis of more uniform and reliable data.
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APPENDIX 1. DATA TABLES FOR KNOWN AND 
SUSPECTED QUATERNARY FAULTS WITHIN ABOUT 
100 KM OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN 

INTRODUCTION 

This appendix contains tables that summarize properties of known and suspected Quaternary faults 
located within the area covered by plates I and 2. It includes known and suspected Quaternary faults 
within 100. km of the potential waste repository at Yucca Mountain. Data shown on these tables have been 
.extracted from the description sheets presented in appendix 2. The tabulated properties provide informa
tion about possible earthquake sources relevant to the potential waste repository. The properties shown in 
the tables in this appendix are listed below. The tables in which the properties appear are shown in paren
theses.  

'Strike of the fault (Tables 8, 13, 18) 
"* Type of displacement identified along the fault (Tables 8, 13, 18) 
"* Estimated length of the fault (Tbles 4, 9, 14) 
"* Percent of the faultB total length that has experienced late Quaternary surface rupture (Tables 4, 9, 
14) 
-Closest approach of the fault to the potential waste repository at Yucca Mountain (Tables 4, 9, 4) 
-Estimated age(s) of the youngest displaced deposit(s) (Tables 5, 10, 15) 
-Estimated age(s) of the oldest undisplaced deposit(s) (Tables 5, 10, 15) 
* Amount of displacement that occurred in the youngest surface-rupturing event (Tables 5, 10, 15) 
-Amount of displacement that has occurred during the late Quaternary (Tables 5, 10, 15) 
'Slip rates or apparent slip rates estimated for time intervals during the Quaternary (Tables 6, 11, 16) 
'Estimated number of surface-rupturing events for time intervals during the Quaternary (Tables 7, 

12, 17) 
'Recurrence interval between surface-rupturing events during the late Quaternary or the Quaternary 
(Tables 8, 13, 18) 

Two additional pieces of information are shown for the faults: 
'Plate orfigure number where the fault is shown (Tables 4, 9, 14) 
'Reference(s) from which the data were taken (Tables 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 18). The numbers 
beginning with "Y-" have been arbitrarily assigned to the references. The references are listed by 
these numbers in appendix 4.  

The faults shown in the tables in this appendix are grouped by distance from the potential waste 
repository at Yucca Mountain as follows: faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain (tables 4 through 8, 
pages 18 through 35), faults between >50 and 100 km from Yucca Mountain (tables 9 through 13, pages 
36 through 55), and faults at distances greater than 100 km from the site but within the area covered by 
plates I and 2 (tables 14 through 18, pages 56 through 75).  

Previous workers have subdivided several faults into segments (although these are not necessarily 
rupture segments). These segments or sections are listed separately in the tables under the fault name.  
Some individual traces of a fault have received enough study that they are also listed separately under the 
fault name. In addition, some separate, short faults are listed together under one name on plates 1 and 2 
and on the description sheets in appendix 2. These short faults are shown under the name for the group of 
faults, but properties are listed for each short fault.
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Large uncertainties exist in the ages of the displaced and undisplaced deposits. These uncertainties 
partly reflect the problems in determining the ages of Quaternary deposits. In some cases, ages have been 
estimated at different localities along a fault, but studies are not detailed or extensive enough to determine 
if the differences.in ages actually reflect differences in rupture histories. These uncertainties sometimes 
result in age estimates for the youngest displaced deposits that overlap with or are younger than the age 
estimates for the oldest undisplaced deposits.  

DISCUSSION 

The tables in this appendix demonstrate that, with but a few exceptions, little data about the prop
erties listed above are available for known and suspected Quaternary faults within about 100 km of the 
potential waste repository at Yucca Mountain. The exceptions are the faults within about 5 km of the site 
(site faults) and a few other faults that have received relatively detailed study (e.g., the Carpetbag fault 
in Yucca Flat). Additional studies may eliminate some faults listed in the tables in this appendix by dem
onstrating that no Quaternaiy surface r'upture has occurred. Additional studies may also change the way' 
in which some faults are portrayed on plates I and 2. Previously mapped fault traces that have known or 
suspected Quaternary activity and geomorphic features (e.g., scarps, lineaments, and linear range fronts) 
that may indicate Quaternary surface rupture have been grouped together where these traces and geomor
phic features have similar strikes or trends and similar relationships to topographic features (e.g., at or 
near the base of a mountain range), and a similar senses of displacement, if they are indicated. However, 
once an understanding of fault displacements and their ages becomes clearer, grouped fault traces as 
shown on plates I and 2 may change. This could be significant for some properties shown in the tables 
in this appendix. An example is fault length, a property used to assess potential hazard but one that is 
primarily dependent upon how individual fault traces have been grouped together.  

Compilation of existing data is in constant revision because of the continuing study of the faults 
near and around Yucca Mountain. Because of this, a primary goal of this compilation is to provide an 
exhaustive bibliography of what was available as of December 1993. Additional studies will, hopefully, 
provide the data necessary to complete the tables in this appendix.
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Table 4. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain 

[Detailed data are on data sheets in appendix 2. References are listed by number in appendix 4. Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information. Entries separated by a comma ,1 indicate data for individual 
faults or at different localities along a fault or faults: entries separated by a semicolon (:) indicate different interpretations by different authors: leaders (--l no information was noted during the literature 
review: YM, the proposed repository site at Yucca Mountaini 

Plate (P) Estimated Percent of Total Total Closest 

or total fault total length with vertical lateral approach 

Fault or faults' Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YM'N 

[Segment, Individual faultl number (kin) displacement (kin) (kin) (kin) References (Y-) 

0: ..... D 1. A•, 0l P2 Is; 4 -.... 0 695

Area Three fault (AT) 

Ash Meadows fault (AM) 

[Northern section] 

[Central wctionl 

[Southern section) 

Bare Mountain fault IBM) 

[Section aI[ 

(Section 021 

[Section #3) 

[Section tt4) 

[Section #51 

Beany scarp (BS)
4 

Bow Ridge fault (BR) 

Bullfrog Hills faults (BULl 

Cane Spring fault (CS) 

Carpetbag fault (CBI 

Checkpoint Pass fault (CP) 

Crossgrain Valley faults (CGV)'

PI 

P2 

P2 

P2 

P2 

Pl. P2 

F5

15 to 7.5 

60

-- r_>0.05 

- - p0.002 to 0.003)

48 

15.5 

3.5

>2.6

44. 181.224.526 

34 69.695 

-- 695 

-.- 695 

- - 69.695 

14 3. 101

F5

F5 

F5 

FS 

Pl. P2 

F3 

Pi 

Pl. P2 

PI 

P2 

P2

2.5 

3.8

2.5 

8: 10; 25? 

>6; 9 to 10

'4. 7 

14; 27 

16.5:30

26

a>0.2

'>0.6: 1.2?

38 

36 

43 

44 

48

6.232. 1041 

26. 46. 55, 217. 224. 298. 772.  
1042

232 

104. 210. 232 

181.182.224.526 

813. 852

Os

'>_0.6



Table 4. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain 
-Continued 

Plate (P) Estimated Percent of Total Total Closest 

or total fault total length with vertical lateral approach 

Fault or faults Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YM 

[Segment, Individual fault] number (kim) displacement (kin) (km) (kin) References (Y.) 

[N o rth R id g e fro n t fa u lt) P 2 7 : 8 .5 . .. .. .. . 8 1 3. 8 5 2

(Northeast valley faults! 

(Southwest valley fault] 

East Crater Flat faults (ECR) 

Fault S 

Fault T 

Black Cone fault (BLK) 

WeLN IAa 1.11 Iud WI.) 

Fault U 

Eleana Range fault (ER) 

Fatigue Wash fault (FW) 

Furnace Creek fault (FC) 

Ghost Dance fault (GD) 

Keane Wonder fault (KW) 

Mercury Ridge faults (MER) 

[Northwest fault] 

[Southeast fault] 

Mine Mountain fault (MM) 

Oasis Valley faults (OSV) 

[Eastern faults) 

(Western faults) 

Pahute Mesa faults (PM) 

Paintbrush Canyon fault (PBC) 

Plutonium Valley-North Halfpint 
Range fault (PVNH)

P2 

P2 

F3 

F3 

F3 

F3 

Il 

F3 

PI 

F3 

P1. P2

F3 

P2 

P2 

P2 

P2 

Pl 

01 

PI 

PI 

PI 

F3 

PI

1.5: 2.5 

3 

12 

7 

35 to 6.5 

0.2: 0.5 

6:9: 13 

4.5: 7.5 

"105: 115: 
160: 165: 

175; >250: 
400 

9; 19 to 20 

25 

9:10 

3 

16: 22: 27 

1'16 to 20(?) 

147 to I1(?) 

269 

18:25:30 

15: 26

-- 813.852 

813

"1175 to 80 lO;10: _19:24 to 48; 
50; 68+4; 80: 80 to 

128

>0.025

4 26 

5. 26 

7 11 6. 1201 

7 II')(,. 120t. 12.20 

16 26 

37 526.813.853 

2 26. 1042 

50 216,236.262,389.468.479.  
596.600.651,683,1027

0 

43'i5

'5>O.O04 

"20.3: >0.5

48 

51 

19 

24 

30 

48 

3 

46

26.55,396.1042 

238.1357 

813.852 

852 

104.182.205.232 

10,238.813.1223 

238.813 

813 

26. 46, 55. 217. 224. 575. 10,12 

232.813

G



Table 4. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain 
- Continued 

Plate (P) Estimated. Percent of Total Total Closest 

or total fault total length with vertical lateral approach 

Fault or faults Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YNM 

ISegment, Individual faultl number (km) displacement (km) (km) (km) References (Y-) 

Ranger Mountains faults (RM)t" P2 --...  

[North faults] 3; 5 -- 813852 
(South faultsl 3:4 -- 813.852 

Rock Valley fault (RV) P2 t"19 ; 32; 65 -- __ (l0) 1124: 27 20. 62. 68. 224, 238. 695 

Rocket Wash--Beatty Wash fault PI 115: 17 ...... 19 238. 81J, 853 
(RWBW) 

Solitatio Canyon fault (SCI F3 >12:13 -- l>0.4; I -- 0.5 26. 396. 1201 

Stagecoach Road fault (SCR) F3 24>9: 12: 13: -- ->10 16>1 10 31.46. 55, 189, 396 
31 

Tolicha Peak fault (TOLI Pl 22 42 813 

Wahmonie fauth (WAll) P2 14:15 22 104.232 

Windy Wash fault (WWI F3 "1 4 : 25 -- >0.4 - - 3 396. 701 

Yucca fault (YC) Pl 2a2 2: 25:24 '-- 9>0.2: 0.31 to (a) 40 181,526, 693. 813. 853 
to 32: 34 to 40 0.61; >0.61 

Yucca Lake fault (YCL) P1 17 - 36 232 
'The northern portion is about 2 km long. The •Ouhctrn section has two branches. a western one 3 or-4 km long and an eastern one 3.5 to 3,5 km long (Y-181: Y-224. Y-526).  
'This displacement is for a 3.2-Ma ruff along the western branch of the northern section (Y-695).  3
This is the minimum vertical displacement ofa deposit with an estimated age of about 40 ka as interpreted from trenches (Y-6951.  4
Ahough a tectonic origin it not clear, a non-,eetonic origin for the Beatty scarp has not been verified. Therefore. the feature is included in this compilation. which is based on published literature and other readily available data for known and suspected Qunteenary faults.  

sThe is the apparent vertical separation reported by Y-217 and Y-298 for the Topopah Spring Memberof the Paintbrush Tuff(13.l0.R Ma: K-Ar).  
'BUL iseludes four faults. The eastern and western faults are each about 7 km long. The other two faults are each about 4 km long (Y-232).  
7Y-t8l (p. 27) reported an average vertical displacement in Tertiary volcanic tufof o600 m. Y-182 (p. 21. 23-24t noted that alluvium adjacent to the southern end of CB is 600 to 1.200 m thick and interpreted this depression to he a structural feature formed ia part by vertical displacement on CB.  
'Y-I 81 (p. 27) noted that the amount of right-lateral displacement on CB since deposition of Tertiary volcanic luffcould be a600 m and that Paleozoic rocks could be displaced laterally "several thousand feet." 
sCGV includes several faults: one along the front of North Ridge (North Ridge front fault). faults about 0.5 km north of Nonh Ridge in Crossgrain Valley and faults at the northeastern end of the ridge (Northeast valley faults). and a fault at the southwestern end of North Ridge (Southwest valley fault), "Variation in length estimates results from differences In the interelation of the ends of PC. especially it southestrnc exntension along the Furnace Creek basis ino the Amargosa Valley, and the relationships between FC and 

the Fish Lake Valley fault IeLVI to the northwest and the Death Valley fault (DVI to the south. JSee data sheets in appendix 2.) "Pereent of length with late Quaternary displacement was estimated using a late Quaternary rupture length of 130 km (between the northern end or Dcanh Valley and Navel Spring adjacent to Furnace Creek Washl and a total length of 
165 to 175 ken (between the northern end of Death Valley and the Amargosa Valley).  "tVY-683 (p. 128) thought that development of Furnace Creek basin requires no more than 10 km of right-lateral displacement on FC. Y-46, (p. 157) implied that right.lateral displacement on FC has been at least 19 km. Y-389 (p. 561 suggested that FC has experienced 24 to 48 kin of right-lateral displacement. Y-596 estimated 50km of ringht-leral displacement on FC at the northern end of Death Valley. 'On the basis ofcorrelations of Mesoyct.  Vb- st faults. Y-1027 suggested that 68±4 kro of apparent right-lateral displacement has occurred on FC between the Cottonwood and Funeral mountains. Y-600 (p. 133. 135) estimated aboeut g km or night.lateral dr:2tv.  on FC on the basis of isopachs on Upper Precambrian and Lower Cambrian rocks. Y-262 (p. 1411 interpreted isopachs and facies of Devonian and Silurian rocks and the distribution of Mississipnitar rocks as indicart, 80 o 128 kem of right-lateral displacement on FC in nonhero Death Valley.  13Y.1357 reported about 5 km of right-lateral displacement on the southeastern crdo"KW. -,;5 ýnmount was estimated from displaced -. r'hcast-trending axes of folds in PrmeI,ozoic,, ci:.
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Table 4. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain 
- Continued 
14A graben shown by Y-913 in the northern pun of Oasis Valley does not clearly align with the faults along either side of the valley, The larger. queried value is the length of the faults if this praben, which 

is about 3.3 km long. Is included with she other faults.  
14Y. 10 (p. 5g) reported that ome fault along the eastern side of Oasis Valley displaces Quaternary and Tertiary alluvial-fan deposits about 4 m.  

"Ilndividual faults have lengths between 0.5 and 4 kat (Y.VI 3).  

"St
ratitr-phic dip sepantion on PBC in the Topopih Spring Menber ofthe Paintbrush TufT( 13.1 M_.8 Mal is 15=5 m at the northern end of Pran Ridge (Y-55i Y-217). Total displacement across the Fetn Ridge fault, which 

Y-217 (p. 32) included as a splay of PBC. is about 300 m.  

"1aRM includes two faults north of the Ranger Mountains (North faults) and four faults in the southern Ranger Mountains ISouth faults).  

RVas mapped by -224 extends from the Speter Range to Frenchman Flat for a length of about 32 km. The length of RV as portrayed by Y-20 is only 19 knt because they do not show fault traces in Frenchman Flat to be 
part of . Y-68. Y-238. and Y-693 extend RV about 33 kam southwest of the Specter Range into the Amargosa Desert for a total length for RV ofabout 65 kn.  

2
"Total lateral displacement on RV is estimated to be "a few kilometers- (Y-62).  
"t

Distance is 27 bat if RV is considered to extend from the Specter Range to Frenchman Flat. Distance is 24 lna if the southwestern end of RV extends into the .'unargmsa Desert as suggested by Y-6,. Y-238. and Y-695.  

ISThe length of 5 km is from YV.53. who show only some of the fault traces that are shown by Y-233 and Y-813. Y-238 and Y-813 estimated RWBWtobe 17 km long. I 

13Y-3 9 6 (p. 2731 reported a dip-slip displacement ofO.4 ktn along the central portion of SC since 13.3 Ma. Y-396 (p. 253) noted a cumulative displacement of about I km at the southern end of the fault.  "The length of SCR is 12 ktm as estimated from Y-55 and about 9 km as estimated from Y-1 89, but SCR extends to the edge of their map areas. If concealed sections betwcen Yucca Mountain and Jackass Flats. across Jackass 
Flats. and northeast of the Rats are considered pars of SCR. then the total length of SCR as portrayed by Y-46 is 31 km.  "25
on the basis of tectonic tilt ofvolcanic units (Paintbrush Tuff at 13 Ma to 13.5 M% and Timber Mountain Tuff at 11.5 Mat. Y-396 Itable 2. p. 2751 suggested 6.7 km of vertical displacement on SCR between 13 Ma and 11.5 Ma.  
3.3 km ofvertical displacement since 11.5 Mo. and 4_3 m ofvertical displacement since some time after 1.7 Mu. This is a total vertical displacement of at least I0 km.  

"mYV-31 (p. 332) identified as much as I km of leIB-lateral displacement of ridges composed of a 13-Ma tuff.  
a7Y.701 reported a length of 14 km for WW. The length of WW is about 25 km as estimated from the map by Y-396 (p. 2561.  
"Tahe total length of YC is about 22 km As estimated front Y-8l 3 pl. 2) and Y-853. about 25 km as estimated from Y-526. at least 24 km and possibly 32 km as noted by Y..1 1 (p. 2

6
t. and about 14 km to 40 km as inferred 

by Y-693 (p 209). The longest values include the Butte fault (BT) as parl of YC.  
asy. IAI Ip 271 reprted a vertial displaeement of 2200m in Tertiary volcanic tuff Y.691 Ip. 2011 repstned that alluvial and lacustrine deposits are 305 in 6 10 in thick ort the doisnh-,tvown side of VC: allus iam in the 

uribth-emntnnl pan Of the hA'in And east of YC tdoiwthntrwn sidet is >6 10 thick tV-AxS, p. ttli. These thickL.e,.€, may represenu tire anurunt of erica] displa.ieent sn CY.  

*1- II (p 291 reorted that Palscizoc rocks may be displaced laterally "several thousand feet"on YC. Y- 1 .1 (p. 271 also noted that the lateral component of displacement in Tertiary volcanic tuff may tc equal to or 
greater Ithan the amount of scTrical displacement (_200 ml.

r-



Table 5. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km 
of Yucca Mountain 

[Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. Ages are estimated primarily from photogeologic, geomorphic, and pcdologic criteria. (See individual references and description sheets in appendix 2 
for limitations.) References are listed by number in appendix 4. Overlap of ages reported in columns 2 and 3 reflects uncertainties in age estimates and in straligraphic interpretations (appen. 2). Abbreviations 
for ages (used where age is not specified in yearsl: Hist.. Historical: Hot., Holocene: E.Hol. Early Holocene: Lt.Pleist.. Latest Pleistocene; L.Pleist.. Late Pleistocene: L M Pleist.. Late and Middle Pleistocene: 
M.Pliest.. Middle Pleistocene; E.Pleist. Early Pleistocene: L.Plio.. Latest Pliocene: L.Quat.. Late Quaternary: Quat.. Quaternary: Ten.. Tertiary. Late Quaternary displacement is since 130 ka. Queried entries 
indicate uncertaintyofinformation. Entries separated bya semicolon(:) indicate different interpretations by different authors: entries separated by a comma.(.) indicate data for individual faults or at different 
localities along a fault or faults: leaders (--I. no information was npied during the literature review[ 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unit/surface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undlsplaced youngest event (m) displacement (m) 

[Segment or Individual faultl (103 yr) (103 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

Amargsoa River fault (ARt 5:10 .......... --

Area Three fault (ATI 

Ash Meadows fault (AM) 

[Northern sectionI 

[Central sectionl 

[Southern section] 

Bare Mountain fault (BMI 

[Section Ill 

[Section #2] 

[Section d3] 

[Section #4] locality 3 

locality 4 

locality 5 

[Section #5] 

Beatty scarp (BS)' 

Bow Ridge fault (BR) 

Bullfrog Hills faults (BUL) 

Cane Spring fault (CS) 

Carpetbag fault (CB)

tHist.: <10

2•10 

> 10: 40 

E.Hol./Li.Pleist.  

Hol.  

L.M Pleist.? 

<350 

L/M Pleist.? 

<(5 to 15) 

<9 

E.Hol.  

LUM Pleist.? 

'<(10 to12) 

738±10 to 270±90: 
270 and 1,200 

Quat.  

Quat.? 

"tHist.: 30

-- 181.224.526

2•SO

1.6, >3

•10

.<8.3+0.075 

'>( to 3?) 

'40: 38±10: 90±50

1.75

Fracturing; 
40.05to0.2

-- >2 to 30 

'0.11 to 0.28 100.45

Quat.

Quat.  

t235.+1 5; 125 to 130 

(35V?): 170
"t3Fractuting "110.15

-- 695 

-- 695 

- - 69 

-- 3. 1041 

--- 3 

-- 3,64 

--- 3

-- 6 
"t0. 76 to 1.32 , 26.87.217.1091 

-- 43,232 

-- 104.210. 226. 232 

-- 181.224.327.1106



Table 5. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km 
of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unit/surface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undisplaced youngest event (in) displacement (m) 

[Segment or Individual faultl (10 yr) (10 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

L C,,a..•Ith I.,trt ? - nt fTert 62- 852
Iout east u mtj 

Mine Mountain fault (MM) 

Oasis Valley faults (OSV) 

[Eastern faults]

[Western faults] 

Pahute Mesa faults (PM) 

Paintbrush Canyon fault (PBCI 

Plutonium Valley-North lialfpint 
Range fault (PVNIh 

Ranger Mountains faults (RM)"
t 

[North faults) 

[South faults] 

Rock Valley fault IRV) 
[Central section] 

[Northeast section] 

[Possible southwest extension] 

Rocket Wash-Beatty Wash fault 
(RWBW) 

Solitario Canyon fault (SC) 

Stagecoach Road fault (SCR) 

Tolicha Peak fault (TOL) 

Wahrnonie fault (WAH)

Quat.

"21>(27 to 35) to <730; 
145 to 430:'Quat.  

Quat.  

Quat.  

2L.Quat.: 270 to 700: 

270 to 800: 700 to 
750: L.Pleist.  

Quat.  

Quat.  

Quat.  

29<(31 to 38): 510 

"3210 to130 

<10 

Quat.  

6.6to 11.1:515 

1100 to 2000: Quat.  

Quat.  

270 to 740; >740: 
Quat.  

3 to 6.5

Ouat.

21160 to 250:270 to 

700: Quat.

Quat.

(is)

270 to 800 

700 to 750 

15:0!o 740

240.15

0.1 to 0.32

(tal

'S<l to 3?

-. - 21<4. I: t(26): 

"2< .7o 
2.7)

-- <(2.5 to 3l

<1

104.205.232.238 

10.73.264. 1223 

- - 813 

- - 813 

-- 26,217.575.1098

232, 813

-- 852 

-- 852 

20.70 

-- 852 

- - 68.90.695 

-- 238. 813

-- 26.396.700.1196.1201.1230 

0 to 30) 26.31 

- - 913 

226. 238

<0.1 .<_(1,5 to 2)Windy Wash fault (WW) 12. 701



Table 5. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km 

of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unitisurface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undlsplaced youngest event (m) displacement (m) 

[Segment or Individual faultI (103 yr) (103 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

Yucca fault (YC) "Hist.: I to 10: 0 to <10 .... al.5 to 6: 181.224. 526. 688. 693. 853.  
130:>35 >12:15 1106 

Yucca Lake fault (YCL) Quat: .......... 181.232 

'Surficial expression ofparts ofthe Area Three fault may be the result ofundecrround nuclear explosions (Y- 1 1; Y-224).  
t

Data are for the western branch of the noohem section.  
)Although a tectonic onigin is noa clear, a non-tectonic origin ro" the Beatty scarp has not been verified. Therefore. the feature is included in this compilation, which is based on published literature and other readilv asailablc data for 

known and susp;ýted Quatncnary faults 

Age is uacertain. Radiocarbon dates. suggest that faulted deposits are about 1Oka (10±0.3 kaand9. 8±0.3 ka), but uranium-trend analyses suggest that the age ofthese same deposits is about 500 ka (40•5t0 kal. Nlaximut 
scar-slope angles sugget that displacement is younger than 12 ka. but older than a fea• thousand yeart- (V-6l.  

8
Age is based oi intTrpretationt of maximum scarp-slopc angles V-6; ýse.note 4 ahosel.  

'The- at the a seasurements ot carp hetghilt I Yl-. Number of esnts is mat known; agge- for the scarp% are not spetified.  

"These itsrt twuotag wee emstimated using uranium-tactnd mcthodsiY-26i. Y21-? concluded that the dates arc inconsistent. The last two numbers are from V-.7. who concluded that the mast-rcccn event exposed in French 14 
is represented by undated basaltic ash that they correlated with 1.2-Ma and 0 27ka a*she, from Crater Flat.  

Ay217 concluded that deposits with an estimated age of 40 ka osedie the fault. Y-S7 interpreted an eolian unit that yielded dates (unranium-trend analyses) of 3Xt 10 ka and 90±50 ka as undisplaced 

VY-1091 inferred a per-es.ent ventical displacement btweon S and 20 cm (average of about e0 cm) and an average net (left-obliqucl displacement per vent between I I and 28 cm, 

"ty. 109 1 inferred a cumulativ e vertical displacement of45 em since middle Quaternary and a cumulative net (left-oblique) displacement of 76 to 132 cm since middle Quaternary.  

I
t
The youngest fracturing oecutred about 30 ia VY-3271. V-InV. Y-224. Y-327. and Y-I106 all reported that portions ofCB were reactivated by an underground nuclear explosion in 1970.  

"t ln the basis•ofa dateturanium-rtrend Analysesl of 35±15 ka for an unfractured depesit. Y-327(p. 2311 and V-1106 (p. 25. leconcluded that no surface fracturing (or larger displacement) had occurred on at least pat ofCfl since 

that time. Anitbhr unfractured deposit ws estimated to have an age of about 170 k a by Y.( Oh (p. 30) on the basis of devel•pment of both rock vamnish and an argi[lie soil horizon. On the bhsis ofan absence of prchisioric scarps 

and undisplaced stratigrnphic units c"posed in three trenches. Y-327 1p. 231) and Y-1h06 (p. 14 31u) concluded that no significant vertical displacement had occurred at least since 10 ha, probably since 125 ka to I 3 ka, and 
possibly since 350 ha.  
"Ytioungest displacements have beem interpreted by -327 to be fracturing only.  

"t 4
An historical subsurface explosion resulting from nuclear testing produced 15 cm of right-lateral displacement across a 1.2-m-hinh scarp and left-stepping. en echelon cracks VI-1I1 ).  

"t
he Quaternary age is based on the faults juxtaposing Quaternary alluvium against bedrock along a range front or ridge that has morphologic reatures similar to those along major range-front faults (VY-X52).  

l6A map by Y-1230 (fig. 5I portrays as "recently activ's a fault that is probably correlative with Fault S.  

"tt The youngest units displaced at serral localities have estimated ages of late HIolocene (0.2 al o 2 ka: V-216. table 31. The oldest undisplaced units noted by Y-216 (table 3. p. 20) along most of FC arc latest Ilolocene 

(<cl0yr)l. However, they rcognized no displacement of late Hlolocene units (0.2 ka to ! kal northwest of Grapevine Canyon, Similarly. Y-66 portrayed PC nosrhsaest of Grayevine Can)on is di:aplacing depi-sits no 

younger than Pleistocene. Y-4•1 (p. 8. pl. 1) shows an undisplaced surface with an estimated age of older Pleistocene across FC above Navel Spring about 15 km southeast ofthe Furnace Creek Inn in the Furnace 
Creek basin.  

t
1Y-236 (p. 238) noted 0.6 to 1.5 roof east-side-down, vertical displacement in a gravel deposit with an estimated Holocene age in northern Death Valley.  

"Th"Tis is the range of right-lateral displacements noted by V-216 (table 31 on late Hlolocene surfaces, 

"'The maximum right-loteral displacement noted by Y-216 (table 31 on a Pleistocene surface is 21 m near Graprsine Canyon. Y-236 (p. 2381 reported right-lateral displacement of46 m for an allus iul fan with well

developed desert varnish and pavement and an estimated Pleistocene age in the area northwest of Red Wall Canyon.  
"tiThese are the different age estimates that were given by V-73 and V-2(4 for the faulted deposits.  

"YV-575 (p. A 119) estimated that the youngest rupture at Busted Bune probably occurred during late Quaternary. On the basis of correlation of stratigraphic units. Y-26 (table 4. p.2 I) inferred an age of 270 ka to 7100 ka 

for the ytoungest displacement on PBC. Y-26 (table I. p. 5) noted that the youngest rupture that its recorded in two trenches near Yucca Wash near the northern end ofPBC displaced units with an estimated age of 00 to 

750 ka in one trench and an estimated age of 270 ka to 800 ka in the other trench, Y-26 (table 1, p. 5) concluded that the youngest rmpture recorded in two trenches west of Fran Ridge displaces deposits with an estimated 

age of 700 ka to 750 ha. On the basis of faulted and unfaulted eolluviai deposits exposed isa trench. Y-1098 (p. 1531 inferred a late istocene age for the most-recent displacement along a western play ofl PC.  

1
t
v-26 lable 1. p. 51 noted that the youngest npture that is recorded by two trenches near Yueca Wash near the northern end of PBC does not displace deposits with an estimated age of 1lt ka tlo 25t ka. Y-2l liable I 

p. S)concluded that the youngest npture recorded in two trenches west of Fran Ridge doues nt displace deposits with an estimated age of 270 ka to 7 00 ka PIC is shown by •-224 asconcetled ov.ermuch of its lsnth.  

"V-i1098 (p. 1531 estimated a vertical displacement of about 15 cm during the youngest rupture along a western splay of PBC. They estimated a vertical displacement per event of 40 to 65 cm for all but this youngest event.  

a'Y-5 7 5 (p. A 119) reported an apparent maximum vertical displacement of4.1 m. at Busted Butte for the deepest of several buried soils (maximum age of 700 ka) developed in sand ramps. Assuming oblique displacement of45.  

Y-575 (p. A 1191 calculated a total oblique displacement of 5.8 m since the beginning of middle Pleistocene.  
S1V26 (p. 13) noted that displaccmcnt in middle and late Pleistocene deposits exposed in trenches near Yucca Wash have apparently been minor (less than a few centimeters).  

17y. 1098 (p. 1531 estimated a cumulative dip-slip displacement of about 170 to 270 cm in middle Pleistocene deposits along a western splay of PBC. • 

ILRM includes two faults north of the Ranger Mountains (North faults) and four faults in the southern Ranger Mountains (South faults).  

"lData are for the central part ofRV at the trench sites of Y-20.  

36Y-70 noted that younger Holocene units (their QIb deposits) are deposited against fault scarps on older Pleistocene (160 ka to 740 ka) surfaces.  
t t

Vcrtical displacement on the central part of RV is 2.5 to 3 m in deposits thought to be older than 740 ka (Y-20).  

1
t
11nta ore ir er watys along Frenchmnn Flat at the northeasiern end of the faual (Y-R521.

as



Table 6. Slip rates (mm/yr) for known and suspected Quaterpary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain 

[Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. References are listed on tables 4.5, and 8 and in appendix 2. Rates in italics are for apparent lateral slip: rates in vertical type are for apparent 

vertical slip. F indicates fracturing has been recognized, but no significant displacement. Numbers in parentheses indicate the time interval for which the rate has been estimated. The pre-Quaternary rates 

are based on displacement of units that are older than 1.6 Ma. but the time interval over which the rates are estimated may continue into the Quaternary. Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information.  

Entries separated by a semicolon (:) indicate different interpretatinns by different authors: leaders (- -). no information was noted during the literature review] 

Holocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary Interval 

fSegment or Individ I ual faultl 0-4 k 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 <130 ka <1.6 M a Rate (106yr) 

Amareosa River fault (ARt ............- ....

Area Three fault (AT) 

Ash Meadows fault (AM) 

[Northern section) 

[Central section) 

[Southern section) 

Bare Mountain fault IBM) 

[Section Ill 

[Section 421 

[Section 031 

[Section 41] 

(Section 05S 

Bearty scarp (BS)3 

Bow Ridge fault (BR) 

Bullfrog Hills faults (BUL) 

Cane Spring fault (CS) 

Carpetbag fault (CB) 

Checkpoint Pass fault (CP) 

Crossgrain Valley faults (CGV) 

[North Ridge front fault] 

[Northeast valley faults] 

[Southwest valley fault)

10.016

......................... 0.04 ......... . .........-. (40 k,..

F....... 0. 19 ............... .. ... ms t _ _ 

........ .. ..................... F ............................. (-(.18 f. IM0 Wi 30.001 -- 0.016 to 0.018; 
0.009 to 0.011

(4)

1,1 0; >391; 13(%, " ------ 5 ... F ...  
S.... 2110 1. !4A1) Ws

t'4 _j

<3.2

<(12.3 to 13.9): 
'<(11.4 to 13.6)

II to 14



Table 6. Slip rates (mrmlyr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain--Continued 

Holocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary Interval 

ISegment or Individual fault' 0-4 ka 4-8 km 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 <130 ka <1.6 Ma Rate (10
6

yr) ka

East Crater Flat faults (ECRI 

Fault S 

Fault T 

Black Cone fault (BLK) 

West lava fault (WL) 

Fault U 

Eleana Range fault (ER) 

Fatigue Wash fault (FW) 

Furnace Creek fault (FC) 

Ghost Dance fault (GD) 

Keane Wonder fault (KW) 

Mercury Ridge faults (MER) 

[Northwest faultl 

[Southeast fault] 

Mine Mountain fault (MM) 

Oasis Valley faults (OSV) 

[Eastern faults] 

[Western faultsl 

Pahute Mesa faults (PM) 

Paintbrush Canyon fault (PBC) 

Plutonium Valley--North Halfpint 
Range fault (PVNH) 

Ranger Mountains faults (RM)t 

[North faults[ 

[South faults] 

Rock Valley fault IRV) 

Rocket Wash-Bearty Wash fault 
(RWBW)

-----------------.£0.03 to 0.06 ................ ( ,3' itk. t

2.3 ................

-- ----.......................... 0.0083 ................................... 00- -- W,- ----S............. ...................... 9 <O.O I .............................................

---------------. 10003 to 0.01 ---------- --_____(<13t1 to 31) k,)

4.1 to 4 4

0.07 to 0.09

'0.001 to 0.005

<7.3 to 7.9) 

<(11.5 to 13.51 

9to 13: 
0.7 to 9

0.035: 
0.006

......... ..................



Table 6. Slip rates (mm/yr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued.  

tHolocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary Interval 

[Segment or Individual fautlt 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 <130 ka <1.6 Ma Rate (106 vr) 
ka 

Solitario Canyon fault (SC) -- -- 0.03to0.06 ................ . 30J) Suit - " 0.19: <011.5 to 131: 
0,01 <11.5 

Stagecoach Road fault (SCR) ............ >0.003 0.08.0 <13: 

"110.45: 11.5 to 13: 
130,029 <11.5 

.... 0.45 11.5-13 

Tolicha Peak fault TOLl ..............  

W ahm onie fault (W A H l . .. ... ... .. . ...  

Windy Wash fault (WW) .......................... - -0.001 to 0.03 ---.............---------. 270 k.) ..... '0 07: 11,5 to 13: 
S- ----- - -.- .....----- - .--- 0.0015 ----------------------------- ". t "0 026 <11.5 

Yucca fault (YC) . ... .... ..-*-_

Yucca Lake fault (ICI) ..........  

'Data am for the wesrtern branch ofthc northern section of the fault tY-6S9; Y-9961.  
'Although a tectonic orisn is not clear. a nor-.ctonic origin for the Beatty ceaip has not been verified. Thterefore. the feature is included in this compilation. which is based on published literature and other readily as ailablc data for 

known and suspected Quaternary faults.  
3Y. 1091 (p. 1201 estimated that stip rates on OR during middle and lalc Quaternary have been very low (about 0.00l1 mn/yr).  
'Y. I1I and Y-210 noted that lefl-tateral disptamcrent along CS becomnes progressively less in tunns that range between 14 Ma and I I Ma. but no amounts are specified.  

.See notes I I and 12 on Table 5.  
6This is a maximum vertical slip rate during the last 1

7
.000 yr to 30.OO yr. The rate was estimated using the <1 m ofdisplacement on a surface with an estinated age of 17.3 ka to 30.3 ka as reported by Y. 1201 tp 1.64).  

?This slip rate was estimated using the 4 m of displacmcrent noted by Y.10 (p. 5RI in deposits with an estimated age of 730 ka to 3 Ma (Y-73. p. .2. 26) for one fault along the ensternuside ofOiasis V;dlcy since early Quaternary 
or latest Tertiary.  

'On the basis of an estimated s.l m ofoblique displacement since about 700 ka. Y-575 (p. A 119) estimated an oblique slip rate for PBC at Busted Butte of"0.0083 mt'yr since the beginning of middle Pleistt•ccnc 
'An apparent vertical slip rate ofabout 0.0n1 nmsyr or less during miiddle and laic Quatcrnu" was estimatcd by Y. 1098 (p. 153) for a western splay of PBC.  
taRM includes Iwo faults north of the Ranger Mountains (the Norh faults) and four fWults in the southern Ranger Mountains (the South fnults).  
"IIData are for the ccntral part of RV at the trench sites of Y-20.  

"Thtis rate assumes that 6.7 km of vertical displacement occurred during the l.5-mi Iion-yer interval between 11.5 Ma and 13 Ma (Y-396. table 2, p. 275).  
1
3

This rate assumes that 3.3 kin of vertical displacement occurred since 11.5 Ma and that Cenozoic displacement rates occurred in a stcp-wise manner in which rates sharply decreased about I I 5 Ma I Y.396, p. 273).  
"This is the average vertical slip rate estimated by Y-1201 (p. 1.67) for their southern WW (western splay of Y-1042) forthe late Pleistocene and Holocene. using the interpretationu of Y-12 40 cm of'rertical displacement 
in 270-ka deposits and 10 cm of vertical displacement in 3-to-6-ka dcpositsl.  

"This rate was calculated by Y-396 (table 2. p. 275l based on the 40 cm ofs vrtical displacement since 270 ka that was interpreted by Y-12.  
"Tts'is rate assumes that about 0.14 krn of sertical displacement occurred during the I.•-million.yr interval between 13 Ma and I1.5 Ma (Y-396. table 2. p. 275t.  
"Th

is rate assumes that about 0.26 km of vertical displacement has occurred on WW since 11.5 Ma and that Cenozoic displacement rates have varied in a step.wise manner in which rates sharply decreased about 11.5 Ma 
(Y-396. table 2. p. 273, 275).



Table 7. Estimated number of events/time interval for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain 

IDetailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. Numbers with age units in parentheses indicate the estimated age of the faulting event(s). References listed on tables 4. 5, and 8 and in 

appendix 2. Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information. F. fracturing (no significant displacement). Entries separated by a semicolon (:) indicate different interpretations by different 

authors: leaders (--h. no information was noted during the literature review. Number of events are shown in the last two columns only if more specific information is unavailable) 

Itolocene Pleistocene Late 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary 

[Segment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka < 130 ka < 1.6 Ma

Amargosa River fault (AR) 

Area Three fault (AT) 

Ash Meadows fault (AM) 

[Northern section] 

[Central section) 

[Southern sectioni 

Bare Mountain fault (BM) 

[Section $I I 

[Section #21 

(Section #03 

[Section 041 locality 3 

locality 4 

locality 5 

[Section #51 

Beatty scarp (BS)' 

Bow Ridge fault (BR) 

Bullfrog Hills faults (BUL) 

Cane Spring fault (CS) 

Carpetbag fault (CB) 

Checkpoint Pass fault (CPI 

Crossgrain Valley faults (CGV) 

(North Ridge front fault] 

[Northeast valley fautisl 

[Southwest valley fault)

-.. . .. . . ...... -....... ........... q ,lkJ S..... '-• ...... .............. IS .. . . .. . . .. . . t l kal

---t2!It. n 

-.......-........................................------------------

-........................................ I ---------------------------............ (2)

................. >I? ------------- ) 
S.. ... ....................... > .................................. .......... I<t)k}0>.ok}..>I.......  

S.................. 2!1? ................ (3) 
S.........------------------------- 

I ....-.-.................. i1 w 151 W- 

S.... 
. ........................ I ................. ..... 1<*1 k.) ........ I ........... <1ý14 W• 10 16) Wa 

-- ............................. 42 ------------------------- ------ ̀ 0--- 50) k.)

S? 
................--.- 

J?- .................... I ?- ................ 121 W.  

...-. -.......................................... 5to6 --------------------------------------------

In .... I 1 34. >, 130!. > 3 yr)...- F4 ---.I<12•3Nn ".4n•1 kul

0

54

>I 

I? 

>(5 to 61 

>1?

>1?



Table 7. Estimated number of events/time interval for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Holocene Pleistocene Late 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary 

[Segment or Individual faulti 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka < 130 ka <1.6 Ma

East Crater Flat taults (ECRi 

Fault S 

Fault T 

Black Cone fault (BLK) 

West lava fault (WL) 

Fault U 

Eleana Range fault (ER) 

Fatigue Wash fault (FW) 

Furnace Creek fault (FC) 

Ghost Dance fault (GD) 

Keane Wonder fault (KW) 

Mercury Ridge faults (MER) 

[Northwest fault) 

[Southeast faultl 

Mine Mountain fault (MM) 

Oasis Valley faults (OSV) 

[Eastern faults] 

[Western faultsl 

Pahute Mesa faults (PM) 

Paintbrush Canyon fault (PBC) 

Plutonium Valley-North Halfpint 
Range fault (PVNH) 

Ranger Mountains faults (RM)' 

[North faults[ 

[South faultsl 

Rock Valley fault (RV) 

[Central section)

S..........................->3 ....... ....... " 14A6.6 I It, ) k4.<(275 to AM) ka I 

->-- -I ......  
i~t 173t 30 3) ka

.. . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ > .....I------------ -- >I ........... - ---------- <10 to 130) ký) 

-to.- - - --....................4.. o .....-.-......... . ... . .- I. . . .---

---....5----------------
-.. . . . .. . . . 3 to 5 ..... ...... ......

S-.-- ........ ----- - -------------- I -------------- I-31tlIN Ik0 I.....? .. r IV)W

>1? 

>I? 

>1? 

>1? 

>1 

_>1

>1 

>1 

>• 

>1



Table 7. Estimated number of events/time interval for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain -- Continued 

Holocene Pleistocene Late 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Mfiddle Quaternary Quaternary 

[Segment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8.10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka <130 ka <1.6 Ma 

[Northeast section] ................................ > .... . ............................ I ,, k- n ... ..I 

[Possible southwest extension[ > I .... . ........- -. .. . ... 1 

Rocket Wash-Beatty Wash >---> 

fault (RWBW) 

Solitario Canyon fault (SC) - ................. >1 .................... - - 6. It ..1 k.: .15•t 

Stagecoach Road fault (SCR) - -- .... •'•tto Wt ---S....>1-....  

Tolicha Peak fault (TOLl ............. >1 

Wahmonie fault (WAIt ................................... >-------------------------t"'i.t'nt.. .  

Windy Wash fault (WW) .................... M)S ,, 6 .l W I k- - ........... Io6 M >t-- k.a - M0>7 

Yucca fault YC, ...................... I ....................... ' 
-,1 k.1t ..................... C -.................>....... 10. 1 I'll Il 1 15 1,1 ........... >1I .............  

Yucca Lake fault (YCLI >. >I 

'Data are for the wesiern branch of the nouthern section (Y.695t.  
'The age of the youngest fautted deposits are noted as early Holocene and for) latest Pleistocene (no age specified: Y-69).  

3Y-3 inferred a possible esent during middle and late Pleistocene.  

"4Two events since 40 ka to 50 ka. one of which probably occurred during early tlolocene IY-3) 
SAhthough a tectonic origin is not clear. a non-tectonic origin for the Bealtty scarp hass nsot een verified. Therefore. the freaunre is included in this compilation. which is based on published liternaure and other readily 

available data for known and suspected Quaternary faults.  

6Fracturing is noted to have occurred at about 30 ka, 45 ka. 65 ka. 100 ka. and 230 ka. so that five fracturing events occurred in all during the late and middle Pleistocene; Four of these tracturing events occurred 
during the late Pleistocene. See notes II and 12 on Table 5.  

"7On the basis of buried soils in faulted sand ramps at Busted Butte, Y.575 (p. A 119) interpreted five events since About 700 ka.  

1Y-109R (p. 55) estimated that three to five separate surface-faulting events had occurred during middile and late Pleistocene on a western spIny of PISC.  

1RM includes two faults north of the Ranger Mountains (the North f,'ulhst and four faustt in the southern Ranger Mtontains (the South faults).  

10Y-12 (p. 7871 interpreted trench exposures as indicating at least seven Quaternary faulting events on the southern portion of WW. Three of these events occurred before 300 ka: event 4 occurred around or' 
just before 300 ka: event 3 occurred between 270 ka and 190 kh; event 6 occurred between 190 ka and 40 ka: and event 7 occurred after 3 ka to 6.5 ka.



Table 8. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain 

(Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. References are listed in appendix 4. Abbreviations of trends: E, east: N. north: NE. northeast: NW, northwest: ENE, east-northeast: NNE. north
northeast: NNW, north-northwest. Abbreviations for displacement type: F, fracturing: LL. left lateral: LO. left oblique: N. normal: RL, right lateral: RO. right oblique. Queried entries indicate uncertainty 
in information. Number ofevents and time period are shown only shen uied to estimate recurrence interval: entries separated by a comma (.) indicate data for individual fault traces or for different localities 
along the fault or faults: entries separated by a semicoldn (:1 indicate different interpretations by differcnt authors: leaders (- -). no information was noted during the literature review] 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of period Interval Type 

[Segment or Individual faultl events (103 yr) (10' yr) Strike displacement References (Y-) 

A m argosa River fault (A R) . ... N .48 °W . El 2 8 69

Area Three fault (AT) 

Ash Meadows fault (AM) 

[Northern section] 

(Central section] 

(Southern section] 

Bare Mountain fault (BM) 

[Section NII] 

[Section 4•2 

[Section 03] 

[Section #4] locality 3 

locality 4 

locality 5 

[Section #5] 

Beanty scarp (BS)r 

Bow Ridge fault (BR) 

Bullfrog Hills faults (BUL) 

Cane Spring fault (CS) 

Carpetbag fault (CBI 

Checkpoint Pass fault (CP) 

Crossgrain Valley faults (CGV) 

[North Ridge front fault] 

(Northeast valley faults] 

(Southwest valley fault]

2:1 

2:1

a4

<(145-160) 

<(40.50)

"125 to 130

tN, NE. NE to NW 

--- N 

'N.18oW.. N.28°E.  

N. 13
0
oW.  

--- N 

-- N 

-- N to NNE 

-- NNW. NE 

NNW 

- - NNE 

It in 501t --

20 to25 -2 

-- NNW to NNE 

-- N.40*W. to N.10°E.  

--- N 

N-NW to NW 

-- NE 

'125 N to NNW 

-- 
5
NNE to NE. E

NE to ENE 

NIE 

.qE

N 

N 

N 

N? 

N, RIL?

181. 224. 526 

69.695 

68.695 

695 

69.695 

I. 1041

-- 3 

"-- 3

N? 

N. LO 

N? 

LO?. LL 

F. RL 

AN. LL 

L: LL 

L .L. N 
UL. N

.3 

6.40.43,379 

26. 55. 87, 1042, 1091 

232 

104.210,226.232 

60. 182. 224. 327. 1106 

813.852 

62.813 

813 

313

>17



Table 8. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of period Interval Type 

[Segment or Individual faultI events (100 yr) (103 yr) Strike displacement References Iy-)

East Crater Flat faults (ECR) 

Fault S 

Fault T 

Black Cone fault (BLK) 

West lava fault (WL) 

Fault U 

Eleana Range fault (ERI 

Fatigue Wash fAult I FW) 

Furnace Creek fault (FC) 

Ghost Dance fault ((;DI 

Keane Wonder fault (KW) 

Mercury Ridge faults IMER) 

[Northwest fault] 

(Southeast faulti 

Mine Mountain fault (MM) 

Oasis Valley faults (OSV) 

[Eastern faults] 

(Western faults] 

Pahute Mesa faults (PM) 

Paintbrush Canyon fault (PBC) 

Plutonium Valley-North Halfpint 
Range fault (PVNH) 

Ranger Mountains faults (RM) 

(Northern faults] 

(Southern faultsi 

Rock Valley fault IRV) 

Rocket Wash-Beatty Wash fault 
(RWBW)

4 to 6 <10 1.7 to 2.5

NNE 

NNE 

NNW. NW 

NNE 

NE 

NE to NNE 

NNE to NNW 

NW 

N. NNW, NNE 

NW

NE 

NE 

NNE to NE

5 to6 <700 '117 to 140: 
'410' to 10

NNE 

NNE 

Variable 

NNE

NNW

NE. ENE 

NE: NNE to NE 

NE 

"nr)N; NNE

"N 
N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N. LL. L?O 

Ri.: RO 

N 

'N, RL 

LO: RO 

LO 

Lo? 

N? 

.N? 

N. RO? 

N. LL. LO 

'N

N? 

N? 

LL: LO 

SN.-

26 

26 

26, 224.1201.1230 

1196.1201.1230 

26 

11. 182.526.813. 853 

26.55.506.1042 

66.216,475.479.600.683.880 

26.55.189.1042.1239 

238.336.390.1357 

62.813 

62 

104..205,232 

238.813.1223 

813 

10.813.922 

26.55.217.224.396.575.1042.  
109R 

232, 813

813. 852 

813. 852 

"20. 238 

238.813



Table 8. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults within 50 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of period Interval Type 

ISegment or Individual faultl events (100 yr) (103 yr) Strike displacement References (Y-) 

Soiltario Canyon fault (SC) ...... NNE N. LO. LL 26. 55. 700. 1042 

Stagecoach Road fault (SCR) ...... NE to NNE N, LL, LO 46. 55. 189. 575. 1042.  

Tolicha Peak fault (TOL) ...... NNW "N: RO 813 

Wahmonie fault (WAHl) -- ... 'NE, N to NE N 104. 226. 232. 238 

Windy Wash fault (WW) t34  0<300 137 5 4N. NNW. N to NNW. N. LL 12.55. 224, 701. 1042 
NE 

Yucca fault (YC) -- -- -- N "N: RL: RO 50. 60. 181. 182. 224. 526, 693.  
813 

Yucca Lake fault (YCL) ...... NNW N 232 

'The northern mection strikes generally north. The southern section has two branches. a western one that strikes generally northeast and an eastern one that strike• between northeast and northwest tY.l .- 224: Y-521.  

'The northern section consists of two branches, a western one striking N tA1 W. and an eastern one striking N. 28t E. (Y-I6O: Y-695).  

")Although a tectonic origin is not clear. a non-tectonic origin for the Beatty scarp has not been verified. Therefore. the feature is included in this compilation. which is based on published literature and other readily available data 
for known and suspected uaaternary faults.  4
Dlta are foe fracsunrng. not foe significant surface displacement (Y.327). Recurrence interval is for the last 125.000 to 130,000 years. See notes II and 12 on table 5.  

$The eastern half of CP has a curing, but general east. strike IY-8 13). The northern trace of the western half strikes northeast: the soubhern trace of the wsestern half strikes north-northeast.  
'Displacement on the eastern half of Cr is shown by Y.813 as lt.luteral. Displacement on the two branches of the western half is shown as dip slip Inorrnalh.  
7
Y.238 showed displacement on KW as down to the southwest. Y- 1357 concluded that displacement on KW has been right-lateral strike slip, which was accompanied by northeast tilting of the Funeral Mountains. Y-336 
(p. 1491 also mentioned right.lateral displacement on KW.  

ausin- thIconclusionsof V-T5 by A 1191 lte events since about 700 ka and adding one event for the present interval, the average recurrence interval for surface-faulting events on PBC at Busted Biiie since the beginning of 
middle Pleistocene ranges betwcen I 1.000 to 140.OOO yr.  

"On the basis of weakly developeds soils that are ptcserved on sediments deposited between surface faulting events. Y-109 (p. 15l1 concluded that recurrence intervals of I Ot to 10" yr separate three to five middle and late 
Pleistocene vurface-faulting events on a western splay of PBC.  

ItRWBW strikes generally north IVY- 13; YV853 I. Traces at the southern end of RWBW strike north-northeast lY-230l.  
"ttD•splacement onone trace at the southern end of TOL in portrayed by Y-8 I3 as down to the soithwest. One Irnce of TOL that crosses Tolicha Peak is shown by '..,13 ti) have riehtbliitile displaceinent.  
tIWAH strike generally northeast. but its trace curves so that the strike of WAml ranges between north and northeast (Y-232).  
13011 the basis of four faulting events since 300 k. Y-12 (p. 787) and Y.701 estimated an average recurrence interval between surfacc-rupturing events of 75.000 yr.  
"tJDisplacement on WW is shown by Y-12 and Y-701 as dip slip (normal) with a lefI-lateral component of an undetermined amount. A left-lateral component of displacement was also intcrpretcd by Y-1042 (p. 17.201 from.  
observed geomorphic features and slickensides that plunge 43* to 470.  "t Displaenment on YC is shown by Y-50. Y.60. Y-224. and Y-526 to be dip slip (normal). Y. I (p. 27-28) concluded that the left.stepping. en echelh panern of scarps suggests right-laicral displacement. Y. 182 
suggested that YC belongs to a set of north-striking faults with right-oblique displacement.

I-a 
Us



Table 9. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 

[Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. References are listed by number in appendix 4. Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information. Entries separated by a comma (,) indicate data for individual 
fault traces or for different localities along the fault or faults: entries separated by a semicolon (:) indicate different interpretations by different authors: leaders (--, no information was noted during the literature review: 
YM. the proposed repository site at Yucca Mountain) 

Plate (P) Percent of Total Total Closest 

or Total fault total length with vertical lateral approach 

Fault or faults Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YM 

[Segment or Individual faultl number (kin) displacement (kin) (kin) (kin) References (Y-) 

Belted Range fault (BLR) Pl 38: 51: 53:54 -- >0.61 -- 55 5.232. 813. 853

Bonnie Claire fault (BC) 

Boundary fault (BD) 

Buried Hills faults (BH) 

Cactus Flat fault (CF) 

Cactus Flat-Mellan fault (CFML) 

Cactus Range-Wellington Hills 
fault (CRWI)" 

Cactus Springs fault (CAC) 

Central Pintwater Range faults (CPR) 

Central Spring Mountains faults (CSM)W 

[Northwest fault] 

[Northeast fault] 

[Southeast fault) 

Chalk Mountain fault (CLK) 

Chert Ridge faults (CHR)s 

[Eastern faults) 

[Western faults] 

Chicago Valley fault (CHV) 

Cockeyed Ridge-Papoose Lake fault (CRPL) 

Death Valley fault (DV)

East Belted Range fault (EBR) 

East Nopah fault (EN)

PI 

PI 

Pl. P2 

PI 

PI 

PI 

P2 

PI 

P2 

P2 

P2 

P2 

PI 

Pi 

Pi 

P1 

P2 

P2 

P2

P2 

P2

27 

3 to 6.5 

110,26 

50 

35 

25:29

12 

14.5: 16 

16 

6 to 9 

5to 12 

'8: 20? 

14 

12 

20 

21 

'51:64 to 104: 
. 68: 72: 79

74 

51 

53 

84 

80 

87 

59 

79 

76

238 

224.526.813. 853 

813 

813 

813 

232.813 

813,852 

813

-- 813 

-- 813,852 

-- 813,852 

87 813

65

-- '1.2 to 3; 2.3: 5; 10 
to 20

26 

>(17 to 19)

90 

53 

55 

80 

85ý_•o.008

813 

81 3 

69,238 

813 

216.389.429, 594.976.1048

813. 853 

69.238. 696



Table 9. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 
-Continued 

Plate (P) Percent of Total Total Closest 

or Total fault total length with vertical lateral approsch 

Fault or faults Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YM 

[Segment or Individual faulti number (km) displacement (kim) (km) (kim) References (Y-) 

East Pint'water Range fath" tFPRI P. P2 58 ...... a8 1"1 8'2

Emigrant fault (EM) 

Emigrant Valley North fault (EVN) 

Emigrant Valley South fault (EVS) 

Fallout Hills faults (FH) 

Gold Flat fault (GOL) 

Gold Mountain fault IGOM) 

Grapevine fault (GV) 

Grapevine Mountains fault (GM) 

[Southern trace] 

[Nonhern trace) 

Groom Range Central fault (GRC) 

Groom Range East fault (GRE) 

Hidden Valley-Sand Flat faults (HVSF) 

[Fault along the eastern sides of Ilidden 
Valley/Ulida Flatl 

[Fault along the southern sides of Ulida 
Flat/Sand Flat] 

(Fault along the southeastern side of Sand 
Flati 

I[Fault along the northeastern side of Sand 
Flat] 

[Fault along the western side of Ulida 

Flat) 

Hunter Mountain fault (HM)

P2 

PI 

PI 

Pl 

PI 

PI 

Pt, P2 

P1 

PI 

PI 

PI 

PI 

P2 

P2

P2 

P2 

P2 

P2

13 

28 

20 

4 to 8 

16 

17:18 

20: 30 

9: 23 

13:21 

31 

20 

12

4.3 0.002

73 

60 

66 

70 

65 

90 

58 

67 

70 

82 

85 

87

9

'10 

7.5

P2 78: 85

239 

813 

813 

813 

813 

238.853 

236. 239, 755. 917

238,239,853 

238.853 

813 

813 

239

239 

239 

239 

239

-")>-(Ito 1.5): !2: a6 "0.7 to 2: 1:>_6: 8 to 
10

95 239. 356. 697, 864. 1148. 1274

Indian Springs Valley fault (ISV) 

Jumbled Hills fault (JUM) 

Kawich Range fault (KR)

-I

PI. P2 

PI 

PI

23: 28 

27 

80; 84 0,9: -1.2

67 

77 

57

813.852 

813 

5,232. 813

3



Table 9. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 
- Continued 

Plate (P) Percent of Total Total Closest 

or Total fault total length with vertical lateral approach 

Fault or faults Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YM 

[Segment or Individual faulti number (kin) displacement (km) (km) (kin) References (Y-) 

Kawich Valley fault (KV) PI 43 ...... 61 813

"P2 

PI 

PI 

P2

La Madre fault (LMD) 

North Desert Range fault (NDR) 

Oak Spring Butte faults (OAK) 

Pahrump fault (PRP) 

Panamint Valley fault (PAN) 

[Fault south of Ballarat] 

(Fault north of Ballarat] 

Penoyer fault (PEN) 

Racetrack Valley faults (RTV) 

[Eastern fault] 

[Western fault] 

Sarcobatus Flat fault (SF) 

Slate Ridge faults (SLR) 

[Northern fault] 

[Southern fault] 

South Ridge faults (SOU) 

[Northern fault! 

[Southern fault] 

Spotted Range faults (SPR) 

[Range-front fault] 

[Fault along unnamed ridge] 

[Faults within the range] 

Stonewall Mountain fault (SWM) 

Stumble fault (STM)

P2 

P2 

P2 

PI 

P2 

P2 

P2 

PI 

PI 

PI 

P2 

P2 

P2 

PI, P2 

P1. P2 

Pl. P2 

P1, P2 

PI 

PI

33 

13.5. 24 

119: 21:40 

50:65 to 70: 
130 

80: 100 

30 

50 

25: 35. 56

82 

61

"25 to 38 

t00

"t'(>.46 
15s>0.3 

1~.8: 9.2

16>0I 6 to 19) 

"8 to 40 

t•(.Ito 4.6)

22 

22 

27; 51

813 

813

57 693.813.853 

70 161. 238. 696. 813. 845. 888.  
1105 

95 397.399.427.697.698.868 

427.864 

614.632.698 

97 25.404.1032

97 

102 

52 

87

12:13 

5:12 

'"I to 3. 2.5. 5 

"37. 19 

20 to 30 

9to 12 

4: 7 

t0; 13:22 

31 to33

239 

239 

238.813.853

-- 238.853 

-- 238. 853.

55 

50 

59

-- 92 

-- 74

852 

813

813.852 

813. 852 

813. 852 

232. 238. 813. 853 

25. 813

I



Table 9. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 
- Continued 

Plate (P) Percent of Total Total Closest 

or Total fault total length with vertical lateral approach 

Fault or faults Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YM 

jSegment or Individual faultl number (kin) displacement (km) (km) (kin) References (Y-) 

Three Lakes Valley fault (TLV) PI 22>9:27 ...... 84 813 

Tikaboo fault (TK) PI 10: 33 -- 92 25.813.1032 

Tin Mountain fault (TM) Pt. P2 29 ...... 90 238. 239 

Towne Pass fault (TP) P2 38 -- 1">0.2: >2.4 -- 76 239. 390. 427. 458. 763 

West Pintwater Range fault (WPR) PI, P2 >60 ..... 76 813. 852 

West Spring Mountains fault (WSM) P2 "'30: 36:60 -- >3.5 -- 53 161. 238, 696, 813,852 
'The BH includes three faults. Two of the faults are adjacent to the Buried Hills; one about tO km long along their eastern side and one about 26 km long along the vcstcm side of the hills. The third fault. alviu I0 km long. is along 

northern Nye Canyon. which is about 3 km west of the Buried Htills.  
"PR is corp•osed of two main fauts. one along the eastern side and one along the westcrn side of an unnamed valley within the northem Pintwater Range. Thecastern fault oflCPR is about 16km Ilong The ,esecrn fault is about 4 5 km long.  
1CSM includes three faults: (I I lone on the northwestern side of Wheeler Wash (Norhwest fault), (2) 

o
ne on the northeastem side of the Wheeler Wash drainate INonheast fauti). and 131 one on the souhea,,icm side of the Wheeler Wash 

drainage Soulheais faultl 
'Length ofCLK could be As much a, 20 kmn ifaforthstriktng faults on the western side ofnonhem Emigrant Valley are included in CLK. (The norih-strikine faults are shown in this compilation as possily part of the Emigrant Valley North fault 

IEVN' pli II ) 
SCHR is composed of aumerous faults arig the eastern and western sides ofrChen Ridge 
6Estimates of the length of the Death Valley fault range between 51 and 104 km. The difference in length estimates results from differences in the interpretation of the end points of the fault with the Southern Death Valley fault (SDVI to the south 

and the Furace ('rcck fault FCi to the north ISee the data sheet for the Death Valley faul in appendix 2.1 
Estimates of total vertical displacement are based on a sanety of topographic. structural, gravity, and geSoammetrie data. (See data sheet for the Death Valley fault in appendix 2.1 aThis is the amount of apparent sertcal displacement estimated from fault scarps on early Pleisiwcene and (or) Tertiary.surfaces thiutight by Y.69 to be older than 300 ka to 500 ka (Y-606. p. 40).  

'The fault along the southeastern side of Sand Flat moy extend an additional 13 km north of Sand Flat toward White Top Mountain.  t
y-864 (p. 10.4241 estimated down-to-the-soucthwest vertical displacement of O to 2 km on tIM in the area of Panamint Butte in northern Panamint Valley. This estimate was made using outcrops of a nears-vcrtial contact between early Jurassic Hunter Mountain banthoith and an unconformityat the aseofMiocennePlioenevolcanic rocks. Y-11481(p. 25)reported a vcnicaldisplacement of'perhaps tensofmcters"on HM in southenstem Saline Valley at Grapevine Pass and a vertical 
displacement of at least 6,000 m on HM insouihwesern Saline Valley at Daisy Canyon. These amounts were estimated using the elevation difference between the lnyo Mountains and the depth of fill in Saline Valley that was inferred from 
gravity data by Y-917. YV.64 Ip. 10.4231 interpreted a steep escarpment at the nonhern end of Panamint Valley as corresponding to HM. The escarpment has I to 1.5 kin of topographic relief thai is assumed to reflect the minimum scrtical 
displacement on HM.  "ty-864 (p. 10.424) estimated right.lateral displacement of I to t0 km on HM in the area of Panamint Butte in northern Panamint Valley. This estimate was made using outcrops of a near-venical contact between early Jurassic Hunter Mountain 
batholith and an unconformity at the base of MioceneiPloccne volcanic rocks as piercing points. On the basis of displaced stream channels, Y- 1148 (p. 25. 341 estimated a total lateral displacement between 700 and 2.000 m on tIM in Saline Valley. He speculated that right-latcral displacement at the northwestern end of HM in Saline Valley at San Lucas Canyon may be nearly 1.000 m. Y-1274 Ip. 381 noted that the displacement of a prominent magnetic anomaly centered over 
Hunter Mountain indicates right-lateral displacement of at least 6 km along HM.  "t he firt entry is for fault traces along the front of the northern Desert Range: the second entry is for fault traces 0.5 to I km west of the range front.  

"
3

The 40 km length is the combined length of the Butte fault (BT. a portion ofone fault in OAK) and the Yucca fault CYC) to the south. Y-693 (p. 2091 suggested that BT and YCjoin.  t4Y-693 (p. 2 10) reported a vertical displacement of nearly 458 m in Tertiary volcanic rocks (nelted Range Tuff) along the Bune fault (a portion of one fault in OAK I.  
1sA minimum vertical displacement of about 300 m along PRP was estimated by Y-V45 (p. 18.21) on the basis of this amount of erosion of basin-fill sediments from the upthrbwn block of the fault.  
16Right-lateral displacement ofgreater than about 16 to 19 kan was estimated by Y-888 (p: 6941 from relationships among Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks.  

"Th
e length of the scarps formed in the most-recent pre.historic earthquake (. I Okal south of Ballarat is 25 to 30km i(Y697. p. 4859). Using a total length for PAN ofRO to 100 km. the rupture length in this most-recent event is 25 to 3% 

of the estimated total length of PAN.  "taTotl pre-Quaternary dip slip across faults bounding the eastern side of Panamint Valley. which includes the modem trace of PAN. is 9.150 n (Y.399. p. 426: Y.690. p 1121. Totals ,eniCal displacement on PAN is treprned by Y.427 Ip. ) 
to be about I km.  

"t About I I km south-southeast of Highway 19, near the mouth of Wildrose Canyon. a landslide is displaced tight laterally 3.050 to 4.575 m from its source at Wildrose Canyon (Y.614: YV632).  t5The northem fauh includes a western trace that is I to 3 km long and that is less than I km north of the front of South Ridge. a central trace that is$ km long and that is along the front of the ridge. and an eastern trace thai is 2.5 km long and 
that is at the very eastern end of South Ridge (Y-852).  

i
tThe trace of the southern fault as shown by Y-813 is nearly continuous for 19 km. A branch fault south of the southern fault is 7 kmn long tY-3 13. Y-1152 showed each of the two traces south of the ndor as 2 to 3 km long.  "11
The length ofTLV is 9 kJm as estimated from Y-813. but the fault intersects the eastern edge ofher map area at long I 15'30'W The linearity of the range front cast of hibs point suggests that TLV may continue souiheastward. s that 
the total length of TLV could be about 27 km.  

13Y-390 (p. A114l reported displacement on TPofat least 153 m. Y-45R (p. 57-58) noted at least 2.38O m oftdisplacement on TP and concluded that ihis displaecment hbs accounted for most ofthe elevation i tbe Panamint Range 
southeast of Towne Pass.  24
WSM is noted by Y-696 (p. 83) as about 30 km long, which includes a rearly continuous. 12-km-long section along the rznge front. WSM :s about 36 km long as estimated from Y-238 and Y.813 Ifnornh-trendiniz traces in Pahrnmp 
Valley between Hidden Hills and Manse, Nevada. are considered part of WSM. týs- WSM would have a total length of acn". 60 km.

i-a 
-0



Table 10. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 

100 km of Yucca Mountain.  

[Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. Ages are estimated primarily from photogeologic, geomorphic, and pedologic criteria. (See individual references and description sheets in appendix 2 for limitations.) 
References are listed by number in appendix 4. Overlap of ages reported in columns 2 and 3 reflects uncertainties in age estimates and in stratigraphic interpretations (appendix 2). Abbreviations for aees (used where age 
is not specified in years): Hol.. Holocene: L.Hol.. Late Holocene: E.Hol.. Early Holocene: Lt.Pleist.. Latest Pleistocene: L.Pleist., Late Pleistocene: Pleist.. Pleistocene: Plio.. Pliocene: L.Quat.. Late Quaternary: Quat..  
Quaternary. Ten.. Tertiary. Late Quaternary displacement is since 130 ka. Quaternary displacement is since 1.6 Ma. Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information. Entries separated by a semicolon (:) indicate 
different interpretations by different authors: leaders (--. no information was noted during the literature review] 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unit/surface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undisplaced youngest event (m) displacement (in) 

[Segment or Individual faultl (103 yr) (103 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

RBete.d Ran, fatltt IBR 10 to 130 Ouat. -- ..... 5 232 853

Bonnie Claire fault (BC) 

Boundary fault (BDI

Buried Hills faults (Bill 

Cactus Flat fault (CF) 

Cactus Flat-Mellan fault (CFML) 

Cactus Range-Wellington Ililli 
fault (CRWIII 

Cactus Springs fault (CAC) 

Central Pintwater Range faults (CPR) 

Central Spring Mountains fnults (CSM) 

[Northwest faultil 

[Northeast faultI 

[Southeast faultil 

Chalk Mountain fault (CLK) 

Chert Ridge faults (CHRI 

[Eastern faultsl 

[Western faults] 

Chicago Valley fault (CHV) 

Cockeyed Ridge-Papoose Lake 
fault (CRPL)

Quat.  

18 to 10; >8: 130 to 

1.500 

Quat.  

L.Pleist.  

Quat.  

Quat.

<10

Quat.

Quat.  

Quat.

Quat.  

Quat.  

Quat.: 10 to 1.500 

Quat.  

Quat.  

Quat.  

>10 and <(300 to 5001 

Quat.

- - 232,238.853 

- - 90,526 

-- 404,813.852 

-- 813 

-- 813 

-- 232,813 

813.852 

-- 404.813.852 

813 

- - 813.852 

- - 813.852 

- - 813

-..... - 404.813.852 

-.... - 813 

-- .- 69 

.... '232.813

4ý 
C)



Table 10. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 
100 km of Yucca Mountain-- Continued 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unlt/surface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undisplaced youngest event (m) displacement (m) 

[Segment or Individual fault! (103 yr) (101 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

Death Valley fault (DV) "0.2:0.2 to 2, <10 3<0.2 "0.15 to 3 11.8 to 3.6 '66 to 15; 61: -- 216,252, 390.429.474.
63 1020

East Belted Range fault (EBR) 

East Nopah fault (EN) 

East Pintwater Range fault (EPR) 

Emigrant fault (EM) 

Emigrant Valley Norlh fault (EVN) 

Emigrant Valley South fault (EVS) 

Fallout Hills faults (Fil) 

Gold Flat fault (GOL) 

Gold Mountain fault (GOMI 

Grapevine fault (GV) 

Grapevine Mountains fault (GM) 

[Southern trace] 

[Northern trace] 

Groom Range Central fault (GRC) 

Groom Range East fault (GRE) 

Hidden Valley-Sand Flat faults (HVSF) 

[Fault along the eastern sides of Hidden 
Valley/Ulida Flat] 

[Fault along the southern sides of Ulida 
Flat/Sand Flat] 

[Fault along the southeastern side of Sand 
FlatI 

[Fault along the northeastern side of Sand 
Flat)

Quat.  

7>10 and <(300 to 
500): E.Hol. to 

Lt.Pleist.  

130 to 1.500 

Quat.  

QL.Ouat.  

Qua[.  

Quat, 

Quat.  

10 to 130 

"
5
Quat.  

Quat.  

(10 to 130)?: Quat.  

Qual, 

Ten.?

E.Hol. to L.Hol. _<8

'5 Plio.?

Quat.

Quat.  

Quat.  

Quat.  

Quat.

-- 813.853 

-- 69,696 

-- 852 

- - 222. 239 

-- 813 

813 

- - 813 

-- 813 

-- 853 

-- 236.239.755 

-- 238,239.853 

-- 238.239.'853 

-- 25. 813 

-- 25. 813

239 

239 

239 

239



Table 10. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 
100 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unIt/surface unit/surface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undlsplaced youngest event (m) dlsplacement (m) 

[Segment or Individual faultl (103 yr) (103 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

[Fault along the western side of Ulida Quat. -- .... 239
Flat] 

Hunter Mountain fault (HM) <10 __ 1183: 305to 
610

698. 1020

Indian Springs Valley fault (ISV) 

Jumbled Hills fault (JUM) 

Kawich Range fault (KR) 

Kawich Valley fault (KV) 

La Madre fault (LMD) 

North Desert Range fault (NDR) 

Oak Spring Butte faults (OAK) 

Pahrump fault (PRP) 

Panamint Valley fault (PAN) 

[Fault south of Ballarat] 

[Fault north of Ballarat] 

Penoyer fault (PEN) 

Racetrack Valley faults (RTV) 

[Eastern fault] 

(Western fault] 

Sarcobatus Flat fault (SF) 

Slate Ridge faults (SLR) 

[Northern fault] 

[Southern fault) 

South Ridge faults (SOU) 

[Northern fault]

Quat.  

Quat.  

10 to 1.500: Qua!.  

Quat.  

Qua!.  

Quat.  

10 to 130 

"H
t

ol. or L.Plcist.(?)

Quat.  

Quat.  

5.10 -- - 13>

"0.4 to 1.2: 113 .2+0.5: 
0.6 to 1.8 2.0+0.6

15 to 200: Quat.

Quat.  

Quat.  

Quat.  

Quat.  

Tert.  

Quat.

IS to 200: Quat.

Hol.  

Hol.

-.... 813.852 

-.... 813 

-. ... 5.232. 813.853 

-... 813.853 

-.... 813.852 

-... 813 

... 50.212,693.813.853 

($to 15) -- 696 

239.697 

-I- •>1142:>20 697.868

(183 698 

-- 404.813.1032 

- - 239 

239 

-- '238,813.853 

--- 238,407. 853 

- 235.407

813. 3..- ,

(11')



Table 10. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 
100 km of Yucca Mountain- Continued 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unit/surface Displacement In Late'Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undlsplaced youngest event (m) displacement (m) 

[Segment or Individual fnultl (10- yr) (103 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

[Southern fault] Quat.? Quat.!Tert. "-- .. 62, 813 

Spotted Range faults (SPR) 

(Range-front faultl Quat. - ......... 813, 852 

[Faults along uninamed ridge] Quat. - ......... 813 

[Faults within the rangel Quat.? ........... 813. 852 

Stonewall Mountain fault (SWM) 10 to 130; 10 to 1.500; .......... 232, 238,813. 853 
Quat.  

Stumble fault (STM) Quat. Hol. to Plao.; ........ 25. 404, 813 
Quat..'Terl.  

Three Lakes Valley fault (TLV) Qua. - . .......- 813 

Tikaboo fault (TK) 4l200 <15 ........ 1032 

Tin Mountain fault (TM) Quat. - ........ 216, 238,239 

Towne Pass fault (TP) "Hol.; Lt.Pleist. to PleistjPlio. -. 222. 239,427.458, 763.  
Hol.; Quat. 1020. 1032 

West Pintwater Range fault (WPR) 10 to 1.500: Quat. - ......... 813,852 

West Spring Mountains fault (WSM) 
50

L.Pleist. to tlol.: 10 ...... 2 :>12 >20 -- 238.696,813.845. 852 
to 130; <130?: _>120: 

Quat.  
'[The youngest event inferred by Y.90 ferom scarp morphology occurred between 8 ka and I0 ka and is the youngest reported age for displacement on BD. A caliche that yielded a date (urnnium-thoriurnI of >8 ka is displaced by BlD tY-.90 

Y-516 estimated an age between about 160 ka and 800 k for displaced deposits. Y-853 noted scarps on surfaces with estimated ages between 130 ka and 1.5 Ma.  
'No faults are shown by V-69 on surfaces of either early Holocene and (or) latest Pleistocene age or in deposits of Ilolocene age.  

Agcs ofthe youngest units displaced by DV and overlying DV are baswd on a variety ofdata noted at different localities. (See data sheet for the Death Valley fault inappendix 2.) Y.2 16 • suggested that the youngest section of DV is 
near Golden Canyon. A level line established by Y-252 in 1970 across DV about 2kmi south of Furnace Creek Wash (near Golden Canyon) suggests that .ertical displacement continues.  
Maximum vertical separations estimated across scarps on late Htoloeene (0.2 ka to 2 ka) surfaces range between 0. 15 m on the main trace of DV along the Badwater turtleback to 3 m near Sal Springs (north of Furnace Creek Wash) I Y-2161.  

0Right-lateral displacement is for a gully on a northwest-striking section of DV south of Copper Canyon as reported by Y-429 (p. 71.  
'Maximum verlical scparations across scarps of Pleistocene surfaces range between 66 m near Ashford Mill and 15 m near Copper Canyon (Y-216. table 4

t
). 390 (p. A71.A721 proposed eastward tilting of 61 m and northward liting of 

92 m on the basis ofdeformed strandlincs and lake gravels between Mesquite Flat and Shore Line (uott. They thought that the lake features w'ere formed during the Wiscnsin (conrelated to the Fahitc glarciumon tn thle Sierra Ncsada) Y-174 
(p. 2073. 20911 estimated a total post.Visconsin (since about 10 ka to I I ka) displacemcnt of 63 to on DV using the present elevations of tufa and strandlines on the cast and west sides of Death Valley.  

?Surfaces ofthis age (10 ka to 300.500 ka) are displaced by abundant fault traces. Surfaces of early Holocene and (or) latest Pleistocene age may also be displaced at one locality (Y-69: Y.696).  
IA scarp on a surface for which no age was estimated is 3 m high (Y.696). Scarps on early Pleistocene and (or) late Tertiary surfaces are A m high (Y-696. p. 401 

'Y-813 (p. 61 noted that fault traces included in EVN include -many scarps formed on late Quaternary fan deposits and possibly on pluvial lake deposits of Groom Lake." No further age was specified by Y- 13.  "tNorth of Red Wall Canyon. rocks of possible Pliocene age are noted by Y-236 (p. 234t to overlie GV. V-755 1p. 21) inferred recurrentQuatemary displacemcnt on diferent sectionsofGV between Red Wall Canyon and Tisanosherc Canyon.  
because Quaternary alluvium that was subdivided into at least four different age groups by Y-390 and Y-236 is faulted against the range front at some localities and deposited against fault scarps as other localities.  
Along a northwest-striking fault that could be part of tIM (shownon HM' on plate 2ofthiscompilationland that is northoflHighway 19. Y-698 (p. 113)noted 113 m of right-latcral displacement that was csttmated on thebas.isofthe 

juutasoition ofa late Quaternary alluvial-fan deposit that is composed ofelasts of Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks against a 61-m-high hill of Tertiary volcanic rocks. About 3 km southeast of Highva. 19. oight-luteral displacemcen of older 
alluvial-fan deposits totals 305 to 610 m (Y.-698. p. 114).  

1
2

Y-696 (table 1. p. 28) suggested that the youngest geomorphic surfaces displaced by PRP are middle to late Holocene at the northern end of the fault and late Pleistocene(?) at the southen endl. In Stewart \*lley. the youngest djsplaced 
deposits are reported to be probably late Pleistocene to early Holocene (Y-606, p. X 1.-2).



Table 10. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 
100 km of Yucca Mountain--Continued 
"2 South of lot 36'05"N. (but north of lat 36'00'N.). the main escarpment of PRP is up to 15.m high lY-696. p. 53). North of lat 36'05'N.. the maximum scarp height is 3 ml Y-696. p. 78). The surfaces on which these scarps am located have not 

been dated.  
"'The youngest event is estimated to have occurred during the last few hundred years lY-697).  
15

Y-697 (p. 4859) recognized dip-slip displacement from the most-recent event of 0.4 to 1.2 m along the trace of PAN along the range front at Cater Wash. Y-.68 (p. 413 t suggested that scar•s hetsseen 06 and Il. m high represent 
single-event displacement on fault traces that arc subsidiary to the main trace of PAN., "t6 y-697p. 4862-4863l reported an average right-lateral displacement during the most-reccnt event south of Battarat of 3,2+0.5 m as indicated by scarps at six localities. Y-869 (p. 412-413) concluded that right-lateral displacements 
of 2.0±0.6 m characterize the last surface-eupturing event on PAN between Ballarat and GCaer Wash.  "Y7 Y.697 (p. 4861-4762) noted right-lateral displacements of 1 1±2 m for three to four surface-rapturing events on PAN near Manly Peak Canyon. Y-868 fp. 411. 413. 415) noted a maximum right-lateral displacement along PAN 

near Manly Peak Canyon of 20 m in mudftow levees that were buried by strandlines that date hbetecn 10 ka and 20 ka.  "Y-69g8 (p. 113) noted 183 m ofright-lateral displacement along the northwest-striking section that could be pan of either PAN or HM (shown as HM? on plate 2 of this compilation). This estimate of displacement is based on the 
juxtaposition ofsa late Quaternary alluvial-fan deposit that is composed of Precambrian and Palenzoic reeks against a 61 -m-high hill of Tertiary volcanic rocks.  

1
9
Y- 1020 showed one short seetion of TP as Holocene. hut the rest as having Quaternary displacement. Y-763 (p. 13) reported that locally TP juxtaposes Paleozoic bedrock against Holocene alluvium. Y-222 showed the northern pan of 
TP asjuxtaposing Holocene alluvium against Pliocene and (or) Pleistocene rocks. Y-427 (table 1. p. 221 noted beheaded drainages, which he thought suggested latest Pleistocene to Holocene displaccment. Mos.t of TP is portrayed by 
Y-239 as prominent lineaments or scarps on surfaces ofQuatemary deposits.  "zTheeyounge-Assarpsthatwerenonted by Y-832 along the SpringMountains range front and 2 to3 km west ofthe front near the northern end ofWSM are on depositional or erosional surfaces of late Pleistocene age e(10 kato 130 kh).  
Some fault trices in Pahrump Valley between Hidden Hills and Manse. Nevada. cut paludal sedimentsofprohable late Pleistocene to Holocene aget <130 ka?: Y-696.,p. 91). Theyoungcest geomorphic surfaces uith scarps along the 
western frontofthe Spring Mountains may be about or older than 120 ka when compared to surfaces at Kyle Canyon on the eastern side of the Spring Mountains (Y-696. p. 86). Y-23-R Ad .-813 portrayed much of WSM as prominent 
(mainly) to weakly expressed lineaments and scarps on surfaces of.Quateenaty deposits.  
IA grben on a surface of unspecified age just north of Wheeter Wash has a minimum displacement of 12 m (Y-696. p. 87-88). Scarps on surfaces of alluvium with an estimated age of 120 kas or >730 kh'? ar noted by Y.696 as 
>20hgh,"

ft



Table 11. Slip rates (mm/yr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 

[Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. Rates in italics are for apparent lateral slip: rates in vertical type are for apparent vertical slip. Numbers in parentheses indicate the time interval for 

which the rate has been estimated. The pre-Quatemary rates are based on displacement of units that are older than 1.6 Ma. but the time interval over which the rates are estimated may continue into the 

Quaternary. Entries separated by a comma (,) indicate data for different time intervals for a portion of the fault: entries separated by a semicolon (:) indicate different interpretations by different authors.  

Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information. Leaders (-n1 so information was noted during the literature review] 

Hlolocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary Interval 

[Segment or Individual faultj 0-4'ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka <130 ka <1.6 Ma Rate (101 yr)

Belted Range fault (BLR) ................  

Bonnie Claire fault (BC) ................  

Boundary fault (BDI . .... .. .. ...........  

Buried Hills faults (Bill) ................  

Cactui Flat fault (CF)....... .............  

Cactus Flat-Mellan fault (CFML) .................  

Cactus Range-Wellington Hills fault (CRW II) ................  

Cactus Springs fault (CAC) -- ..............  

Central Pintwater Range faults (CPR) ................  

Central Spring Mountains faults tCSM) 

[Northwest faultl ......... .. --...  

[N ortheast fault] . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .  

[Southeast faultt .................  

Chalk Mountain fault (CLK) ................  

Chert Ridge faults (CHR) 

[Eastern faults] ... .. .. .. .... .. .  

[Western faults) .................  

Chicago Valley fault (CHV) -- -- -- ..........  

Cockeyed Ridge--Papoose Lake ...............  
fault (CRPL) 

t<o.08 tO. SI.k. ..... 10.15 to 2.50.....0 
Death Valley fault (DV) 10.08 to 5- -10 W .-- 7 ---- 0.03.0.08 11.5 ....  

East Belted Range fault (EBRI .................  

East Nopah fault (EN) " "0.006 to 0.06 ------------------------------.-- I<o-n,, 5M)-k,



Table 11. Slip rates (mm/yr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Holocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late %Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary . Qiaternary Interval 

[Segment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka <130 ka <1.6 Ma Rate (10 yr)

East Pintwater Range faWlt (EPR) 

Emigrant fault (EM) 

Emigrant Valley North fault (EVN) 

Emigrant Valley South fault (EVS) 

Fallout Hills faults (FH) 

Gold Flat fault (GOL) 

Gold Mountain fault (GOM) 

Grapevine fault (GV) 

Grapevine Mountains fault (GM) 

[Southern tracel 

[Northern trace] 

Groom Range Central fault (GRC) 

Groom Range East fault (GRE) 

Ilidden Valley-Sand Flat faults IIIVSFI 

[Fault on the eastern sides of Hidden 
Valley/Ulida Flail 

[Fault on the southern sides of Ulida Flat/ 
Sand Flat) 

[Fault on the southeastern side of Sand 
Flail 

[Fault on the northeastern side of Sand 

Flatl 

[Fault on the western side of Ulida Flat]

12 to 3.2: 
s2 to 2.) 7 

5<11.3 to 1.8)
Hunter Mountain fault (HM') 

Indian Springs Valley fault (ISV) 

Jumbled Hills fault (JUM) 

Kawich Range fault (KR) 

Kawich Valley fault (KV)

<3 
_<4-:<6



Table 11. Slip rates (mni/yr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain-- Continued 

Holocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary Interval 

fSegment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka <130 ka <1.6 Ma Rate (10'yr)

La Madre fault (LMD) 

North Desert Range fault (NDR) 

Oak Spring Butte faults (OAK) 

Pahrump fault (PRP) 

Panamint Valley fault (PAN)

(A)

(Fault south of Ballarat]

.............. ->2.36+0. 79 -------------------. 117!4 
--------------------. Z > .74+0.65 ................... W!4 Ua.  

------------- ..------------ 42.5 ....................... 10- k.  S...........................-t161102 ............................ .<l" +

(Fault north of Ballarat] 

Penoyer fault (PEN) 

Racetrack Valley faults (RTV) 

(Eastern fauhl 

[Western faulI 

Sarcobatus Flat fault (SF) 

Slate Ridge faults (SLR) 

(Northern fault] 

[Southern fault] 

South Ridge faults (SOU) 

[Northern fault] 

[Southern fault] 

Spotted Range faults (SPR) 

(Range-front fault] 

[Fault along unnamed ridge) 

(Faults within the range) 

Stonewall Mountain fault (SWM) 

Stumble fault (STM) 

Three Lakes Valley fault (TLV) 

Tikaboo fault (TK)

-4



Table 11. Slip rates (mmlyr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

ilolocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary Interval 

(Segment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka <130 ka <1.6 M1a Rate (10ayr) 

Tin Mountain fault (TM) ..... -- -- -- ..  

Towne Pass fault (TP) ...........  

West Pintwater Range fault (WPR) ...............  

West Spring Mountains fault (WSM) ...................................... 110.06 ----------------------------------s-- kat .  

-- - - - --------- ------------- - O120.02 to 0 .2 - - ---.- . 1-n .- -- --k-t _ _ - .. .. .  
'Using therangeofmaximumnertieai separations% 0.15 to2.3 m indepositsestimated to be0.2 ka to 2 kasreported by Y-216(table 41 for DV south ofFumaceCreek Wash, the aparentertll ttn aue bt 05 

to 11.5 muvyr for this portion or DV during late Holocene. Using the range of maximum vertical separations of 1.5 to 5 m that is reported by Y-216 (table 4) for older Holocene (2 a to 0 ka surfaces. an apparent venical slip rate of 
0.15 to 2.5 mtsyr is estimated for DV during the Holocene. Y.474 (p. 2096) estimated a vertical slip rate of 7 mm/yr for DV since late Pleistocene using his estimate of he present tilting rate of Death Valley (0.0161,l.000 yr) and the 
assumption that the axis of lilting is 25 km west of DV.  

Y-389 (p. 661 suggested -crude* estimates of the minimum average vertical slip rates on DV: 0.03 mmn;yr (100 Iyrl since middle Miocene and 0.0 mm/yr (250 fIyr) since middle Pliocene.  2
This is an apparent vertical slip rate estimated by Y.696 (p. 4l at ome locality along EN using a 3-m-high scarp on a middle to late Pleistocene surface with an estimated age of 5O ka to 500 ka (Y-6ht 

'By assuming that a maximum age or3 Ma for the formalion of Saline Valley reflects the age of inception oflIM at the northern end of Panamint Valley and that the net slip on HIM is rellected by .It to I km of lateral slip and 0 to 2 km 
of vertical slip. Y-864 (p. l0,424) calculated a minimum average slip rate of2 to 3.2 mmtyr for ItM.  

•Y-697 (p. 4.955t calculated an apparent {laftrfal' slip rate of 2 to 2.7 msvyr fot HIM using a displacement of 9.3±1.4 km for a 4-Ma basalt that they reported from V-M64 Using this same amount of ditplacement but assuming that 
displacement began about 6.1 Ma as suggestcd by Y-909 (p. 6571. Y-6971p 4.55) calculated a minimum apparent (lateral7?slip rate of 1.30 to 1.75 mmyr for HM.  

6Slip rate for an unspecified time intterval is estimated to be low (Y-696., but the actual rate is not specified.  
t
This is a minimum Holocene and latest Pleistocene right-latera slip rate estimated on the basis of 3'7±4 m of right-lateral displacement of ridges with a maximum age of 17±4 ka (may he younger than 12 ka or 13 kaI near the southem 
extent of fault scarps at Goler Wash Canyon (Y-6971.  "This is a minimum Holocene and latest Pleistocene sight-lateral slip rate estimated on the basis or 24±4 m and 27+4 m of right-lateral displacement of ridgers with a maximum age of 17n+4 ka ( may be youneer than 12 ka or 13 kat near 
Manly Peak 5.3 km north of Goler Wash Canyon tY-697).  

"9This right-lateral slip rate was estimated using the 20 m of displacement of mudflow levees observed by -868 (p. 
4
13) at the mouth of Goler Wash Canyon and an estimated age of 10 ka to 20 ka for the levees (Y-86h. p. 4111.  

Ioy-900 (p. 465) suggested that the lateral slip rate on the southern portion of PAN since 15 ka has been about 2.5 mmiyr.  "This is an average apparent vertical slip rate on WSM that was estimated by Y-696 (p. 87) assuming an age of 200 ka for a surface containing a graben near the mouth of Wheeler Wash and a minimum displacement of 12 m across 
the grabcn.  

IIy-696 (p. 87) estimated an apparent vertical slip rate of 0.02 to 0.2 mmiyr for WSM near the mouth of Wheeler Wash. using a range of 50 ka to 500 ka for the age of the displaced surface.

-9n



Table 12. Estimated number of events/time interval for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 

(Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. Numbers with age units in parentheses indicate the estimated age of the faulting event(s). Queried'entries indicate uncertainty in information.  
Leaders(--). no information was noted during the literature review. Number of events is shown in the last two columns only if more specific information is not available] 

Ilolocene Pleistocene Late 

Fault or fault Late Middle Early Late MIddle Quaternary Quaternary 

[Segment oir Individual faultI 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka <130 ka <1.6 Ma 

Belted Range fault IBLR) .--- ...........- :--------- -- ...........-- -- - - ------ --- ,---,--- 3- I k- ..t.

Bonnie Claire fault (BC) 

Boundary fault (BD) 

Buried Ilills faults (B4) 

Cactus Flat fault (CF) 

Cactus Flat-Mellan fault (CFML) 

Cactus Range-Wellington Hills fault (CRWHI) 

Cactus Springs fault (CAC) 

Central Pintwater Range faults (CPR) 

Central Spring Mountains faults (CSM) 

[Northwest fault] 

[Northeast fault] 

[Southeast faulhl 

Chalk Mountain fault (CLK) 

Chert Ridge faults (CUR) 

[Eastern faults] 

[Western faults] 

Chicago Valley fault (CHV) 

Cockeyed Ridge-Papoose Lake fault (CRPL) 

Death Valley fault (DV) 

East Belted Range fault (EBR) 

East Nopah fault (EN) 

East Pintwatcr Range fault (EPR) 

Emigrant fault (EM)

. .. . n 0Ink.)

----------............................->1 ................-- - - - - ---------

ŽI 

>1 

>_1 

>1 

>1

S-- WŽ .......- m ....... 15Y) n I 50)) k.)

>1

I k.... >3...  

152 isI

1 . -ha .---------. > I .............  

....................... I ............... >? ---------------------------------------------- I1130i, 5151 lk >t 

>1



Table 12. Estimated number of events/time interval for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Hlolocene Pleistocene Late 

Fault or fault Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary 

ISegment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka < 130 ka <1.6 Ma

--........... >1 -

S-.-.--.-.-.-------------- >_ ........................... I n,. 1 A) . ..  

....... >1

>_1

............................ --- - ------------ - ----.- - Im 106 .o I)0 k. -I I -I Y45 kW

Emigrant Valley North fault (EVN) 

Emigrant Valley South fault (EVS) 

Fallout Hills faults (FH) 

Gold Flat fault (GOLI 

Gold Mountain fault (GOM) 

Grapevine fault IGV) 

Grapevine Mountains fault (GM) 

[Southern trace] 

[Northern trace] 

Groom Range Central fault (GRC) 

Groom Range East fault (GRE) 

Hidden Valley-Sand Flat faults (IIVSF) 

[Fault along the eastern sides of Hidden 
Valley Ulida Flati 

[Fault along the southern sides of Ulida 
Flat/Sand Flat] 

[Fault along the southeastern side of Sand 
Flat] 

[Fault along the northeastern side of Sand 
Flat) 

[Fault along the western side of Ulida 
Flat] 

Hunter Mountain fault (HM) 

Indian Springs Valley fault (ISV) 

Jumbled Hills fault (JUM) 

Kawich Range fault (KR) 

Kawich Valley fault (KV) 

La Madre fault (LMD) 

North Desert Range fault (NDR) 

Oak Spring Butte faults (OAK)

_>1 

>l

.----------------------------------------- > I ........................................ .

>1

S- 
"- - ........... ----- .... >1._ ...... . ................... . .. l(t I. I 13Fk.l

0

_>1?

-....................- _>I .... ................ I•:1 W ta



Table 12. Estimated number of events/time interval for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 krn of Yucca Mountain--Continued 

Holocene Pleistocene Late 

Fault or fault Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary 

(Segment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790ka <130 ka < 1.6 Ma 

Pahnrmp fault (PRP) ? ------ ..................------ >1 - -......  

Panamint Valley fault (PAN) 

[Fault south of Ballarat] -7 --- - --------------- 16 to 14 ..... . .......... . ... 171...  

[Fault north of Ballarat] -- ............ >1 

Penoyer fault (PEN) ..- - ...........................-------.>1---------..... ---------------- ",3 , 200Ia) W 

Racetrack Valley faults (RTV) 

[Eastern fault) ............. > 

[Western fault) ............. >I 

Sarcohatu% Flat fault (SF) ............. >1 

Slate Ridge faults (SLR) 

[Nonhern fault) ............ >-1 

[Southern fault) ........... I? 

South Ridge faults (SOU) 

[N o rth ern fau ltl .... >

[Southern fault) ........... - I? 

Spotted Rage faults (SPR) 

[Range-front fault) . .. .. .. .. .. .. .  

[Fault along unnamed ridge] ............ >1 

[Faults within the range) ............ 

Stonewall Mountain fault (SWM) .............................. >1 - --------------- ------ I< M 

Stumble fault (STM) ............ >1 

Three Lakes Valley fault (TLV) ......... I? 

Tikaboo fault (TK) ssltul ................................... >1 -.------.--------------..... 0k .  

Tin Mountain fault (TM) ............ >1 

Towne Pass fault (TP) .......................... >1 ikt 

West Pintwater Range fault (WPR) -.....................-------------- - -- >1 .............................. in i..1 ....  

W est Spring M ountains fault (W SM ) .. . ...... .. .... _...... .. . 1- ,'IIO ,, 110) u _ _ ..  

1Y.697 (p. 4866t inferred that steandlines from the last high stand of Lake Panamint (estimated to have occuarrcd about 17 ka±4 kal are displaced by possibly six to fourteen events. assuming iingle.event 
displacements of about 3 m.



Table 13. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 

[Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. .References are listed in appendix 4. Abbreviations of trends: E. east: N. north: NE. northeast: NW. northwest; ENE. east-northeast: NNE. north
northeast: NNW. north-northwest: WNW. west-northwest. Abbreviations for displacement type: L. unspecified lateral: LL. left lateral: LO. left oblique: N. normal: R. reverse: RO. right oblique: RL. right 
lateral. Number ofevents and time period are shown only when used to estimate recurrence interval. Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information. Entries separated by a comma I.) indicate data from 
individual fault traces or for different localities along the fault or faults: entries separated by a semicolon (:) indicate different interpretations by different authors: leaders I--I. no information was noted during 
the literature review] 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of events period Interval Type 

ISegment or Individual faultl events (103 yr) (103 yr) Strike displacement References (Y-) 

n -1,.A o. e. ra..lt LRt os . .. ... IN: 1 NN E N?' 5 232 81t 85

Bonnie Claire fault'(BC) 

Boundary fault (BD) 

Buried Hills faults (Bill 

Cactus Flat fault (CFI 

Cactus Flat-Mellan fault (CFML) 

Cactus Range--Wellington Hills fault (CRWH) 

Cactus Springs fault (CAC) 

Central Pintwater Range faults ICPR) 

Central Spring Mountains faults (CSM) 

(Northwest fault] 

[Northeast fault[ 

[Southeast fault] 

Chalk Mountain fault (CLK) 

Chert Ridge faults (CHR) 

[Eastern faults] 

[Western faultsl 

Chicago Valley fault (CHV) 

Cockeyed Ridge-Papoose Lake fault (CRPL) 

Death Valley fault (DV) 

East Belted Range fault (EBR) 

East Nopah fault (EN) 

East Pintswater Range fault (EPR)

3

NE 

NE 

N 

N 

N 

NW 

ENE. E, WNW 

N to NNW

NNE 

NNW 

N, E 

NE to NNE

<2 0.65

"3N 

N to NNW 

NNW 

N.4AW. to N.28"W.  

NNW 

'N.33°W.  

N

N? 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N

232.238,853 

50.224.526.813,853 

813 

813 

813 

813 

813 

404.813.852 

.813

N 813. 852 

N 813.852 

-- 813

AN 813 

IN. RL 813 

N 69.238 

N 232. 813 

'N. R[I: RO 216.389.429.473.474 

813.853 

RL 696 

N 404,813.852

kAJ



Table 13. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 

- Continued 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of events period Interval Type 

fSegment or Individual fault! events (I0"l yr) (0Il yr) Strike displacement References (Y.)

-...... N N 239

NNE to NE 

NNE 

NNW 

NE 

ENE 

NW

Emigrant fault (EM) 

Emigrant Valley North fault (EVN) 

Emigrant Valley South fault (EVS) 

Fallout Hills faults (FH) 

Gold Flat fault (GOL) 

Gold Mountain fault (GOM) 

Grapevine fault (GV) 

Grapevine Mountains faull [GM) 

[Southern traceI 

(Northern tracel 

Groom Range Central fault (GRC) 

Groom Range East fault (GRE) 

Hidden Valley-Sand Flat faults (HVSF) 

(Fault along the eastern sides of Hidden 
ValleyiUlida Flail 

(Fault along the southern sides of Ulida 
Flat/Sand Flati 

[Fault along the southeastern side of Sand 
Flat] 

[Fault along the northeastern side of Sand 
Flat) 

(Fault along the western side of Ulida 

Flat] 

Hunter Mountain fault (HM)

Indian Springs Valley fault (ISV) 

Jumbled Hills fault (JUM) 

Kawich Range fault (KR) 

Kawich Valley fault (KV) 

La Madre fault (LMD)

-- NNW 

--- N 

-- NE. NNW. NW. NNE 

-- NE, NNE. N 

-- NW

N. L 

N, L 

N

N. I.? 

N 

N 

N 

N

813 

813 

813 

813 

238. 853 

236

238.239. 853 

238.239. 853 

813 

813

N 239 

N 239 

N 239 

N 239 

N 239

RO? 239. 356. 427. 494.  
698, 864. 1148 

N 813.852 

N 25.813 

N 5,813,853 

813. 853 

N 813

NNE to NE 

NE 

'N to NNE, NNW 

NNE 

N to NE 

NW 

N to NE 

NW 

N to NE 

'NNW, WNW



Table 13. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 

- Continued 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of events period Interval Type 

[Segment or Individual faultl events (10- yr) (101 yr) Strike displacement References (Y-) 

"nr.h Dt Ran,- rauh INDR-, ... N N 813

Oak Spring Butte faults (OAK) 

Pahnmmp fault (PRP) 

Panamint Valley fault (PAN) 

[Fault south of Ballarat] 

(Fault north of Ballarat I 

Penoyer fault (PEN) 

Racetrack Valley faults (RTV) 

[Eastern fault) 

[Western fault] 

Sarcobatus Flat fault (SF) 

Slate Ridge faults (SLR) 

[Northern faulti 

[Southern faultl 

South Ridge faults (SOU) 

[Northern fault] 

[Southern faultl 

Spotted Range faults (SPRi 

[Range-front fault] 

[Fault along unnamed ridgel 

[Faults within the rangel 

Stonewall Mountain fault (SWM) 

Stumble fault (STM) 

Three Lakes Valley fault (TLV) 

Tikaboo fault (TK) 

Tin Mountain fault (TM)

N 

N.45°W.

16 to 14: 
1'8 to 14

'<177±4:; "<(10 to 20) '0.86 to 2.36: t1".7 to 2.5
NNW

-- N 
- "- tNNE to NE. N to NNW

NNE 

NNE to NNW 

NNW 

E to ENE 

E to ENE 

E 

"E. ENE. NE 

N. NNE 

NE 

N. NNE 

NE. ENE 

"SNNE. N to NNW 

NW 

NNW 

N to NNE

N 

RO

S0.212.813. 853 

161. 238. 696. 806

"1N. RL. RO 697. 868

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N. LL

239 

25.404.813.1032 

239 

239 

238.813.853 

238.853 

238.853 

813.852 

62.813

-- 813 

- - 813 

N 813 

"N: 1.0, R 10. 238. 813. 853 

N 25,404.813 

N? 404.813 

N 25.813.1032 

N 238.239

'A



Table 13. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults between >50 and 100 km of Yucca Mountain 
-Continued 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of events period Interval T~pe 

[Segment or Individual faultl events (10" yr) (I 03 yr) Strike displacement References (Y-) 

Towne Pass fault (TP) ...... NNE N: (16) 239. 390. 458 

West Pintwater Range fault (WPR) ...... -
7

N. NNW, NNE N 852 

West Spring Mountains fault (WSM) ...... N.12'W. ttN. RL 161.696. 813. 852 
'The southern halfof BLR strikes noeth-northeast; the northern half strikes north. Short sections of BLR strike between north.northwest and nonrh.northeast (Y-5: Y-232: Y-8 13: Y-853).  
2

Y-813 shows four north-northeast-trending folds subparallcl to the northern end of CF. Y-V83 (p. 61 suggested that these folds indicate that compression has been Associated with CF during the Quaternary.  3
Faults included in CHR generally strike north. but individual faults curve so that their strikes range between north-northwest and northeast (Y-Sl3).  

4
Faults in CHR are shown to have vertical displacement except for short faults at the southern end of the western side of Chert Ridge. These faults are portrayed by Y-813 as having right-lateral displacement.  

SDisplacement on DV is reported to have been predominantly dip slip (normal; Y-216: Y-39: Y-l429). but Y-216 and Y.474 both noted evidence for right-lateral displacement near Badwater and Copper Canyon. Y-473 (p. 4361 
noted a component of right-lateral displacement on northeast-striking fault traces along the Black Mountains. Y-429 (p. 6) thought displacement on DV had been right-oblique.  
The southern 9 km of EN strike N. 16' W. to N. 30' W. tV-696. p. 

4
11. Fault traces that splay to the southeast away from the main trace of EN strike between N. 18 W. and N V E. (Y-696. p. 41 .  

?Traces ofGRC strike gesnerally north to north-northeast (Y-8 131. The ic-stepping pattern of traces results in a general north-northwest strike for the entire fault.  
aHM is northern Panamtnt Valley and adjacent to Hunter Mountain strikes noarh-nonhwest. Y-S64 (p. 10.4221 noted a strike of N. 6' W. near Panamint Butte in northern Panamint Valley. -.494 ip. 1751 and Y691 (p. 1131 

both noted a strike ofN. 35* W. Iota ncar-sertcal fault trace at Grapevine Pass amutbwcst of Hunter Mountain. HIM strikes west-northwest between Iluner Mountain and Daisy Canyon along the iouthern edge of Saline Valley, 
Y-I 148 (p. 201 reported a strike of N. 60* W. for tHM in Saline Valley.  

"This is the as•erage recurrence interval for the southern section of PAN estimated by Y.697 (p. 4068) fer the Holocene and latest Pleistocene assuming single-event lateral displacements of about 3 m t3.2 + 0 5S and a right-lateral 
slip rate of 2.36± 0,79 mnvyr.  

I'This is the average recarrenee interval fIe surface-mupturing events on a 20-km-long section of PAN between Ballarat and Golcr Wash. The interval wuas estimated by Y.560 (p. 4151 assuming thai alt1 eents prduccd 
right-lateral displacement of 1.4 to 2.6 mand that the imal displacement of 20 m represents eight tt fourteen events since 10Itha to 211 ka.  

"tiAlong the southeran section of PAN, fault traces at the range front have dip-slip (normal). down-to-the-west displacement (Y-697. p, 4858). Right-lateral displacement has been dominnant along fault tra'ces sccral hundred 
meters west of the range front. Y-697 (p. 40691 noted that right-bblique sip is "panirioned between strike-slip and dip-slip faults.  
t2The first entry is foe the southern half of PEN: the second entry is for the northern half of PEN (Y-1032).  

"
3The main trace of the southern fault varies in strike from east-northeast at the western end of South Ridge. to northeast in the central part of the ridge. to east at the eastern end of the ridge (VY.131. A branch fault south of the 
main trace strikes primarily northeast.  t4
SWM generally exhibits evidence Iom dip-slip (normal) displacement (Y-9 131. but the fault may have had leAt-oblique displacement at its southwest end (Y-l0t. V.10 (p. 53) suggcsted that birh-angle rcvctse 
displacement may have occurred on part of SWM.  "t he first entry is foe the southern half of STM (south of about Cattle Spring): the second entry is for the curving, northern half or STM. The northern half is composed of four fault traces (Y-t13 1 

lay..45 8 (p. 57) reported that he observed no c•idence for lateral displacement on TP.  
17

WPR strikes generally north, but its trace curves. so that the southern end of WPR strikes north-northeast and the northern portion strikes north-northwest (Y-852). WPR is portrayed by Y-V52 as composed of cuning.  
overlapping. and branching traces with strikes ranging between north-northwest and northeast.  

t1Y6 9 6 (p. 86-871 noted that dip-slip Inortall and down-to-the-west displacement on WSM is Indicated by bedrock relationships in the Spring and Montgomery mountains and by scarps YV-696; YV.13: V-852).  
Y-696 (p. 84-83) suggested that sharp bends in the fault's trace preclude a significant latral componcnt ofdisplacement. Y-813 (p. 91 noted that displacement on WSM is predominantly dip slip with little or nostrike 
slip. Fault traces in Pahrump Valley between Hidden Hills and Manse. Nevada. exhibit dip slip, but a left-stepping fault pattern suggests some right-lateral displacement )Y-6961.

LA



Table 14. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain 

(Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. References are li~ted by number in appendix 4. Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information. Entries separated by'a comma 1.) indicate data for individual 
fault tracesor fordifferent localities along the fault or faults: entries separated by a semicolon (:) indicate different interpretations by different authors: leaders (--). no information was noted during the literature review: 
YM. the proposed repository site at Yucca Mountain) 

Plate (P) Estimated Percent of Total Total Closest 

or total fault total length with vertical lateral approach 

Fault or faults Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YMN 

ISegment or Individual faultl number (km) displacement (km) (km) (kim) References (Y-) 

Airport Lake fault (AIR) P2 ?30; >35: >50: -- Ž0.5; Ž:0.6 - - 138 640. 1035. 1052. 1110. 1145

Ash Hill fault (All) 

Badger Wash faul% (BDGI 

Cedar Mountain fault (CM) 

Central Reseille fault (CRI 

Clayton-Montezuma Valley fault (CLMV) 

Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge fault (CRPR) 

Clayton Valley fault ICV) 

Deep Springs fault (DS) 

East Magruder Mountain fault (EMM) 

East Reveille fault (ERV) 

East Stone Cabin fault (ESC) 

Emigrant Peak faults (EPK) 

Eureka Valley East fault (EURE) 

Eureka Valley West fault (EURW) 

Fish Lake Valley fault (FLV)

Freiburg fault (FR) .  

Frenchman Mountain fault (FM) 

Garden Valley fault (GRD) 

General Thomas Hills fault (GTH) 

Golden Gate faults IGG) 

Hiko fault (HKO) 

Hiko-South Pahroc faults (HSP)

2-60 

>45 

14 ,8. 13 

Ž45: 60 

29 

13; 14 

:51h >53 

26; 27 

27 

7 

19: 22:36 

35 

"•26 

34; 50? 

22 

?>80

0.1

100

'1.5; Ž1.6

>25 >(0.54 to 0.75): 
>0.68

<(I5 to 25)

P2 

PI 

Fl 

PI 

Pi 

PI 

PI 

Pi 

P1 

P1 

PI 

PI 

P1 

PI 

PI 

PI 

P2 

P1 

Pt 

PI 

PI 

PI

105 

Ill 

2t00 

lox 

126 

126 

132 

148 

113 

112 

115 

166 

110 

140 

135 

133 

146 

126 

137 

144

131 

130

239.399 

25 

17.170.794. 969 

1032 

238.853 

238, 853 

238.853 

651.872.1033 

238 

5.232.813.853.1032 

1032 

635.665,853 

853.1031 

853 

647.651

404. 1032 

852. 1073 

25 

238. 853 

25.404 

25.404,1032 

25.404

tA 
C'

18: 19 

18:20 

12 to 15(?) 

It; 26 

23; 24 

15; 45. 47 

27



Table 14. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain 
-Continued 

Plate (P) Estimated Percent of Total Total Closest 

or total fault total length with vertical lateral approach 

Fault or faults Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YM 

[Segment or Individual faultl number (kim) displacement (kim) (1cm) (kIm) References (Y.) 

Hot Creek-Reveille fault (HCR) PI 83 -- '>0.46 -- 103 232 1032

Lee Flat fault (LEE) -.  

Lida Valley faults (LV) 

Little Lake fault (LL) 

Lone Mountain fault (LMT) 

McAiee Canyon fault (MAC) 

Monitor Hills Far fault (MHlE) 

Monitor Hill,. West fault (MHIW) 

Monotony Valley fault (MV) 

Montezuma Range fault (MR) 

Mud Lake-Goldfield Hills fault (MLGH) 

Owens Valley fault (OWV) 

Pahranagat fault (PGT) 

[Arrowhead Mine fault (ARM)] 

(Buckhorn fault (BUC)l 

(Maynard Lake fault (MAY)] 

Pahroc fault (PAH) 

Pahrock Valley faults (PV) 

Palmetto Mountains-Jackson Wash 
fault (PMJW) 

Palmetto Wash faults (PW) 

Quinn Canyon fault (QC) 

Saline Valley faults (SAL) 

[Fault along the front of the Inyo Moun
tains (WF)]

P2 

P! 

P2 

PI 

PI 

PI 

Pi 

PI 

Pi 

P2 

P1 

Pl 

Pi 

Pl 

Pl 

Pl 

Pi

70.5,5. 7 

a3.5, 10 

>24; >30; 40 

9: 15: 70 

14:17 

8 

12 to IS 

I,,: 5.5 

>18: 29: 33 

>33 

100 

40 to 45 

14: 15:66 

20 to 25: 27: 
40; 42 

40: 44: >45; 91 

42: 59: 74 

169,1 

12

P1 178: 10: 14 to 
16? 

P1 16: 18: 19 

P2 

P2 13.5: 22

'25

t2100

10>0.25: >0.4

'
3
1.8 to 3.1: 2.4: 5.8

>0.5

14J20 

"1-9 to 16 

2: 8 

5 

<(5 to 6)

113 

115 

163 

165 

155 

125 

124 

103 

121 

113 

126

356.1148 

238 

374.542.1035.1052.1110 

238,407,853 

238.853 

813 

113 

813 

238.853.1032 

238 

427,694.1046.1055.1115, 
1116

106 25.395,404 

- - 25,395.404 

- - 25.395.404.1032

144 

155 

112

25.395.404.1032 

25,404.1032 

25.404 

238

131 238.853

127 

1 CIS

'A6

25.404.1032

22 . 1141

U, 
-J



Table 14. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain 
- Continued 

Plate (P) Estimated Percent of Total Total Closest 

or total fault total length with vertical lateral approach 

Fault or faults Figure (F) length late Quaternary displacement displacement to YNI 

[Segment or Individual faultj number (km) displacement (km) (km) (km) References (Y-) 

[Fault along the eastern side of Saline 
Valley (ES)] P2 5.6 ........ 356 

[Fault in central Saline Valley (CENt) P2 20 ....... 2.-2 

Seaman Pass fault (SPS) PI "22: _.34 ...... 153 404 

Sheep Basin fault (SB) PI.P2 z•>35 >42:47 21>0.37:>0.46 -- 112 852. 918. 1148 

Sheep-East Desert Ranges fault (SEDR) P2 45 ...... 104 852 

Sheep Range fault (SHR) PI.P2 30:250 as>4 0  .... 122 852. 1032 

Sierra Nevada fault (SNV) P2 25 ...... 154 1054 

Silver Peak Range faults (SILl PI 24 -. .. 142 238 

Six-Mile Flat fault (SMF) PI 24 ...... 138 1032 

Southeast Coal Valley fault (SCVI Pi 118-: _>19 ...... 132 1032 

Southern Death Valley fault (SDV) P2 "5 1; 63; 85: .... s<8; <(I O to 12); 105 389. 413.468, 479. 592.59'3.  
200:300 ->19: 24 to 48:50 602.612,955 

State Line fault (SLI FIl 32 -- >3.5 -- 130 743. 893. 1105 

Stonewall Flat fault (SWF) Pl 5:22 ...... 101 238. 853 

Sylvania Mountains fault (SYL) Pl 14 ...... III 238 

Tern Piute fault (TEM) P1 8:22 ...... 101 25. 404. 1032 

Tule Canyon fault (TLC) Pi 2110: 14:26 ...... 104 238. 853 

Weepah Hills fault (WH) P1 is ...... 143 238 

West Railroad fault (WR) P1 42 11- .2 1032 

Wilson Canyon fault (WIL) P2 to29 ; 42  ...... 140) 415. 1020. 1122 
tBDG includes four faults. The east-central fault is the longest (13 kms). The eastern and western faulis arc each 8km long. The west-central fault is 

4 
km long.  5AWong the northern section of CM. a minimum of IOO mn of eight-lateral displacement -as inserred by Y.170 (p. 53) from displacement of the contact bct'cen Miocene units and the rake of exposed striations.  

"3Y-872 (p. 5) estimated a total apparent vertical displacement across DS of 1525 m based on identification of basement rock beneath Deep Springs Valley from a geophysical survey and the present height of the front of the Inyiu Mountains 
abovethienatley. Y-631 tp. 40) suggested a minimum estimate of total apparent vertical displacement on DS of 1625 mn on the basis of the topographic height of bedrock and its location hcneath Drcp Sprines Va.le% as interpreted from 
gravity data.  

'This is the length of the longest fault included in the Emigrant Peak faults, Ih is the westemmost of four faults. The west-central fault tnonh of Middle W\sht is 9. t I 11.5 km Ion. Mhe easi-cnrnral rault is only 2km long The ea•scrniosi 
fault of EPK is greater than 12 km long.  

SY-665 (p. 30t suggested that late-early to middle Pliocene sediments in the present Silver Peak Range between Fish Lake Valley and Clayton Valley have bern uplined at least qOt9 m since 5.9 %fa (K-Ar date on trachvandes'ie lows 
in the sediments).  

6Trhe is the stratigraphic throw (stratigraphie unit is not specified) across a normal fault on the eastern side ofthe Kawich Range (Y-232. p. 321. It is not clear if this fault is part of HCPt as defined in this compilation.  7
LEE includes fault traces within and bordering northern Lee Flat. The longest trace, which ison the eastern side of Lee Flat. is 7 km long (Y-Il1481. The longest trace on the westerm side of Lee Flat is . km long as estimated from Y-I 148 
and 6.5 kmn long as estimated from Y%356. Lengths ofother traces are variable with 0.5 km as the shortest (Y-I 148).

1-s



Table 14. Estimated length, total displacement, and distance from the site for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain 
- Continued 

'The finst entry is for the fault along the northwestern side of Lida Valley: the second entry is for the fault along the southeastern side of Lida Valley (Y-239).  
"Ground cracks attributed to a 1912 magnitude $.2 earthquake occur in two areas over a combined length of about 10 km (Y-1035, p. 199t.  
"laSoutheast of the Owens Ris er. a basalt low dared at about 400 ka is displaced right laterally about 250 m (Y-542). Z250 m (Y- I I0, p. 10, 12). or 400 m tYV1052. p. (5I).  
'
t

he first entry is for the fault trace on the northern side of the highland (northern trace): the second entry is for the fault trace on the western side of the highland (western tracet (Y-813 f.  
t
'Surfaee ruptire length in 1872 (M7.A. March 261 occurned on 90 to I 10 lk of OWV between Owens Lake and north of Big Pine. essentially the entire mapped length of OWV VY.1046. p. 2; Y-1053t.  

lion the basis of gastity data interpreted by them. Y- 1116 (p. 501 reported that the Cenozoic rocks that are faulted against pre-Terriary rocks in the Inyo Mountains south of Independenco, Cali fomi.a are about 1 .30 to 3.050 m thick. Y- 1046 
(p. 2. elaing Y- 1116l noted a maximum vertical displacement on OWV ofabout 2.

4
00 m near Lone Pine. Y- 1116 (p. 54) inferred a total 'ertical displacement of about 5.000 m. which is.the difference in altitude between the summit of Mount 

Whitney and the buried pro-Tertiary floor of Owens Valley east of Line Pine.
14

y. 1046 (p. 2) noted a maximum Fight-lateral displacement on OWVof about 20 km bused on the correlation of two Cretaceous plutons by Y- I I 1 (p. D88) and work by Y-694." 

IsThts is given as the displacement of unspecified type (Y-25: Y-395; Y404). This may be primarily lateral displacement because of the orientation of the fault.  "laThe first entry is for the eastern fault: the second entry is for the western fault (Y-25: Y.404).  
17PW may be as long as 14 to 16 km if traces with similar strike to that of PW but south of PW in Fish Lake Valley are included in PW (shown as PW? on plate I of this compilation).  

"t5This is the total vertical displacement on WF estimated by Y-1 148 (p. 50) on the basis of the elevation difference between the height of the lnyo Mountains and the depth of A1ll within Saline Valley as deternined from gravity data.  "t 'The portion of SPS with surficial expression is 22 kmn long. The fault is pornrayed by Y-404 as concealed for another 12 krn along Seaman Wash, so that the total length of SPS could be 34 km. However. SPS exncnds to the noothern 
edge of their map area, so that this would be a minimum length.  

1
erhe length of SB isat lest 35km. as mapped by Y-852. The straight range front continues another 12 km to the north, so that the length of SB could be as much as 47 km.  
'
t

Using the elevation difference between the door of Sheep Basin and a pass at the northern end of the Sheep Range. Y-918 (p. 41 estimated a minimum of 366 m of subsidence of the basin. Y.1148 (p. 4.5) nferred that sediments that 
were once connected to the Sheep Range have been faulted below the present floor of the basin on the rootwall of SB and are preserved about 450 m above the basin floor in the Desert Range on the hanging ssall.  

lZPercent was calculated using 20 km for the length of continuous scarps and 50 kmn for the total length of the fault.  
"1 IfSCV extends to the south to the Pahlranagat Valley. then its length may boZ19 km (Y-1032).  
tdlThe length of SDV is at least 51 km between Cinder Ilill in southern Death,' Valley and the northeastern side of the Msawauz Mountains in the Silurian Valley as estimated from Y-41,3. The length mant tie 63km if"a coacenaed trace 

shown by Y.413 along the northeastertn side of ihe Asawatz Mountains is included. IfSDV extends 20 km south of the Avawatz Mountains to the southern Hallrtran ItrIls as sugtgestcd by Y.61•t p ( tt-lt I and Y.955 (p. 1. 10.111.  
then the totl length "SDV is about A5 km The length of SDV may be abou 200 km. ifSiDV esetndssoutcast frorm theVawnvznt Mountains through a sceries of~rligned vstllýysna nuecl.tcd hb YV-471) n(tp t Y-,61Ž (p. 5.t1t.5t 
proposed that SOY eteands about 250 km southeat of the Avawatz Mountains along norrhwest.striking faults to the Big Maria. Little Maria. and Riverside mountains. whvbch are just nrrth of Bl th, Ibe alrfon ia . along the Crrlor;rdro 
Riser. for a oal length ofabout 300 km for SDV" 

"Y-479 tp 947) infcnr' that the total nght-lateral displacement on the northern par of SDV could be no more than 8 km based on trends of formational contacts leg... Preenmbrian Kineston Peak formatirrn and Noonday Dolomitet 
Y-593Ip 14131 estimated that thedisplaccrneat on the Garlock fault by SoV has been limited to ahout Akm Y-592 p 2-9.31)concludedthaltconsiderablcg graikcgrvidencc.suggc.eisthatth 1wrn~irrurnt;rtc¢rdirspl:recrnent n 
SDVhasbeenabou.tkm. Y.602(p 130. 1Q11 estimated that hetotal lateral drsplatement acros the Noble Ilills is ess; than 10 to 12km. Y.4691 p. 157) interpretdl he distribution or Ptcenambrrn nPahrunp Series as indicaring 
a minimum ofasau'19 ken oftight.laieml displacement on SOV. Y-3n91p 561 concluded that the distribution of these same rocks suggested right-latIerl displacement of24 ro4O km. Y-612 p .53).,31 ) rccrntoured isop.ch 

Sdata of y-479 and contluta-s that SDV had experienced 50 km of right-lateral displacement.  ""Thisis the apparent serical separation of pre-Trtriaty rocks across the steep escarpment slong the northeastern side of Mesquite Valley and interpreted by YV -15 to be an extension ofSL. The estimate is based on a maximum 

depth of 2 to, km so pre-Tertiary rocs beneath Mesquite Valley As interpreted from geophysical data and the elevations of the surrounding mountains (Y-1105, p. 86•9).  27
The length of TLC north of the mouth of Oriental Wash at the eastern edge of Death Valley is 10 km as estimated from YV-53 and about 14 km as estimated from Y-233. Ifnonh- and north-nonrhwest.striking fault traces in 

Death Valley south of Orietlal Wash are included in TLC. then the length of TLC is about 26 km.  
2aWIL is about 42 km long as estimated frm Y-1020. Ofthis length. the eustern 21 km north and cast of Searles Lake is shown by Y-1020 as concealed and has been inferred from geophysical eidenee .- tlY5, p. 191 

Y-I1122 (p. 49) noted that WIL is about 29 km long.



Table 15. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km 
from Yucca Mountain 
(Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. Ages are estimated primarily from photogeologic. geomorphic, and pedologic criteria. (See individual references and description sheets in appendix 2 for limitations.) 
References are listed by number in appendix 4. Overlap orages reported in columns 2 and 3 reflects uncertainties in age estimates and in stratigraphic interpretations (appen. 21. Abbreviations for ages (used where age 
is not specified in yearsl: Hist.. Historical: Hol.. Holocene: L.Hol.. Late Holocene: M.flol.. Middle Holocene: E.Hol.. Early Holocene: Lt.Pleist.. Latest Pleistocene; LIM Pleist.. Late and Middle Pleistocene: M.Pleist..  
Middle Pleistocene: Pleist.. Pleistocene: Quat.. Quaternary: Ten.. Tertiary. Late Quaternary displacement is since 130 ka. Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information. Entries separated by a semicolon (:t indicate 
different interpretations by different authors; leaders (--n. no information was noted during the literature review] 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unit/surface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undlsplaced youngest event (m) displacement (m) 

(Segment or Individual faultl (103 yr) (103 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

A irpo rt L ak e fau lt (A IR ) <10 . .. .. . 13 4 10 5 2 111') 0u n

Ash Hill fault (Ali) 

Badger Wash faults (BDG) 

Cedar Mountain fault (CM)

Central Reveille fault (CR) 

Clayton-Montezuma Valley fault (CLMV) 

Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge fault (CRPR) 

Clayton Valley fault (CV) 

Deep Springs fault (DS) 

East Magruder Mountain fault (EMMI 

East Reveille fault (ERV) 

East Stone Cabin fault (ESC) 

Emigrant Peak faults (EPK) 

Eureka Valley East fault (EURE) 

Eureka Valley West fault (EURW) 

Fish Lake Valley fault (FLV) 

Freiburg fault (FR) 

Frenchman Mountain fault (FM)

<10

2
Quat.  

SHist.  

15 to200 

10 to 1.500; Quat.  

700 to 1,800; Quat.  

10 to 1.500: Quat.  

•:6 ka 

Quat.? 

700 to 1800: Quat.  

15 to 200; lOto 130 

'I to 1.4 

lOto 130 

Oto 1.500 

<0.2; 0'.6 to I or 1.5 

Quat.  

10 to 130: tj 30 to 
>500(?) 

Quat.

Active stream 
channels 

<15 

15 to 200 

<10 

!15 

<:15 

Hol./Lt.Pleist.  

15 to 200 

"I to 7

'O.15 to 0.3: 
•0.5: 0.6

,I to2

'2.3 to >20

53

1 8ft. _201

<3

">25.7 

40 9

-- 222.427.458.1020 

-- 2 5 

1221 13. 17. 170. 794, 795, 
1069 

-- 1032 

-- 238.853 

-- 238. 1032 

-- 238.407.853 

-- 651. 861.1020.1033 

-- 238 

"813. 1032 

-- 853. 1032 

-- 635 

-- 853 

-- 762. 853 

2:122 216. 647. 665 

-- 404.1032 

-- 852.1073

Garden Valley fault (GRD)

0' 
0

25. 1032



Table 15. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km 
from Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unit/surface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undisplaced youngest event (m) displacement (m) 

[Segment or Individual faultl (10t yr) (103 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

General Thomas Hills fault (G'TH) Ouat. - ......... 238. 853

Golden Gate faults (GG) 

Hiko fault (HKO) 

Hiko-South Pahroc faults (HSP) 

Hot Creek-Reveille fault (HCR) 

Lee Flat fault (LEE) 

Lids Valley faults (LVI 

Little Lake fatilt (LL) 

Lone Mountain fault (LMT) 

McAfee Canyon fault (MAC) 

Monitor IHills East fault (MHE) 

Monitor Hills West fault (MHW) 

Monotony Valley fault (MV) 

Montezuma Range fault (MR) 

Mud Lake.Goldfield Hills fault (MLGH) 

Owens Valley fault (OWV) 

Pahranagat fault (PGT) 

[Arrowhead Mine fault (ARM)] 

[Buckhorn fault (BUC)] 

[Maynard Lake fault (MAY)] 

Pahroc fault (PAH) 

Pahrock Valley faults (PV) 

Palmetto Mountains-Jackson Wash fault 
(PMJW)

Quat.  

15 to 200: Qust.  

Quat.  

IS to 200. lOto 130 

Quit.  

Quat.  

Hist.  

HohI 10to 130: 15to 
"-200 

10 to 1.500: Quat.  

Quit.  

Quat.  

Quat.? 

IS to 200:10 to 1.500: 
Quat.  

Qust.  

Hist.  

Quit.  

17.000 to 34. 000 

"IS to 200 

700 to 1.800 

Quat.? 

LIM Pleist.: Quat.

Quat./Tert.  

515 

515 

15 to 200

"l_>9 

"--<134

(''I

<15

"I ±0.5: 2 to 3 "6±2: 7 to II

15 to 200 

" 15 to 200 

15 to 200

- - 404. 1032 

-- 25. 1032 

-- 25.404.1032 

- - 853. 1032 

-- 356. 1148 

- - 238 

">130 427. 1035. 1110 

-- 407,853.1032,1069.  
1070 

- - 238. 853 

-- 813 

- - 813 

-- 813 

--- 238.853,1032 

-- 238 

:-- 1025.1055 

-- 25.332.395 

1032 

-- 1032 

- - 1032 

- - 25.404 

10.238

T'



Table 15. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km 
from Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unit/surface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undlsplaced youngest event (im) displacement (m) 

[Segment or Individual faultl (103 yr) (103 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

Palmetto Wash faults (PW) 10 to 1,500; <1.500: InL.Hol. and M.Hol. 238. 853. 1031

Quinn Canyon fault (QC)

Saline Valley faults (SAL) 

[Fault along the front of the Inyo 
Mountains IWF)[ 

(Fault along the eastern side of Saline 

Valley (ESIl 

[Fault in central Saline Valley (CENI] 

Seaman Pass fault (SPSI 

Sheep Basin fault JSB) 

Sheep-East Desert Ranges fault (SEDR) 

Sheep Range fault (SHR) 

Sierra Nevada fault (SNV) 

Silver Peak Range faults (SIL) 

(Northeastern fault) 

(Southwestern fault) 

Six-Mile Flat fault (SMF) 

Southeast Coal Valley fault (SCV) 

Southern Death Valley fault (SDV) 

State Line fault (SL) 

Stonewall Flat fault (SWF).  

Sylvania Mountains fault (SYL) 

Tern Piute fault (TEM)

"E.Hol. to M.Pleist.  

700 to 1,800: Quat.; 
Pleist.(?)

11oi.

Ilol. or Pleist.: 
210.17 to 27 

Ilol 

Z'l5 to 1.800: Quat.  

10 to 30: 15 to 1.800: 

(13) 

10 to 1,500:<1.500 

15 to 200:_<30 

Hol.: Lt.Pleist.: <700 

Quat.  

Quat.  

15 to 200 

15 to 200 

318 to 15.5: Hol.  

11M.Pleist.(?): Quat.: 
(S ) 

_<30; 10 to 1.500: Quat.  

Quat.  

Quat.

25.404.1032

1148

>12

<IS 

Lt. Pleist.

- - 356, 1149 

-- 222 

- - 404. 1032 

852.918.1032

- - 852 

-- 852. 1032 

-- 425. 1020. 1054 

-- .238 

-- 238 

-- 1032 

- - 1032 

"z^200: <500 429.602.603.955.  
1020 

742.893.1020.1105

<515 

_<15

Quat.: (29) 

15 to 200

-- 238.853 

-- 238 

-- 1032



Table 15. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km 
from Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Age of Age of 

youngest oldest 

unit/surface unit/surface Displacement In Late Quaternary 

Fault or faults displaced undisplaced youngest event (m) displacement (m) 

ISegment or Individual fault (i103 yr) (103 yr) Vertical Lateral Vertical Lateral References (Y-) 

Tule Canyon fault (TLCI 10 to 1.500 .Quat....... -- 238. 853 

Weepah Hills fault (WH) Quat. -- 7 - 238 
West Railroad fault (WR) "10 to 130: 15 to 200: 515 -- -- :>0 -- 813. 853. 1032 

Quat.  

Wilson Canyon fault (WIL) S-Hol.; Pleist.: Quat. -..... 413. 415. 1020. 1110 
'Thisis he apparent vertical displacement for the southern segment ofY-I 110 (pis. 2 and 3t. Displacement is for alluvium containing ciasts of obsidian that is corrlated with rhyolitic domes dated at •0 kA: 1 ka and RR ka±35 ka 

lK./A: Y.I 10p. 31. 741.  
'A portion of the east-enrural fault and portions of the two western faults included in BDG are shown by Y-25 as faulted contacts between pre-Teniary or Tertiary rocks and Holocene and Pleistocene alluvium.  
)CM ruptured in an earthquake (M7 2ion December 20. 1932.  "In Monte Cristo and Steanrt valleys. right-latcral displacements is 1932 were up tol nt 2 in: vertical displacements were <0.5 m (Y-13: Y-170: Y-794: Y-10691. Y-I7 reported as much as 0.6 m of scrical displacement at one locality.  

Y.795 noted 15 to )0 eat of verical displacement and about I soali mofright-lateral displacement from the 1932 earthquake as interpreted from s trench in Monte Ceisto Valley. Y-13 inferred that the ratio of vertical to horizontal displacement ai 1932 as at least 1 3. Rupture in 1932 wa.& pnmanily along a southern section of the fault between northwestern Monte Cristo Valley and the southern edge tif Kibby Flat IY- 174t 3
Thit is the displaement infcerred by V.795 since 730 ka from trench exposures in Monte Cristo Valley. The lateral displacement is based on a ratio of rvertical to horizontal displacement of Ito 7.  

$This is the range ofheghts ofsnrps on surfaces of unspecified age IY-1033. p. 244.2451. Slope anglesofthesecsarps range betwccn 21I and 39' (Y4-1331.  
"LUsing the elevaton difTerenes of Bishop ash (740 ilt. Y-1033 (p. 247) estimated a minimum sernical displacement of 18O m and Y-651 (p. 401 estimated a minimum apparent ,crtical displacement of 201 m.  
'Late Holocene scarps are along the westernmost fault of EPK (Y-6351.  
'This is the minimum ,ertical surface displacement across a scarp on late Holocene alluvium (Y-635). Scarp is on the westernmost fault of EPK.  "tais is the minimum vertical surface displacement across scarps on early Holocene and late Pleistocene alluvium. Scarps are along the wcstcmrnmost fault of EPK IY-635).  "Y1

0Vt73 Ip. 49. 101) stated that their best guess for the age of the youngest rptureonnFM is late Quaternaty (<c130 hal. but that this event could be as young us early Holocene. Scarps are preserved on surfaces with estimated ages of 30 ka so >500 ka(7). The only deposits that overlie the fault could be as young as late to middle Htolocene (I ka to 7 ka: Y-1073. appen. 2).  
"lThis is the maximum wcarp height repossed. No age was specified iV.10321.  
"1 Ground cracks upic, 4mm in width weremrported from a 19812 M 3.21 earthquake IY*10351.  a-1IIO (p. 10. 27) reported that young (not dated but probably Holocene) alluvium and landslide debris are displaced right laterally 30 m at the northern end of LL where the fault merges with the Sierra Nevada fault 
5Y-.10659(p. 3881 and Y-1070 (p. 406) both reported that middle and late Pleistocene surfaces are displaced up to Sm.  

16The first catt~y is the average vertical comsponent ofidisplacement ink the 1872 earthquake. Y. 1025 (p. 763. 7661 reported an additional dip-slip component of I to? man n the Lane Pine fault, a secondary trace of owv. Average net oblique displacement was 6.1±2.1 m with a maximum net oblique displacement of I I m (Y- 1055).  
"t The first entry is the average night-lateral cotmponent of displacemenrt is the 1872 earthquake. Maximum displacement was about 10at at Lane Pine (Y. 10355. including the horizontal component of slip on the Lone Pine fault (a secondary trace ofot.vVin 1872. Y. 1025 Ip. 7661 concluded that the maximum horizantal component afslip in 1872 was 7 to I I at.  
I

5
Data in columns 2 and 3 are from different localities along the fault.  1

4"The maphby Y-1031 sbows that faults that are possibty part of PW (the traces that are in Fish Lake Valley and that are shows as PW? an plate 1 of this compilation i displace alluvial-fan deposits of early Ito locenec to late-middle Pleistocene Age.  "'The map by Y. 1031 shows that faults that are possibly part of PW (the traces that are in Fish Lake Valley and that ire shown as PW? on plate I ofthis compilation) are concealed by late and middle Ilolocene alluvium.  
'This is theage range for the youngest event an ES estimated by V.1 1481(p. 63-fl4lion the basin of a comparison of the characteristics of the searps along ES with those of scamps studied by V-1IllsR, the lack of vamish on scarp faces, the presence of scueps on all but the most-recent surfaces, and the disription of drainages by the scarps.  "Z5This is the probable age of the youngest event As estimated by Y-1032 (pl. 91.  

"V-9 18 (p. 5-71 concluded that scarps "preserved between canyons appea r remark ably fresh" gives the uncontsolidatred ch araocter of the alIlutvlalI -fa n depositIs, lIec IV-9 I1R. p 7 t sug gesteId I that displa.cemen nt proba bl y occurred not "more than a few hundred years ago." 
24 Y-602 1p. 127)lreported that an eastern branch of SDV is the northern Avateatz Mountains curs early Hlolocene to late Pleistocene 19 hA to 15.5 hal alluvial-fan deposits. so that displacement could be As young as 8 ha.  althugh Y-602 c 0 specutared that most of the displacement in this a rea occurred betsveen Ma and? Ma. Along the eastern side of the Alauv ata Mountains. bedrock ts faulted over late Pdeisocment oreatly Hlcrene 

"itora to 5hal allueialundr e positrs go 9S." p.6.,

ISe Naoble. Hill sug e psits notate .Hocndiplacement.02 portryed displacement on some traces of SDV as Iolotcesel'51 hat. Y-429 Ip. 10. fig 3f0 reported that the expression of SDV along the northcnstcm side 
15Y-60• (p. 261 reported a maximum vertical displacement of about 100 mn for their eastern suhzone ofSDV in southern Death Valley since 700 ha to 900 ka.  
6Y-603 (p. 30. 991 estimated about 200 m ofright-lateral displacement ofCinder Hill in southern Death Valley since 700 ka to 900 ka. Y-955 (p. 

9
-10) estimated that late Pleistocene-early Holocene (1 ka to 15.5 kal alluvial-fan deposits in the northern Avawatz Mountains have a cumulative lateral displacement of <500 m on western traces of SDV.  1

7Y-742 (p. IIIn concluded that normal faults bounding Ivanpah Valley are younger than basalt flows that overlie an upland surface. He inferred that the upland was eroded and that the basalt flows were extruded during middle Pleistocene (V-742. p. 181.



Table 15. Estimated ages of displaced and undisplaced deposits and amounts of youngest displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km 
from Yucca Mountain - Continued 

2aY-893 (p. 103) suggested that displacement along SL possibly coincided with downwarping or" Mesquite Valley. which he thought had occurred recently.  

1Y'-Y1105 (p. 8689) concluded that the lack of obvious topographic expression or, range-bounding fault in Mesquite Valley (an inferred extension of SL -suggests that most of the slip probably occurred before Holocene or even 
late Quaternary time." 

"lhte youngest fault sceps along WR that are shown by Y-853 am on depositional or crosional surfaces of late Pleistocene age ( 10 ka to 130 kal. Y.1032 (tables 3 and A2) noted that the youngest unit displaced along WR 
is alluvial-fan deposits with an estimated age of 15 k. to probably about 200 ka. \YR is shoun by Y.-83 as weakly espressed to prominent lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Quatemary deposits.  

31Y-1032 (table A2, p. At1) noted a maximum scarp height or 10 man surfaces of unspecified age.  "32
y-413 showed the western end of WIL in the Coso Basin as displacing Holoeenealluvium. WIL is noted by Y-410 (p. 191t to cut Pleistocene volcanic rocks. Y.1020 portrayed the entire length of WIL as having Quaternary 
displacement. The eastern portion of WIL is not exposed at the ground surface but in reported by Y4-15 (p. 191( to affect Quaternary sediments at depth as inferred from geophysical data. Y-Il 10 (p. 79) concluded that WIL 
has not been active during the Quaternary.



Table 16. Slip rates (mm/yr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km of Yucca Mountain 
[Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. Rates in italics are for apparent lateral slip; rates in vertical type are for apparent vertical slip. Numbers in parentheses indicate the time interval for which the rate 
has been estimated. Abbreviation Lt.Pleist. is Latest Pleistocene. The pre-Quatemary rates are based on displacement ofunits that are older than 1.6 Ma. but displacement may have continued into the Quatermarv. Ref
erences are listed on Tables 14. 15, and 18 and on data sheets in appendix 2. Queried entries indicate uncertainty in information. Entries separated by a semicolon'(:) indicate different interpretations by different authors: 
leaders (--). no information was noted during the literature reviewj 

Ilolocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary Interval 

[Segment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 Ita <130 ka <1.6 Ma Rate (106 yr) 

Airport Lake fault (AIR) ...................... 10.03 to 0.07 ... . 1<0tS .120. ... a0 to 0. 3. -

Ash Hill fault (AH) 

Badger Wash faults (BDG) 

Cedar Mountain fault (CM) 

Central Reveille fault (CR) 

Clayton-Montezuma Valley fault (CLMV) 

Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge fault (CRPR) 

Clayton Valley fault (CV) 

Deep Springs fault IDS) 

East Magruder Mountain fault (EMM) 

East Reveille fault (ERV) 

East Stone Cabin fault (ESC) 

Emigrant Peak faults (EPK) 

Emigrant Valley East fault (EURE) 

Emigrant Valley West fault (EURW) 

Fish Lake Valley fault (FLV)

-0.1 .................... a0,0, '>0.03

,<(0.5 to ......  
1) 

-t.........-.... 10.4 O.6 ......... to051.6 - k) ..  

--5------ 0). to 0.3 - J----------- -S........If. O03..... t<S6 1 0k 8 . . . . .  .. 5 ka 

-....................................- 10.6 to 0.8 ..........................6.- ......... -I<l k 

-- ----- ----------------------... .... 150. 8 to 1. 6 --------------------------------------- i<o~nk,,

Freiburg fault (FR)

0'
-_>0.24:_>0.3

'.0.16: 
_>0.2 

"0.3 to 0.7

'(0.06 to 
0.07); >(0.13 

to 0.16) 

0.15 

110.05 to 0.2 

"10.3 
'60 15 to 0.25 

",006 to 0.07 

.?.

<(10 to 12) 

<5.9 

0.74 to 10.8 

<1 

<3 

<(10 to 12) 

<(8 2 to191 

"e0L. <160



Table 16. Slip rates (mm/yr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Holocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternarn Interval 

[Segment or Individual faultl 0-4 km 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka < 130 ka <1.6 Ma Rate (106 yr) 

Frenchman Mountain fault (FM) -- -- -- -- -- .-- .-- --

Garden Valley fault (GRD) 

General Thomas Hills fault (GTH) 

Golden Gate faults (GG) 

Hiko fault (HKO) 

|liko-South Pahroc faults (HSP) 

Hot Creek-Reveille fault (1ICR) 

Lee Flat fault (LEE) 

Lida Valley faults (LV) 

Little Lake fault (LL) 

Lone Mountain fault (LMT) 

McAfee Canyon fault (MAC) 

Monitor Hills East fault (MHE) 

Monitor Hills West fault (MHW) 

Monotony Valley fault (MV) 

Montezuma Range fault (MR) 

Mud Lake-Goldfield Hills fault (MLGH) 

Owens Valley fault (OWV)

S.... ...... ...... 3 ................ .... (110k.1 

--. . -..-..- .-------- ------------. -.-- .I to 4.9 ....... ....... ....... .......-----------k, 

........... to 7.........  

.-........ .. . J+ ............. 1 <12+1t 

-........ -0. 7 to 2.29..........  

------------ -0.4 to 1.3 ------- - -- ,.r , 
-..................................... 161A+/ ...................................... 3Mk W

Pahranagat fault (PGT) 

[Arrowhead Mine fault (ARM)] 

(Buckhorn fault (BUC)] 

(Maynard Lake fault (MAY)) 

Pahroc fault (PAH) 

Pahrock Valley faults (PV) 

Palmetto Mountains-Jackson Wash fault (PMJW)

"20.6 to 1.8: 

>_1:<_ 

213



Table 16. Slip rates (rnm/yr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Holocene Pleistocene Late Pre-Quaternary 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary Interval 

[Segment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka < 130 ka < 1.6 Mla Rate (106 yr) 

Palmetto Wash faults (PW ) .............  

Quinn Canyon fault (QC) .....  

Saline Valley faults (SAL) 

[Fault along the front of the Inyo Mountains ........  
(WF)l 

[Fault along the eastern side of Saline Valley ..........  

(ES)] 

[Fault in central Saline Valley (CEN)] .....  

Seaman Pass fault (SPS) 

Sheep Basin fault (SB) ..  

Sheep-East Desert Ranges fault (SEDR) ......  

Sheep Range fault (SHRI ................  

Sierra Nevada fault (SNV) 270. I to 0.8 ..... . ........  

Silver Peak Range faults (SIL) 

[Northwestern fault) .................  

[Southeastern fault) ...........  

Six-Mile Flat fault (SMF) ..........  

Southeast Coal Valley fault (SCV ) .....  

Southern Death Valley fault (SDV) .................... ..-- <(32 to 63) ---------------- MW "2 to 3 I to 10 
---------------------- ------------------------ 203-------------------------------------- Wouku) 

State Line fault (SL) ..... -.  

Stonewall Flat fault (SWF) ...........  

Sylvania Mountains faults (SYL) ............  

Tern Piute fault (TEM) .....  

Tule Canyon fault (TLC) ........  

Weepah Hills fault (WH) ........  

West Railroad fault (WR) ...  

Wilson Canyon fault (WIL) . " ...........  
'This is the apparent vertical slip rate for the Southcrn segment ofY-I 110 (pis. 2 and 3) eslimated using the displacement ofalluvium with a maximum age of 50 kia to f 26 k t'- It 10. p, 3 t 
2lhis rate is for the Southern scgment ofY-1t110 Ipls. 2 and 3) and is based on the apparent right-latcral displacement of 125 m ofa basalt flow assumed by Y-1110 (p. 74. pl. 2) to be >400.) ka and. <I Ma

'-a



Table 16. Slip rates (mmlyr) for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 00 km of Yucca Mountain - Continued 
3
Thiis the rate since 135 ka and was estimated assuming 7mof right-lateral displacement (Y-795. p. I-35).  

4
This is the rate since 730 ha and was estimated assuming >21 m of right-lateral displacement (Y-795, p. 1.35).  

"These are minimum apparesnt vertical slip rates since 740 It. The rates were estimated by Y-.651 (p. 37.40) and Y- 1033 (p. 254) on the basis of the inferred displacements of Bishop ash. These displacementss were inferred from 
S180 m. which is the uplift of llunial gravels interbedded with pumice fragments tentatively correlated with the Bishop ash. and 20) m, which is the clevation difference across the fault between uplifted fluacial gravel that contains 

Bishop ash and the floor of Deep Springs Valley.  
t
Tbese are minimum apparent vertical slip rates estimated by Y-651 (p. 37. 40) for the period since 10 Ma to 12 Ma using the elevation of a basalt of this age and its inferred elevation beneath Deep Springs V'alley (yields a rate of 
0.06 to 0.07 mroavyr) and u.ing the elevation of bedrock and its inferred elevation beneath Deep Springs Valley and assuming that all displacement has occurred since 10 M a to 12 Ma (yields a rate of 0.13 to O. 16 mmryr).  

"7This is a maximum apparent vertical slip rate for the westernmost fault of EPIK during the late Holocene. The rate was estimated by Y-330 1p. 223) using I to 2 m of displacement in deposits that date at about 2 ka.  
anhis is the minimum vertical slip rate since about 740 ha (Bishop ashl along the westernmost fault or EPK (Y-635).  

sThis is the minimum vertical slip rate since about I Ma for the westernmost fault of'EPK (Y-6511. It is also the apparent vertical slip rate since about 2 Ma for the three estern fauhls of EPK lY-651 t.  "This rate is based on data from only a single trace of FLV at Indian Creek in northerm Fish Lake Valley IY-647; Y-665).  
"This is the range in vertical slip rates estimated at several places along FLV for deposits containing Bishop ash (0.74 Ma: Y-65 1).  

"TlThis is a post-Miocene apparent vetaical slip rate IY-65 1. p. 26.442).  

tiThis rate is based on data from only a single trace ofrFLV at Leidy'Creek and Indian Creek in northern Fish Lake Valley (Y-647: Y-665).  
"This is a minimum vertical slip rare estimated for FLV at Perry Aiken Creek in central Fish Lake Valley (Y-651, p. 

3 9
1.  

t
5'This rate was estimated across the entire FLY at Indian Creek in northern Fish Lake Valley (Y-647). The apparent vertical slip rate at this same locality across a single trace'or FLV is about 0.3 mmyrlY-647; Y-665).  "This is the range ofvertical slip rates estimated for FLV near Davis Mountain in southern Fish Lake Valley IY-65 1. p. 4

0
1.  

"This verticil slip rare is based on displacement of a lo-Ma-tol.-Ma basalt near Chocolate Mountain in southern Fish Lake Valley IY-651, p. 3X).  
"ian the Horse Thief Ilills-Willow Wash area just south of Fish Lake Valley. volcanic rocks that underlie and that are interbedded with fault-derived sediments yield ages of 8.2 Ma and 1 .4) Nta (Y-65 I. p Smt. If the 50 r ofrright-tateral 

displacement that was moted by Y-75 (p. 509-510. S121 is assumed, then the post-Miocene right-lateral slip rate is 4 to 6 mmoyr for FI.V in southern Fish Lake Valley tY-651. p. .6,t.  
tt

Right.lateral slip ratc ofrO 26 mmyr since about 1.5 Ma and O 3 mm/yr since about 160 Ma were estimated by Y-475 (p. 5 1t. 512) for FLV in ahe Cuemininano Canyon area between Fish Lake Valley and Death Valley. Y-651 tp 271 
speculated that the rate in the older rocks is a minimum licne because displacement on FLV probably did not begin until middle Miocene t'.-2. 'lital hi Y-65 I. p. 

2 3
: Y.7t6. p, 21.  

"Y. 1052 (p. j2.3Ijtsaggested a lateral slip rate ofO, tro 1.0 martyr foreLLoan thebasis ofa reinterpretation of 250 ro of apparent lateral displacement of a channel wall ofatheussNcns RiverelY-t ItO0. p t0t. The age ofidasplacemient ts 
bracketed by A basalt dared at about 400 has into swhich the channel is cat and an intra-etnyon basalt flaw dated at about 140 La. Y-374 Ip. 225t sugjtested that the lateral slip rateon LL maybe -as hat-h as I im~yr orgaresterbased on most
recent e•saluataors af fault amorpholtug'" Y-1052 tp I 15. JIl calculated a maximum lateral slip rate of I mmayr ofI.. on the basis nfo4t0t) mn ofdisplacr nent tafa ba•ait with an aee qr4tt ka.  

rY-In25(p 7M. i tang Y. I.la2 and Y-. 1 ,l reprmed an userage histarical righ-tlareral slip rate of about 3 to 7 mm yr. which was inetsured geadeticutl1) 'cross Owcns Valley 
Oty.-427 (p At reported a late Quarernary stip rate of about 3 mmayr.  

"LAt several sires. data ofY.-ln55 yielded an a"erage Hlolocene net slip rate of 2.1 matyr.  

"iy.1025 11;,16,1 calculated an auerage Itolocene horirontal slip rate at Lone Pine nfO.7 to 2.2 mm,'yr using the total slip component 'to I I mt during the tl72 earthquake and an average recurrence inter a for eanhquakcs simil.ar to the mooein 15182.I 
tl0singanestimarenfrhe averagetIO(1 slipper e1ent 14.3 to 6.3 m) and a range of recurrcnce intervals (5.000 to 10.500 yrl. Y-1025 Ip. 765-766) calculated an average late Quaternary (obliquet slip rate or 0.4 to 1.3 mmyr for the 
Lone Pine faul (ane of se.cral traces of OWV).  

3aY-10 55 reported an aveenge ne slip rateof I 5±'1 mm-yratonkesiteonOWV sinceabout 300ka.  
27Y-10 5 5 (p. 7) concluded that faults along the Sierrn Nevada front have ex-priened a vertical slip rate of O.1 to O.8 mnvyr during the Iolocene. These faults may be a part of SNVof this compilation.  
MUsing observations by Y-955 (p. 9-10. table I) that early Holocene to late Pleistocene (g ka to 15.5 ka) alluvial-fan deposits are displaced laterally <500 m. a maximum apparent lateral slip rate uf 32 to 63 mmyr can be ,stimated 

for SDV in the Noble Hills.  

"Y-603 (p. 30) inferred as avenge apparent right-lateral slip rate on his eastern subzone of SDV of about 0.3 mrsvyr. which is based on his estimate of a maximum lateral displacement of 200 m at Cinder Hill, which has been 
dated at about 700 ha.  "i"Y1-603 (p. 291 concluded that the average apparent right-lateral slip rate on his western subeone of SDV adjacent to the Owlshead Mountains is about 2 to 3 mmiyr. which is bated on 20 to 35 km of alisplacraent that he thought 

oecurred between about 10 Ma and I Na.



Table 17. Estimated number of events/time interval for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain 

(Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2. Numbers with age units in parentheses indicate the estimated age of the faulting event(s). References are listed on Tables 14. 15, and 18 and in appendix 

2. Leadlers (--). no information was noted during the literature review. Number of events is shown in the last two columns only if more specific information is not available) 

Holocene Pleistocene Late 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary 

ISegment or Individual raultl 0-4 Isa 4-8 Isa 8-10 Isa 10-130 Isa 130-790 Isa < 130 Isa < 1.6 Ma 

f5~YI LU&CI ID... ......... . ....>I............. (t10k.l-)---

Ash Hill1 fault (AH) 

Badger Wash faults (BDG) 

Cedar Mountain fault (CM) 

Central Reveille fault ICR) 

Clayton-Mvonterums Valley fault (CLMV) 

Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge fault ICRPR) 

Clayton Volley fault (CV) 

Deep Springs fault IDS) 

East Magruder Mountain fault (EMM) 

East Reveille fault (ERY)

East Stone Cabin fault (ESC) 

Emigrant Peak faults (FPK) 

Emigrant Valley East fault (EuRFI 

Emigrant Valley West fault (EURW) 

Fish Lake Valley fault (FLV) 

Freiburg fault (FR) 

Frenchman Mountain fault (FM) 

Garden Valley fault (ORD) 

General Thomas Hills fault tGTII) 

Golden Gate faults tGG) 

Hiko fault IHKOI 

Hiko--South Pahroc faults (HSPI 

Hot Creek-Reveille fault (HCR)

SŽ1---- _1.1:10tk.)

- --------- ---- ------ -- 1 t o ? ----- Ž-- --------------

......... ...... ......

44-1l... 1- 41k.) 

t3 f W.5 kai 

'INI ikI.........................- ------------------------------------ StH' . " .  

1i111$ km? ---- ---.. .. ... 2> 1-........... -.................. - i kai 

-- tml(51 k.)5 . .................2>1 -..................- 111- - M ~

W1

>1 

>1 

>1 

>1

01

I

I-t I W ------------ 2!1 -- - --------



Table 17. Estimated number of events/time interval for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Hlolocene Pleistocene Late 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary 

[Segment or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 4-8 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka <130 ka <1.6 Ma 

Lee Flat fault (LEE) -- -- -- -- --..

Lida Valley faults (LV) 

Little Lake fault (LL)

>1

-- >4 _t<.. k.t

Lone Mountain fault (LMT) 

McAfee Canyon fault (MAC) 

Monitor Hills East fault (MHE) 

Monitor Hills West fault IMIIW) 

Monotony Valley fault IMV) 

Monteiuma Range fault (MR I 

Mud Lake-Goldfield Hilts fault (MLGHt 

Owens Valley fault (OWV) 

Pahranagat fault (PGTI 

lArrowhead Mine fault (ARMII 

[Buckhorn fault (BUCII 

Maynard Lake fault (MAY)] 

Pahroc fault (PAH) 

Pahrock Valley faults (PV) 

Palmetto Mountains-Jackson Wash fault 
(PMJW) 

Palmetto Wash faults (PW) 

Quinn Canyon fault (QC) 

Saline Valley faults (SAL) 

[Fault along the front of the Inyo 
Mountains (WF)] 

[Fault along the eastern side of Saline 
Valley (ES)l 

(Fault in central Saline Valley ICEN)I 

Seaman Pass fault (SPS) 

Sheep Basin fault (SB)

S............................ > I ......... ..... .......... I W k.) ..  

... ................................. >: I ............................... ............... (<(In mý UMtr)k W 

------"... ...  

.. S - :"Iý Wý1k )• ........... ................ 2>1 ................................ I<1 l •In Wa 

----......................... >1 --------- ---------.  

-..................................... -......... -- -------------------.........................--

11.. 20 -- k--- .)..__ ...... <10 tm L.At) 

.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . > . . . . . . . . .... .. .. l l . .. . . . . . t + .. . . . . . l. I - ------- ---- ---------- -

S......................... > I ...................... . ) ....  

S....................................... <3 ................................ '•:•'•.  

............................. > I .......................... 11 I k- ..  

W ! : -- --- - >1 .......... W 1 1, 

................->1-----------.....----------<i )n, 6.,

"-a 0

>1 

>1 

>1 

>1 

>1?

_>.1?



Table 17. Estimated number of events/time interval for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain - Continued 

lHolocene Pleistocene Late 

Fault or faults Late Middle Early Late Middle Quaternary Quaternary 

jSegtnent or Individual faultl 0-4 ka 44 ka 8-10 ka 10-130 ka 130-790 ka <130 ka <1.6 Ma 

Sheep -East D esert R anges fault (SE D R ) ...........- ........................ _> 1 ........................................... -- -- n? .  

Sheep Range fault (SHR) III$kW ......................-............ > I ..-................................. 15 ,..1001 k.; t . . . .  

Sierra Nevada fault (SNV) .......... >1 -

Silver Peak Range faults {SILi 

[Northwestern fault] .......... . -- _I 

(Southeastern fault] ............ > I 

Six-M ile Flat fault (SM F) t I s t ..... . .... >1 ........ ...-------------- - tn Wat 

Southeast Coal Valley fault (SC V ) IIt- W ...-.-.......................... 2>1 ----- .... ....-.  

Southern Death Valley fault (SDV) -- ....................- >1 --- - - -, --- n- .I...  

State Line fault (SLI ....................................... >1 ....... ...............................

Stonewall Flat fault (SWF) ................................. >1- ............................... k 

Sylvania Mountains fault ISYLI >. >I 

Tern Piute fault (TEM) it15 1.-200) --...... >I ......... t. 1. M.

Tule C anyon fault (TLC ) --- . . . . . . . . . .. . ..------------ - - - - ---- - > 1 ....- . -.-. t...................................... tt00 U, ki. t W 

Weepah Hills fault (WH) ............. >1 

West Railroad fault (WR) 't<Iukst ..................................... - 1>1 ----........................... ' 2. M- t 1 it ....  

Wilson Canyon fault (WIL) .............. > 

,on the basis ofls~ieigeaphte and geomotybic relationships, Y-I 7 (hpi 73-751 intlerred it least there,. and probably fivecor six. pre- 1932 surface replarces lint occurred during the latest Pleistocene andiI Inicicene on CNI bet ween 
northwester Monte Cnsto Valley and the southern edge ofKtbby at.  
This is the best guess ofthe age of the youngest event as noted by Y-1032.  3
This is for the westernmost fault included in EPK. The other three faults appear to be older and are portrayed by Y-635 as mostly concealed by early Holocene and tare middle Plcistocene allusium, The number ofolder events 
is not known, 

"t0n the basis of interpretation of four trenches in Fish Lake Valley (two between Indian and Leidy creeks in northern Fish Lake Valley and two south of Cottonwcood Creek in southern Fish Lake Valley). Y-663 (table 10. p 231-2321 
concluded that three ruptures had occurred since about 2.5 ka.

-J



Table 18. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain 

(Detailed data are on description sheets in appendix 2: References are listed in appendix 4. Abbreviations of trends: E. cast: N. north: NE. northeast: NW. northwest: ENE, east-northeast: NNE. north
northeast" NNW. north-northwest: WNW, west.northwest. Abbreviations for displacement type: LL left lateral: LO. left oblique: N, normal: RL. right lateral: RO, right oblique. Number of events and time 
period are shown only when used to estimate recurrence interval, Entries separated by a semicolon (:) indicate different interpretations by different authors: entries separated by a comma (,I indicate data for 
individual fault traces or for different localities along the fault or faults: leaders (---), no information was noted during the literature review] 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of period Interval Type 

[Segment or IndlvIdual faultl events (103 yr) (103 yr) Strike displacement References (Y-)

Airport Lake fault (AIR) ...... N

Ash Hill fault (AH) 

Badger Wash faults (BDG) 

Cedar Mountain fault (CM)

Central Reveille fault (CR) 

Clayton-Montezuma Valley fault (CL.MV) 

Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge fault (CRPRI 

Clayton Valley fault (CV) 

Deep Springs fault (DS) 

East Magruder Mountain fault (EMM) 

East Reveille fault (ERV) 

East Stone Cabin fault (ESC) 

Emigrant Peak faults (EPK) 

Emigrant Valley East fault (EURE) 

Emigrant Valley West fault (EURW) 

Fish Lake Valley fault (FLV) 

Freiburg fault (FRI 

Frenchman Mountain fault (FM) 

Garden Valley fault (ORD) 

General Thomas Hills fault (GTH) 

Golden Gate faults (GG) 

Hiko fault (HKO) 

Hiko-South Pahroc faults (HSPI 

Hot Creek-Reveille fault (HCR)

3 

5109

<2.5 

<500

(2)

'1.1: ±0.6 

(s)

NNW 

NNW 

N.30*W., N R

-'NNW, N to NNE 

NE 

NNE 

NE 

N.25°E.  

NE 

NNW 

NE 

NNE 

NNW 

NNE 

lN.35*W. to N.40*W.  

N 

NW to NE 

N 

'NNW: NE 

NNE 

NNW 

NNW 

NNW

tN. RL 1035. 1052,1110 

RL, N? 239.698. 1020 

N? 25,404 

L, N, RO 13. 17, 170. 794, 795. 969.  
1075 

N 813.853.1032 

238.853 

N; LO 10. 238. 852 

-- 238.853 

4N 484.853.872.1033 

-- 238 

N 5.232.813.853.1032 

N 813.853.1032 

5
N. LL 10.635.651 

N 853.1031 

-- 853 

RO 216.665 

N 404 

-- �82,1073 

N 25 

-- 238.853 

N 25.404. 1032 

N 25.404. 1032 

- . 25.404 

N 5.232. 813. 853. 1032

-4



Table 18. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of period Interval Type 

[Segment or Individual faultl events (I03 yr) (103 yr) Strike displacement References (Y-) 

f c,,. lat,.h f t 'LFE -- -- NW N 222 356 1148

Lida Valley faults (LV) 

Little Lake fault (LL) 

Lone Mountain fault (LMT) 

McAfee Canyon fault (MAC) 

Monitor Hills East fault (MHEI 

Monitor Hills West fault (MHW) 

Monotony Valley fault (MVI 

Montezuma Range fault (MR) 

Mud Lake-Goldfield Hills fault (MLGH) 

Owens Valley fault (OWV) 

Pahranagat fault (PGT) 

(Arrowhead Mine fault (ARM)] 

[Buckhorn fault (BUC)l 

[Maynard Lake fault (MAY)] 

Pahroc fault (PAH) 

Pahrock Valley faults (PV) 

Palmetto Mountains-Jackson Wash fault (PMJW) 

Palmetto Wash faults (PW) 

Quinn Canyon fault (QC) 

Saline Valley faults (SAL) 

[Fault along the front of the Inyo Mountains 
(WF)] 

[Fault along the eastern side of Saline Valley 
(ES)J 

(Fault in central Saline Valley (CENIl 

Seaman Pass fault (SPS) 

Sheep Basin fault (SB)

t$3

3

"1<0.06 

< 10 

<(I10 to 21)

'*0.02 

3.3 to 5 

5 to 10.5

NE 

NW 

NE 

N, NNW 

N 

N to NNW 

'2NE, N to NNW 

NE 

NNW 

N to NW 

N.50*E.  

N.50*E.  

N.50°E.  

N.50OE.  

NNE to NNW 

NNE 

NE. N to NNE 

NNW, NW. N 

NE

-- 238 

RL 374,1020.1035.1052 

"N. RL 238. 407, 853. 1069 

-- 238.853 

- - 813 

813 

N 813 

N 10,238.853 

-- 238 

"ORL. N 427. 694, 1046. 1055

LO 

LO. RL 

LO 

LO: RL? 

N 

N? 

N 

N 

N

N.40'W. N

N N. RL

NWtoW

"IN. NNW. NW 

'-N. NE. NNW

25,395.404 

395,404 

395 

395,404, 1032 

25.404.1032 

25.404 

238 

238.853 

25.404 

1148 

356, 864. 1148

N. RL? 1148 

-- 404. 1032 

N 671.852



Table 18. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 km from Yucca Mountain - Continued 

Number Time Recurrence 

Fault or faults of period Interval Type 

ISegment or Individual faultl events (l0" yr) (103 yr) Strike displacement References (Y-) 

Sheep-East Desert Ranges fault (SEDR) ...... '
6
NNE -- 852

Sheep Range fault (SHR) 

Sierra Nevada fault (SNV) 

Silver Peak Range faults (SIL) 

[Northwestern fault) 

[Southeastern fault) 

Six-Mile Flat fault (SMF) 

Southeast Coal Valley fault (SCVI 

Southern Death Valley fault (SDVI 

State Line fault 15.) 

Stonewall Flat fault ISWFI 

Sylvania Mountains fault (SYLI 

Tem Piute fault ITEM) 

Tule Canyon fault (TLC) 

Weepah Hills fault (WH) 

West Railroad fault (WR)

-J

N 

NNW

-- NNE 

NW 

-- NE 

-- N. NNW 

-- NW: N.30
0 W. to N.40°W.: (i)

NW. N.55°W.  

NE 

19E 

ENE 

NNE, NNW 

WNW 

"N: NNW. NNE

- - 852

N, RL 425,1054

238 

- - 238 

N 1032 

N 25. 1032

RL: (t") 

N: RL

216.248.429.468.472.473.  
603 

743. 893. 1105

N 238,853

N 

I'LL: N 

N 

N

238 

25,404 

238.853 

238

-- 813. 853. 1032

Wilson Canyon fault (WIL) ...... tNW. NNW LL 413. 1020, 1110 

'Right-lateral displacement is only on the Southern and Northern segments of Y-I tO (p. 17. 19-201.  

'On the basis of the subdued character of scarps older than the 1932 rupture. Y-795 (p. 1.34) inferred a recurrence interval of possibly tens of thousands of years for surface-rupturing.events.  

JThe southern part of CR strikes north-northwest; the northern part strikes north to nonh-nonheast tY-853: Y-1032).  
4

Y. 033 (p. 2471 noted that displacement on DS appears to be entitely dip slip (normal land that no evidence for left-lateral strike slip. which might be expected along a northeast-striking fault. has been observed.  
t

Faults in EPK are generally down to the west with dip slip (normatl displacement (Y- 1O: Y-635: Y-651t. Y-635 noted left-lateral displacement along one section ofthc westemmost fault. the portion just south of South Wash 

that extends into the Silver Peak Range. This section strikes north-northwest.  

60n the basis of interpretation of four trenches in Fish Lake Valley. Y-665 (table 10. p. 231-232) concluded that the recurrence interval between three ruptures since about 2.5 ka has been about I. 10+600 yr. although the recurrence 
interval could be as long as 3.000 yr or as shon as 500 yr.  

Tntis is the average strike. Strikes range between N. 22* W. and N. 55? W, (Y-216. p. 5-131.  
'Recurrene interval is estimated to be tens to possibly hundreds of thousands of years assuming that displacemeni/event has been I to 2 m for a 9-m-high scarp on a surface with an estimated ape of 500 ka tY-1073. p. t01t.  

T11e first entry is the strikeof GTH on the south along Paymaster Ridge: the second entry is the strike of GTII on the north along the General Thomas fill.s (Y-239: Y-853).  
I'y-374 (p. 225) reported that earthquakes ofmagnitude >5.0 have recurred every 20 yr for the past 60 yr on LL. Earthquakes or this site occurred in 1038. 1961. and 1981 (Y-1052. p. 141).  

"itPredominant vertical displacement on LMT was inferred by Y.1069 (p. 3881 on the basis ofthe sinuous character and large heights ofthe associated scarps. In addition. Y-1069 (p. 38l1 reported right-lateral displacement of 

stream channels at two localities.  
t
IThe first entry is for the fault on the northern side of the highland (northern tracel: the second entry is for the fault on the western side of the highland (western trace: Y-9131, 
13

Displacement on OWV has been primarily right lateral, with a minor component of dip-slip (normal) displacement (Y-427: Y-1046). However. the dip-slip component may be significant locally tY-427. p. 61 
1
4SPS has a curving trace (Y-4tn-. tu northern part strikes north. Its central section strikes north-northwest. Its southern part strikes northwest.  

t5SB adjacent to the Sheep Range firnt has a curving trace (Y-671: Y-852). The northem portion strikes north-northwest. The central portion strikes north. The southem portion strikes northeast 

16SEDR has a general north-northeast, curving strike (Y-8521. The southern end of SEDR strikes northwest. The remainder of SEDR strikes between north-northeast and north-northwest.  

"tThe western subzone of SDV or Y-472 (p. 404) and YV603 (p. 25) between the Confidence Hills and the southern Owlshcad Mountains strikes between N. 15* E. and N. 30* W.. their eastern suhzone in 'hts same area strikes 

between N. 4tt W. and N. 50' W.



Table 18. Recurrence interval, strike, and type displacement for known and suspected Quaternary faults greater than 100 kn from Yucca Mountain - Continued 
t 3

V-429 (p. 0lsuggested that SDV has minor component of vertical displacement. Y.472 (p. 407) recognized both lateral and vertical displaccement on his eastern suheone of SDVhbctwecn the Confidence Hills and the 
southern Owishead Mountains. Displacement on his western sabzone in thit area htas heen predominantly right-lateral streike slip.  

ISYL sitikes generally east. but the trace curves slightly so that portions of the fault strike either northeast or northwest (Y-238).  
"2Displacernent on TEM is shown by Y-25 an left-lateral strike slip and by Y.104 (pl. 31 as down-to-the.north dip slip.  
2
t

WR has a carving, but generally north strike. WR north of Fantt Ridge striklc north-notnhwest; WR south of the ridge strikes north-northeast (Y- 13; Y-853).  
2
5
WIL strikes generally northwest (Y-413: Y-1020). The southeastern end of WIL strikes north-northwest (Y-1020).

-J 
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APPENDIX 2: DESCRIPTION SHEETS COMPILED FOR 

KNOWN AND SUSPECTED QUATERNARY FAULTS 
WITHIN ABOUT 100 KM OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN 

This appendix summarizes available data about known and suspected Quaternary faults identified within 
about 100 km of the potential repository at Yucca Mountain. The data, which have been summarized from published 
and readily available literature, are organized on description sheets in a format that emphasizes the Quaternary 
characteristics of the faults. Data for each fault are assembled into the sections described below. An entry of"No 
information" indicates that no information for that section was found in the cited references. Measurements that 
were reported in the references in metric units are noted in these units in the appendix. Measurements that were 
reported in English units in the references are noted in both metric and English units in the appendix.  

FAULT NAME 

Names for the faults are taken from the cited references, if possible. The reference from which the name has 
been taken is indicated under the "References" section, although other authors may also use the name. If alternative 
names have been used in the literature, then these names are also indicated. If no name was noted in the references, 
a name was given to the fault, usually on the basis of a nearby geographic feature. The abbreviations noted after the 
fault name were assigned for ease in labeling of the faults on the plates and figures.  

PLATE OR FIGURE 

This is the number of the plate or figure in this compilation on which the fault is shown.  

REFERENCES 

References that show or discuss the fault are listed. The references have been assigned a number beginning 
with "Y-", so that each reference has a unique identifier. Full citations of the references are listed numerically in 
Appendix 4 and alphabetically in Appendix 5. References listed under "Not shown by.. ." are those references 
(primarily maps) that cover the area in which the fault is located but that do not show the fault. Some references 
that are noted show only a portion of the fault, either because the authors did not recognize the entire fault as 
portrayed in another reference or because their map or study area does not include the area of the entire fault.  
References that portray a fault in a significantly different manner from the way it is shown on plates I and 2 of this 
compilation are also noted in this section.  

LOCATION 

The location of each fault in relation to the potential repository site at Yucca Mountain was measured on 
topographic maps at a scale of 1:250,000. The first two numbers (separated by a /) give the location of the closest 
point of the fault to the site (indicated by the black circle labeled "YM" on plate 2 of this compilation) in terms of 
distance and compass direction using an azimuthal scale and north as 0. The second group of numbers gives the 
same point in terms of approximate latitude and longitude.
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A brief description of the location of the fault follows. Major physiographic features noted here and in the 
following sections-are shown on fig. 4 or on plates 1 and 2.  

Figure 4. Physiographic features in the area covered by plates I and 2.  

USGS 7-1/2' QUADRANGLE: 

The U.S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangles that cover the area of the fault are listed alphabetically.  

-FAULT ORIENTATION 

This is the general direction of the fault's strike (1) as recognized on plates 1 and 2 of this compilation, or 
(2) as noted in the references. A measured strike, dip direction, or dip amounts may also be listed if these figures 
were noted in the references. The width of the fault is sometimes given.  

FAULT LENGTH 

This is the length of the fault as reported in the listed references or as estimated from the maps in these 
references. Because the scales of the maps are variable, the accuracy of these measurements is also variable. The 
measurements should be considered approximations only. As noted elsewhere in this compilation, the lengths 
reported here are sometimes dependent upon how fault traces have been grouped together into an individual fault 
in this compilation. The lengths do not necessarily reflect rupture length. If a fault has been subdivided into 
segments or sections (e.g., the Ash Meadows fault, the Bare Mountain fault), then the length of each segment or 
section is noted. In some cases, several distinct faults have been grouped under one name for ease of discussion.  
In these cases, the lengths of the individual faults are given. If major sections of a fault are portrayed as concealed, 
the lengths of these sections, as well as that of the entire fault, are noted. If available, the lengths of associated 
scarps or the lengths of sections of the fault that have scarps are reported.  

STYLE OF FAULTING 

The type or types of displacement along the fault are given in this section. The type of displacement noted 
in this section may have been (1) reported directly in the references, (2) inferred from the portrayal of the fault on 
maps, or (3) interpreted from reported fault-scarp characteristics, stratigraphic relationships, or other geologic 
evidence, as indicated in this section. Occasionally, the types of displacement reported in the references appear to 
conflict. These differences are noted and may be the result of studies that were completed at different localities 
along the fault or of changes in displacement over time along the fault.  

SCARP CHARACTERISTICS 

Characteristics of associated fault scarps, such as height, surface displacement, and maximum scarp-slope 
angle, are noted if they are reported in the references.
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DISPLACEMENT

This section includes estimates or measurements of the total fault displacement, the displacement recorded by 
Quaternary deposits (the Quaternary or late Quaternary displacement), and the displacement that occurred during 
the youngest rupture, if this information is available. The amount of displacement, the unit or deposit displaced and 
its estimated age, and the location at which the displacement was estimated or measured are noted.. Displacements 
of several different deposits and at several different localities may be reported for some faults.  

AGE OF DISPLACEMENT 

In this section, the age of the youngest surface rupture on the fault is emphasized if it has been reported. The 
age of older surface ruptures are also noted, if available. The estimated ages of displaced deposits or surfaces and 
of undisplaced deposits or surfaces are given if possible. The techniques (e.g., radiometric, soil development, 
surface characteristics) used to estimate the ages for the deposits or surfaces are also noted. In some references, the 
ages of the displacements are reported using an age term, such as late Quaternary. If stated, the author's definition 
of the time interval is given. Age terms are used occasionally with no further definition of the time interval intended.  
If ages are reported for several localities along the fault, all of the ages are listed with a brief description of each 
locality. Individual references should be consulted for the exact locations and detailed information.  

SLIP RATE 

Rates given in this section were either reported directly in the references or were estimated using reported 
information about the amount and age of displacement on the fault. The time interval for which the rate is reported 
or estimated is noted. Because the exact displacement direction is unknown for most of the faults in this compilation 
and because most of the reported amounts of displacement have not been measured within the fault plane, the slip 
rates listed in this section are usually apparent slip rates.  

RECURRENCE INTERVAL 

Recurrence intervals in this section were either reported directly in the references or were estimated using 
reported information about the number of surface ruptures interpreted to have occurred during a given time interval.  
The time interval for which the recurrence is reported or estimated is noted.  

RANGE-FRONT CHARACTERISTICS 

If a range front is associated with the fault, the front's characteristics (e.g., straightness, steepness, general.age 
of deposits preserved along the front) are noted. Most of the reported characteristics are from Dohrenwend and 
others (1991, 1992).  

ANALYSIS 

This is a brief description of the methods used to study the fault as reported in the references.  

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER FAULTS 

The relationships noted in this sections are either (1) from the references in which authors directly or 
indirectly relate the fault to other faults in the region or (2) from spatial relationships observed on plates I and 2 of 
this compilation (e.g., is the fault parallel or perpendicular to adjacent faults). The relationships among some faults 
have received much speculation and alternative interpretations are noted, if available. In general, however, the 
structural relationships among faults in this region are largely unknown.
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Airport Lake fault (AIR)

Plate or figure: Plate 2.  

References: Y-222: Streitz and Stinson, 1974; Y-413: Jennings and others, 1962 (Trona sheet); 
Y-415: Jennings, 1985 (Death Valley and Trona sheets); Y-425: Stinson, 1977; Y-427: Hart and others, 1989; 
Y-640: Duffield and Roquemore, 1988; Y-1020: Jennings, 1992; Y-1035: Roquemore and Zellmer, 1983; 
Y-1052: Wills, 1988 (evaluated only the southern half of AIR, the portion on the Ridgecrest North, Volcano Peak, 
and White Hills quadrangles, p. [3]); Y-1053: Wills, 1989 (discussed only the Hot Springs segment of AIR); 
Y-l 110: Roquemore, 1981 (subdivided AIR into four segments); Y-Il 11: Roquemore and Zellmer, 1987; 
Y-1 112: Walter and Weaver, 1980; Y-l 113: Duffield and Bacon, 1981; Y- 1122: von Huene, 1960; 
Y-1 126: Roquermore, 1980; Y-1 145: Roquemore and Zellmer, 1983.  

Location: 138 km/234 (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat.36"06ON. and-long I1 740'W.  
(location of closest point). AIR is located along the western side of the Coso Basin (a graben), in the southern Coso 
Range, and in Indian Wells Valley. Y-1 110 (pls. 2 and 3) subdivided AIR into four segments, from south to north: 
Southern segment, Northern segment, Coso Hot Springs segment, and Haiwee Springs segment. (The segments are 
not shown on plate 2.) 

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Airport Lake, Cactus Peak, Pearsonville, Petroglyph Canyon, Ridgecrest North, 
Volcano Peak, White Hills.  

Fault orientation: AIR strikes approximately north (Y-1035, p. 198; Y-1 110, pls. 2 and 3; Y-1 145, p. 6) to 
northeast (Y- 1110, pls. 2 and 3). The Southern and Northern segments of Y- I 110 (pls. 2 and 3) strike north; the Coso 
Hot Springs segment of Y-I 11 0 strikes northeast; the Haiwee Springs segment of Y- 1110 strikes north-northeast 
(Y-I 11 0, pls. 2 and 3). Y-I 11 0 (p. 76) reported that AIR strikes between N. 10' E. and N. 20" E. and dips between 
50"E. and vertical.  

Fault length: The length of AIR was noted to be >30 km by Y-1I 10 (p. 21, 74), >35 km by Y-1145 (p. 6), 
>50 km by Y- 1052 (p. [3, 8]), and >60 km (from the Coso Range into Indian Wells Valley) by Y-1035 (p. 198). AIR 
forms a narrow zone along the western side of the Coso Basin, but to the south in Indian Wells Valley, the zone 
widens to >8*km (Y-1035, p. 198; Y-1052, p. [6]). The width of AIR is reported to be 10 km by Y-427 (table 1, 
p. 17).  

Style of faulting: AIR is a broad zone of left-stepping, en echelon approximately north-striking traces that 
show normal displacement (Y-1035, p. 198; Y-1052, p. [3]; Y-I 10, p. 17, 76). A right-lateral component of 
displacement has been inferred by Y- 1110 (p. 17, 19-20) for the his Southern and Northern segments on the basis of 
(I) the left-stepping, en echelon pattern of traces (Y-1052, p. [8]; Y- 1110, p. 17), (2) the displacement of stream 
channels observed by Y- 1110 (p. 19-20, pl. 2), (3) the presence of shutter ridges (Y-I 10, p. 19-20), and (4) the first 
motions determined from historic earthquakes reported by Y-l 112 (p. 2442, 2448-2449).  

No right-lateral component of displacement has been recognized along the Coso Hot Springs segment to the 
north (Y-1053, p. [2]), but the segment has evidence for vertical displacement (Y-1 110, p. 20). Fumaroles and hot 
springs are aligned with this segment (Y-I 110, p. 20-22, pl. 3).  

Y- 1145 (p. 7, 8) interpreted geodetic and level-line surveys as showing continuing extensional deformation 
across the section of AIR adjacent to Indian Wells Valley.
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Airport Lake fault (AIR) - Continued 

Scarp characteristics: Scarps on alluvial surfaces along the Coso Hot Springs segment have slopes of 20* 
to 30* (Y-1053, p. [2]). On the basis of five topographic profiles measured across beveled scarps on the Coso Hot 
Springs segment, Y- 1110 (p. 50-5 1, table 1) noted a maximum scarp height of 7.1 m and lower scarp heights of 6.2, 
4.3, 4.1, and 3.4 m. Two or three bevels identified by Y-I 110 (table 1, p. 50) on all scarps except the one that is 
3.4 m high suggest that these scarps formed during multiple events.  

Two scarp profiles measured across the southern segment of AIR suggest scarp heights of 16.9 and 4.8 m 
and "free-face" angles of 490 and 69%, respectively (Y-I 110, table 1, p. 50).  

Displacement: Y- 1145 (p. 6) reported a total vertical displacement of at least 600 m near Coso Basin on the 
Southern segment of Y-l 110 across a zone about 5 km wide. On the basis of trench exposures on this segment, 
Y- 1 10 (p. 3 I, 74) noted an apparent vertical (east-side-down) displacement of 3.4 m in alluvium containing clasts 
of obsidian correlated with rhyolite domes in the Coso Range. These domes have dates of 90 ka ± 25 ka and 
88 ka ± 38 ka (K-Ar; Y-1 110i p. 31, 74, citing C:R. Bacon, written commun.; 1979). About 6 km north of this 
trench site but still on his Southern segment, Y-I 110 (p. 74, pl. 2) recognized right-lateral displacement of 125 m 
in.a basalt flow that he assumed to be >400 ka and <I Ma.  

Y-640 (p. 173) reported that Mesozoic rocks have been displaced, down to the east, at least 500 m near Coso 
Hot Springs and Airport Lake.  

Age of displacement: Y-1052 (p. [6]) noted that AIR displaces Holocene and late Pleistocene alluvium 
along the western side of the Coso Basin and in Indian Wells Valley. The fault also displaces a late Pleistocene 
basalt in the southern Coso Range.  

The youngest deposits shown by Y-l 113 to be displaced by AIR are Holocene and Pleistocene alluvial 
deposits (their Qya unit). AIR is also portrayed by Y-l 113 to displace Pleistocene alluvium (their Qoa deposits), 
Pleistocene basalt flows (their Qbw, Qbc (1.07 Ma ± 0.14 Ma; K-Ar), and Qba deposits), Pleistocene and Pliocene 
sedimentary rocks in the White Hills (their QTs unit), and Pleistocene and Pliocene basalt flow and pyroclastic 
deposits (their QTbr and QTbrp units). This map also shows that traces of the Southern segment of Y-1 110 appear 
to be concealed by Pleistocene basalt west of the White Hills (their Qbh unit; 188 ka + 35 ka; K-Ar). However, 
Y- 1052 (p. [3]) reported that basalt of this age is displaced by AIR (citing Y-l 113).  

On his Southern segment, Y-1 110 (p. 28) estimated that alluvial fans containing scarps are not older than 
10 ka (Holocene). He (Y-I I 10, p. 17-19) inferred Holocene surface rupture on the basis of a lack of varnish on 
surface stones that he concluded had been flipped by seismic shaking. Scarps are noted by Y-1052 (p. [3]) to have 
a "fresh" morphology. The age of the youngest rupture on this segment was estimated initially by Y- 1110 (p. 51) 
to be about 40 yr on the basis of scarp morphology. However, Y-1 110 (p. 51) concluded that this age must be 
incorrect given the lack of recorded historic earthquakes large enough to produce this scarp. In a trench across this 
segment of AIR, Y-I 110 (p. 3 1) noted displacement of alluvium containing clasts of obsidian that correlated with 
rhyolite domes dated at 90 ka ± 25 ka and 88 ka ± 38 ka (citing C.R. Bacon, written commun., 1979). Y-I I 10 
(p. 74, pl. 2) also reported displacement of a basalt flow that has not been radiometrically dated but that Y- 1110 
concluded was emplaced some time between 400 ka and I Ma on the basis of stratigraphic relationships.  

On the basis of geodetic and level-line surveys, Y-1 145 (p. 7-8) concluded that deformation within the Coso 
Range and Indian Wells Valley is continuing "at rates significantly higher than those observed in much of the 
tectonically active western United States." 

Slip rate: Using 3.4 m of vertical displacement in alluvium containing obsidian correlated to rhyolite dated 
at 90 ka ± 25 ka and 88 ka ± 38 ka (range of 50 ka to 126 ka) as noted by Y-I 110 (p. 31), an apparent vertical slip 
rate between 0.03 and 0.07 mm/yr is estimated for his Southern segment of AIR. This would be a minimum rate 
because the displaced alluvium must be younger than the included obsidian clasts.  

On the basis of 125 m of right-lateral displacement of a basalt flow emplaced between 400 ka and I Ma, 
Y-I 110 (p. 81) noted an apparent lateral slip rate of 0.1 to 0.3 mm/yr on his Southern segment of AIR.  

Recurrence interval: No information.
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Airport Lake fault (AIR)- Continued 

Range-front characteristics: Along a portion of the southern Coso Range adjacent to his Southern segment, 
Y-I 110 (p. 19-20, fig. 13) noted a very sharp front with faceted spurs.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-1052, p. [5], scales 1:12,000 and 1:24,000; Y-1053, p. [2], scale 1:30,000; 
Y-I 110, p. 8, scales 1:6,000 to 1:60,000 (some low-altitude, low-sun-angle photographs); Y- 1122, p. 8, scales 
1: 12,000 and 1:47,500). Field examination (Y- 1052, p. [5]; Y- 1110, p. 8). Detailed geologic mapping (Y- 1122, p. 8).  
Topographic scarps profiles using plane table and alidade and the methods of Wallace (1977, Y-l 118) 
(Y-1110, p. 8-9, 44-51). Trenches (Y-1 110, p. 28-39, Trench A on his Southern segment). Gravimetric survey and 
data interpretation (Y-l 122, p. 8, 54-57, appen. A). Geodetic and level-line triangulation network (Y- 1145, p. 7)..  

Relationship to other faults: Y-427 (table 1, p. 17) and Y-1052 (p. [3]) suggested that AIR either merges 

with or intersects the northwest-striking Little Lake fault (LL) in Indian Wells Valley. Northwest-striking fault 
trices in Indian Wells Valley have been considered part of LL by Y-1035, Y-I 110, and Y-11 II (all cited in Y-1052, 
p. [2]), although these traces are continuous with AIR and have similarities to both faults (Y- 1052,,p. [2]). In " 
contrast, Y-1035 (p. 198) suggested that AIR is truncated by LL because their preliminary mapping revealed no 
evidence for AIR southwest of LL in Indian Wells Valley. Y-1035 (p. 200) also speculated that the fault pattern-and 
distribution of epicenters of earthquakes along the traces of LL and AIR suggest that displacement along both faults 
has been interrelated. For example, Y- 1035 (p. 200) cited the change in the dip of flexures along LL as they truncate 
the eastern and western sides of AIR as indicating a direct relationship between the two faults.  

Y- 1145 (p. 6) suggested that AIR and LL are a result of the same regional stress field and that the two faults 
"are components of the regional right-slip shear and the east-west extension that characterize the tectonics of the 
western Basin and Range physiographic province."
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Amargosa River fault (AR) 

Plate or figure: Plate 2.  

References: Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 1991 (pl. 4); Y-695: Donovan, 1991 (name from this reference); 
Y-809: Donovan, 1990 (her north-northwest-striking Ash Meadows fault?); Y-892: Claassen, 1985 (his 
northwest-striking, inferred Stewart Valley fault?, fig. 1, p. F2). Not shown by Denny and Drewes, 1965 (Y-386, 
pl. 1).  

Location: 40 km/18Y (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"29"N. and long i 6"28"W.  
(location of closest point). AR is located in the Ash Meadows portion of the Amargosa Desert parallel to and about 
4 km northeast of the Amargosa River (Y-695, p. 47).  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Franklin Well.  

Fault.orientation: AR strikes northwest, AR is shown by Y-695 (pl. l,.p. 47,49, fig. 3-4) as discontinuous, 
en echelon lineaments and scarps that form a zone that trends N. 48' W. AR is portrayed as a nearly continuous, 
relatively prominent northwest-trending lineament by Y-238 (pl. 4).  

Fault length: The length of AR is about 15 km as measured from sec. 17, T. 17 S., R. 49 E. to sec. 16, 
T. 18 S., R. 50 E. (Y-695, p. 47). AR is about 7 km wide (Y-695, p. 47-48).  

Style of faulting: Y-695 (p. 50) inferred right-lateral displacement on AR, because of the possibility that AR 
is an extension of the Pahrump fault (PRP), on which displacement is thought to be right lateral. Y-695 (p. 50) 
interpreted east-trending folds in Tertiary (Miocene?) sediments to have formed by compression caused by a left 
step between PRP and AR. Such compression would occur if displacement on both faults has been right-lateral.  

Scarp characteristics: No' information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: The youngest surfaces on which scarps or lineaments have been mapped are 
interpreted to be Holocene (510 ka) by Y-695 (p. 50).  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No range front is associated with AR.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-238, p. 2, scales 1:24,000 to 1:80,000; Y-695, p. 3, 37, 39, scales 1:12,000 
(low--sun-angle) and 1:60:000). Field examination (Y-695, p. 37). Topographic scarp profiles (Y-695, p. 50, 
appen. A, profile P3).  

Relationship to other faults: Y-695 (p. 50, 74) inferred AR to be an extension of the PRP because, as she 
noted, the two faults have parallel strikes and nearly join across a left step between Stewart Valley and southern Ash 
Meadows. Y-238 (pl. 4) portrayed the two faults as nearly continuous. The mapping by Y-695 (pl. 1) suggests that 
a 20--km-long break in surficial expression exists between PRP in Stewart Valley and AR in Ash Meadows.  

Y-695 (p. 48) suggested that the southeastern end of AR may extend to the north-striking Ash Meadows fault 
(AM), at a point where a discontinuity exists in the surficial expression of AM. In contrast, Y-238 (pl. 4) portrayed 
northwest--trending lineaments associated with AR as continuing east of the northern end of the Resting Spring 
Range across the trace of AM as mapped by Y-695 (pl. 1).  

Y-695 (p. 48) suggested that the northwestern end of AR may truncate the northern end of a zone of 
north-trending, west-facing fault scarps on surfaces of Quaternary/Tertiary polestrian carbonate rocks. (These 
scarps are shown as fault traces on plate 2 of this compilation, but they are not labeled with a fault name.) However, 
she noted that one north-trending graben within this zone extends north of AR.
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Ash Meadows fault (AM)

Plate or figure: Nlate 2.  

References: Y-68: Swadley, 1983; Y-69: McKittrick, 1988; Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 1991 (pl. 4); 
Y-386: Denny and Drewes, 1965 (pl. 1, part ofAM may correlate with their north-striking, ~ 1-km-long fault about 
1.5 km southwest of Devils Hole); Y-389: Drewes, 1963 (fig. 2, p. 5; shows the Shoshone fault zone in Amargosa 
Valley south of Eagle Mountain); Y-695: Donovan, 1991 (name from this reference); Y-809: Donovan, 1990 (her 
north-striking Rooker Road fault?); Y-892: Claassen, 1985 (AM may correlate with a portion.of his north
northwest-striking, inferred Gravity fault, fig. I, p. F2); Y-996: Hay and others, 1986; Y-1020: Jennings, -1992 
(shows two north-northwest-striking faults along the Amargosa River south of Eagle Mountain and one north1
northwest-striking fault west of Eagle Mountain).  

Location: 34 km/169° (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat-36°33"N. and long I I622"W.  
(location of closest point). AM is located-in theAsh Meadows portion of the Amargosa Desert and-along the western 
side of the Resting Spring Range.  

USGS 7-t/2' quadrangle: Bole Spring, Devils Hole, Eagle Mountain, East of Deadman Pass, Skeleton Hills, 
Stewart Valley, Twelve Mile Spring.  

Fault orientation: AM strikes generally north. AM is composed of en echelon lineaments and scarps that 
are discontinuous in geomorphic expression and variable in strike (Y-238, pl. 4; Y-695, pl. 1). Y-695 (p. 5 1) 
subdivided AM into three sections (northern, central, southern) on the basis of these discontinuities. The northern 
section consists of two branches, a western one striking N. 18' W. and an eastern one striking N. 28" E. (Y-68; 
Y-695, p. 51-52). The central section strikes north to N. 10* W. and is juxtaposed on an alignment of springs that 
trends N. 24" W. (Y-695, p. 51, 55). The southern section of AM, located along the Resting Spring Range, strikes 
north (Y-69; Y-695, p. 71).  

Fault length: The total length of AM is about 60 km from just south of the Rock Valley fault (RV) to the 
southern end of the Resting Spring Range as estimated from Y-69 and Y-695 (pl. 1). The northern section of Y-695 
is 7 km long and 3 km wide (Y-695, p. 53). The central section is 5 km long and 3 km wide (Y-695, p. 57). The 
southern section of AM is about 48 km long as estimated from Y-69 and Y-695. This section includes fault traces 
along the western side of the Resting Spring Range.  

Style of faulting: Normal dip slip has been dominant along AM as indicated by (1) a graben along the 
southern section (Y-695, p. 71), (2) slickensides that are exposed in a trench (TR3) along the central section and that 
have a 90' rake (Y-695, p. 59), and (31) west-facing scarps that contain material on their hanging wall that is younger 
than material on their footwall (Y-695, p. 5 1). Faults exposed in Trenches TR3 and TR4 along the central section 
dip 55" to 58" to the west (Y-695, p. 59-60).  

Scarp characteristics: Y-695 (p. 5 1) noted west-facing fault scarps associated with the western branch of 
the northern section. Scarps along the central section of AM are 0.35 to 1.2 m high with maximum slope angles of 
10.5" and 12.5" (Y-695, p. 58, appen. A, p. 142-143). Vertical scarp heights along the southern section (along the 
Resting Spring Range) are generally _•1 m (Y-69).  

Displacement: Y-996 (p. 1,490) inferred at least 50 m of down-to-the-west displacement along a north-
striking fault 0.5 km west of Fairbanks Butte by assuming that tuffs dated at about 3.2 Ma at several localities in the 
Amargosa Desert are correlative. Y-695 (p. 53) interpreted this displacement to be along the western branch of her 
northern section of AM.  

Vertical separation is >2 m, and probably >3 m, along the central section of AM at Trench TR3 (Y-695, p. 59
60). Y-695 (p. 64) estimated a vertical displacement of 155 cm across AM at Trench TR4 along her central section 
of the fault. This estimate was made using the base of an exposed soil profile as a piercing point.  
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Ash Meadows fault (AM) -Continued

Age of displacement: Scarps along the western branch of the northern section are mostly on surfaces of 
Holocene alluvium (her Qla deposits; <10 ka; Y-695, p. 51). The map by Y-68 portrays northeast-striking traces 
along the eastern branch of the northern section of Y-695 in Pleistocene deposits (his Q2bc deposits) and 
Pleistocene and Pliocene? deposits (his QTa deposits).  

Soils developed on displaced deposits along the central section and exposed in Trench TR4 are interpreted 
by Y-695 (p. 64) to suggest an age Pof>10 ka and possibly about 40 ka for these deposits. Y-695 (p. 69) suggested 
that this age estimate is supported by the possible correlation of the deposits in Trench TR4 to deposits exposed' 
along the Rock Valley fault (RV). The deposits along RV have been dated by uranium-trend methods at 38.ka by 
Yount and others (1987, Y-20). The youngest displaced deposits exposed in Trench TR3, another trench along the 
central section, are interpreted by Y-695 (p. 59) to be most likely late Pleistocene. This interpretation is based on 
degreeof soil development and induration. A 1-km-long fault trace in the central section of Y-695 is portrayed 
by Y-386 (pl. 1) as displacing Quaternary playaand alluvial-fan deposits (their Qp and Qgs units). However, they 
inferred the presence of the fault from the distribution of the playa and alluvial-fan deposits, which abut each other, 
and suggested that "differential erosion along some sort of structural break." is the best explanation for the pattern 
that they noted (Y-386, p. L42).  

The youngest surfaces that exhibit scarps along the southern section of AM (along the Resting Spring Range) 
are portrayed by Y-69 as early Holocene and/or latest Pleistocene (her Qf3 deposits). The map by Y-69 also shows 
scarps preserved on surfaces of older deposits: late and/or middle Pleistocene (her Qf2 deposits, older than 10 ka 
and younger than 300 ka to 500 ka), middle and/or early Pleistocene (her Qfl deposit, older than 300 ka to 500 ka), 
early Pleistocene and/or late Tertiary (her QTf deposits), and Miocene and older (her Ts deposits). In addition, 
Y-69 noted that Holocene deposits (her Qf4 deposits, •10 ka) are not cut by fault traces. On the basis of these 
relationships, the embayed character of the range front, and the presence of pediments formed on bedrock 
preserved basinward of the range front, Y-69 speculated that late Quaternary fault activity has been minimal along 
the Resting Spring Range.  

The three faults south and west of Eagle Mountain are noted to be Quaternary by Y-1020, because he noted 
evidence for displacement since 1.6 Ma.  

Slip rate: The average apparent vertical slip rate since late Pliocene along the western branch of the. northern 
section of AM is 0.0 16 mm/yr as reported by Y-695 (p. 53). This rate is based on 50 m of displacement of a 3.2
Ma tuff(Y-695, p. 53; Y-996, p. 1,490).  

The apparent vertical slip rate since about 40 ka along the central section of AM is about 0.04 mm/yr. This 
rate assumes an estimated age of about 40 ka for a deposit displaced about 155 cm in Trench TR4 as reported by 
Y-695 (p. 64-69).  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No range front is associated with the northern and central sections of AM.  
The southern section bounds the western side of Resting Spring Range, which is noted by Y-69 to be embayed by 
alluvial-floored channels and to include pediments formed on bedrock basinward (west) of the range front.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-69, scale 1:30,000; Y-238, p. 2, scales 1:24,000 to 1:80,000; Y-695, p. 3, 
37, 39, scales 1: 12,000 (low-sun-angle) and 1:60,000; Y-809 (low-sun--angle)). Field examination (Y-69; Y-695, 
p. 37). Scarp profiles (Y-695, appen. A, profiles PI-P2, P9-PI2, p. 132-133, 140-143). Trenches (Y-695, p. 37, 
Trenches TR3 and TR4). Soil descriptions (Y-695). Transects measured on alluvial fans (Y-69).  

Relationship to other faults: Y-695 (p. 54) speculated that the eastern branch of the northern section of AM 
could, instead, be a southwest-striking branch of the generally northeast-striking Rock Valley fault (RV).
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Ash Meadows fault (AM) - Continued

Y-695 (p. 58) noted ihat an apparent discontinuity at the southern end of the central section of AM occurs 
across a 3-km right step that coincides with the southeastern projection of the northwest-striking Amargosa River 
fault (AR).  

Y-892 (p. F3) noted that the hydrologic characteristics of Ash Meadows change in the vicinity of the central 
section of AM as portrayed by Y-695 (Gravity fault ofY-892). This change is in part indicated by large springs along 
and east of the fault (Y-892, p. F3).  

Y-695 (p.-75-76, fig. 7-1, p. 117) proposed that the central and northern sections of AM are extensions of 
either the southern section along the Resting Spring Range or a north-northwest-striking branch of the Pahrump 
fault (PRP).  

: Y-389 (p. 55) inferred strike slip on his Shoshone fault zone in the Amargosa Valley and suggested that it is 
one of several "master" faults in the Death Valley region, along with the Furnace Creek fault (FC), the Southern 
Death Valley fault (SDV; his Confidence Hills fault zone), and the Death Valley fault (DV).
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Badger Wash faults (BDG) 

Plate or figure: Pldte 1.  

References: Y-25: Ekren and others, 1977; Y-404: Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970 (pls. 2 and 3).  

Location: IlI km/68" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37"12'N. and long 115"18'W.  
(location of closest point). BDG includes four faults within Badger Valley and in small unnamed valleys between 
the Pahranagat Range and the East Pahranagat Range.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Alamo, Badger Spring, Desert Hills NE, Lower Pahranagat Lake NW.  

Fault orientation: The four faults in BDG strike primarily north-northwest (Y-25; Y-404).  

Fault length: The longest fault of the four included in BDG (the east-central fault) is about 13 km long. The 
eastern and western faults are each 8 km long. The shortest fault (the west-central fault) is 4 km long. These lengths 
were estimated from the map by Y-25.  

Style of faulting: Three of the four faults included in BDG are shown by Y-25 to be down to the west; the 
longest fault is shown by Y-25 as down to the east.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Portions of the two eastern faults included in BDG are shown by Y-25 as faulted 
contacts between pre-Tertiary or Tertiary rocks and Holocene to Pliocene alluvium and colluvium (their QTa 
deposits). One short section of the longest fault is shown by Y-25 as a faulted contact between their QTa deposits 
and Holocene and Pleistocene alluvium (their Qa deposits). Portions of the two western faults in BDG are shown 
by Y-25 as faulted contacts between pre-Tertiary or Tertiary rocks and their Qa deposits. Y-404 portrayed all four 
faults of BDG as post-Laramide structures. They showed the longest fault as a faulted contact between Tertiary 
volcanic rocks and either unconsolidated Quaternary and Tertiary gravel and alluvium (pl. 3) or Pliocene lake beds 
(pl. 2).  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No information.  

Analysis: Compilation of previous work (Y-25). Aerial photographs (Y-404, p. 2, scale 1:60,000). Field 
mapping (Y-404, p. 2).  

SRelationship to other faults: The southern ends of the eastern two faults may terminate at the northeast
striking Arrowhead Mine fault (ARM) of the Pahranagat fault (PGT). Faults in BDG parallel the Hiko fault (HKO) 
and the Hiko-South Pahroc faults, all of which are east of ARM.
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Bare Mountain fault (BM)

Plate or figure: Plates I and 2, Figure 5.  

Figure 5. Bare Mountain fault along the eastern side of Bare Mountain.  

References: Y-1I: Carr and Monsen, 1988; Y-3: Reheis, 1988 (her Bare Mountain range-front fault or range
front fault, p. 103; subdivided BM into five segments, p. 110, fig. 8. 1, p. 104); Y-26: Swadley and others, 1984 (their 
Bare Mountain fault zone, pl. 1, p. 18); Y-40: Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1961; Y-64: Swadley and Parrish, 1988; 
Y-101: Ackermann and others, 1988, Y-232: Cornwall, 1972; Y-234: Monsen, 1983; Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 
1991 (pl. 3); Y-572: Zhang and Schweickert, 1991; Y-662: Hamilton, 1987; Y-1041: Monsen and others, 1992.  

Location: 14 km/260" (distance and direction ofclosest point from YM) at ]at 36"48'N. and long I 16"37'W.  
(location of closest point). BM is located along the eastern side of Bare Mountain and the western side of Crater Flat.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Beatty Mountain, Carrara Canyon, Crater Flat, East of Beatty Mountain.  

Fault orientation: BM strikes generally north. Most fault traces dip eastward 60' to 80%; some traces dip 
gently southeastward (Y-I, p. 55). For example, northeast of Chuckwalla Canyon BM dips southeast 35" to 45" 
(Y-3, p. 105). Y-64 showed a dip of 65" near the central part of BM east of the Panama Mine. Y-1041 portrayed 
eastward dips between 30' and 55%.  

Fault length: The length of BM is about 15.5 km as estimated from fig. 8.1 (p. 104) of Y-3 (from Joshua 
Hollow? on the north to Steves Pass on the south). Five segments that were identified by Y-3 (p. 110, fig. 8. 1, p. 104) 
have been numbered from north to south (fig. 5; locality names from Beatty 1: 100,000 topographic quadrangle): 
#1=3.5 km (Joshua Hollow? to Tarantula Canyon), #2=3.25 km (to Diamond Queen mine), #3=2.5 km (to SEI/4, 
sec. 13, T. 13 S., R. 471/2 E.), #4=3.75 km (to Wildcat Peak), #5=2.5 km (to Steves Pass). Lengths have been 
estimated from Y-3 (fig. 8.1, p. 104). Y-I (p. 55) suggested a segment boundary at Chuckwalla Canyon along 
segment #2 above. The map by Y-64 portrays BM as very discontinuous, especially south of Chuckwalla Canyon.  

Siyle of faulting: BM is shown primarily as having down-to-the-east or down-to-the-southeast dip-slip.  
(normal) displacement (Y-1041). Y-l (p. 55) reported a "strong component" of right-lateral displacement along 
steep eastward-dipping fault traces that compose a system of faults along the eastern front of Bare Mountain about 
3 km north of Steves Pass. Nearly pure dip-slip was suggested by Y-l (p. 55) for gentle southeast-dipping fault 
traces in this same area.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: Y-3 (p. 107) reported a minimum vertical displacement of 1.75 m on segment #4. The 
displaced deposit has an age of about 9 ka as estimated by Y-3 (p. 107) on the basis of its soil development and 
possible correlation to Q Ic deposits at Fortymile Wash.  

Paleozoic rocks have been downdropped about 2.6 km into Crater Flat according to Y-101 (p. 33).  

Age of displacement: Ages of displacement as estimated by Y-3 (p. 106-110, fig. 8.1, p. 104) for her five 
segments are as follows (fig. 5). Segment #1: Middle and late Pleistocene(?), no data. Segment #2: At least one 
event >350 ka and at least one younger event, based on a scarp just south of Tarantula Canyon. Segment #3: Middle 
to late Pleistocene(?), based on a scarp that has been destroyed by mining activities. Segment #4: Holocene or late 
Pleistocene, based on (1) evidence at locality 3 for one event younger than 5 ka to 15 ka, (2) evidence at locality 5 
for two events younger than 40 ka to 50 ka, one of which probably occurred during early Holocene, and (3) evidence 
at locality 4 for one event after about 145 ka-l 60 ka and another event since 9 ka. Segment #5: Middle to late 
Pleistbcene(?), no data.
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Bare Mountain fault (BM)-Continued

The map by Y-64 shows BM as displacing early Pleistocene and Pliocene(?) alluvial and colluvial deposits 
(their QTa deposits), which they estimated to be much greater than 740 ka and probably greater than 1.2 Ma. This 
map also portrays BM as a faulted contact between either Miocene gravel (their Tgs deposits), QTa deposits, or 
Pleistocene alluvium (their Q2c deposits; <740 ka and >270 ka + 30 ka, uranium-trend analyses) on the east side 
of the fault and Paleozoic and Proterozoic rocks on the west side. In addition, this map shows Holocene alluvium 
(their Q I c and Q I ab deposits; •<8,300 ± 75 yr, 14C date) overlying the central part of BM, east of the Panama Mine.  

The map by Y- 1041 shows that the youngest displaced deposits are younger alluvial fan deposits (their Qyf 
deposits), which they concluded are Holocene. They stated that these deposits are equivalent in part to the Qla.
QIac, and QIc deposits of Y-64.  

•Slip rate: An apparent vertical slip rateduring the Holocene of 0.19 mm/yr is estimated fof segmrient #4 of BM, using 1.75 m minimum displacement in a deposit with an age of about 9 ka as noted by Y-3 (her locality #4, 
p. 107).  

Recurrence interval: The average recurrence interval for ruptures at locality #4 on segment #4 is estimated to be 73,000 to 80,000 yr on the basis of the conclusions of Y-3 (p. 107) that two ruptures have occurred in a buried 
gravel with a soil inferred by Y-3 to have formed in 145,000 to 160,000 yr. This recurrence may be an over 
estimate because, as Y-3 (p. 107) noted, the soil must have been mostly developed before the first faulting event, 
so that this event may have occurred close to the age of the overlying unit, which was estimated to be 9 ka by Y-3 
(p. 107).  

The average recurrence interval for ruptures at locality #5 on segment #4 is estimated to be 20,000 to 25,000 yr on the basis of the conclusions of Y-3 (p. 110) that two ruptures occurred since deposition of an alluvial 
deposit with an age of 40 ka to 50 ka (correlation of the soil developed in the alluvial deposit at locality #5 with 
that in deposits in Fortymile Wash).  

Range-front characteristics: Y-3 (p. 105) concluded that geomorphic characteristics along the eastern 
front of Bare Mountain south of Tarantula Canyon (segments #2 through #5) suggest recurrent Quaternary fault displacement. These characteristics are (1) a steep front with faceted spurs and (2) drainages that are deeply incised in the mountains but that are aggrading adjacent to the range front on steeply sloping Holocene alluvial 
fans that bury older alluvial fans. However, Y-3 (p. 105) noted that Holocene deposits north of Tarantula Canyon 
(segment # 1) are primarily limited to arroyos cut into older deposits and concluded from this observation that fault 
displacement is older on this segment of BM than it is on the other segments to the south.  

Analysis: Geomorphic mapping, interpretation of aerial photographs (scale 1:12,000), field reconnaissance, 
examination of arroyos and prospect pits, soil studies (Y-3, p. 103).  

Relationship to other faults: The relationship between BM and the Fluorspar Canyon fault (and other lowangle normal faults cutting Bare Mountain) has been commented upon by several previous workers. Mapping by 
Y-I (p. 54) along Tates Wash and the relationship between a low-angle fault and a 14-Ma dike at their Stop 6 suggested to them that the Fluorspar Canyon fault is separate from and older than (activity ceased by late Miocene) 
BM, which is located along the range-front. Y- 1041 speculated that the north-northeast--striking Tates Wash fault 
joins the northern end of BM. Y-662 suggested that the Fluorspar Canyon fault and BM are part of the same system 
of detachment faults on top of the mid-crustal rocks.
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Beatty scarp (BS)

Plate or figure: Plates 1 and 2.  

References: Y-6: Swadley and others, 1988; Y-18: Swadley and others, 1986; Y-40: Cornwal land 
Kleinhampl, 1961; Y-43: Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1964 (show only that part of BS west of long 116"45'W.); 
Y-1 13: Harding, 1988; Y-182: Carr, 1984 (fig. 26, p. 58); Y-232: Cornwall, 1972; Y-379: Cornwall and 
Kleinhampl, 196 1; Y-629: Rodriguez and Yount, 1988; Y- 1041: Monsen and others, 1992 (show BS as a heavy 
dashed line; an inferred fault?).  

Location: 26 km/272" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36'51 "N. and long I1 6"45"W.  
(location of closest point). BS is located along the western side of Bare Mountain south of Beatty, Nevada, adjacent 
to the Amargosa River and in the northern Amargosa Desert.  

USGS 7-1/2" quadrangle:. Beatty, Beatty Mountain, Carrara Canyon, Gold Center.  

Fault orientation: BS trends N. 40' W. to N. 10' E. as estimated from Y-6 (fig. 9.1, p. 114).  

Fault length: The length of BS (from Beatty, Nevada, to the northern Amargosa Desert) is about 8 km as 
estimated from Y-1041 or about 10 km as noted by Y-6 (p. 113) and as estimated from Y-232 (pl. 1). BS is shown 
by Y-232 as concealed another 15 km to the south, so that the total length of BS could be as much as 25 km.  

Style of faulting: The origin of the Beatty scarp is in question. BS has been mapped as a Quaternary fault 
or as a faulted contact between Quaternary deposits and Paleozoic rocks by Y-40, Y-43, and Y-379. The morphology 
of the scarp is consistent with dip-slip (normal) displacement along a west-dipping fault.  

In contrast, Y-6 (p. 119) concluded that BS "formed as an erosional scarp produced by lateral migration of the 
Amargosa River." They based this conclusion on "the trend and location of margins of the bottom lands occupied 
by the river in late Quaternary time, the occurrence of fluvial deposits at or near the base of the scarp, the lack of 
conclusive evidence of faulting revealed by surficial mapping and trenching, and the lack of offset of subsurface 
horizons as shown by seismic-refraction and seismic-reflection profiles." In addition, Y-1 13 (p. 123) concluded 
that BS is not fault related because seismic-reflection data, which he interpreted, indicate that the only possible 
projection of the surface scarp to depth would have down-to-the-east relative displacement, which is the reverse of 
the displacement direction suggested by the scarp at the ground surface.  

Scarp characteristics: BS is a discontinuous scarp that has been partially eroded by crosscutting streams and 
partially buried by alluvium along about half its length (Y-6, p. 113). Scarp heights range between 2 and 30 m, with 
maximum values occurring near the middle of the scarp (Y-6, p. 116). Maximum scarp-slope angles range between 
35%, where the scarp is highest, and about 20", where the scarp is about 4 m high (Y-6, p. 116).  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Y-182 (p. 65) suggested that BS may represent Quaternary reactivation of an older 
fault. The map by Y-43 (pl. 1) shows the northwestern 1 km of BS as an approximately located fault that juxtaposes 
Tertiary welded tuff (their Tw unit) and Quaternary alluvium (their Qal deposits).  

BS is interpreted by Y-6 (p. 119) to be early Holocene. This estimate is based on a "4C date of 10 ka ± 0.3 ka, 
which was determined by M. Rubin (written commun., 1985, cited by Y-6, p. 118), on carbonized wood fragments 
that were discovered in gravelly alluvium (their Qf deposits) exposed at the base of the scarp in Trench BF-1 
(sample #W-5673, Y-6, fig. 9.3, p. 117). This age is supported by an additional 14C date of 9.8 ka ± 0.3 ka that was 
determined on carbonized wood from the same stratigraphic unit (Qf deposits) exposed about 1 km southwest of 
Trench BF-I in a vertical bank adjacent to the Amargosa River (sample #W-5676, Y-6, p. 118). In addition, a 
comparison of maximum scarp-slope angles for BS with those for dated fault scarps in north-central Nevada 
suggested to Y-6 (p. 116) that BS is younger than 12 ka but is "more than a few thousand years in age."
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Beatty scarp (BS)- Continued

In contrast, uranium-trend analyses yielded an age estimate of 480 ka ± 50 ka for the Qf deposits (the same 
stratigraphic unit that contained the carbonized wood that was dated at about 10 ka; Y-6, p. 118). In addition, 
similar analyses suggested an age of about 70 ka for gravelly alluvium (their Q2c deposits). This age conflicts with 
the older age estimate "in that it infers that the fan composed of unit Q2c truncated by the scarp is younger than 
post-scarp deposits of unit Qf' (Y-6, p. 118). These inconsistencies in age estimates could'not be resolved by 
Y-6 (p. 118).  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No information.  
Analysis: Measurement of twenty-five topographic profiles across the scarp (Y-6, p. 116), but no plotted 

profiles are shown by them. Maximum scarp angles are summarized by Y-6(p. I 16)in a histogram and correlated 
to histograms of scarp-slope angles compiled for young fault scarps in north-central Nevada by Wallace (1977, 
Y-1 118). Surficial mapping and a crude map that combines six Quaternary deposits into three units (Y-6, fig. 9.1, 
p. 114, table 9.1, p. 115-116). There are no independent age determinations for the deposits, which have been 
correlated to Quaternary stratigraphic units near the Nevada Test Site. Trenches (BF-l and BF-2, Y-6, p. 116-117; 
Y-l18). Sketch logs of these trenches are included in Y-6 (figs. 9.3 and 9.4, p. 117) and are summarized in Y- 18.  
Radiometric age determinations (Y-6, p. 118). High-resolution seismic-reflection survey using MINI-SOSIE 
technique (Y-6, p. 119; Y-1 13, p. 121-123). Seismic-refraction profiles (Y-6, p. 118, fig. 9.5; Y-629, p. 139-140).  

Relationship to other faults: No information.
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Belted Range fault (BLR)

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-5: Ekren and others, 1971; Y-232: Cornwall, 1972; Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pls. I and 2); 
Y-853: Dohrenwend and others, 1992.  

Location: 55 km/22" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37'18'N. and long 116 13"W.  
(location of closest point). BLR is located along the western side of the Belted Range and along the eastern side of 
Kawich Valley.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Belted Peak, Lambs Pond, Monotony Valley, Oak Spring Butte, Quartet Dome, 
Rhyolite Knob, Sundown Reservoir, Wheelbarrow Peak.  

Fault orientation: The strike of the southern half of BLR averages north-northeast. The strike of the 
northern half averages north. BLR.curves so thatshort sections.strike in directions between north-northwest and 
north-northeast (Y-5; Y-232; Y-813; Y-853).  

Fault length: The length of BLR is 38 km as estimated from Y-853. This length includes a 7-kmn-long gap 
in surficial expression. The length of BLR is 51 km as estimated from Y-813, 53 km as estimated from Y-5, and 
54 km as estimated from Y-232. BLR north of Antelope Reservoir is shown as three subparallel strands by Y-5.  

Style of faulting: No information.  

Scarp characteristics: BLR is shown primarily as west-facing scarps (Y-5; Y-232; Y-813).  

Displacement: Displacement on BLR near Cliff Spring has been interpreted from gravity data to be >610 m 
(2,000 ft), valley side down, by Y-5 (p. 70) and by Y-232 (p. 32), both citing D.L. Healy (oral commun., 1964).  

Age of displacement: BLR at two localities is portrayed by Y-853 as scarps on depositional or erosional 
surfaces of late Pleistocene age (their Q2 surfaces with estimated ages between 10 ka and 130 ka). They portrayed 
BLR at two other localities as scarps on surfaces of early to middle and (or) late Pleistocene age (their QI-2 surfaces 
with estimated ages between 10 ka and 1.5 Ma). BLR at another locality is shown on surfaces of early to middle 
Pleistocene age (their Qt surfaces with estimated ages between 130 ka and 1.5 Ma).  

BLR is shown by Y-813 as faults that are in Quaternary and Tertiary deposits and that were identified from 
previous mapping. She also portrayed BLR as weakly expressed to prominent lineaments and scarps on surfaces of 
Quaternary deposits.  

BLR is shown by Y-5 as concealed by Pliocene through Holocene alluvium and colluvium (their QTa 
deposits). However,Y-5 (p. 70) reported that BLR is expressed on aerial photographs as a "feeble" lineament and 
as "small offsets of older alluvium." Y-232 (pl. 1) showed most of BLR as concealed by Quaternary alluvium (his 
Qal deposits). Both Y-5 and Y-232 portrayed an 8--km-long section at the southern end of BLR as a fault in Tertiary 
rocks (Y-5; Y-232, pl. 1).  

Earliest displacement on BLR, and on other north-striking faults in the adjacent area, is interpreted by Y-5 
(p. 70-71) as occurring after extrusion of the Timber Mountain Tuff (early Pliocene; about 11 Ma to 13 Ma).  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: BLR is portrayed by Y-853 as a major range-bounding fault that borders a 
tectonically active range front, which is characterized by "fault juxtaposition of Quaternary alluvium against 
bedrock, fault scarps and lineaments on surficial deposits along or immediately adjacent to the range front, a general 
absence of pediments, abrupt piedmont-hillslope transitions, steep bedrock slopes, faceted spurs, wineglass valleys, 
and subparallel systems of high-gradient, narrow, steep--sided canyons orthogonal to range front." Portions of BLR 
are shown by Y-813 as topographic lineaments bounding a linear range front.
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Belted Range fault (BLR)- Continued 

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-5; Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-853, scales 1: 115,000 to 
1: 124,000 and 1:58,000). Field mappiAg (Y-5).  

Relationship to other faults: BLR is approximately parallel to other north-northeast- and northnorthwest-striking faults along major range fronts in the area (Y-813; Y-853). These faults include the Hot CreekReveille fault (HCR) along the eastern side of the Kawich Range northwest of BLR, the Kawich Range fault (KR) along the western side of the Kawich Range east of BLR, and the West Railroad fault (WR) along the eastern side 
of the..Reveille Range and the East Reveille fault (ERV) along the western side of the Reveille Range, both immediately north of BLR. BLR also parallels north-northeast- and north-northwest-striking faults within basins in the area, such as the Cactus Flat fault (CF) and the Cactus Flat-Mellan fault (CFML) both in Cactus Flat that is northwest of BLR, the Emigrant Valley North fault (EVN) in Emigrant Valley east of BLR, and the Kawich Valley faults (KV) along the western side of Kawich Valley immediately west of BLR (Y-813; Y-853).-The relationship between BLR and KV, which bound opposite sides of Kawich Valley, is not known. The relationship between BLR and ERV, which is immediately north of BLR and has a strike similar to that of BLR, is also not known.
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Bonnie Claire fault (BC)

Plate or figure: Pliite I.  

References: Y-10: Reheis and Noller, 1989: Y-232: Cornwall, 1972; Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 1991 (pl. 2); 
Y-407: Albers and Stewart, 1972; Y-853: Dohrenwend and others, 1992.  

Location: 74 km/304" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37" 13'N. and long 1 1708"W.  
(location of closest point). BC bounds ridges west of Bonnie Claire Lake (west of Sarcobatus Flat).  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Bonnie Claire, Bonnie Claire Lake, Gold Mountain, Scottys Castle, Scottys 
Junction, Scottys Junction SW.  

Fault orientation: BC generally strikes northeast (Y-232; Y-238; Y-853). Some individual traces in BC 
curve, so that their strikes range between north-northwest and east-northeast (Y-232; Y-238; Y-853).  

Fault length: The total length of BC is about 27 kin as estimated from Y-238. The lengths of individual fault 
traces range between 1 km and 8 km as estimated from Y-238.  

Style of faulting: Displacements on fault traces near and southwest of Bonnie Claire Lake are generally down 
to the northwest (Y-238). Displacements on fault traces north of Bonnie Claire Lake are generally down to the 
southeast (Y-238).  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: The longest down-to--the-southeast fault trace at the northeastern end of BC (just 
southwest of Scottys Junction) is shown by Y-232 as displacing Quaternary alluvium (his Qal deposits). The map 
by Y-853 shows fault traces of BC at Bonnie Claire Lake primarily as scarps and (or) prominent topographic 
lineaments on surfaces of Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary rocks. This map may portray one curving trace 
immediately west of Bonnie Claire Lake as juxtaposing Quaternary alluvium against bedrock (difficult to 
differentiate line width on map). Y-238 portrayed portions of BC as weakly expressed or prominent lineaments or 
scarps on surfaces of Quaternary deposits.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No range front is associated with BC, although some fault traces do bound 
outcrops of Timber Mountain Tuff (Tp unit of Y-232; Ttrn unit of Y-407; about 11 Ma). The escarpments along 
some of these outcrops are linear. Y-238 showed additional fault traces primarily as topographic lineaments that 
bound linear bedrock ridges.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-238, p. 2, scales 1:24,000 to 1:80,000; Y-853, scales 1:115,000 to 1:124,000 
and 1:58,000).  

Relationship to other faults: BC is one of several northeast-striking faults that mostly bound the 
northwestern sides of ranges, such as the Grapevine Mountains (Grapevine Mountains fault (GM)), Gold Mountain 
(Gold Mountain fault (GOM)), Magruder Mountains (Lida Valley faults (LV)), possibly Slate Ridge (Slate Ridge 
faults (SLR)), and the southeastern sides of Magruder Mountain (East Magruder Mountain fault (EMM)), and part 
of the Palmetto Mountains (Lida Valley faults (LV); Y-238, p. 4). Y-10 (p. 59) and Y-238 (p. 4) suggested that these 
northeast-striking faults could be conjugate shears of the northwest-striking Furnace Creek fault (FC) to the west, 
but the expected left-lateral displacement on BC and on the other northeast-striking faults has not been documented 
by field observations. Thus, Y-10 (p. 59) and Y-238 (p. 4) suspected that the northeast-striking faults are an 
expression of dip--slip displacement perpendicular to a northwest least-principal-stress direction.
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Bonnie Claire fault (BC) - Continued 

Scarps and (or) lineaments on surfaces of Tertiary deposits are shown as part of BC on plate I of this 
compilation only where they align with fault traces portrayed at least in part as having possible Quaternary 
displacement. Other scarps and (or) prominent topographic lineaments that are shown by Y-238 and Y-853 
(primarily) to be on surfaces of Tertiary deposits between BC and the Gold Mountain fault (GOM) are not on 
plate 1. Some of these scarps and lineaments correlate with some of the numerous faults in Tertiary volcanic rocks 
shown by Y-232 and Y-407. These scarps and lineaments extend north to the eastern end of Slate Ridge where 
their trends are more northerly than the strikes of fault traces included in BC. If the faults between BC and GOM 
are included in BC, then BC could be as wide as 15 km. In addition, the boundary between BC and GOM would 
not be as clear as it appears on plate 1 and would be indicated only by a slight change in fault strike.  

Y-407 (p. 5 1) described the geologic structure between Grapevine Canyon and Gold Mountain (the area of 
BC) as ash flows (Timber Mountain Tuff) that strike east-northeast and dip southeast. According to Y-407 (p. 5 1), 
the tuffs are cut by three prominent east-striking faults downdropped on the north aridby minor northeast-striking 
faults(BC?) that branch from the east-striking faults and that are downdropped on the northwest.
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Boundary fault (BD)

Plate or figure: Plate I.  

References: Y-50: Barnes and others, 1963 (name from this reference); Y-90: Szabo and others, [198111; 
Y-18 1: Carr, 1974; Y-224: Frizzell and Shulters, 1990; Y-526: Swadley and Hoover, 1990; Y-813: Reheis, 1992 
(pl. 2); Y-853: Dohrenwend and others, 1992.  

Location: 51 km/38" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37'13'N. and long 116'05'W.  
(location of closest point). BD is located at the northern end of Yucca Flat.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Oak Spring.  

Fault orientation: BD strikes northeast and is slightly sinuous. A northern extension of BD strikes north 
(Y-50; Y-224; Y-853).  

Fault length: Mapped lengths of BD range between about 3 km and about 6.5 km. BD is shown on two maps 
as between Oak Spring Wash and Butte Wash only for a length of 3 km (Y-813) or about 3.5 km (Y-224). Y-526 
indicated a total length of about 5 km for BD between Smoky Hills and Butte Wash. Y-50 extended the length of 
BD to about 6.5 km by mapping concealed portions to the south (-2 kmn) and north (-0.5 km). The map by Y-853 
shows BD as two sections: a northeast-striking one that is 3 km long (the northeastern end of the fault mapped by 
Y-224 and Y-8 13) and a north-striking one (the northern extension) that is also 3 km long.  

Style of faulting: BC is shown by Y-526 and Y-813 as down to the southeast with dip-slip (normal) 
displacement.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Y-526 implied that the youngest displacement on BD is Quaternary and could be late 
Pleistocene, because the fault is observable on aerial photographs on surfaces of Quaternary alluvial deposits of two 
different ages, one with an estimated age between about 160 ka and at most 800 ka (their Qap deposits) and one with 
an estimated age of>740 ka (their QTa deposits). They also showed part of BD as a faulted contact between 

.Cretaceous intrusive rocks and their Qap or QTa deposits.  
Y-90 (p. 17, 19, 28) reported dates (uranium-thorium analyses; samples 50 and 51, tables 1 and 3) of>8 ka 

and Ž24 ka for laminarcaliche exposed in a trench across BD. The younger caliche has been displaced by BD; the 
older caliche is from the fault zone (Y-90, p. 28). Consequently, fault displacement occurred after deposition of most 
of the laminar caliche. They (Y-90, p. 28) noted that the morphology of the scarp associated with BD "suggests
younger significant offset than on the Rock Valley fault." A comparison of the characteristics of this scarp to those 
of scarps in north-central Nevada studied by Wallace (1977, Y- 1118, p. 1,275) suggested to them (Y-90, p. 28) that 
the scarp along BD formed about 10 ka. On the basis of the uranium-thorium analyses and the scarp characteristics, 
they concluded that the fault "may have moved a little as recently as 8,000 years ago" (table 3, p. 19).  

A 3-km-long section of the northeast-striking portion of BD is portrayed by Y-853 as a scarp on depositional 
or erosional surfaces of early to middle Pleistocene age (their Q i surfaces with estimated ages between 130 ka and 
1.5 Ma).  

Y-526 portrayed BD as concealed beneath Holocene (_<10 ka) alluvium (their Qah deposits) at the mouth of 
Oak Spring Wash.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No information.
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Boundary fault (BD) - Continued

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-526, scale 1:24,000; Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-853, scales 
1:115,000 to 1: 124,000 and 1:58,000). Limited field examination (Y-526). Analyses of samples from a trench 
across the fault (Y-90, p. 28).  

Relationship to other faults: The northern end of BD is portrayed by Y-224 as merging with the north
striking Yucca fault (YC). Y-50 and Y-853 indicated that this end of BD merges with the north-striking Butte fault 
(BT, part of the Oak Spring Butte faults of this compilation) along the eastern side of Oak Spring Butte. The 
southern end of BD is shown by Y-224 as merging with the north-northeast--striking Carpetbag fault (CB). The 
exact relationships among these faults are not known.
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Bow Ridge fault (BR)

Plate or figure: Figure 3.  

References: Y-26: Swadley and others, 1984 (their Fault C, p. 13); Y-46: Maldonado, 1985; Y-55: Scott and 
Bonk, 1984 (name from.their pl. 1); Y-73: Hoover and others, [1981]; Y-74: Hoover, 1989; Y-87: Taylor and 
Huckins, 1986; Y- 189: Lipman and McKay, 1965; Y-217: Gibson and others, 1991; Y-224: Frizzell and Shulters, 
1990; Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 1991 (pl. 3); Y-298: Gibson and others, 1990; Y-396: Scott, 1990; Y-576: O'Neill 
and others, 1991; Y-577: Wesling and others, 1991; Y-586: Zartman and Kwak, 1991; Y-772: Neal, 1986; 
Y-773: Carr, 1991; Y-1042: O'Neill and others, 1992; Y-1091: Menges and others, 1993; Y-1239: Wesling and 
others, 1992.  

Location: I kmi/90 (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"50°N. and long 116"26'W.  
(location ofclosest point). BR bounds the wesfern side of the niain part of Midway Valley along the western sides " 
of Bow Ridge and Exile Hill.  

USGS 7-1/2" quadrangle: Busted Butte, Pinnacles Ridge.  

Fault orientation: BR strikes generally north (Y-26, pl. 1, p. 13; Y-87, p. 418). Where it is exposed in 
Tertiary rocks on the western side of Bow Ridge, BR dips 75" W. (Y-55, pl. 1). BR is nearly vertical where it is 
exposed in Trench 14 (Y-87, p. 418) and dips 76" W. where it is exposed in Trench 14D (Y-1091, p. 120). Y-396 
(p. 259) reported an average dip for BR of 69", which was calculated on the basis of three measurements.  

Fault length: Y-26 (p. 13) reported that BR extends at least 6 km north from Trench 15, which is located 
adjacent to Bow Ridge, but that BR does not appear to cross Yucca Wash. Y-1042 (p. 10) noted that BR may 
terminate on the north in Midway Valley and extend to the south to intersect the Paintbrush Canyon fault (PBC).  
Y-217 (p. 47) estimated a length of 9 to 10 km for BR from maps by Y-46, Y-55, and Y-224.  

Style of faulting: Y-55 (pl. 1) showed BR as a dip-slip (normal) with down-to--the-west displacement.  
Y-1091 (p. 120) interpreted striations that plunge 65" to 20" on carbonate fault laminae as indicating left-oblique 
displacement. Y- 1042 (p. 12) also inferred a component of left-lateral displacement on BR from a rhombic-shaped 
structural depression that is bounded on the east by BR.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: As noted in Y-2 17 (table 4-1, p. 46), who cited data from Y-298, BR has an apparent vertical 
separation of 220 m in the Topopah Spring Member of the Paintbrush Tuff(13.1 + 0.8 Ma; K-Ar). It has an apparent 
vertical separation of 120 m in the Tiva Canyon Member of the Paintbrush Tuff (12.5 ± 1.1 Ma; K-Ar). As also 
noted in Y-217 (table 4-2, p. 48), using data from Y-55, Y-772, and Y-773, the stratigraphic dip separation of the 
Topopah Spring Member along BR ranges between 115 ± 5 m and 145 ± 5 m at the northern end of BR adjacent to 
Exile Hill (Y-217, fig. 4-9, p. 62, fig. A-I, p. A-2, figs. 4-11 and 4-12, p. 66, 67) to 220 ± 5 m in the central part of 
BRjust north of Bow Ridge (Y-217, figs. 4-9 and 4-10, p. 62, 63). Y-217 (p. 46) reported that displacement in their 
Q2s deposits (38 ka to 270 ka; uranium-trend analyses) has been limited to fracturing.  

On the basis of exposures in a trench, Y- 1091 (p. 120) inferred (1) a cumulative vertical displacement of 45 cm 
since middle Quaternary, (2) a cumulative net (left-oblique) displacement of 76 to 132 cm during the same time 
period, (3) a vertical displacement per event between 5 and 20 cm and averaging about 10 cm, and (4) an average 
net (left-oblique) displacement per event between 11 and 28 cm.
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Bow Ridge fault (BR) -Continued

Age of displacement: On the basis of exposures in Trench 14 and uranium-trend analyses, Y-26 (table 4, 
p. 21) interpreted the youngest event on BR to have occurred between 270 ± 90 ka and 38 ± 10 ka, because their 
Q2s deposits with an estimated age of 270 ka to 700 ka are fractured by BR but their Q2a deposits with an 
estimated age of about 40 ka overlie BR. However, Y-217 (p. 50) noted that the dates on which this interpretation 
was made are inconsistent. Y-87 (p. 418) concluded that the most-recent.event exposed in Trench 14 is 
represented by an undated basaltic ash that is preserved in the fault zone and in fracture$; they correlated this ash 
with 1.2 Ma and 0.27 Ma ashes from Crater Flat. Y-87 (p. 418) reported that sandy colluvium faulted down against 
the Tiva Canyon Member of the Paintbrush Tuffhas a minimum age of 490 ± 90 ka (uranium-trend analyses); afi 
opaline band within the sandy colluvium yielded a date of >500 ka (uranium-series analyses).  

Y-87 (p. 418) interpreted an eolian unit that yielded dates of 90 ± 50 ka and 38 ± 10 ka (uranium-trend 
analyses) as "not demonstrably fractured-or offset by faulting." Y-87 (p. 418) further concluded that the K-horizon 
developed in the sandy colluvium and that yielded dates of 490 ± 90 ka and >500 ka is fractured but not displaced.  
Y- 1091 (p. 120) concluded that the two youngest events on BR (out of a total of five or six recognized) occurred 
during the late Pleistocene.  

The map by Y-55 (pl. 1) shows BR as concealed beneath alluvium over much of its length. Y- 1042 (p. 7, 10) 
noted that BR is difficult to recognize on aerial photographs at a scale of 1:12,000, but identified north-trending 
tonal contrasts and aligned drainages along the western side of Exile Hill, along with segmented, left-stepping 
drainage alignments, all which probably correspond to BR. They also identified a small scarp along a projection 
of BR between Bow Ridge and Boundary Ridge (Y-1042, p. 7). Lineaments that may be associated with B R were 
also recognized by Y-1239 (p. 45-46) along the contact between bedrock and alluvium north of Bow Ridge and 
along Exile Hill and within alluvium north of Exile Hill. Y-577 (p. A 119) identified lineaments of possible tectonic 
origin on surfaces of colluvial and alluvial deposits along BR in Midway Valley.  

Slip rate: Based on 220 m of displacement since 12.3 Ma to 13.9 Ma as suggested by Y-217 (table 4-I, 
p. 46), the apparent vertical slip rate on BR since that time has been 0.016-0.018 amm/yr. Based on 120 m of 
displacement since 11.4 Ma to 13.6 Ma as suggested by Y-217 (table 4-I, p. 46), the apparent vertical slip rate on 
BR since that time has been 0.009-0.011 mm/yr. Y-1091 (p. 120) estimated that slip rates on BR during middle 
and late Quaternary have been very low (about 0.001 mm/yr).  

Recurrence interval: Y-1091 (p. 120) concluded that displacements in fault colluvium and buried soils 
exposed in Trench 14D, along with degraded fault scarps, suggest five to six surface-rupturing events during the 
middle and late Quaternary with long recurrence intervals (10' to 105 yr) between events.  

Range-front characteristics: No tectonic geomorphic interpretation of the west sides of Bow Ridge and 
Exile Hill has been done.  

Analysis: Compilation of published and unpublished information (Y-26, p. 1). Lineament analyses using 
low-sun-angle aerial photographs (Y- 1042, p. 2, scale 1:12,000) and vertical aerial photographs (Y-238, p. 2, 
scales 1:24,000 to 1:80,000; Y-1239, p. 3, scales 1:6,000, 1:12,000, and 1:60,000). Mapping of surficial deposits 
and field investigations in Midway Valley (Y-1239, p. 3). Trenches, chiefly Trench 14 excavated along the 
northwestern side of Exile Hill (Y-26, table 1, p. 5; Y-87, p. 418) and Trench 14D (Y-1091, p. 120). Y-26 (pl. 1, 
p. 13) noted that another trench across BR exists, Trench 15 on the western side of Bow Ridge, but they did not 
discuss it or show the results on their table I (p. 5). Y-217 (p. 50) mentioned that five additional trenches were 
planned in the area of Trench 14 but that these were not yet completed. Where BR is obscured by alluvium, the 
fault has been located on the basis of anomalies observed in geophysical survey data (Y-55, pl. 1).
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Bow Ridge fault (BR) - Continued

Relationship to other faults: Y-1042 (p. 7) suggested that northwest-trending linear features (e.g., linear 
drainages, tonal contrasts, vegetation alignments) that extend from Bow Ridge to Fran Ridge onto alluvial surfaces 
near Fortymile Wash may structurally connect BR to the Paintbrush Canyon fault (PBC), which bounds the eastern 
side of Midway Valley. These linear features coincide with short faults mapped by Y-55 (pl. 1). Y-26 (pl. 1) and 
Y-55 (pl. 1) also suggested that the southern end of BR may merge with PBC. Y-217 (p. 47, 49) interpreted the 
northern end of BR as obliquely intersecting their proposed northwest-striking Yucca Wash fault.
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BullfrogHills faults (BUL)

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y43: Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1964; Y-232: Cornwall, 1972. Not shown by Reheis and 
Noller, 1991 (Y-238, pl. 3), unless a northwest-trending scarp in southern Sarcobatus Flat is part of BUL.  

Location: 38 km/280" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"52'N. and long 11655 'W.  
(location of closest point). BUL includes four faults in the Bullfrog Hills between Sawtooth Mountain and the 
Grapevine Mountains on the east and west, and between Sarcobatus Flat and Crater Flat on the north and south.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Beatty, Bullfrog Mountain.  

Fault orientation: Faults in BUL generally strike north-northwest to northwest (Y-232).  

Fault length: The eastern and western faults in BUL are about 7 km long; the other two faults are about 4 km 
long. (Lengths are estimated from Y-232.) 

Style of faulting: The two longer faults in BUL (the only ones for which type displacement is shown) are 
both down to the southwest (Y-232, pl. 1).  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Parts of each of the four faults are shown by Y-232 (pl. 1) within Quaternary alluvium 
(his Qal deposits) or as faulted contacts between Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary rocks (chiefly Miocene rhyolite 
(his Tr unit) and Pliocene Timber Mountain Tuff (his Tp unit)) and his Qal deposits. The two longer faults and the 
western fault of the two shorter ones are all shown by Y-43 (pl. 1) as concealed by Quaternary alluvium (their Qal 
deposits). Short portions (•about 0.5 km) of the eastern fault of the two shorter ones are shown by Y-43 (pl. 1) as a 
faulted contact between Tertiary welded tuff (their Tw unit) and their Qal deposits (primarily), or between pre
Tertiary rocks and their Qal deposits.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No range fronts are associated with the four faults in BUL.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-232).  

Relationship to other faults: All four faults of BUL are within the Bullfrog Hills caldera (Y-232, pl. I and 
fig. 2, p. 29). Other faults in the Bullfrog Hills cut Tertiary rocks (Y-232, pl. 1), but these faults are not portrayed as 
having possible Quaternary displacement, so they are not shown on plate I of this compilation. Y-232 (p. 33-34) 
suggested that displacement on all of these faults, those considered part of BUL plus the other faults not shown on 
plate 1, may have been caused by subsidence of the caldera.  

The map of Y-238 (pl. 3) shows a curving, northwest-trending, down-to-the-northeast, weakly expressed 
scarp on the surface of a Quaternary deposit just north of the Bullfrog Hills in Sarcobatus Flat. This scarp has a trend 
similar to the strikes of the four faults in BUL (north-northwest) and is located near the edge of the caldera.  
Although this scarp could be part of the Sarcobatus Flat fault (SF), its trend is more northwesterly than the strike of 
SF, and it is separated from faults in SF by nearly 15 km. This scarp is only 4 km north of faults in BUL. Whether 
or not this scarp is related to the faults in BUL is unknown.  

The relationship of BUL to either the Beatty scarp (BS) or to the Bare Mountain fault (BM), both southeast 
of the Bullfrog Hills, is not known.
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Buried Hills faults (BH)

Plate or figure: Plates I and 2.  

References: Y-404: Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970 (pls. 2 and 3); Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pls. 2 and 3); 
Y-852: Dohrenwend and others, 1991 (show only that part of BH south of lat 37'N., the northern edge of their map 
area). Not shown by Ekren and others, 1977 (Y-25).  

Location: 53 km/85° (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"52'N. and long 115"51 'W.  
(location of closest point). BH includes two main faults adjacent to the Buried Hills: one along their eastern side 
and the other along their western side. It also includes a fault along northern Nye Canyon, which is located about 
3 km west of the Buried Hills.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Aysees Peak, Frenchman Lake, Frenchman Lake SE, Papoose Lake, Plutonium 
Valley.  

Fault orientation: BH strikes generally north, but the individual faults curve so that sections strike between 
north-northwest and north-northeast (Y-813).  

Fault length: The fault along the eastern side of the Buried Hills and the fault along Nye Canyon are both 
10 km long as estimated from Y-813. The total length of the fault along the western side of the Buried Hills is about 
26 km as estimated from Y-813. This length includes three overlapping traces that result in nearly continuous 
surface expression for about 17 km and several discontinuous, short (0.5 to 1.5 km long) traces for another about 
9 km to south of Aysees Peak (Y-813). BH is 4 km wide as estimated from Y-813.  

Style of faulting: The fault along the eastern side of the Buried Hills is down to the east (Y-813). The fault 
along the western side of the Buried Hills and the fault along Nye Canyon are shown by Y-813 as down to the west.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Faults in BH are shown by Y-813 primarily as either lineaments along a linear range 
front or as weakly to moderately expressed lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Quaternary and Tertiary deposits.  
She also portrayed portions of some as faults that are in Quaternary and Tertiary deposits and that were identified 
from previous mapping. Faults in BH are also shown by Y[-404 as juxtaposing Pleistocene(?) older alluvium (thieir 
Qol deposits) against bedrock. Faults of BH south of lat 37"N. are portrayed by Y-852 as juxtaposing Quaternary 
alluvium against bedrock.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: Portions of range fronts along some faults within BH are shown by Y-813 to 
be linear. Portions of range fronts south of lat 37"N. are shown by Y-852 as having a morphology similar to that 
along major range-front faults.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-404, p. 2, scale 1:60,000; Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-852, 
scale 1:58,000). Field mapping (Y-404, p. 2).
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Buried Hills faults (BH)- Continued 

Relationship- to other faults: Fault traces at the northern end of BH along the eastern side of the Buried 
Hills strike north-northeast and are approximately parallel to and aligned with fault traces to the north within 
southern Emigrant Valley (Emigrant Valley South fault, EVS). BH as a whole is approximately parallel to faults 
to the east, such as the Chert Ridge faults (CHR) along both sides of Chert Ridge, the Indian Springs Valley fault 
(ISV) along the eastern side of the Spotted Range, the Spotted Range fault (SPR) along the western side of the 
Spotted Range, the Fallout Hills faults (FH) within the Fallout Hills, and the three faults along and within the 
Pintwater Range (the East Pintwater Range fault (EPR), the Central Pintwater Range.fault (CPR), and the West 
Pintwater Range fault (WPR)). Faults at the southern end of BH along the western side of the Buried Hills strike 
obliquely to the northeast-striking Rock Valley fault (RV).
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Cactus Flat fault (CF) 

Plate or figure: Pfate 1.  

References: Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (her Cactus Flat lineament, pl. 1); Y- 1108: Locke and others, 1940. Not 

shown by Cornwall, 1972 (Y-232), except for a concealed fault that is shown along the eastern side of the Cactus 
Range at the southern end of CF. Not shown by Dohrenwend and others, 1992 (Y-853).  

Location: 84 km/343" (distance and direction of closet point from YM) at lat 37"35'N. and long 116"44W.  

(location of closest point). Most of CF is located along the western side of Cactus Flat and separates Cactus Flat 
from the basin of Mud Lake to the west (Y-813, p. 6). The southern end of CF is located along the southeastern side 
of the Cactus Range.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Breen Creek, Cactus Spring, East of Cactus Peak, Mellan, Reeds Ranch, Roller 
Coaster Knob, Stinking Spring NW, Stinking Spring SW, Trappman Hills.  

Fault orientation: CF strikes generally north (Y-813). However, its northern end strikes north-northeast, 
and its southern end strikes north-northwest.  

Fault length: The length of CF is 50 km as estimated from Y-813 between the northern end of her map area 

at lat 38"N. and south of Antelope Hill (north of Mount Helen). This length includes a gap in surficial expression 
along the eastern side of the Cactus Range. This gap is nearly 5 km long as estimated from Y-813.  

Style of faulting: Y-8 13 shows four north-northeast-trending folds subparallel to the northern end of CFjust 

south of lat 38"N. She (p. 6) suggested that these folds indicate that Quaternary compression has been associated 
with CF.  

Scarp characteristics: CF is shown by Y-813 as having both east- and west-facing scarps at its northern 

end, as primarily west-facing scarps in Cactus Flat, and as primarily east-facing scarps (one is west-facing) at its 

southern end along the Cactus Range.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Much of the northern portion of CF in Cactus Flat is shown by Y-813 (pl. 1) as 
prominent topographic lineaments that she (Y-813, p. 4). interpreted as suggesting Quaternary displacement. Some 

of this portion of CF also is portrayed by Y-813 as weakly to moderately expressed lineaments and scarps on surfaces 
of Quaternary (chiefly).and Tertiary deposits. Other parts of CF are shown by Y-813 as faults that are in Tertiary 
deposits-and that were identified by previous mapping. The southern portion of CF along the Cactus Range is shown 
by Y-813 as weakly expressed to prominent lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Tertiary deposits.  

Late Pleistocene displacement along CF is inferred by Y-813 (p. 6) on the basis of(l) the diversion of 

drainages by west-facing scarps along CF (e.g., drainage from the Kawich Range to the east is ponded in an 
unnamed playa north of Antelope Lake), (2) the small drainages that flow along and are diverted by left-stepping 
scarps of CF on surfaces of Quaternary deposits, and (3) the lack of pluvial-lake shorelines and local topography, 
which both together suggest that Cactus Flat basin was once contiguous with Mud Lake basin (before late 
Pleistocene?) and that the two basins were separated by displacement along CF.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No information.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000).  

Relationship to other faults: Clusters of lineaments and (or) scarps with trends similar to the strike of CF 
are preserved 5 to 10 km east of CF in Cactus Flat. These lineaments and (or) scarps are combined into the Cactus 

Flat-Mellan fault (CFML) of this compilation. The relationship between CFML and CF is not known.
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Cactus Flat fault (CF) - Continued 

Y-232 (p. 32) stated that the Cactus Range is a horst. The east-bounding fault correlates with faults at the southern end of CF along the Cactus Range. Y-232 (p. 32) suggested that deformation resulting in the Cactus 
Range occurred primarily during the Miocene and was related to volcanic activity, but Y-1 108 (Y-232, p. 32, citing 
Y- 1108) speculated that the southeast elongation of the range may be related to the northwest-trending Walker 
Lane.  

A discontinuity in the bedrock units that flank Mount Helen south of the Cactus Range, just south of and aligned with the southernmost fault traces of CF (pl. 1), has been suggested to be due to strike-slip faulting related 
to the Walker Lane (Ekren and others, written commun., 1966, cited in Y-232, p. 33). The relationship between 
this possible fault and CF is not known.
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Cactus Flat-Mellan fault (CFML)

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-232: Cornwall, 1972; Y-8 13: Reheis, 1992 (pls. I and 2). Only a few faults of CFML, as 
mapped by Y-813, are shown by Y-232. Not shown by Dohrenwend and others, 1992 (Y-853).  

Location: 80 km/355" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37"34'N. and long I 1 638'W.  
(location of closest point). CFML includes several clusters of lineaments and scarps within Cactus Flat between 
about Gold Mountain and north of Mellan, Nevada, and east of the prominent Cactus Flat fault (CF).  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Breen Creek, Mellan, Roller Coaster Knob, Stirnking Spring SW, Trappman Hills, 
Triangle Mountain.  

Fault orientation: The strike of the entire CFML is approximately north (Y-813). Individual lineaments and 
scarps or clusters of lineaments and scarps trend between northeast and northwest (Y-8.13).  

Fault length: The length of CFML, which extends from north of Gold Hill to north of Mellan, is about 35 km 
as estimated from Y-813. The width of CFML is about 10 km as estimated from Y-813.  

Style of faulting: No information.  

Scarp characteristics: Scarps within CFML are shown by Y-813 as both east- and west-facing.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: CFML is portrayed by Y-813 as weakly expressed to prominent lineaments or scarps 
on surfaces of Quaternary deposits (primarily) or as topographic lineaments bounding a linear range front or in 
bedrock. Two fault traces between Gold Mountain and Mellan are shown by Y-232 as faulted contacts between 
Tertiary volcanic rocks and Quaternary alluvium (his Qal deposits). One of these two fault traces is also shown by 
Y-813.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No range front is associated with CFML, although some of the faults do bound 
linear ridges or outcrops of Tertiary volcanic rocks (Y-813).  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-232; Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-853, scales 1:115,000 to 
1:124,000 and 1!58,000).  

Relationship to other faults: CFML includes several groups of lineaments and scarps in Cactus Flat.  
Although lineaments and scarps in CFML have slight differences in trend and in relationships to geologic and 
topographic features, these lineaments and scarps are combined into one fault because of their location in Cactus 
Flat and their general north alignment. CFML does not include scarps and lineaments recognized as part of the 
prominent, nearly continuous Cactus Flat fault (CF) that was identified by Y-813 (pl. 1, p. 6). The structural 
relationship between CFML and CF is not known. CFML is shown separately from CF, although the strikes of the 
two faults are similar, because (1) CFML lies east of the relatively well-defined CF, (2) CFML is more 
discontinuous than CF, and (3) lineaments and scarps in CFML are more widely scattered than those in CF.  

The structural relationships between CFML and other faults surrounding Cactus Flat are not known. These 
include faults bounding the eastern side of Stone Cabin Valley, the East Stone Cabin fault (ESC), which is directly 
north of CFML, and faults bounding the western side of the Kawich Range, the Kawich Range fault (KR), which is 
northwest of CFML. North of Silverbow, Nevada, ESC generally strikes more northeastward than CFML, although 
one trace of ESC strikes northward, which is similar to the strike of CFML. South of Silverbow, KR strikes 
northwest, which is markedly different from the general north strike of CFML.
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Cactus Flat-Mellan fault (CFML) - Continued 

The relationship between CFML and the Gold Flat fault (GOL), which is immediately south of CFML, also is not known. GOL generally strikes northeast, in contrast to the nearly north strike of CFML. However, a few 
fault traces in GOL do strike northward.  

Fault traces at the southern end of CFML, near Gold Mountain, are subparallel to faults, lineaments, and scarps shown by Y-232 and Y-813 to affect Tertiary volcanic rocks. Only those features noted with possible 
Quaternary displacement are portrayed on plate I of this compilation.
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Cactus Range-Wellington Hills fault (CRWH)

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-5: Ekren and others, 1971; Y-232: Cornwall, 1972; Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pl. 1). Not shown 
by Dohrenwend and others, 1992 (Y-853).  

Location: 87 km/337° (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37"34"N. and long 11 6°49'W.  
(location of closest point). The northern portion of CRWH includes fault traces along the western side of the Cactus 
Range. The southern portion of CRWH includes fault traces along the western side of the Wellington Hills.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Cactus Peak, Cactus Spring, Civet Cat Cave, White Patch Draw.  

Fault orientation: CRWH strikes generally northwest, but CRWH curves so that the northern and southern 
ends strike north (Y-813).  

Fault length: The length of CRWH is about 29 km as estimated from Y-813. This length includes about 
15 km of fault traces at the northern end of CRWH along the Cactus Range, a 7-km-long gap in surficial expression, 
and about 7 km of fault traces at the southern end of CRWH along the Wellington Hills. The length of CRWH is 
about 25 km as estimated from Y-232, of which 17 km on the fault's southern end apparently has no surficial 
expression (shown as concealed by Y-232).  

Style of faulting: Most of CRWH is shown by Y-813 as having down-to-the-west or down-to--the
southwest displacement.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: CRWH is portrayed by Y-813 primarily as weakly to moderately expressed lineaments 
and scarps on surfaces of Tertiary deposits, as faults that are in Tertiary deposits and that were identified by previous 
mapping, and as prominent topographic lineaments where upper Cenozoic deposits arejuxtaposed against bedrock.  
At one locality near Sleeping Column Canyon, CRWH is shown by Y-813 as a moderately.expressed scarp or 
lineament on surfaces of Quaternary deposits. In contrast, Y-232 portrayed the northern 8 km of CRWH as a fault 
in Tertiary rocks and the southern 17 km as concealed by Quaternary alluvium (his Qal deposits).  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No information.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000). Information shown by Y-232 was 
taken in part from Y-5.  

Relationship to other faults: Y-232 (p. 32) noted that the Cactus Range is a northwest-trending horst that is 
bounded by "an elliptical ring of mapped and inferred faults. The complex structural evolution of the range is 
believed to have resulted mainly from volcano-tectonic deformation in the Miocene, but the northwest-southeast 
elongation of the range may be related to a major regional northwest-trending lineament, such as the Walker Lane 
***, whose extension may pass near or along the Cactus Range" (Y-232, p. 32).  

The relationship of CRWH to the Cactus Flat fault (CF) along the southeastern side of the Cactus Range, to 
the northeast-striking Stonewall Mountain fault (SWM) along the northern side of Stonewall Mountain west of 
CRWH, or to the north-striking Pahute Mesa faults (PM) directly south of CRWH on Pahute Mesa is not known.
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Cactus Springs fault (CAC)

Plate or figure: Plaie 2.  

References: Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (p1. 3); Y-852: Dohrenwend and others, 1991.  

Location: 59 km/I 19" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"35'N. and long 1 1552'W.  
(location of closest point). CAC is located along the northern side of an unnamed ridge northwest of Cactus Springs, 
Nevada.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Indian Springs, Indian Springs NW, Mercury NE, Mercury SE.  

Fault orientation: CAC has a curving strike that ranges between east-northeast, east, and west-northwest.  

Fault length: CAC is mapped continuously along the base of the unnamed ridge for about 12 km as estimated 
from Y-813 and Y-852. A 2-krm-long fault trace that is slightly north of the unnamed ridge is also shown by Y-852.  

Style of faulting: C-AC is portrayed by Y-8 13 (pl. 3) as down to the north.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Part of CAC is shown by Y-813 (pl. 3) as weakly to moderately expressed lineaments 
or scarps on surfaces of Quaternary deposits.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: Most of CAC is portrayed by Y-852 as a fault juxtaposing Quaternary alluvium 
against bedrock, but not as a major range-front fault. The morphology of the northern side of the unnamed ridge 
along which CAC has been mapped is noted by Y-852 as similar to that along a major range-front fault and may be 
characterized by "fault juxtaposition of Quaternary alluvium against bedrock, fault scarps and lineaments on 
surficial deposits along or immediately adjacent to range front, a general absence of pediments, abrupt piedmont
hillslope transitions, steep bedrock slopes, faceted spurs, wineglass valley, and subparallel systems of high-gradient, 
narrow, steep-sided canyons orthogonal to range front." However, CAC is significantly less extensive and any fault 
scarps are substantially lower, shorter, and less continuous than those along a major range-front fault (Y-852). Part 
of CAC is shown by Y-813 (pl. 3) as a topographic lineament bounding a linear range front.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-852, scale 1:58,000).  

Relationship to other faults: The general east strike of CAC is similar to the strikes of the South Ridge faults 
(SOU) north of CAC. These two faults have been interpreted by Y-813 (p. 8) to be part of the Spotted Range-Mine 
Mountain section of the Walker Lane belt.  

The strike of the generally north-striking West Pintwater Range fault (WPR) becomes more northeasterly as 
WPR approaches CAC from the east. The relationship between these two faults is unknown.
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Cane Spring fault (CS)

Plate or figure: Plates I and 2.  

References: Y-62: Barnes and others, 1982; Y-104: Ekren and Sargent, 1965; Y-18 1: Carr, 1974: 
Y-182: Carr, 1984; Y-1 92: Marvin and others, 1970; Y-205: Orkild, 1968 (shows the northeastern end of CS only); 
Y-2 10: Poole and others, 1965 (name from this reference); Y-226: Swadley and Huckins, 1990 (They show fault 
traces along the southern side of Skull Mountain. These traces possibly align with the southwestern end of CS, but 
they do not exactly correlate with CS as mapped by Y-104.); Y-232: Cornwall, 1972; Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 
1991 (pl. 3; they show one fault, which is within Tertiary deposits and may align with CS as shown by Y-232.), 
Y-301: Fleck, 1970; Y-314: Ekren, 1968; Y-1 107: Cart, 1974.  

Location: 36 km/I 12 (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat36"45'N. and long 116* 11 W.  
(location of closest point). This includes. the southwestern section of Y-232. From northeast to southwest along the 
fault, CS is located along the southern side of Yucca Flat, along Cane Spring Wash, and along the southern side of 
Skull Mountain.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Cane Spring, Skull Mountain, Specter Range NW, Yucca Lake.  

Fault orientation: CS strikes generally northeast, but its trace is slightly curving (Y-232). The map by 
Y-232 shows a southwestern section of CS that is separated by about 1 km from a main, continuous trace of CS to 
the northeast. Maps by both Y-104 and Y-210 show CS, including the southwestern section of Y-232, as having 
continuous surficial expression. CS also includes a northeast-striking branch fault southwest of Cane Spring and 
south of the main, continuous trace (Y-2 10; Y-232).  

Fault length: The length of CS is about 14 km as estimated from Y-104 and Y-210 and up to 27 km as 
estimated from Y-232. The longer value includes a 4-km-long section at the southwestern end of CS that is 
separated from the longer, continuous trace by about 1 km. Fault traces mapped by Y-226 along the southern side 
-of Skull Mountain are 0.6 to 2.6 km long.  

Style of faulting: Displacement on CS may be oblique. The southwestern end of CS (includes the separate 
southwestern section of Y-232) is shown by Y- 104 and Y-2 10 as down to the southeast; its central part near Cane 
Spring is shown by Y-2 10 as down to the northeast; its northeastern end northeast of Cane Spring is portrayed by 
Y-210 as left-lateral. The map by Y-232 shows CS as having left-lateral strike slip along its entire length. The 
southern branch of CS southwest of Cane Spring is shown as down to the northwest by Y-2 10 and Y-232 and down 
to the southeast by Y-210. Faults along the -southern side of Skull Mountain are portrayed by Y-226 as both down 
to the northwest and down to the southeast.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: Y- 181 (p. 6) and Y-2 10 noted that left-lateral displacement along CS becomes progressively 
less in tuffs with ages ranging between 14 Ma and 11 Ma, but no amounts are specified.  

Age of displacement: Some sections of CS are portrayed as faulted contacts between Tertiary rocks and 
younger Tertiary or Quaternary deposits. This includes (1) one 0.5-4o-1.0--kin-long section at the fault's 
southwestern end, which is shown by Y-232 as a faulted contact between Wahmonie and Salyer formations (his Tws 
unit) and Quaternary alluvium (his Qal deposits), (2) fault traces along Skull Mountain, which are portrayed by 
Y-226 as faulted contacts between Pliocene to Oligocene rocks (their Tr unit) and early Pleistocene and Pliocene(?) 
alluvium (their QTa deposits), and (3) other fault traces that are shown by Y-104 as displacing Tertiary volcanics of 
Wahmonie Flat (their Twm unit), Pliocene Piapi Canyon Formation (their Tpr and Tpat units), or Pliocene basalt of 
Skull Mountain (their Tbs unit) against Pliocene older alluvium (their Tao deposits) and Quaternary alluvium (their 
Qa deposits).
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Cane Spring fault (CS) - Continued

Other sections of CS are portrayed as faults in Tertiary or Quaternary deposits, or as lineaments or scarps on 
Tertiary or Quaternary surfaces. Y-2 10 showed parts of CS as fault scarps or fault-line scarps on surfaces of 
Miocene and Pliocene(?) Wahmonie Formation, Pliocene alluvium and colluvium, and Pliocene Timber Mountain 
Tuff against which Quaternary alluvium and colluvium (their Qac deposits) have been either displaced or 
deposited. Y-210 also showed several fault lines or lineaments approximately parallel to CS on surfaces of 
Quaternary alluvium and colluvium (their Qa and Qac deposits) along Cane Spring Wash. The traces of CS.  
mapped by Y-238 (pl. 3) are shown as faults that are in Tertiary or Quaternary deposits and that were identified by 
previous mapping. CS is portrayed by Y-232 to displace Pliocene and Miocene volcanic and sedimentary units,.  
including the Wahmonie and Salyer formations (his Tws units), Timber Mountain Tuff, Paintbrush Tuff, and (or) 
tuff of Crater Flat (his Tp unit), and basalt flows and plugs (his Tb unit).  

CS is generally shown as concealed by Quaternary alluvium by Y- 104 (their Qa deposits), Y-2 10 (their Qac 
deposits), and Y-232 °(hisQal deposits). The northeastern extension of CS as shown by Y-232 would be cr'osscut 
by faults or lineaments mapped by Y-210 on surfaces of Quaternary alluvium and colluvium (their Qa and Qac 
deposits) east of the junction of Neilson Wash with Cane Spring Wash.  

The Spotted Range-Mine Mountain structural zone (SRMM), a zone of northeast-striking faults of which 
CS may be a part, is considered by Y-182 (p. 44, 61) to be seismically active because of the numerous earthquakes 
in the area. However, Y-62 (citing Y-301) suggested that most of the displacement on SRMM may have occurred 
between 5 Ma and 7 Ma, during the late Miocene and early Pliocene. In addition, Y- 182 (p. 64) concluded that 
much of SRMM had developed and considerable erosion had occurred before middle Oligocene. This conclusion 
was based on the age of the oldest Tertiary rocks in SRMM, which are correlated with the Horse Spring Formation 
that was dated (K-Ar) at slightly greater than 29 Ma (Y-192, tables I and 2, sample locality #19, p. 2663, 2665).  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No range front is associated with CS.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-226; Y-232; Y-238, p. 2, scales 1:24,000 to 1:80,000).  

Relationship to other faults: CS is one of four main faults that have been grouped into the 30-to-60-km
wide Spotted Range-Mine Mountain structural zone (SRMM), which is characterized by northeast-striking, left
lateral faults that have experienced relatively small amounts of displacement (Y- 181, p. 9; Y- 182, p. 56). The other 
three faults in SRMM are the Mine Mountain fault (MM), the Rock Valley fault (RV), and the Wahmonie fault 
(WAH). These faults have been interpreted by Y-62 (citing Y-l 107) to be "first-order structures that form a 
conjugate system with the northwest-striking, right-lateral faults of the Las Vegas Valley shear zone." Y-314 
(p. 16-17) suggested that displacement along faults in SRMM resulted from what he called rotary slippage that 
occurred during right-lateral displacements along the Las Vegas Valley shear zone (LVS). However, Y- 182 (p. 63) 
noted that neither the LVS nor the northwest--striking La Madre shear zone crosses SRMM and that significant 
curving or bending of faults in SRMM, which would be required if such rotation had occurred, is lacking. In 
contrast, faults of SRMM are probably related to northwest-striking faults and flexure zones with right-lateral 
displacement or bending north of LVS (e.g., the Frenchman flexure of Y- 181 (fig. II, p. 34) or the Yucca
Frenchman shear zone of Y-182 (fig. 8, p. 17)), because faults in SRMM and LVS mutually displace one another 
as indicated by field relationships (W.J. Carr, unpublished data, 1976, cited by Y- 181, p. 9) and because both 
SRMM and LVS are locally active as indicated by associated seismicity (Y- 181, p. 9).  

Alternatively, Y- 182 (p. 62) thought that displacements on faults in SRMM are conjugate to displacements 
on faults in the northwest-trending Walker Lane.
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Cane Spring fault (CS)-Continued

Both the similarityin types of displacement and the alignment of surficial expression suggested to Y-182 
(p. 62) that SRMM may be connected to the Pahranagat fault (PGT) to the northeast (the Pahranagat shear zone of 
Y- 182). However, 70 km separates SRMM and PGT and no northeast-trending structures have been recognized in 
the Paleozoic rocks that are exposed in numerous places within this gap, which includes the north- and north
northwest-tr'ending Spotted, Pintwater, and Desert ranges (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970 (Y-404), Ekren and others, 
1977 (Y-25); Y-182, p. 62).
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Carpetbag fault (CB)

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-50: Barnes and others, 1963; Y-60: Colton and McKay, 1966; Y-1 81: Carr, 1974 (Carpetbag 
fault zone on his fig. 7); Y- 182: Carr, 1984 (name from his fig. 12, p. 24; also shows CB as the Carpetbag fault zone 
on fig. 1I, p. 23); Y- 196: McKeown and others, 1976; Y-224: Frizzell and Shulters, 1990; Y-327: Shroba and others, 
1988 (their Carpetbag fault system); Y-526: Swadley and Hoover, 1990; Y-693: Barosh, 1968; Y-813: Reheis, 1992 
(pl. 2); Y- 1106: Shroba and others, 1988 (their Carpetbag fault system), Not shown by Dohrenwend and others, 
1992 (Y-853).  

Location: 43 km/46* (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37*07"N. and long 1 1606'W.  
(location of closest point). CB is located in the western half of central Yucca Flat.  

USGS.7-1/2° quadrangle: Oak Spring, Yucca Flat.  

Fault orientation: CB generally strikes north to north-northwest (Y- 182, fig. 12, p. 24; Y- 1106, fig. 1, p. 3).  
In the subsurface,CB is inferred to be slightly sinuous (Y- 182; Y-224) and branching (Y-224). At the surface, CB 
is shown by Y-526 to be composed of several subparallel strands. Y-l 106 (fig. 1, p. 3) recognized several north
northeast--striking or northeast-striking splays of CB. CB generally dips steeply to the east (Y-60; Y- 182, p. 2'1 
Y-224). Antithetic faults dip to the west (Y-182, fig. 11, p. 23). Y-181 (p. 26, fig. 8, p. 25) noted that CB in 
southwestern Yucca Flat may dip as little as about 40".  

Fault length: The length of CB is about 30 km as estimated from Y-224 and 16.5 km as estimated from 
Y-526. CB is portrayed by Y-224 as concealed beneath Quaternary alluvium along most of its length, and its extent 
has been inferred from drilling or gravity data.  

Style of faulting: Y-60 and Y-224 both showed CB as generally down to the east. Y- 181 (p. 27) noted 
evidence for right-lateral displacement that resulted from an underground nuclear explosion. Y-327 (p. 231) and 
Y- 1106 (p. 30) concluded that the youngest ruptures that formed before those produced by underground nuclear 
testing were limited to fracturing.  

Scarp characteristics: Prominent, generally east-facing scarps, some forming a graben, were produced 
during and following an underground explosion in Yucca Flat in 1970 (Y-181, fig. 7; Y-i 106, p. 2-5, 30; the 
Carpetbag event). Y-327 (p. 23 1) and Y-1 106 (p. 2) noted that, unlike the Yucca fault (YC) to the east, CB lacks 
prehistoric (before nuclear testing) scarps. However, Y-224 indicated that a I-km-long portion of CB does displace 
surficial deposits prehistorically, but no scarp characteristics are given by them.  

Displacement: The average vertical displacement in Tertiary volcanic tuff along CB is 600 m (Y- 181, p. 27).  
Alluvium in Yucca Flat is thickest just east of the southern end of CB. The alluvium at this locality is 600 to 1,200 m 
(2,000 to 4,000 ft) thick in an area <3 km wide (Y-182, p. 21, figs. I 1 and 12, p. 23-24). Y-182 (p. 21) interpreted 
this depression as a structural feature formed in part by vertical displacement on CB. Y-1 106 (p. 15) measured 
apparent vertical offsets across explosion-produced scarps of 1.7, 2, and 2.3 m at their three trench sites.  

Y-181 (p. 27) noted that the amount of right-lateral displacement on CB since deposition of Tertiary volcanic 
tuff could be >_600 m. Y-181 reported that Paleozoic rocks could be displaced laterally "several thousand feet." 
Y- 181 (p. 32) thought that CB may account for as much as 1,500 m of horizontal extension. Y- 181 (p. 27) noted that 
the Carpetbag event (a nuclear explosion) produced at one locality (near UE2b, Y-181, fig. 7) 15 cm of right-lateral 
displacement across a 1.2-rn-high scarp, along with left-stepping, en echelon cracks.  

Age of displacement: A portion of CB that is about 2 km long (Y-181, fig. 7; Y-327, p. 231; Y-1106, p. 30) 
to 4.5 km long (as estimated from Y-224) is shown as having been reactivated by an underground nuclear explosion 
in 1970.
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Carpetbag fault (CB)- Continued

Y-l 106 (p. 2) noted that displacement on CB (and on the Yucca fault to the east) has probably occurred 
during late Quaternary. A 1-km-long section of CB, which is at the southern end of the fault and east of the traces 
reactivated by underground testing, is shown by Y-224 to displace surficial deposits prehistorically. A 1.5-krn
long portion of CB has been identified by Y-182 (fig. 12, p. 24) as having Quaternary (but prehistoric) 
displacement. Using aerial photographs, Y- 106 (p. 14, 30) also recognized north-trending lineaments that may 
be associated with CB.  

Y-327 (p. 231) and Y-1 106 (p. 30) interpreted at least six major episodes of fracturing (and perhaps minor 
faulting) on CB since 250 ka. On the basis 6f uranium-series analyses on secondary carbonate in eight fracture
fill features interpreted by Y- 1106 (p. 12) to have been produced by surface or near-surface displacement, episodes 
of fracturing and minor faulting on CB occurred about 30 ka, 45 ka, 65 ka, 100 ka, 125 ka to 130 ka, and 230 ka 
to 240 ka (Y-327, p. 231; Y-1106, p.30). Y-1 106 (p. 5) noted that a date (uranium-series analyses) of37 ka was 
determined by Knauss (1981, Y- 1242, cited in Y- 1106, p. 5) on one fracture-fill deposit near CB (site CBF3, 
Y- 1106, fig. 2).  

On the basis of a lack of prehistoric scarps and undisplaced stratigraphic units exposed in three trenches, 
Y-327 (p. 231) and Y- 1106 (p. 14, 31) concluded that no significant vertical displacement has occurred on CB at 
least since 10 ka, probably since 125 ka to 130 ka, and possibly since 350 ka. On the basis of a date (uranium
trend analyses) of 35 ± 15 ka for an unfractured deposit and a lack of fracture fillings in deposits younger than 
about 30 ka, Y-327 (p. 231) and Y- 1106 (p. 25, 30) concluded that no surface fracturing (or larger surface 
displacements) had occurred on at least part of CB since about 30 ka. (Another unfractured surficial deposit was 
estimated to have an age of about 170 ka by Y-1 106 (p. 30) on the basis of development of both rock varnish and 
an argillic soil horizon.) Y-1 106 (p. 25, 30-3 1) also concluded that little or no fracturing or faulting occurred on 
CB between about 240 ka and 350 ka, because dates determined by uranium-series analyses on the carbonate--rich 
fracture fillings do not fall within this time interval.  

Slip rate: The slip rate along CB between about 30 ka and 125 ka to 130 ka or earlier has been nearly zero, 
because displacements, as interpreted by Y-327 (p. 23 1) and by Y-l 106 (p. 30), have been limited to fracturing and 
minor faulting. No evidence for fracturing or faulting has been recognized since about 30 ka.  

Recurrence interval: Y-327 (p. 231) and Y-1 106 (p. 31) inferred an average recurrence interval of about 
25,000 yr for fracturing events during the last 125,000 to 130,000 yr.  

Range-front characteristics: No range front is associated with CB.  

Analysis: Analysis of conventional aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000;-Y-1106, 
p. 14, scale about 1:5,000). Description of surficial deposits and soils (Y-1 106, p. 5). Interpretation of deposits 
exposed in trenches at three localities (Y-327, p. 231; Y-1106, p. 4-5, Trenches TI, T2, and T3). Interpretation of 
exposures along explosion-produced scarps (Y- 1106, p. 4-5, Sites S l-S4). Radiometric dating (uranium--trend 
and uranium-series methods) of surficial deposits and carbonate-rich fracture fillings (Y-1 106, p. 5, 15-30).  
Measurement of characteristics of explosion-produced scarps (Y-1 106, p. 15). Geophysical and gravity data for 
Yucca Flat (Y- 181). Additional information from M.N. Garcia, U.S. Geological Survey, written commun., 1988 
(cited in Y-526).  

Relationship to other faults: CB is probably related to other faults in Yucca Flat: the Yucca fault (YC), the 
Area Three fault (AT), the Eleana Range fault (ER), the Yucca Lake fault (YL), and several short, unnamed faults.  
Y-l182 suggested that displacement on all of these fault probably resulted in the formation of Yucca Flat as a 
structural basin. Y- 1106 (p. 15) proposed that seismic shaking associated with YC, located about 3.5 km east of 
CB, may have triggered one or more episodes of minor displacement on CB and resulted in the carbonate-rich 
fracture fillings.
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Carpetbag fault (CB) - Continued

Y- 182 (p. 21) interi-reted CB to be a typical Basin and Range fault. He suggested that the southern end of CB 
is intersected by the northwest-trending Yucca-Frenchman shear and flexure zone, which is located northwest of 
the Las Vegas Valley shear zone and is interpreted by Y-182 (p. 21) to be a part of the Walker Lane. Y-182 (p. 21) 
proposed that the interaction between CB and the Yucca-Frenchman shear zone has enhanced north-northwest 
extension and subsidence of Yucca Flat.
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Cedar Mountain fault (CM)

Plate or figure: Figure 1.  

References: Y-13: dePolo and others, 1987; Y-14: Gianella and Callaghan, 1934; Y-15: Bell, 1988; 
Y-I 6: Doser, 1987; Y- 17: Gianella and Callaghan, 1934; Y- 170: Molinari, 1984 (his Stewart-Monte Cristo fault 
zone); Y-794: dePolo and others, 1988; Y-795: Bell and others, 1988 (p. 1-25 to 1-36); Y-797: Bell and others' 
1987; Y-969: Shawe, 1965; Y- 1069: Yount and others, 1993; Y- 1070: Yount and others, 1993; Y- 1074: Doser, 1988; 
Y-1075: Molinari, 1983.  

Location: 200 km1328° (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 38"20 'N. and long 11 7"50'W.  
(location of closest point). CM consists of fault traces that ruptured in an earthquake on December 20, 1932. It 
includes traces previously referred to as the Gabbs Valley, Cedar Mountain, and Monte Cristo faults.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Bettles Well, Dicalite Summit, Eddyville, Gabbs Mountain, Granny Goose Well, 
Kirby Flat, Luning, Mount Ferguson, Stewart Spring, Sunrise Flat.  

Fault orientation: CM consists of a discontinuous zone of fault traces that generally strike N. 30° W. (Y- 170, 
p. 45-46; Y- 1075). Main fault traces that ruptured in 1932 in Monte Cristo Valley strike approximately north; other 
fault traces have varying orientations (Y-794, p. 5; Y-969, p. 1,364).  

Fault length: CM is >45 km long along the western edge and south-central portion of Stewart Valley and in 
Monte Cristo Valley south of Kibby Flat playa (Y-l170, p. 45, his Stewart-Monte Cristo fault zone; Y-1075). The 
length of the traces that ruptured in 1932 is about 60 km (38 miles) from about 6 km (3.6 miles) east of Warrens Well 
in Gabbs Valley southeast to about 13 km (8 miles) east of Pilot Peak (Y-1 7, p. 8; Y-794, p. 3; Y-969, p. 1,364). The 
width of the rupture zone in 1932 was about 6 to 16 km (4 to 10 miles; Y-17, p. 8; Y-794, p. 3; Y-969, p. 1,364).  

Style of faulting: Displacements along CM in 1932 and in pre-1932 ruptures have been primarily right 
lateral, with a minor component of dip-slip (normal) displacement or normal right-oblique displacement (Y-170, 
p. 46; Y-794, p. 5, 6, 8; Y-1075). Right-lateral displacement in 1932"is suggested by a left-stepping, en echelon 
pattern of ruptures (Y-13; Y-17, p. 8), by lateral displacement of small-scale geomorphic features (Y-13),.and by 
near-horizontal slickensides (Y-13).  

During the 1932 earthquake, the main, north-striking fault traces in Monte Cristo Valley experienced right
lateral and normal right-oblique displacements (Y-794, p. 5). Northeast-striking fault traces, which are more 
numerous to the north (e.g., in Gabbs Valley); had dominantly normal displacement (Y-794, p. 5). Northwest
striking fault traces that form steps or bends in traces of the main fault appear to have evidence for compressional 
deformation (Y-794, p. 5).  

Scarp characteristics: Y-13 noted that west-facing scarps that formed in 1932 are 30 to 50 cm high and that 
these scarps are superimposed on older, subdued scarps. Y-l1069 (p. 386) reported scarp heights of a few centimeters 
to 60 cm from the 1932 earthquake. In contrast, Y- 170 (p. 115) suggested that scarps from the 1932 earthquake were 
1.4 m high.  

Displacement: The largest and most continuous ruptures in 1932 occurred in Monte Cristo Valley (Y-794, 
p. 4). In this valley and in Stewart Valley, right-lateral displacements were up to I to 2 m in 1932; vertical 
displacements in this earthquake were <0.5 m (Y-13; Y-170, p. 115; Y-794, p. 5; Y-1069, p. 386). Y-17 (p. 15) 
reported as much as 0.6 m (2 ft) of vertical displacement at one locality from the 1932 earthquake. Y-795 (p. 1-35) 
noted 15 to 30 cm of vertical displacement and about I to 2 m of right-lateral displacement from the 1932 event at 
their Trench 3 in Monte Cristo Valley. Y- 13 inferred that the ratio of vertical to horizontal displacement in 1932 was 
at least 1:3.
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Cedar Mountain fault (CM) - Continued 

On the basis of their interpretation of stratigraphy exposed in trenches, Y-795 (p. 1-34) inferred a minimum 
vertical separation since 730 ka of 3 m at one locality on CM in Monte Cristo Valley. They suggested that the total 
amount of right-lateral displacement may be >21 m, because the ratio of vertical to horizontal displacement was 
1:7 (Y-795, p. 1-35). Furthermore, possible correlation of deposits across the fault at this same locality suggests 
that about 1 m of vertical separation has occurred since about 135 ka (Y-795, p. 1-34).  

Along the northern section of CM, along the eastern side of the Gabbs Valley Range, a minimum of 100 m 
of right-lateral displacement is inferred by Y-170 (p. 53) from displacement of the contact between Miocene units 
and from the rake of exposed striations. The number and size of folds and the amounts of vertical displacement 
across faults along this northern section and along a central section suggested to Y- 170 (p. 100) that the amount of 
deformation increases to the north along CM.  

CM includes folds in the Esmeralda Formation (middle to late Miocene; 11 Ma to 16 Ma; Y-1 70, p. 3 1) east 
of the main fault trace (Y-1 70, p. 46). One northeast-to north-striking fault trace in south-central Stewart Valley 
may have experienced 0.7 m of left-lateral displacement and a minor amount of vertical displacement in middle 
and late Miocene rocks (Y-170, p. 57, his north section).  

Age of displacement: The youngest displacement along CM is historical. Surface ruptures were associated 
with an earthquake (M 7.2) on December 20, 1932. The approximate epicentral location of this earthquake was in 
Gabbs Valley (Y-17, p. 2, 4).  

On the basis of differences in style and amount of deformation, Y-170 (p. 47-48) subdivided CM (his 
Stewart-Monte Cristo fault zone) into three sections. These sections also show a difference in age of displacement.  
Along a 13-km-long northern section along the eastern side of the Gabbs Valley Range, the fault displaces and 
deforms Quaternary alluvium as well as middle to late Miocene volcanic rocks and lacustrine sediments, and it is 
expressed as prominent topographic lineaments (Y-170, p. 47-57; Y-1075). Displacement of middle(?) to late 
Pleistocene surfaces indicates that late Pleistocene displacement has occurred along this section (Y- 170, p. 54, 
100). However, late Holocene alluvium is not displaced and no surface ruptures associated with the 1932 
earthquake have been identified along this section (Y-170, p. 54, 100). Along an 8-4cm-long central section 
between south-central Stewart Valley and northwestern Monte Cristo Valley, displacement is expressed as folds, 
faults, and tilting of Miocene sediments (Esmeralda Formation; Y-170, p. 58-59), but no Quaternary displacement 
has been recognized (Y-1075). Along a 24-km-long southern section between northwestern Monte Cristo Valley 
and the southern edge of Kibby Flat, CM is expressed as either north- to northwest-trending, west-facing, 
prominent scarps on surfaces of middle(?) to late Quaternary alluvial and lacustrine deposits (the northern 12 k1m) 
or as a northwest-trending vegetation lineament across Kibby Flat (the southern 12 km; Y-170, p. 61; Y-1075).  
The southern section is the primary location of the surface ruptures produced in 1932 (Y-170, p. 61-72).  

Y- 1075 (p. 384) noted that displacement along CM began after the middle to late Miocene and continues, as 
indicated by the 1932 earthquake.  

Slip rate: The following preliminary, minimum lateral slip rates for CM in Monte Cristo Valley were 
estimated by Y-795 (p. 1-35): >0.03 mm/yr since 730 ka assuming >21 m of right-lateral displacement, 
0.05 mm/yr since 135 ka assuming 7 m of right-lateral displacement, and 0.1 mm/yr since 10 ka assuming 1 m of 
right-lateral displacement.  

Recurrence interval: Because Holocene deposits lack pre-1932 scarps and because pre-1932 scarps are 
subdued and generally lack "fresh" evidence for strike-slip displacement, Y-795 (p. 1-34) inferred that the 
recurrence interval for surface ruptures along CM is relatively long, "possibly tens of thousands of years." On the 
basis of stratigraphic and geomorphic relationships, Y-170 (p. 73-75) inferred that at least three, and probably five 
or six, pre-1932 surface ruptures occurred during the latest Pleistocene and Holocene along his southern section 
of CM, between northwestern Monte Cristo Valley and the southern edge of Kibby Flat.  

Range-front characteristics: CM is located primarily in the middle of valleys and is not associated with 
range fronts (Y-1069, p. 386).
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Cedar Mountain fault (CM) - Continued 

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y- 170, p. 6, scales 1:80,000 and 1:16,000 for conventional and 1:18,000 for 
low-sun-angle; Y-795, p. 1-34). Field examination (Y-17; Y-170, p. 7; Y-794, p. 5). Topographic scarp profiles 
(Y-170, p. 77, 80). Soil development (Y-170, p. 39-44; Y-794, p. 4). Trenches (Y-13; '-795, p. 1-34).  
Tephrochronology (Y-794, p. 4).  

Relationship to other faults: CM is"subparallel to and east of the Bettles Well fault and faults along the 
eastern side of the Pilot Mountains (Y-170, p. 46). CM is also subparallel to but west of the fault along the western 
side of the northern Cedar Mountains (Y-1 70, p. 46). '-170 (p. 116) and Y-1075 suggested that right-lateral 
displacement along CM indicates that CM was part of a left-stepping, en echelon fault system that included five 
main right-lateral faults in the Gillis and Gabbs Valley ranges, which are west of CM.
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Central Pintwater Range faults (CPR)

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-404: Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970 (pls. 2 and 3, show only the western fault); Y-813: Reheis, 
1992 (pls. 2 and 3); Y-852: Dohrenwend and others, 1991 (show both faults, but only south of lat 37"N., which is 
the northern boundary of their map area). Not shown by Ekren and others, 1977 (Y-25).  

Location: 79 kmr77" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"59'N. and long 115"34 W.  
(location of closest point). CPR is composed of two main faults: one each along the eastern and western sides of an 
unnamed valley within the northern Pintwater Range.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Quartz Peak, Southeastern Mine.  

Fault orientation: The faults of CPR generally strike north to north-northwest, but they curve so that.  
sections of the faults strike between northwest and north-northeast (Y-404; Y-813; Y-852).  

Fault length: The length of the eastern fault of CPR is about 16 km as estimated from Y-813. The lengti, of 
the western fault of CPR is about 4.5 km as estimated from Y-813.  

Style of faulting: Sections of the eastern fault are shown by Y-813 as down to the west. These sections 
consist of curving, branching, and subparallel traces along the range front, within the range, and within the unnamed 
valley that is bounded by CPR (Y-813; Y-852).  

Sections of the western fault are shown by Y-404 and Y-813 as down to the east. The western fault is generally 
expressed as a single surface trace along the range front; however, short subparallel traces at the northern end of the 
western fault extend into the unnamed valley (Y-8 13).  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Sections of the eastern fault along the range front and within the range are shown by 
Y-813 as faults that are in Tertiary rocks and that were identified from previous mapping (primarily), as weakly to 
moderately expressed lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Tertiary deposits, and as lineaments along linear range.  
fronts. The sections of this fault that are within the unnamed valley are shown by Y-813 as weakly to moderately 
expressed lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Quaternary (mainly) and Tertiary deposits and as faults that are in 
Quaternary deposits and that were identified from previous mapping.  

Sections of the western fault and the southern part of the eastern fault (south of lat 37"N.) are shown by Y-852 
as juxtaposing Quaternary alluvium against bedrock. Sections of the western fault are also portrayed by Y-404 as 
post-Laramide structures; some are shown by them as faulted contacts between pre-Tertiary rocks and Pliocene(?) 
and Pleistocene(?) older gravels (their QTg deposits). Some fault traces are portrayed by Y-813 as faults that are in 
Quaternary (primarily) and Tertiary deposits and that were identified from previous mapping. The northern end of 
the western fault is portrayed by Y-813 as weakly expressed lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Tertiary. deposits.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: Y-852 portrayed sections of the western fault and the southern portion of the 
eastern fault (south of lat 37"N.) as having morphological characteristics similar to those of fronts along major 
range-front faults (e.g., a general absence of pediments, abrupt piedmont-hillslope transitions, steep bedrock slopes, 
faceted spurs, wineglass valleys, and subparallel systems of high-gradient, narrow, steep-sided canyons orthogonal 
to range front), except that "associated fault systems are significantly less extensive and fault scarps are substantially 
lower, shorter, and less continuous." Portions of the range front adjacent to sections of the western fault are shown 
to be linear by Y-813.
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Central Pintwater Range faults (CPR) - Continued

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-404, p. 2, scales 1:60,000; Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-852, 
scale 1:58,000). Field mapping (Y-404, p. 2) 

Relationship to other faults: CPR is approximately parallel to faults along the eastern and western sides 
of the Pintwater Range: the East Pintwater Range fault (EPR) and the West Pintwater Range fault (WPR). The 
structural relationships among these faults are not known.  

The northern end of CPR appears to terminate south of the northeast-striking North Desert Range fault 
(NDR), which is directly north of CPR along the northern end of the Pintwater Range.
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Central Reveille fault (CR)

Plate or figure: Plite 1.  

References: Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pi. 1; shows only that part of CR south of lat 38"N., which is the northern 
boundary of her map area); Y-853: Dohrenwend and others, 1992 (show only that part of CR south of lat 38"N., 
which is the northern boundary of their map area); Y-1032: Schell, 1981 (pls. 7 and 8; name from his table A2, fault 
#109). Not shown by Cornwall, 1972 (Y-232, pl. 1).  

Location: 108 km/l 2' (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37"48 N. and long 116* 11 'W.  
(location of closest point). CR is located in central Reveille Valley between the Reveille and Kawich ranges.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Georges Well, Kawich Peak NE, Reveille, Reveille Peak, Reveille Peak NW, 
Warm Springs SE.  

Fault orientation: The southern part of CR strikes north-northwest (Y-853; Y-1032); the northern part 
strikes north to northl-northeast (Y-853; Y-1032).  

Fault length: The length of CR is 29 km as noted by Y-1032.(table A2, p. A20).  

Style of faulting: Fault traces are generally shown by Y-813, Y-853, and Y-1032 as down to the west or 
southwest.  

Scarp characteristics: Scarps are shown by Y-813, Y-853, and Y-1032 as primarily west facing. Some 
scarps are noted to be indistinct by Y-1032 (table 3, p. 23).  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: The probable age of the youngest displacement along CR is noted by Y- 1032 (table A2, 
p. A20) as late to early Pleistocene (defined as >15 ka and <1.8 Ma by Y-1032, p. 29-30). The youngest unit 
displaced is his intermediate-age alluvial-fan deposits (A5i, table A2, p. A20) with an estimated age of 15 ka to 
probably about 200 ka (Y-1032, table 3, p. 23). Displacement is indicated by indistinct scarps on these alluvial fans 
(Y- 1032, table 3, p. 23). The oldest unit not displaced is his young-age alluvial--fan deposits (A5y, table A2, p. A20) 
with an estimated age of<15 ka (Y-1032, table 3, p. 23). The oldest unit displaced is his latest Tertiary volcanic 
rocks (Tv4 , table A2, p. A20) with an estimated age of 1.8 Ma to 6 Ma (Y-1032, table Al, p. Al).  

The map by Y-853 shows one scarp on a Quaternary depositional or erosional surface at the southern end of 
Reveille Valley, but Y-853 did not estimate a more precise age for this displacement. Their map also shows several 
scarps and (or) prominent topographic lineaments on the surfaces of Tertiary volcanic or sedimentary rocks just 
south of lat 38"N.  

The map by Y-813 includes two scarps in central Reveille Valley south of lat 38"N. One is portrayed as a 
lineament or scarp on surfaces of Tertiary deposits; the other is portrayed as a topographic lineament within bedrock.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No range front is associated with CR.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-853, scales 1: 115,000 to 1:124,000 
and 1:58,000; Y-1032, p. 15, scales -1:25,000 and -1:60,000). Field reconnaissance (Y-1032, p. 17-18). Gravity 
analysis (Y- 1032, p. 16). Magnetometer surveys (Y- 1032, p. 16-17).  

Relationship to other faults: The relationship of CR either to the East Reveille fault (ERV), which bounds 
the eastern side of Reveille Valley at its junction with the Reveille Range, or to the Hot Creek-Reveille fault (HCR), 
which bounds the western side of Reveille Valley at its junction with the Kawich Range, is not known. Y-1032 
(pl. 7) suggested that CR may merge with ERV north of lat 38"N. (north of the area shown in pl. 1 of this 
compilation).
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Central Spring Mountains faults (CSM)

Plate or figure: Plate 2.  

References: Y-696: Hoffard, 1991 (pl. 1, shows only the fault on the southeastern side of the Wheeler Wash 
drainage); Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pl. 3); Y-852: Dohrenwend and others, 1991.  

Location: 76 km/130* (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"23 'N. and long 115°48 -W.  
(location of closest point). Faults in CSM are located within the Spring Mountains south of Wheeler Pass in the :-rea 
of Wheeler Wash. CSM includes three faults: (I) one on the northwestern side of Wheeler Wash, (2) one on the 
northeastern side of the Wheeler Wash drainage, and (3) one on the southeastern side of the Wheeler Wash drainage.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Horse Spring, Wheeler Well, Willow Peak.  

Fault orientation: Fault orientations are variable (Y-813; Y-852). The northwest fault generally strikes 
north-northeast (Y-813). The northeast fault generally strikes north-northwest (Y-8-13; Y-852). The southeast fault 
generally strikes north, except at its northern end where the fault turns eastward and parallels Clark Canyon, a 
tributary.to Wheeler Wash (Y-813; Y-852).  

Fault length: The length of the northwest fault is 16 km (Y-813). The length of the northeast fault is 6 km 
(Y-852) to 9 km (Y-813). The length of the southeast fault is 5 km (Y-852) to 12 km (Y-813).  

Style of faulting: Traces of the northwest fault are shown by Y-813 as generally down to the northwest.  
Traces of the northeast and southeast faults are portrayed by Y-813 and Y-852 as generally down to the west.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: The northwest fault is shown by Y-813 primarily as a topographic lineament along a 
linear range front or in bedrock. The northeastern end of this fault is portrayed by her as weakly expressed 
lineaments or scarps on surfaces of Quaternary deposits.  

The northeast fault is shown by Y-813 as weakly expressed lineaments or scarps on surfaces of Quaternary 
deposits and as topographic lineaments along a linear front or in bedrock. Y-852 showed this fault as juxtaposing 
Quaternary alluvium against bedrock.  

The southeast fault is portrayed by Y-8 13 as weakly expressed lineaments or scarps on surfaces of Quaternary 
deposits and as topographic lineaments along a linear front or in bedrock. Y-852 showed this fault as scarps on 
depositional or erosional surfaces of early to middle and (or) late Pleistocene age (their QI-2 surfaces with estimated 
ages between 10 ka and 1.5 Ma). Y-696 (pl. 1) showed part of the southeast fault as a prominent fault or lineament.  

Y-813 (p. 8) noted that the Spring Mountains "contain a few possible Quaternary faults and lineaments, 
generally, north-trending, but they appear to be relatively inactive." 

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: The range front along the northeast fault and part of the range front along the 
southeast fault are noted by Y-852 to be similar to that along major range-front faults (e.g., characterized by "a 
general absence of pediments, abrupt piedmont-hillslope transitions, steep bedrock slopes, faceted spurs, wineglass 
valleys, and subparallel systems of high--gradient, narrow, steep-sided canyons orthogonal to range front"), except 
that the faults of CSM are "significantly less extensive and fault scarps are substantially lower, shorter, and less 
continuous." 

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-696, p. 8-9, scale 1:80,000; Y-813, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-852, scale 
1:58,000).
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Central Spring Mountains faults (CSM) - Continued 

Relationship to other faults: The relationships among the three faults combined here in CSM are not 
known. The northwest fault aligns with a northeast-striking portion of the West Spring Mountains fault (WSM) 
east of Pahrump, but the relationship of faults in CSM to WSM is not known. Y-813 (pl. 3) labeled the 
southwestern portion of the northwest fault of CSM as the Wheeler Pass thrust.
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Chalk Mountain fault (CLK) 

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pl. 1). Not shown by Cornwall, 1972 (Y-232).  
Location: 87 kni/3 I (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37"32'N. and long I 5"57'W.  

(location of closest point). CLK extends along the western side of Chalk Mountain and into southern Sand Spring 
Valley. It is north of the drainage divide separating Emigrant Valley from Monotony and Sand Spring val!eyc.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: White Blotch Springs.  
Fault orientation: The southern end of CLK strikes generally north-northeast; the northern end strikes " 

northeast (Y-813).  

Fault length: The length of CLK as defined here is 8 km as estimated from Y-813. CLK could also i:r-,Q;J 
north-striking fault traces along the western.side of northern Emigrant. Valley. (These are shown as possibly paf: of the Emigrant Valley North fault (EVN?) on plate 1 of this compilation.) If these faults are included in CLK, then 
the length of the fault could be as much as about 20 km (estimated from Y-813).  

Style of faulting: No information.  
Scarp characteristics: CLK is shown by Y-813 as west- or northwest-facing scarps.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: CLK is shown by Y-813 as weakly to moderately expressed lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Quaternary deposits, as lineaments along linear range fronts or in bedrock, and (rarely) as weakly to 
moderately expressed lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Tertiary deposits.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No information.  
Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 and 1:80,000).  
Relationship to other faults: North-striking fault traces along the western side of northern Emigrant Va7ley 

(shown as possibly part of the Emigrant Valley North fault, labeled EVN? on plate I of this compilation) could be 
part of CLK instead or they could connect EVN and CLK. Although CLK is relatively short, the northern part has a more easterly strike than the southern part, a pattern similar to that of the Stumble fault (STM) located east of CLK along the western side of the Groom Range. This-change in strike could be the result of influence by one or both faults along the southern edge of Sand Spring Valley: the northeast-striking Penoyer fault (PEN) and the eaststriking Timpahute lineament (expressed as the east-northeast-striking Tem Piute fault; TEM). The structural 
relationships among these faults are not known.
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Checkpoint Pass fault (CP)

Plate or figure: Plate 2.  

References: Y-62: Barnes and others, 1982; Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pl. 3); Y-852: Dohrenwend and others, 
1991 (show only the north-northeast-striking portion of the western half of CP as portrayed by Y-813).  

Location: 44 km/I 13" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"40"N. and long 1 1600"W.  
(location of closest point). CP is located along the northern side of unnamed bedrock hills between a.narrow gap at 
Checkpoint Pass and northeast of Mercury, Nevada.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Mercury.  

Fault orientation: CP is curved, with one orientation for the eastern half and another for the western half of 
the fault. The eastern half of CP, shown as a single fault trace, has a curving but a general east strike (Y-813). The 
western half of CP actually consists of two traces as shown by Y-813 (pl. 3). Ofthese two traces, the northern trace 
strikes northeast and the southern trace strikes north-northeast.  

Fault length: The eastern half of CP is about 3.5 km long (Y-813). The northern trace of the western half of 
CP is about 3 km long (Y-813). The southern trace of the western half is 3 to 4 km long (Y-813; Y-852).  

Style of faulting: Displacement on CP is shown by Y-813 as left-lateral for the eastern half of CP.  
Displacement on the northern trace of the western half is portrayed by her as down to the southeast. Displacement 
on the southern trace of the western half is shown by Y-813 as down to the northwest.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Y-852 portrayed the north-northeast-striking portion of the western half of CP (the 
southern trace) as a fault that juxtaposes Quaternary alluvium against bedrock (see Range-front characteristics).  

The eastern half of CP and part of the northern trace of the western half are shown by Y-813 (pl. 3) as faults 
that are preserved in Tertiary deposits and that were recognized by previous mapping. The southern trace of the 
western half in the vicinity of Checkpoint Pass is shown by Y-62 as concealed by alluvial deposits of Quaternary 
and Tertiary age.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: The southern trace of the western half of CP is portrayed by Y-852 as a fault 
juxtaposing Quaternary alluvium against bedrock, but not as a major range-front fault. The morphology of the 
northwestern side of the unnamed ridge adjacent to this part of CP would be similar to that along a major range
front fault and may be characterized by "faultjuxtaposition of Quaternary alluvium against bedrock, fault scarps and 
lineaments on surficial deposits along or immediately adjacent to range front, a general absence of pediments, abrupt 
piedmont-hillslope transitions, steep bedrock slopes, faceted spurs, wineglass valley, and subparallel systems of 
high-gradient, narrow, steep-sided canyons orthogonal to range front." Although this morphology is similar to that 
of major range-front faults, the "associated fault systems are significantly less extensive and fault scarps are 
substantially lower, shorter, and less continuous" (Y-852). Part of the northern trace and the southern trace of the 
western half of CP are shown by Y-813 (pl. 3) as topographic lineaments bounding a linear range front or in bedrock.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-852, scale 1:58,000).
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Checkpoint Pass fault (CP) - Continued 

Relationship to other faults: The eastern half of CP has a strike similar to that of the Rock Valley fault (RV), which is located about 6 km north of CP. The strike of this part of CP is more easterly than the strikes of the northeast-striking Mercury Ridge faults (MER) and the Crossgrain Valley faults (CGV), both of which are 3 to 
6 km east and southeast of CP.  

The southern trace of the western half of CP is oblique to both MER and CGV. The strike of this portion of CP is similar to the trend of a west-facing fault scarp shown by Y-852 at the southwestern end of Sout' Ridge.  This scarp is included in the South Ridge faults (SOU) of this compilation.
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Chert Ridge faults (CHR)

Plate or figure: Ptate i.  

References: Y-404: Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970 (show only a few faults along Chert Ridge); 
Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pls. 2 and 3); Y-852: Dohrenwend and others, 1991 (show only the southern end of one fault that is south of lat 37"N., which is the northern boundary of their map area). Not shown by Ekren and others, 1977 
(Y-25).  

Location: 65 km/74* (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37*00'N. and long 115'44'W.  
(location of closest point). CHR is composed of numerous faults along the eastern and western sides of Chert Ridge.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Fallout Hills, Fallout Hills NW.  

Fault orientation: Faults in CHR generally strike north, but individual faults curve so that their strikes range 
between north-northwest and northeast (Y-813).  

Fault length: The length of the curving and branching faults located primarily along the range front along 
the eastern side of Chert Ridge is about 14 km as estimated from Y-813. The length of the curving, branching, and 
subparallel faults along the western side of Chert Ridge is about 12 km as estimated from Y-813. The faults along 
the western side of Chert Ridge form a zone up to 2.5 km wide as estimated from Y-813.  

Style of faulting: The faults along the eastern side of Chert Ridge are shown as down to the east (Y-813).  
One branch east of the range front, along with the southern part of the fault along the range front, is shown as down 
to the west (Y-813). Short (0.5 to 1.2 km long) faults at the southern end of the western side of Chert Ridge are 
shown to have right-lateral strike-slip displacement (Y-813).  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Faults on the eastern side of Chert Ridge are portrayed by Y-813 as faults that are in Tertiary deposits and that were identified from previous mapping (primarily), as weakly to moderately expressed 
lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Tertiary deposits, as weakly expressed lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Quaternary deposits, and as lineaments along a linear range front. Some faults on this side of the ridge are shown 
by Y-404 as juxtaposing pre-Tertiary rocks and Pleistocene(?) older alluvium (their Qol deposits). The very 
southern 2 km (south of lat 37"N.) of CHR are portrayed by Y-852 as faults that also juxtapose Quaternary alluvium 
against bedrock.  

Faults on the western side of Chert Ridge are portrayed by Y-813 as weakly to moderately expressed 
lineaments and scarps on surfaces of Quaternary deposits (primarily), as lineaments along a linear-range front, and 
as faults that are in Quaternary and Tertiary deposits and that were identified from previous mapping.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: Some faults along both the eastern and western sides of Chert Ridge are shown 
by Y-813 as lineaments that bound a linear front. According to Y-852, the eastern side of Chert Ridge adjacent to 
the very southern 2 km of CHR has morphologic characteristics similar to those of fronts along a major range-front 
fault (e.g., a general absence of pediments, abrupt piedmont-hillslope transitions, steep bedrock slopes, faceted 
spurs, wineglass valleys, and subparallel systems of high-gradient, narrow, steep-sided canyons orthogonal to range front), except that "associated fault systems are significantly less extensive and fault scarps are substantially lower, 
shorter, and less continuous." 

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-404, p. 2, scale 1:60,000; Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-852, 
scale 1:58,000). Field mapping (Y-404, p. 2).
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Chert Ridge faults (CHR) -Continued 

Relationship to other faults: Faults in CHR on the eastern side of Chert Ridge approximately align with a 
fault located along the western side of the Spotted Range south of the Fallout Hills. This fault is not included in 
CHR but is instead combined with the Spotted Range faults (SPR), because faults in CHR are generally down to 
the east, whereas faults in SPR are generally down to the west.  

Y-813 showed northeast-striking, down-to-the-southeast faults at the northern end of Chert Ridge as faults 
that are in Quaternary deposits and that were identified from previous mapping. The structural relationship 
between'these faults and faults included in CHR is not known. It is also unknown how either of these faults relate 
to north-northeast-striking faults to the northwest in Emigrant Valley (the Emigrant Valley South fault (EVS) of 
this compilation).
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Chicago Valley fault (CHV)

Plate or figure: Plate 2.  

References: Y-69: McKittrick, 1988; Y-1 61: Burchfiel and others, 1983; Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 1991 
(pi. 4); Y-657: Dohrenwend and others, 1984; Y-778: Huddleston, 1986; Y-783: Butler, 1986.  

Location: 90 km/163" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"05'N. and long 116"09°W.  
(location of closest point). CHV is located along the eastern side of Chicago Valley at its junction with the western 
side of the Nopah Range.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Nopah Peak, North of Tecopa Pass, Resting Spring, Twelve Mile Spring.  

Fault orientation: CHV strikes generally north to north-northwest. Individual fault traces strike between 
northwest and northeast (Y-69; Y-238).  

Fault length: Discontinuous, subparallel, and en echelon fault traces included in CHV are mapped by Y-69 
along the eastern side of Chicago Valley over a total length of about 20 km. The lengths of individual traces range 
between 0.2 and 0.8 km as estimated from Y-69.  

One 0.6-km-long zone of subparallel fault traces is shown by Y-69 on the western side of Chicago Valley.  
Two fault traces are portrayed by Y-238 (pl. 4) near the center of Chicago Valley. The one that is located about 
2.5 km west of the Nopah Range at Twelvemile Spring is 2.5 km long. The other, which is located about 5 km west 
of the range, is about 4 km long.  

Style of faulting: Displacement on CHV is shown by Y-238 to be dip slip (normal) and down to the west.  
Y- 161 (p. 1373) suggested that rocks in the Nopah Range have been tilted eastward by CHV and noted that the range 
front consists of several arcuate segments, each of which is concave westward. They accepted a model of a curved 
or listric fault that merges with a low-angle detachment fault at depth to explain the arcuate shape of the range front.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Fault traces in CHV are shown by Y-69 on surfaces of late and (or) middle Pleistocene 
age (her Qf2 deposits with an estimated age between 10 ka and 300 ka to 500 ka) and on surfaces of middle and (or) 
early Pleistocene age (her Qfldeposits with a minimum age of 300 ka to 500 ka). Faults are not shown by Y-69 on 
surfaces of either early Holocene and (or) latest Pleistocene age (her Qf3 deposits) or Holocene age (her Qf4 
deposits). Fault traces along the western side of Chicago Valley are shown by Y-69 on late and (or) middle 
Pleistocene surfaces (her Qf2 deposits) and at the contact between a pediment on bedrock and middle and (or) early 
Pleistocene surfaces (her Qfl deposits). Fault traces are absent from Holocene surfaces (her Qf4 deposits) along the 
western side of Chicago Valley (Y-69).  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: Part of CHV is portrayed by Y-238 (pl. 4) as a topographic lineament along a 
linear range front.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-69; Y-238, p. 2, scales 1:24,000 to 1:80,000). Field examination (Y-69).  
Transects measured on alluvial fans (Y-69).  

Relationship to other faults: The relationship of CHV to either the north-northwest-striking East Nopah 
fault (EN), which bounds the eastern side of the Nopah Range, or to the Ash Meadows fault (AM), which bounds 
the western side of the Resting Spring Range to the west of CHV, is not known.
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Clayton-Montezuma Valley fault (CLMV)

Plate or figure: Plate I.  

References: Y-10: Reheis and Noller, 1989; Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 1991 (pl. 1); Y-407: Albers and 
Stewart, 1972; Y-853: Dohrenwend and others, 1992.  

Location: 126 kmi/314" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37"38"N. and long 11 7"27"W.  
(location of closest point). CLMV is located in an unnamed valley between Clayton Ridge and the Montezuma 
Range.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Lida Wash, Montezuma Peak SW, Split Mountain.  

Fault orientation: CLMV strikes generally northeast, but the fault curves so that individual sections strike 
between north--northwest and northeast (Y-238; Y-853).  

Fault length: The length of CLMV is 13 km as estimated from Y-853 and 14 km as estimated from Y-238.  
The width of CLMV is 1 to 4 km as estimated from Y-238.  

Extension of CLMV to the north or south of the unnamed valley between Clayton Ridge and the Montezuma 
Range is unclear. As portrayed in this compilation, CLMV does not continue across the drainage divide at the 
northeastern end of the unnamed valley. However, CLMV may extend to the north or east and may include north
and east-trending lineaments south of and along Alkali Lake. The north-trending lineaments in this area are 
included instead with the General Thomas Hills fault (GTH; pl. 1 of this compilation). The east-trending lineaments 
in this area are not combined with either CLMV or GTH. CLMV may also extend to the south and include some 
fault traces between the Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge fault (CRPR) and the Montezuma Range fault (MR).  
These traces have not been combined with any of the labeled faults in this compilation.  

Style of faulting: No information.  

Scarp characteristics: Scarps along CLMV are shown by Y-238 and Y-853 as northwest facing primarily.  
Some are portrayed as southeast facing.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: CLMV is shown by Y-853 as scarps on depositional and erosional surfaces with ages 
of early to middle and (or) late. Pleistocene (their QI-2 surfaces with estimated ages between 10 ka and 1.5 Ma) and 
early to middle Pleistocene (their Qi surfaces with estimated ages between 130 ka and 1.5 Ma). The northeastern 
end of CLMV is portrayed by' Y-238 as weakly to moderately expressed lineaments and scarps chiefly on surfaces 
of Quaternary deposits; similar features on the southwestern end are shown by Y-238 as chiefly on surfaces of 
Tertiary deposits. Short sections of CLMV are shown by Y-238 as faults that are in Quaternary deposits and that 
were identified from previous mapping.  

The map by Y-407 (pl. 1) shows faults with various, but primarily northeast, strikes in the valley between 
Clayton Ridge and Montezuma Ridge. These faults are portrayed in Tertiary volcanic rocks (their Taf unit). Some 
of these faults may correlate with the lineaments and scarps identified by Y-238 (pl. 1, p. 3).  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No range front is associated with CLMV.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-238, p. 2, scales 1:24,000 to 1:80,000; Y-853, scales 1:115,000 to 1:124,000 
and 1:58,000). Field observations for some faults in CLMV (Y-238, p. 3).
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Clayton-Montezuma Valley fault (CLMV) - Continued 

Relationship to other faults: CLMV is approximately parallel to other northeast-striking major range
bounding faults west of Cactus Flat, such as the Emigrant Peak faults (EPK) along the western side of the Silver 
Peak Range northwest of CLMV, the Montezuma Range fault (MR) along the western side of the Montezuma 
Range immediately east of CLMV, the Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge fault (CRPR) along the western sides of 
Clayton and Paymaster ridges immediately west of CLMV, and south of CLMV, the East Magruder Mountain fault 
(EMM) along the eastern side of Magruder Mountain and the Lida Valley faults (LV) along the southeastern side 
of the Palmetto Mountains. CLMV is also approximately parallel to northeast-striking faults within basins, such 
as the Clayton Valley fault (CV) in Clayton Valley west of CLMV, the Stonewall Flat faults (SWF) within 
Stonewall Flat east of CLMV, and the Palmetto Mountains-Jackson Wash faults (PMJW) within an unnamed* 
valley northeast of the Palmetto Mountains and southeast of CLMV (Y-238; Y-853). The structurail relationships 
among all these faults are not known.  

Y-238 (p. 4) speculated that the northeas!t-striking faults in the area around CLMV could be conjugate shears 
to the northwest-striking Furnace Creek fault (FC). However, on the basis of the limited field work completed by 
them and others, Y-238 (p. 3) noted that the evidence for the left-lateral displacement that would be expected if 
the northeast-striking faults are conjugate shears has not been documented. Alternatively, Y-238 (p. 3) suggested 
that these faults could be an expression of dip-slip displacement perpendicular to a northwest direction of least 
principal stress. On the basis of the fairly consistent down-to-the-northwest displacement along the northeast
striking, range-bounding and intrabasin faults east of the FC and west of Pahute Mesa, Y-10 (p. 60) inferred these 
faults could be rooted in a detachment fault at depth.
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Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge fault (CRPR)

Plate or figure: Plate I.  

References: Y-10: Reheis and Noller, 1989 (their Clayton Ridge and Paymaster Ridge faults); Y-238: Reheis 
and Noller, 1991 (pl. 1); Y-407: Albers and Stewart, 1972 (pl. 1; show only one fault about 16 km long along the 
western side of Clayton Ridge); Y-853: Dohrenwend and others, 1992; Y-1032: Schell, 1981 (pl. 8; shows only the 
northern 15 km of CRPR, which is his Paymaster Canyon fault (or fault #12); the western boundary of his map area 
is east of long I 1730'W.) 

Location: 126 km/3 10" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37034'N. and long 1173 I "W.  
(location of closest point). The southern end of CRPR is located along the western side of Clayton Ridge at its 
junction with Clayton Valley. The northern end of CRPR is located along the western side of Paymaster Ridge 
adjacent to Paymaster Canyon. These faults are combined because Paymaster Ridge and Clayton Ridge are nearly 
continuous topographically. In addition, the two ridges are continuous in their stratigraphic and structural 
characteristics as noted by Y-407 (p. 50).  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Alcatraz Island, Lida Wash, Montezuma Peak SE, Paymaster Canyon, Paymaster 
Ridge, Split Mountain.  

Fault orientation: CRPR strikes generally north-northeast, but the fault curves so that short sections strike 
between northwest and northeast (Y-238; Y-853).  

Fault length: The length of CRPR is 51 km as estimated from Y-853 and 53 km as estimated from Y-238.  
These lengths may be minimum values, because CRPR extends to the edges of both of these map areas at lat 38°N.  

Style of faulting: Y-10 (p. 57-58) reported that some traces of CRPR have dip-slip (normal) displacement 
and steep (70" to 90") northwest dips. On the basis of exposures at one locality on the northeastern end of Clayton 
Ridge, Y- 10 (p. 58) concluded that observed crenulations and slickensides within bedrock shear zones suggest left
lateral oblique displacement.  

Scarp characteristics: CRPR is shown by Y-238 (pl. 1) as primarily west-facing scarps.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: CRPR is portrayed by Y-238 as moderately expressed to prominent lineaments and 
scarps on surfaces of chiefly Quaternary deposits; a few lineaments and scarps are shown on surfaces of Tertiary 
deposits: Some traces of CRPR are shown by Y-238 as faults that are in Quaternary deposits and that were identified 
from -previous mapping.  

For the portion of CRPR that he shows, Y-1032 (table A2, p. A3) noted that the age of the youngest 
displacement is probably middle to early Pleistocene (defined as >200 ka and <1.8 Ma by Y-1032, p. 30). The 
youngest (and also the oldest) unit displaced.along this portion of CRPR is his old-age alluvial-fan deposits 
(Y-1032, table A2, p. A3) with an estimated age of 700 ka to 1.8 Ma (Y-1032, table 3, p. 23). The oldest unit not 
displaced along this section is his intermediate-age alluvial-fan deposits (Y-1032, table A2, p. A3) with an 
estimated age of 15 ka to probably about 200 ka (Y-1032, table 3, p. 23).  

Y-853 portrayed CRPR as one of the major range-front faults in the area; they interpreted these faults as 
displaying evidence for Quaternary activity. Late Quaternary displacement on CRPR is interpreted by Y-1 0 (p. 58) 
from stratigraphic relationships along both Clayton and Paymaster ridges. Upper Pleistocene and Holocene 
alluvial-fan deposits are reported to abut the fronts of these ridges and appear to bury older alluvial--fan deposits 
(Y-10, p. 58). Recurrent Quaternary displacements are inferred by Y-10 (p. 58) from layers of sheared alluvium or 
colluvium that overlie sheared bedrock. On the basis of variations in particle size of, extent of shearing in, and 
degree of cementation of the alluvial or colluvial layers, Y-10 (p. 58) concluded that the layers become younger and 
less disturbed by faulting away from the bedrock. These relationships suggested to them that several episodes of 
displacement have occurred rather than a single episode.
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Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge fault (CRPR) - Continued 

Y-407 (p. 49) inferred that "Clayton Ridge is separated from Clayton Valley by a high--angle fault, which is 
mapped in places, having movement that both pre-dates and post-dates the Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks in the central part of the ridge." 

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: CRPR is portrayed by Y-853 as a major range-bounding fault that borders a 
tectonically active range front that is characterized by "fault juxtaposition of Quaternary alluvium against bedrock, 
fault scarps and lineaments on surficial deposits along or immediately adjacent to range front, a general absence of 
pediments, abrupt piedmont-hillslope transitions, steep bedrock slopes, faceted spurs, wineglass valleys, and 
subparallel systems of high-gradient, narrow, steep-sided canyons orthogonal to range front." 

Analysis: Aeriail photographs (Y-238, p. 2, scales '1:24,000 to I.80,000; Y-853, scales 1:115,000 to 
1:124,000 and 1:58,000; Y- 1032, p. 15, scales -~1:25,000 and -1:60,000). Field reconnaissance (Y- 1032, p. 17-18).  
Field observations at two localities (Y-238, p. 3). Gravity analysis (Y-1032, p. 16). Magnetometer surveys 
(Y-1032, p. 16-17).  

Relationship to other faults: CRPR is approximately parallel to other northeast-striking, major range
bounding faults in the area, such as the Emigrant Peak faults (EPK) along the western side of the Silver Peak Range 
northwest of CRPR, the Montezuma Range fault (MR) along the western side of the Montezuma Range east of 
CRPR, the Clayton-Montezuma Valley fault (CLMV) in an unnamed valley between Clayton and Montezuma 
ridges immediately east of CRPR, and south of CRPR, the East Magruder Mountain fault (EMM) along the eastern 
side of Magruder Mountain and the Lida Valley faults (LV) along the southeastern side of the Palmetto Mountains.  
The eastern end of the northwest-striking Weepah Hills fault (WH), which is along the southern side of the Weepah 
Hills, nearly intersects CRPR at the northern end of Clayton Valley. The structural relationships among all these 
faults are unknown.  

Y-238 (p. 4) speculated that the northeast-striking faults in the area around CRPR could be conjugate shears 
to the northwest-striking Furnace Creek fault (FC). However, on the basis of the limited field work completed by 
them and others, Y-238 (p. 3) noted that the evidence for the left-lateral displacement that would be expected if 
the northeast-striking faults are conjugate shears has not been documented. Alternatively, Y-238 (p. 3) suggested 
that these faults could be an expression of dip-slip displacement perpendicular to a northwest direction of least 
principal stress. On the basis of the fairly consistent down-to--the-northwest displacement along the northeast
striking, range-bounding and intrabasin faults east of FC and west of Pahute Mesa, Y- 10 (p. 60) inferred that these 
faults could be rooted in a detachment fault at depth.
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Clayton Valley fault (CV) 

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-10: Reheis and Noller, 1989; Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 1991 (pl. 1); Y-407: Albers and 
Stewart, 1972 (pl. 1); Y-853: Dohrenwend and others, 1992.  

Location: 132 kmi/3 10* (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37"36'N. and long 117"35 "W.  
(location of closest point). CV is located primarily along the eastern side of Clayton Valley. It also includes fault 
traces in central and western Clayton Valley.  

USGS 7-112" quadrangle: Alcatraz Island, Goat Island, Lida Wash, Lida Wash NW, Lida Wash SW, Oasis 
Divide.  

Fault orientation: CV strikes generally northeast, but the fault curves so that short sections strike between 
northwest and east-northeast (Y-238; Y-853). Fault traces in central and western Clayton Valley strike northeast or 
north-northeast (Y-238).  

Fault length: The length of the part of CV along the eastern side of Clayton Valley is 26 km as estimated 
from Y-853 and 27 km as estimated from Y-238. Fault traces in both central and western Clayton Valley are about 
3.5 km long (estimated from Y-238 and Y-853).  

Style of faulting: No information.  

Scarp characteristics: Most scarps along the part of CV along the eastern side of Clayton Valley are shown 
by Y-238 and Y-853 as northwest-facing. Scarps in central and western Clayton Valley are portrayed by Y-238 as 
both down to the northwest and down to the southeast.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Y-10 (p. 58) noted that fault scarps in Clayton Valley appear to cross surfaces of 
several ages. The part of CV along the eastern side of Clayton Valley is portrayed by Y-853 as scarps on depositional 
or erosional surfaces of early to middle and (or) late Pleistocene age (their Q [-2 surfaces with estimated ages between 
10 ka and 1.5 Ma) and, at one locality, early to middle Pleistocene age (their Qi surfaces with estimated ages 
between 130 ka and 1.5 Ma). Most of CV is shown by Y-238 (pl. 2) as fault traces that are in Quaternary deposits 
and that were identified by previous mapping and, in places, as prominent scarps (primarily) on surfaces of 
Quaternary deposits.- They also portrayed the northeastern end of CV as a lineament around Angel Island.  

Y-407 portrayed fault traces in central and western Clayton Valley as a fault in Pliocene/Miocene sedimentary 
rocks (e.g., shale, siltstone, sandstone, tuff) and as faulted contacts between Cambrian/Ordovician rocks and 
Holocene alluvium, colluvium, and playa deposits (their Qal deposits). The map by Y-407 shows this part of CV as 
concealed by Holocene alluvium, colluvium, and playa deposits (their Qal deposits). Fault traces in this part of CV 
are shown by Y-238 as weakly expressed on surfaces of Quaternary deposits or as prominent on surfaces of Tertiary 
deposits (the ones on surfaces of Tertiary deposits are not shown on pl. 1 of this compilation).  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No range front is associated with CV.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-238, p. 2, scales 1:24,000 to 1:80,000; Y-853, scales 1: 115,000 to 1: 124,000 
and 1:58,000). Compilation by Y-407 of unpublished mapping by Moiola (1962) and by Albers, Stewart, and 
McKee (1960-62).
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Clayton Valley fault (CV) -Continued 

Relationship to other faults: CV is one of several northeast-striking faults within basins in the area, such 
as the Clayton-Montezuma Valley fault (CLMV) in the valley between Clayton Ridge and Montezuma Range east 
of CV. All of these have evidence for Pleistocene displacement (Y-238; Y-853). CV differs from these other faults 
in that the scarps in Clayton Valley "are relatively long and appear to offset surfaces of several ages" (Y- 10, p. 58).  
CV is also approximately parallel to northeast-striking, major range-bounding faults west of Cactus Flat, such as 
the Emigrant Peak faults (EPK) along the western side of the Silver Peak Range northwest of CV, the Montezuma 
Range fault (MR) along the western side of the Montezuma Range east of CV, the Clayton Ridge-Paymaster Ridge 
fault (CRPR) along the western sides of Clayton and Paymaster ridges immediately east of CV, and southeast of 
CV, the Palmetto Mountains-Jackson Wash faults (PMJW) in the valley northeast of Palmetto Mountains, the East 
Magruder Mountain fault (EMM) along the eastern side of Magruder Mountain, and the Lida Valley faults (LV) 
along the eastern side of the Palmetto Mountains and the western side of Magruder Mountain (Y-238; Y-853). * 

Y-238 (p. 3) speculated that the northeast-striking faults in the area around CV could be conjugate shears 
to the northwest-striking Furnace Creek fault (FC). However, on the basis of thelimited field work completed by 
them and others, Y-238 (p. 3) noted that the evidence for the left-lateral displacement that would be expected if 
the northeast-striking faults are conjugate shears has not been documented. Alternatively, Y-238 (p. 3) suggested 
that these faults could be an expression of dip-slip displacement perpendicular to a northwest direction of least 
principal stress. On the basis of the fairly consistent down-to-the-northwest displacement along the northeast
striking, range-bounding and intrabasin faults east of the FC and west of Pahute Mesa, Y-10 (p. 60) inferred that 
these faults could be rooted in a detachment fault at depth.
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Cockeyed Ridge-Papoose Lake fault (CRPL) 

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-232: Cornwall, 1972 (pl. 1); Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pl. 2).  

Location: 53 km/63" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37"03"N. and long 115"55"W.  
(location of closest point). CRPL is located along the northeastern side of Cockeyed Ridge and along the eastern 
sides of unnamed ridges west of Papoose Lake.  

USGS 7-1/2" quadrangle: Jangle Ridge, Paiute Ridge, Papoose Lake.  

Fault orientation: CRPL strikes generally north-northwest (Y-232; Y-813).  

- Fault length: The total length of CRPL is about 21 km as estimated from Y-813, which includes a 5--km
long gap in the surficial expression of the fault south of Cockeyed Ridge.  

Style of faulting:- The southern half of CRPL north of the gap in surficial expregsion is shown by Yý81 3 as 
down to the east. The northern half of this part of CRPL is portrayed by Y-813 as down to the west. The direction 
of displacement for the part of CRPL south of the gap is shown by Y-8 13 as down to the east.  

Scarp characteristics: No information.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: Most of CRPL is shown by Y-813 as faults that are in Quaternary deposits and that 
were identified from previous mapping (primarily) and as weakly expressed lineaments or scarps on surfaces of 
Quaternary deposits. Y-232 portrayed a short portion of one north-northwest-striking fault trace at the southern end 
of CRPL as a faulted contact between Quaternary alluvium (his Qal deposits) and Pliocene and Miocene tuff (his 
Tp unit). Y-813 portrayed a short section (about 1.5 km long) of CRPL along the eastern side of Cockeyed Ridge 
as a fault that is in Tertiary deposits and that was identified from previous mapping.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No information.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000).  

Relationship to other faults: The structural relationship of CRPL to other faults in the area is not known.  
The northern end of CRPL abuts at an oblique angle the southern end of the northeast-striking Emigrant Valley 
North fault (EVN; Y-813). CRPL is approximately parallel to fault traces along the western side of the Halfpint 
Range. These are shown as the Plutonium Valley-North Halfpint Range fault (PVNH) in this compilation (pl. 1).  

Along the western side of the Papoose Range east of Papoose Lake, two west-facing scarps that are shown by 
Y-813 to trend slightly more eastward than CRPL are not included in CRPL (pl. 1).
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Crossgrain Valley faults (CGV)

Plate or figure: Plate 2.  

References: Y-62: Barnes and others, 1982; Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (p]. 3); Y-852: Dohrenwend and others, 
1991.  

Location: 48 km/I 14° (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"40'N. and long 115'58'W.  
(location of closest point). CGV includes several faults within Crossgrain Valley and along the southern side of the 
valley at its junction with North Ridge.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Mercury, Mercury NE.  

Fault orientation: CGV has a curving but generally northeast strike.  

Fault length: The fault along the front of North Ridge is 7 km or 8.5 km long as estimated from Y-852 and 
Y-813., respectively. Faults about 0.5 km north of North Ridge in Crossgr.ain Valley are 1.5 kmrlong (Y-852). Faults 
at the northeastern end of the ridge are about 2 km long as estimated from both Y-813 and Y-852. A fault trace at 
the southwestern end of North Ridge is 3 km long (Y-813).  

Style of faulting: Displacement on the fault along the front of North Ridge is shown by Y-62 as down to the 
northwest and left-lateral. Y-813 portrayed displacement on 2.5 km at the southwestern end and 4.5 km at the 
northeastern end of this fault as left-lateral. Y-813 also showed a fault in Crossgrain Valley at the southwestern end 
of, but north of, North Ridge as left-lateral and down to the northwest. One short section of a fault in Crossgrain 
Valley at the northeastern end of North Ridge is portrayed by Y-813 (pl. 3) as having left-lateral displacement. One 
short section of this same fault is shown as having down-to-the-north displacement (Y-813).  

Scarp characteristics: Y-813 (pl. 3) portrayed a 2-k4m-long section near the center of the fault along the 
front of North Ridge as a northwest-facing scarp. Two sections of the fault in Crossgrain Valley at the northeastern 
end of North Ridge are portrayed by Y-813 (pl. 3) as north-facing scarps.  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: CGV has surficial expression on surfaces of both Quaternary and Tertiary deposits 
according to Y-813 and Y-852. A 2-km-long section of the fault along the front of North Ridge, a 0.5-km-long 
section along the fault in Crossgrain Valley along the southwestern end of North Ridge, and most of the fault in 
Crossgrain Valley along the northeastern end of North Ridge are shown by Y-813 (pl. 3) as moderately to strongly 
expressed lineaments or scarps on surfaces of Quaternary deposits. Y-62 showed the fault along the front of North 
Ridge as displacing pre-Tertiary rocks and as concealed by Quaternary and Tertiary alluvium. Faults north of North 
Ridge in Crossgrain Valley displace Oligocene tuff and limestone and pre-Tertiary rocks but are concealed by 
Quaternary and Tertiary alluvium according to Y-62.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: Faults both along the front of North Ridge and within Crossgrain Valley are 
shown by Y-852 as juxtaposing Quaternary alluvium against bedrock, but not as major range-front faults. The 
morphology of the front of North Ridge is similar to that along a major range-front fault and is characterized by 
"fault juxtaposition of Quaternary alluvium against bedrock, fault scarps and lineaments on surficial deposits along 
or immediately adjacent to range front, a general absence of pediments, abrupt piedmont-hillslope transitions, steep 
bedrock slopes, faceted spurs, wineglass valley, and subparallel systems of high-gradient, narrow, steep-sided 
canyons orthogonal to range front" (Y-852). Although this morphology is similar to that along a major range-front 
fault, the "associated fault systems are significantly less extensive and fault scarps would be substantially lower, 
shorter, and less continuous" (Y-852).  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-852, scale 1:58,000).
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Crossgrain Valley faults (CGV)- Continued 

Relationship to other faults: CGV may be the southwestern extension of the Spotted Range faults (SPR), 
which are located about 5 km east of CGV. However, the Ranger Mountains and the valley of Sandy Wash separate 
CGV from these faults. The strike of CGV is similar that of the Rock Valley fault (RV), located along the southern 
side of Frenchman Flat about 10 km north of CGV. The strike of CGV also is similar to those of the faults along 
Mercury Ridge (MER) about 1.5 km to the north. The structural relationships among these faults are not known.
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Death Valley fault (DV)

Plate or figure: Plate 2.  

References: Y-29: Hamilton, 1988; Y-216: Brogan and others, 1991 (subdivided DV between Salt Springs 
and Ashford Mill into eleven segments on the basis of changes in the strike or character of the fault, p. 3); 
Y-222: Streitz and Stinson, 1974; Y-246: Troxel, 1986; Y-249: Troxel and others, 1986; Y-25 1: Troxel, 1986; 
Y-252: Sylvester and Bie, 1986 (their Artist's Drive fault; p. 41); Y-389: Drewes, 1963 (his Black Mountains fault 
system, which he subdivided into three north-northwest-striking faults (southern, central, northern) that are linked 
by two northeast-striking faults (southern and northern); fig. 2, p. 5, 61-66); Y-390: Hunt and Mabey, 1966; 
Y-391: Denny, 1965; Y-399: Hopper, 1947; Y-402: Drewes, 1959 (his Black Mountains fault system); 
Y-413: Jennings and others, 1962; Y-415: Jennings, 1985 (his Death Valley sheet); Y-42 1: McAllister, 1970 (shows 
the part of DV north of Gower Gulch); Y-427: Hart and others, 1989; Y-429: Wills, 1989 (his Death Valley fault 
zone between Furnace Creek and-Shore Line Butte); Y-467: Curry, 1.954 (his Frontal-fault; description of turtleback 
surfaces); Y-468: Noble and Wright, 1954; Y-471: Burchfiel and Stewart, 1966; Y-472: Butler and others, 1988; 
Y-473: Hill and Troxel, 1966; Y-474: Hooke, 1972 (his Black Mountain fault; subdivided alluvial-fan deposits into 
seven stratigraphic units; used characteristics of alluvial fans and pluvial features on the eastern and western sides 
of Death Valley to infer a tilting history for a structural block that includes both the Panamint Range and Death 
Valley); Y-594: Fleck, 1970 (his Death Valley fault zone is shown as approximately located in the central part of 
Death Valley; DV is referred to as the frontal fault of the Black Mountains); Y-597: Wright and others, 1974; 
Y-746: Wright and Troxel, 1954 (maps 7 and 8); Y-779: Cole, 1984 (measured topographic profiles of alluvial 
surfaces and active washes along Willow Creek and three small drainages between Willow Creek and Sheep 
Canyon); Y-805: Keener and others, 1990; Y-880: Curry, 1938; Y-976: Wills, 1989; Y-1020: Jennings, 1992 (his 
Death Valley fault zone, fault #248); Y-1039: Keener and others, 1993; Y- 1040: Miller, 1991 (his active segment of 
the Badwater Turtleback fault; relationship between DV and his older turtleback segments); Y- 1043: Pavlis and 
others, 1993 (attempted to explain* the geometry of DV and older faults along the Mormon Point turtleback); 
Y-1048: Holm and Wernicke, 1990; Y- 1150: Hunt, 1960 (survey of archaeology sites in and adjacent to Death 
Valley; used by Y-390 to assess the age of faulting in Death Valley); Y- 1153: Noble, 1926; Y- 1248: Holm and others, 
1993; Y-1307: Curry, 1938 (named the "turtleback" surfaces along the western front of the Black Mountains).  

Location: 55 krn/220" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 36"28"N. and long I 16"50'W.  
(location of closest point). DV is located along the base of the western side of the Black Mountains and the eastern 
side of Death Valley between about Furnace Creek Wash on the north and Shoreline Butte on the south.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Badwater, Dantes View, Devils Golf Course, Furnace Creek, Gold Valley, Mormon 
Point, Shore Line Butte.  

Fault orientation: Most sections of DV strike between N. 4" W. and N. 28" W. (Y-216, p. 13-18). Exceptions 
are the Willow Creek section of Y-216 (p. 17), which strikes N. 53' E., and the Mustard Canyon section, which 
strikes N 55" W (Y-216, p. 14). Y-429 (p. 1) distinguished DV from the northwest-striking Furnace Creek fault 
(FC) to the north and the Southern Death Valley fault (SDV) to the south by its more northerly strike.  

Y-389 (p. 63) reported that dips of 40" W. to 55" W. are common on individual fault planes of DV, but that dips 
of up to 75' SW. were observed southwest of Badwater and near Mormon Point. Y-I 153 (p. 425) noted that fault 
planes, where they are exposed in bedrock, are nearly vertical. On the basis of near-vertical fault scarps on alluvial 
surfaces and a steep fault-line scarp, Y-1040 (p. 374) inferred that DV near Badwater dips at least 60" W.  

Fault length: Estimates of the length of DV range between 51 and 104 kin, as described below. Differences 
in the length estimates result from differences in interpreting the end points of DV with the Southern Death Valley 
fault (SDV) to the south and the Furnace Creek fault (FC) to the north.  

Y-389 (p. 61) reported a length of 64 to 104 km (40 to 65 miles) for DV (his Black Mountains fault system).
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Death Valley fault (DV) - Continued

The map of Y-216 (pls. 3 and 4) shows DV to have nearly continuous expression from west-facing scarps 
between Furnace Creek Wash and Mormon Point for a minimum length of about 51 km as estimated from 
Y-216 (pls. 3 and 4). This includes a 6-km-long section of DV north of Natural Bridge, where the map by Y-216 
(pl. 3) shows little surficial expression of DV.  

Y-216 (fig. 2, p. 4) extended DV south of Mormon Point to the southern limit of their map area near Shore 
Line Butte. They recognized little geomorphic expression for lateral displacement on this section, but noted 
vertical scarps similar in size to those north of Mormon Point (Y-216, pl. 4). If DV extends to near Shore Line 
Butte, a section about 17 km long, then the length of DV would be about 68 km as estimated from Y-216 (pl. 4).  
However, Y-429 (p. 8, fig. 3e, locality I) and Y-473 both reported evidence for right-lateral displacement on this 
portion of DV. This type of displacement is similar to that on the northwest-striking SDV south of Shore Line 
Butte. This section could instead be the northern part of SDV or a transitional section between DV and SDV.  

Y-216 (fig. 2, p. 4) extended DV north of Furnace Creek Wash to Salt Springs, although the-fault in this area 
is expressed as scattered scarps, some trending north (similar to the strike of DV to the south) and some trending 
northwest (similar to the strike of FC to the north; Y-216, pls. 2 and 3). The portion of the fault between Furnace 
Creek Wash and Salt Springs is about 11 km long as estimated from Y-216 (pls. 2 and 3) and would increase the 
length of DV to 79 km. The map by Y-216 (pl. 2) shows no surficial expression of either DV or FC between Salt 
Springs and a northwest-trending vegetation lineament, which appears to be surficial expression of FC. This 
lineament is located about 4 km north of Salt Springs. If DV extends to this lineament, then the entire length of 
DV could be about 83 km.  

Y-429 (p. 6, fig. 3a, locality 1) noted that the northernmost well-defined surface trace of DV is just south of 
the Harmony Borax Works about 4 km north-northwest of Furnace Creek. This interpretation would make DV 
about 72 km long between this scarp and near Shore Line Butte.  

Lengths of individual scarps associated with DV range between 2.3 and 13.1 km (Y-216, table 4, p. 21).  

Style of faulting: Displacement on DV has been predominantly dip-slip (normal) according to Y-216 
(p. 13), Y-389 (p. 61), and Y-429 (p. 2). DV dips generally west (Y-389, p. 61; Y-429, p. 2). Y-216 (p. 18, table 4, 
p. 21) noted some evidence for right-lateral displacement, but only on his Badwater turtleback and Copper Canyon 
sections.  

Y-429 (p. 6) called DV a "right-oblique fault with the west side down." He (Y-429, p. 6, fig: 3a) noted two 
northwest-trending, en echelon anticlines, one at Mustard Canyon and the other south of the Harmony Borax 
Works. (This sections is north of Furnace Creek Wash and could be part of FC instead of DV.) He (Y-429, p. 6) 
interpreted the anticlines to be the result of right-lateral displacement. On the basis of oblique-slip striations on 
some fault surfaices, Y-473 (p. 436) inferred a component of right-lateral slip on northeast-striking faults along the 
Black Mountains (e.g., north of Mormon Point). Y-429 (p. 6) reasoned that numerous small gullies that cross DV 
at about 30° clockwise to the fault scarp south of Breakfast Canyon indicate right-lateral displacement (e.g., 
tension fractures or reidel shears along a right-lateral fault). Y-429 noted right-lateral deflection of small 
drainages along DV east of Desolation Canyon (p. 6, fig. 3a, locality 4) and along a northwest-striking section of 
DV south of Copper Canyon (p. 7, figs. 2b and 3d, locality 9). Because deposition has been concentrated on the 
southwestern sides of alluvial fans between Badwater and Copper canyons, Y-474 (p. 2096) inferred that the 
youngest displacements on DV have been right-lateral strike slip.  

Y-389 (fig. 2, p. 5, 56, 61) inferred a fault near the axis of Death Valley (his Death Valley fault zone) and 
suggested that the north-northwest-striking faults along the front of the Black Mountains (part of his Black 
Mountains fault system) splay away from his inferred fault within the valley and are connected to each other by 
shorter, northeast-striking faults along the mountain front (also part of his Black Mountains fault system).  

Y-1 153 (p. 427) described DV as irregular in detail, with a zig-zag pattern that results from a succession of 
faults that displace each other and create indented "cusps" along the front of the Black Mountains. Similarly, 
Y-29 (p. 76) suggested that DV is not likely a single steep range-front fault, but is probably "a series of step faults 
or the downdip continuation of the turtleback faults or a combination of steep and gentle faults."
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Death Valley fault (DV) - Continued

Y-429 (p. 7, fig. 3c) interpreted a graben, which is up to 3 m deep, at the toe of the alluvial fan: 
Badwater to be the result of lateral spreading and liquefaction of sand beds within alluvium.  

Scarp characteristics: Maximum vertical separations estimated across scarps on late Holocer. i 
2 ka; QI B; table 2, p. 8) surfaces (these are the youngest surfaces with scarps) range between 0.15 m c.: 
fault trace of DV along the Badwater turtleback section ofY-216 (table 4, p. 21, pl. 3) and 3.0 m along, 
Springs section of Y-216 (north of Furnace Creek Wash; table 4, p. 21, pl. 2). The maximum slope angi.  
scarp along the Salt Springs section is 31 * (Y-216, table 4, p. 21). The maximum slope angle teported b, 
(table 4, p. 21) for scarps on late Holocene surfaces is 57* for a scarp with a maximum vertical separation 
This is on the Golden Canyon section of Y-216 (just south of Furnace Creek Wash) and may represent t-,..  
rupturing events according to Y-216 (table 4, p. 21, pl. 3).  

Maximum vertical separations across scarps on earlier Holocene (2 ka to 10 ka; Qic; table 2, p. 8) 
along the mainjtrace of.DV range between 1.5 m along the Black Mountains section. of Y-216 and 5.0 m .
Artists Drive section of Y-216 (table 4, p. 2 1, pl. 3). The maximum slope angles for these scarps are about 
48% respectively (Y-216, table 4, p. 21).  

The highest Holocene scarps observed by Y-429 (p. 7, fig. 3c, locality-6) are at Badwater, where he rep" 
that scarps are 10 m high and have free faces 3 to 4 m high.  

Maximum vertical separations across scarps on Pleistocene (>10 ka; Q2) surfaces (Y-216, table 2, p. 8) a[&,, 
the main trace of DV range between 6.6 m along the North Ashford Mill section of Y-216 and 15 m along the (,; 
Canyon turtleback section of Y-216 (table 4, p. 21, pl. 4). Maximum slope angles for these two scarps are -: 
90", respectively (Y-216, table 4, p. 21).  

Y- 1153 (p. 427) noted that five alluvial fans along DV have scarps and that some of these scarps are 6 m (20 
high.  

Displacement (vertical): Estimates of vertical displacement on DV range between 2 mm and 20 :."n-, 
estimates are based on a variety of stratigraphic and structural markers of different ages, as noted in the foliowi; 
paragraphs in which displacements are discussed in order of decreasing unit age.  

Y-976 (p. 197) estimated a total vertical displacement of about 5 km (about 3 miles) in central Deat:.h 
by adding the height of the Black Mountains (about 1,525 m; about 5,000 ft) and the thickness of the valle;y fi1'.  
was estimated by Y-390 (about 3,000 m; about 10,000 ft).  

On the basis of geobarometric, metamorphic, and structural data, Y-1048 (p. 523) estimated 10 to 20 irr, 
uplift of the Black Mountains south of Badwater.  

Y-594 (p. 2811) suggested that as much as 2,288 m (7,500 ft) of structural relief has resulted since depsitii.:.  
of the Furnace Creek Formation began about 6.3 Ma (p. 2810) and that this formation has been vertically displaced 
at least 305 m (1,000 ft) along DV. He (p. 2811) also noted that the Artist Drive Formation has been vertically 
displaced as much as 1,525 m (5,000 ft).  

Y-389 (p. 63) estimated vertical displacement on DV using topographic evidence because footwall rocks are 
not exposed in the hanging wall. From observations that prominent triangular facets along the front of the Black 
Mountains are about 610 m (2,000 ft) high and that higher ridges about 3 km (2 miles) east of the front are about 
1,525 m (5,000 ft) above Death Valley, Y-389 (p. 63) concluded that the minimum vertical displacement on DV is 
probably "in the order of [1 ,220 m] 4,000 ft." He (Y-3 89, p. 63, 65) estimated that the maximum total vertical 
displacement is about 3 km (2 miles). This estimate is based on (1) gravity studies (citing Mabey, 1959, Y-1364, 
and Mabey, written commun., no date given) that suggest that Cenozoic fill in the central part of Death Valley i6 
1,525 to 2,135 m (5,000 to 7,000 ft) thick, (2) the assumption that this fill is probably thicker along the eastern edge 
of Death Valley since the valley has been tilted eastward, (3) the 3,660 m (12,000 ft) thickness of deposits in Copper 
Canyon basin (a small structural basin), and (4) using half of the suspected thickness of 3,050 to 4,575 m (10,000 to 
15,000 ft) for the thickness of fill in Death Valley adjacent to the Black Mountains (Y-389, p. 63-65).  

Y-391 (p. 32) reported that the Black Mountains have been uplifted along DV "several thousand feet relative 
to the valley floor" and speculated that >30 m (> 100 ft) of this amount occurred during "'the last few thousand years."
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Death Valley fault (DV) - Continued

Using the fault scarps and range-front facets preserved along the Black Mountains, Y-389 (p. 65) suggested 
that the minimum displacement represented by the range front occurred during at least six events that resulted in 
cumulative vertical separations of 763 m (2,500 ft) in crystalline rocks, 397 m (1,300 ft) in fanglomerates of the 
Pliocene(?) Copper Canyon formation, 46 m (150 ft) in older Pleistocene gravel deposits near Mormon Point, 14 m 
(45 ft) in younger Pleistocene or Holocene gravel deposits, and about 1.5 m (about 5 ft) in all but the youngest 
gravel deposits.  

Total vertical relief is 200 m across a dissected west-facing fault scarp at the Black Mountains range front 
along their North Ashford Mill section of DV (about 8 km south of Mormon Point; Y-216, p. 17). Vertical relief 
across fault scarps on surfaces of interlayered basalt, breccia, and fanglomerate thought by Noble (1941, Y-40 [) to 
be Pliocene(?) is 80 m along DV east of Cinder Hill on the northern-part of their South Ashford Mill section (about 
13 km south of Mormon Point and just north of Shore Line Butte; Y-216, p. 18).  

Y-390 (p. A71-A72) suggested that shorelines and lake gravels (shingled) that are associated with a late 
Pleistocene stand of Lake Manly that they th6ught occurired during the Wisconsin (tentative correlation of the lake 
stand to the Tahoe glaciation in the Sierra Nevada) have been deformed between Mesquite Flat and Shore Line 
Butte. They (Y-390, p. A72) proposed eastward tilting of 61 m (200 ft) and northward tilting of 92 m (300 ft) on 
the basis of differences in the present elevations of the shorelines and lake deposits that they thought correlated to 
a single lake stand.  

Using the present elevations of tufa and strandlines on the eastern side of Death Valley (on the uplifted 
footwall of DV) and on the western side of the valley, Y-474 (p. 2073, 2091) estimated a total post-Wisconsin 
(since about 10 ka to 11 ka; p. 2086) displacement of about 63 m on DV.  

The maximum vertical separation that is reported by Y-216 (table 4, p. 21) is 15 m across a scarp on a 
Pleistocene surface (> 10 ka; Q2; table 2, p. 8). This is along their Copper Canyon turtleback section (Y-216).  

The maximum vertical separation that is reported by Y-216 (table 4, p. 2 1) across the main trace of DV on 
surfaces thought to be Holocene (<10 ka; QIB and Qic; table 2, p. 8) is 5.0 m along their Artists Drive section 
(Y-216, table 4, p. 21).  

Y-390 (p. A 100) reported that the eastern shoreline of a lake that they inferred existed in Death Valley about 
2 ka (see Age of Displacement) is about 6 m (20 ft) lower than the western shoreline of this same lake. They 
(Y-390, p. A 100) inferred that this tilting occurred abruptly, because concentric salt rings associated with the salt 
pan related to the lake are crowded against the eastern side of the Badwater Basin and because they thought that 
the tilting was related to the formation of a 3-m--high (10-ft-high) Holocene fault scarp along the base of the Black 
Mountains. The tilting of the shoreline is reflected in the differences in the geomorphology of alluvial fans on the 
eastern and western sides of Death Valley (Y-390, p. 106). Those on the eastern side are small; those on the western 
side are long and high (Y-390, p. 106). The tilting is also reflected by the smooth, aggrading nature ofthe drainages 
on theeastern side of Death Valley in the vicinity of Badwater and by the deeply entrenched (dissected) channels 
of the Amargosa River and its tributaries on the western side of the valley in this area. Y-391 (p. 37, pls. 4 and 5) 
also interpreted the differences in the size and morphology of alluvial fans on the western side (relatively large, 
gentle, incised fans that include large remnants of older varnished surfaces) and eastern side (relatively small, 
steep, undissected fans that include only small, scattered remnants of older varnished surfaces) as reflecting 
Quaternary deformation and eastward tilting of the floor of Death Valley as suggested by Y-390.  

A level line established in 1970 across DV about 2 km south of Furnace Creek Wash (the Golden Canyon 
section of Y-216, pl. 3) and periodically resurveyed recorded about 2 mm of vertical displacement across the fault 
between 1978 and 1984 (Y-252, p. 41).  

Displacement (right-lateral): Right-lateral displacements are reported by Y-216 (table 4, p. 21) at only 
two localities. Maximum right-lateral separations are 3.6 m along the Copper Canyon turtleback section of Y-216 
and 0.2 m along the Badwater turtleback section of Y-216. Both of these displacements are on older Holocene 
(2 ka to 10 ka; Qic; table 2, p. 8) surfaces and both are measured across branch faults rather than the main trace of 
DV.
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Death Valley fault (DV) - Continued

Y-429 (p. 7, fig. 2b and 3d, locality 9) reported 1.8 to 3.6 m of right-lateral displacement for a gully on a 
northwest-striking section of DV south of Copper Canyon.  

Age of displacement: The youngest displacement on most of DV is latest Holocene. A level line established 
by Y-252 (p. 41) in 1970 across DV about 2 km south of Furnace Creek Wash (the Golden Canyon section of Y-216, 
pl. 3) suggests that displacement continues.  

Y-216 (p. 19) speculated that the youngest surface rupture on DV occurred on their Golden Canyon section 
(immediately south of Furnace Creek Wash) and miy be nearly historical. They based this age estimate on the lack 
of varnish on the youngest disrupted surface, the preservation of scarps that have free faces that "persist only a few 
hundred to a few thousand years," and on the gradational contact between faulted .and unfaulted alluvium (Y-216, 
p. 15). Y-976 (p. 198) noted that the "fresh scarps are especially well developed near the mouth of Golden Canyon." 
Y-389 (p. 61) observed that DV between about 2.5 km north of Badwater and about- 8 km south of Mormon Point is.  
either exposed, covered by only a thin veneer of gravel, or associated with "young fault scarps." 

Y-390 (p. A 100-A 101, figs. 72 and 73) suggested that the youngest surface rupture on DV about 2 km south 
of Furnace Creek Wash (between Breakfast Canyon and Golden Canyon on the Golden Canyon section of Y-216) 
must be prehistoric because Indian mesquite storage pits have been constructed in "colluvium that overlaps the 
scarp" (Y-390, p. A100; Y-1 150, p. 178-179, site 85-56, circle D). The circular pits were probably built during or 
after Death Valley III occupation (Y- 1150, p. 1-2, 177, since 2 ka). Y- 1150 (p. 178) concluded that the surface 
rupture that formed the fault scarp was "sufficiently older than the circles for the [scarp] to have weathered enough 
to produce the colluvial slope." 

Y-1 153 (p. 425) noted that "parts of [the] huge scarps [along DV] are fresher than any other scarps of similar 
magnitude in the West," but no specific location is given.  

The youngest surfaces reported by Y-216 (table 4, p. 21) to lack scarps along DV are younger than 0.2 ka 
(table 2, p. 8, their QIA surfaces).  

The only disrupted surface that Y-216 reported as having any age control is the surface with the 3-m--high 
scarp along their Salt Springs section, which is the northernmost of their sections along DV (Y-216, p. 13, 19). This 
scarp crosscuts a lake shoreline (Lake Manly) that dates from about 2 ka, for which Y-216 (p. 13) cited Y-390 and 
Y- 1150. Y-390 (p. A70-A82) reported that this shoreline, at elevation 240 ft below sea level, is interpreted from "the 
upper limit of highly saliferous ground" (p. A79). The 2-ka age estimate for this lake is based on artifacts contained 
in sand dunes that overlie the lake floor on the western side of Badwater Basin (west of Badwater about 35 km south 
of Salt Springs; Y-390, p. A82, A87). The artifacts are from Death Valley III and IV occupations as interpreted by 
Y-1150 (p. 2, 111-112, 163-166) and noted by Y-390 (p. A82, A87).  

Y-2 16 (p. 19) concluded that three or more late Holocene surface ruptures have occurred on DV as indicated 
by displacements of late Holocene alluvium (his QI B unit with an estimated age of 0.2 ka to 2 ka).  

Y-216 (p. 18) recognized Holocene surface rupture on all of DV except for their Mustard Canyon section, 
which is located near the northern end of the fault as interpreted by Y-216 (between the Park Service facilities at 
Cow Creek and about 2 km north of Furnace Creek Ranch), and their Artists Drive section, which is between Natural 
Bridge and Mushroom Rock.  

Y-1020 portrayed nearly all of DV (between Furnace Creek Wash or Salt Springs and south of Jubilee Pass) 
as having Holocene (<l 0 ka) displacement. Y-429 (p. 1) noted that the evidence for Holocene displacement on DV 
is "abundant." Fault traces on the western side of Death Valley and some on the eastern side of Death Valley are 
shown as Holocene (:510 ka) by Y-1020, based on the presence of sag ponds and fault scarps that show little erosion.  

Y-429 (p. 7) noted that the alluvial fan with a scarp 10 m high at Badwater has only weak varnish and little or 
no carbonate in the associated soil suggesting a Holocene age for the disrupted surface.
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Death Valley fault (DV) - Continued

Y-474 (p. 2073, 2077, 2086) interpreted segments (breaks in slope) of alluvial fans on the western and 
eastern sides of Death Valley as indicating six episodes of tilting in Death Valley, three of which occurred after the 
last major high stand of Lake Manly (his Blackwelder stand) that was interpreted by him to have ended between 
about 10 ka and 1 ka. Y-474 (p. 2073) suggested that "distinct tectonic events" occurred at about 0.2 ka, 1 ka, 
6 ka, 17 ka, 30 ka, and 42 ka. These ages were derived from estimating volumes of sediment deposited after each 
tilting event.  

Fault traces on the western side and in the central part of the valley are shown by Y- 1020 as late Quaternary 
with displacement since 700 ka. This age estimate was based on features that are similar to but less distinct than 
those suggesting Holocene displacement (Y- 1020).  

Some fault traces are shown by Y-1020 as Quaternary, undifferentiated, with displacement since 1.6 Ma.  
Y-389 (p. 65-66) concluded that displacement on DV has recurred at least six times since Miocene(?) to early 

Pliocene. He speculated that.(1) the oldest displacement, which includes three stages, occurred in the Miocene(?) 
to early Pliocene, because this displacement postdates older volcanics and predates the Copper Canyon formation; 
(2) the second and third displacements occurred in early(?) or middle Pleistocene and in middle(?) Pleistocene, 
respectively, because these displacements postdate Funeral Formation and predate gravels of Lake Manly; (3) the 
fourth displacement occurred in late(?) Pleistocene, because it postdates gravels of Lake Manly and predates 
poorly indurated gravels; (4) the fifth displacement occurred in late Pleistocene or Holocene, because it postdates 
poorly indurated gravels and predates Holocene gravels, and (5) the sixth displacement occurred in the Holocene 
and disrupts all but the youngest gravels (Y-389, p. 66).  

Y-594 (p. 2,811) concluded that most of the vertical displacement on DV probably occurred since about 
6 Ma (before deposition of the Furnace Creek Formation), although Death Valley may have begun to form before 
this time.  

The maximum age for the onset of faulting is assumed by Y-216 to be middle Miocene on the basis of K
Ar ages for displaced volcanics believed to be coeval with faulting.  

Slip rate: An apparent vertical slip rate of 1.5 mm/yr is estimated for the Salt Springs section of Y-216 (part 
of DV?), using the 3 m vertical displacement of a 2,000-yr--old shoreline as reported by Y-216 (table 4, p. 21).  
Using the range of maximum vertical separations of 0.15 to 2.3 m in deposits estimated to be 0.2 ka to 2 ka (their 
Q I B deposits, table 2, p. 8) as reported by Y-216 (table 4, p. 21) for DV south of Furnace Creek Wash, the apparent 
vertical slip rate ranges between 0.08 to 11.5 mm/yr for this portion of DV during the late Holocene. Using the 
range of maximum vertical surface separations of 1,5 to 5 m that is reported by Y-216 (table 4, p. 21) for older 
Holocene (2 ka to 10 ka) surfaces, an apparent vertical slip rate of 0.15 to 2.5 mm/yr is estimated for DV during 
the Holocene.

Y-389 (p. 66) suggested that the vertical slip rate on DV has increased since middle Miocene(?). This 
suggestion is based on estimates of minimum displacement in rocks or deposits, which yield the following "crude" 
estimates of the minimum average vertical slip rates (Y-389, p. 66): 0.03 mm/yr (100 ft/l myr) since middle 
Miocene, 0.08 mm/yr (250 ft/I myr) since middle Pliocene, 0.12 mm/yr (400 ft/i myr) since middle Pleistocene, 
and 0.23 mm/yr (750 ft/I myr) since latest Pleistocene. Although Y-389 (p. 66) indicated little confidence in the 
actual values, he concluded that the general increase in the rates is significant.  

Using differences in elevation of tufa and strandlines thought to correlate with stands of Lake Manly, Y-474 
(p. 2093-2096) estimated late Pleistocene tilting rates on DV. From his estimate of the present tilting rate 
(0.0 16/ 1,000 yr) and the assumption that the axis of tilting is 25 km west of DV, Y-474 (p. 2096) estimated a 
vertical slip rate of 7 mm/yr for DV since late Pleistocene.  

Recurrence interval: Assuming that three or more surface ruptures have occurred on DV during the late 
Holocene (<2 ka) as reported by Y-216 (p. 19), the maximum recurrence interval for surface-rupturing events is 
about 650 yr. Y-216 concluded this number of events from three distinct scarps that are preserved on late 
Pleistocene surfaces. They inferred that these scarps represent three separate events on their Artists Drive section.
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Death Valley fault (DV)- Continued

Range-front characteristics: Y- 1153 (p. 425) described the front of the Black Mountains adjacent to DV as 
"exceedingly rugged" and noted that it "rises abruptly from the valley floor." He (Y- 1153, p. 425-426) described the 
front, from its base above the alluvial scarps upward, as composed of (1) a small vertical cliff, which marks the 
recent fault just above the valley floor, (2) a relatively steep escarpment (just above the cliff) that slopes 35' and that 
is dissected by parallel drainages that are "deep, straight, and acutely V-shaped," and (3) a gentler escarpment that 
slopes 25' and that has a relatively subdued and rounded topographic form. Y-1 153 (p. 426) attributed this 
configuration to recurrent "earth-movement" with the more recent movements recorded by the vertical cliff and 
scarps on the alluvial fans immediately west of the range front.  

Y-389 (p. 63-64, fig. 11) noted that the western front of the Black Mountains adjacent to DV and above fault 
scarps on alluvial fans is linear, abrupt, and-faceted. He (Y-389, p. 63-64) recognized two groups of facets: a lower 
group that is steeper and less dissected than an upper group. Facets in the lower group have an average slope of 40° 
to 45' toward the valley, are trapezoidal, are prieser'ved along the lowermost 61 m (200 ft) of the range front, and are 
associated with gravel remnants preserved above the facets (Y-389, p. 63). Facets in the upper group slope 35' to 
40, are triangular, and are positioned between the lower group of facets and elevations of 427 to 671 m (1,400 to 
2,200 fi). Y-389 (p. 63) interpreted these facets, possibly along with straight ridge segments that slope 20" to 30' 
for 305 to 610 m (1,000 to 2,000 ft) above the upper facets, to be the result of recurrent displacements on DV, tilting 
of the footwall, and subsequent erosion.  

Three portions of the western front of the Black Mountains (at Mormon Point, Copper Canyon, and Badwater) 
are marked by "smooth, broadly convex, slightly eroded surfaces" that rise "thousands of feet toward or to the crest 
of the range" (Y- 1307, p. 1875). These structural and topographic features, which were named "turtleback" surfaces 
by Y-1307 (p. 1875) because their form resembles a land tortoise, were interpreted by Y-1307 (p. 1875) to represent 
late Tertiary, warped thrust faults (called turtleback faults by Y-467, p. 54) "from which the hanging wall has been 
largely stripped." These exhumed surfaces slope between 15" and 60%, but are rarely >32" (Y-1307, p. 1875). The 
facets described above are on the sides of the Copper Canyon and Badwater turtlebacks (Y-467, p. 58-59).  

Y-1040 (p. 372) interpreted the facets on the Badwater turtleback as "three distinct west-dipping faults that 
decrease in age and increase in dip westward." He (Y-1040, p. 372) called these faults from older (highest on the 
range front) to youngest (lowest on the range front) as the low-angle segment, the frontal segment, and the active 
segment (DV). The upper, low-angle segment is planar, dips 17" W., and is locally disrupted by younger faults 
"(Y-1040, p. 374). The intermediate, frontal segment, which cuts the low-angle segment, dips between 35' and 
54" W. or WSW. and juxtaposes remnants of Tertiary volcanic rocks and Quaternary(?) alluvial-fan deposits above 
the fault against mylonitic, mostly Precambrian rocks below the fault (Y-1040, p. 374).  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-216, p. 3, scale -1:12,000 (low-sun-angle); Y-389, p. 3 (vertical black and 
white and low-angle oblique color); Y-390, p. A7-A8; Y-429, p. 10, scale 1: 12,000 (low-sun-angle), 1:20,000, and 
1:24,000). Geomorphic interpretation made using low-sun-angle aerial photography (Y-427, p. 8). Mapping at a 
scale of 1:24,000 (Y-429, p. 5). Aerial reconnaissance (Y-390, p. A8). Field reconnaissance (Y-216, p. 3; Y-429, 
p. 5-6). Subdivision of DV into eleven sections based on the orientation of the fault, the apparent age of faulting, 
the width of the fault zone, the 'pattern of faulting, and the position of the fault relative to the range front (Y-216, 
p. 3-4, fig. 2, pls. 2-4). Subdivision of Quaternary geomorphic surfaces into relative-age groups based primarily on 
surface characteristics and topographic position (Y-2 16, p. 5, 8, table 2, 4 groups; Y-474, p. 2073, 7 groups). Field 
examination (Y-216, p. 3-5; Y-427, p. 8;). Compilation of published and unpublished literature (Y-427, p. 8).  
Geologic field mapping (Y-389, p. 3 (work done between 1956 and 1958 and included plane table and alidade and 
1:48,000-scale topographic base); Y-390, p. A7-A8 (using ground traverses); Y-474, p. 2073 (work done between 
1967 and 1970)). Interpretation of geomorphic features (Y-216, p. 3-5). Surveying of level lines 300 to 500 m long 
and arranged perpendicular to the fault (Y-252, p. 41). Topographic profiles on alluvial fans (Y-474, p. 2081).
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Death Valley fault (DV) - Continued

Relationship to other faults: The relationship between DV and the turtlebacks or turtleback faults has 
received much speculation. Y-467 (p. 58) noted that DV (his Frontal fault)joins the turtleback faults at Badwater 
and south of Copper Canyon but does not cut either turtleback. From these relationships he (Y-467, p. 58) 
suggested that DV "may coincide with the turtleback fault at depth, and that there may have been recurrent normal 
movement on the west flanks of both turtlebacks." Y-1040 (p. 374) concluded that DV (his active segment of the 
Badwater Turtleback fault) intersects the lower-angle faults above DV on the Badwater turtleback (his frontal 
segment of the Badwater Turtleback fault) because DV (1) dips more steeply than the frontal segment, (2) is 
younger than the frontal segment, and (3) is similar in position to that of an active fault (DV) interpreted by Y-805 
(p. 34) on the Mormon Point Turtleback fault. Y-805 (p. 34) observed that Quaternary fault scarps at Mormon 
Point are coincident with an abrupt increase in gradient that they interpreted from gravity and magnetic data. From 
this observation, they (Y-805, p. 34) concluded that the faults associated with the Quaternary scarps "probably 
project at depth to a steeply dipping fault that cuts" a shallow-dipping portion of their Mormon Point fault system.  
The shallow-dipping portion sepiarates crystalline rocks from deformed Quaternary(?) gravels (Y-805, p. 34).  
Y-1039 (p. 330) interpreted geophysical data as indicating that a northeast-striking, low-angle fault along the 
northern side of Mormon Point (their segment 5) is'displaced by approximately parallel, younger, nioderate-to-
high-angle faults (their segment 2; part of DV). Y-251 (fig. 1, p. 38) sketched an exposure that is located about 
1.6 km (about I mile) south of Mormon Point and that shows that west-dipping, relatively steep, west-side-down 
normal faults flatten and merge with the west-dipping, relatively low-angle turtleback fault. Although the 
relatively steep normal faults have orientations similar to that of DV, the relationship between the trace of DV that 
is associated with young fault scarps (west of the normal faults observed at this locality) and the turtleback fault is 
not exposed at this locality. Y-402 (p. 1506-1508) proposed that relatively recent displacement on DV (his Black 
Mountains fault system) allowed blocks of fanglomerate to slide toward Death Valley along the turtleback faults 
during the late Pliocene or early Pleistocene.  

Y-1043 (p. 267, 270) concluded that the irregular geometry of the Quaternary ruptures along DV in the 
vicinity of Mormon Point is derived from the complex geometry of older faults at this locality and the rotation of 
these older faults (now preserved in the footwall of the active fault trace) during repeated ruptures.  

Fault scarps are preserved on Quaternary surfaces on the western side of Death Valley opposite DV. Y-216 
(p. 13) concluded that the main fault is along the eastern side of the valley.  

DV is part of a fault system that is >300 km long (Y-216, p. 1). Other faults in the system are the Fish Lake Valley fault (FLV), the Furnace Creek fault (FC), and the Southern Death Valley fault (SDV). Y-390 (fig. 71, 
p. A 100) suggested that DV is cut off on the north by FC and on the south by SDV (their Confidence Hills fault 
zone). Y-471 (p. 439-440) concluded that right-lateral displacement on northwest-striking FC and SDV (their 
Death Valley fault zone) has caused extension that has caused a "pulling apart" of the two sides of central Death 
Valley along a north trend. Y-473 (p. 435-436) suggested that geologic structures in the Death Valley region are 
products of northwest--southeast extension and northeast-southwest horizontal shortening on a system of strike
slip faults and that extensional features along DV are compatible with this interpretation.  

On the basis of the marked differences between the large structural block of the Black Mountains and adjacent structural blocks (e.g., a near absence of Paleozoic rocks in the Black Mountains), Y-389 (p. 56) proposed 
that large, north-striking faults inferred in Death Valley (his Death Valley fault zone along the axis of the valley 
between near Furnace Creek and the Owlshead Mountains) and in the Amargosa Valley (his Shoshone fault zone) 
connect two large, northwest-striking faults, FC and SDV (his Confidence Hills fault zone). In addition, Y-389 
(p. 56) suggested that if these faults are related physically and temporally, then they are probably also related 
genetically.  

Y- 1153 (p. 425) noted similarities in the strike, geomorphic expression, and recency of displacement 
between DV and the Panamint Valley fault (PAN) along the western side of the Panamint Range about 40 km 
(25 miles) west of DV and suggested that the faults have a "common origin."
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Deep Springs fault (DS)

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-238: Reheis and Noller, 1991 (pl. 2; show only that portion of DS north of about lat 3721 'N.  
and east of long 118"W., which are the boundaries of their map area); Y-427: Hart and others, 1989; Y-484: McKee 
and Nelson, 1967 (show only that portion of DS east of long 118"W., which is the boundary of their map area); 
Y-651: Reheis and McKee, [1991]; Y-762: Bryant, 198,8 (preliminary report revised in Y-1033), 
Y-853: Dohrenwend and others, 1992 (show only that portion of DS east of long 118"W., which is the boundary of 
their map area); Y-861: Lustig,;1965 (does not show DS on his generalized geologic map (pl. 8), but does discuss 
scarps and other evidence for faulting in his text); Y-862: Miller, 1928; Y-869: Nelson, 1966 (shows only that 
portion of DS south of lat 37* 15'N. and west of long I I8"W., which are the boundaries of his map area); 
Y-870: Nelson, 1966 (shows only that portion of DS north of lat 37* 15'N. and west of long 11 8W., which are the 
boundaries of his map area); Y-872: Wilson, 1975; Y- 1020: Jennings, 1992: Y-1033: Bryant, 1989; Y- 1072: Reheis, 
1993. Name from Y-862 (p. 516), cited by Y-762 (p. 2), Y-872 (p. 10), and Y-1033 (p. 246).  

Location: 148 km/294" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at tat 37"23 'N. and long 117"57'W.  
(location of closest point). DS is located along the eastern side of Deep Springs Valley at its junction with the Inyo 
Mountains. It includes scarps shown by Y-853 along the northeastern side of Deep Springs Valley.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Chocolate Mountain, Cowhom Valley, Deep Springs Lake, Soldier Pass.  

Fault orientation: DS generally strikes northeast, but it curves to strike north and north-northwest at the 
northern end of Deep Springs Valley (Y-484; Y-853). Y-872 (p. 55) reported a strike of N. 25' E. and a dip of 
40' ± 2' W. at one locality along DS.  

Fault length: The length of DS is about 27 km as estimated from Y-1033 (fig. 1, p. 243). This is slightly 
longer than Deep Springs Valley, which is 24 km long (Y-762, p. 2; Y-872, p. 2).  

Style of faulting: Y-1033 (p. 247) noted that displacement on DS appears to be entirely dip-slip (normal) and 
that no .evidence for left-lateral strike slip, which might be expected along a northeast-striking fault, has been 
observed. At the northern end of Deep Springs Valley north of Chocolate (Piper?) Mountain, DS may include north
or north-northwest-striking faults east of Deep Springs Valley within the Inyo Mountains (Y-238; Y-484; Y-1033, 
p. 248). Y-1033 (p. 248) reported that a northwest-striking, well-defined fault trace north of Deep Springs playa is 
characterized by northeast-facing scarps on alluvial surfaces, right-laterally deflected drainages, and vegetation 
lineaments. Just south of Deep Springs College, DS is a complex and discontinuous zone of scarps and linear 
troughs in granitic rocks (Y-1033, p. 247). This zone may delineate a right step in DS (Y-1033, p. 247).  

Scarp characteristics: Scarps on DS are primarily west-facing (Y-484; Y-762, p. 3; Y-870). Heights of fault 
scarps that are located between Deep Spring playa and an unnamed drainage from the southern side of Chocolate 
(Piper?) Mountain range between 2.3 m and >20 m with scarp-slope angles between 21" and 39" (Y- 1033, localities 
I through 9, fig. 2, table 1, p. 244-245). Scarps on surfaces of alluvial deposits north of the right step just south of 
Deep Springs College are generally less steep than scarps south of the step (Y-1033, p. 247). Y-1033 suggested that 
scarp heights in a graben east of Deep Springs playa may have been enhanced by lateral spreading caused by 
liquefaction, because displacement appears to have been mostly extensional rather than vertical (Y-1033, localities 
I and 2, fig. 2, table 1, photo 5, p. 244, 248). This conclusion is based on the projection of alluvial fans across the 
3.5-m-wide graben (Y-762, p. 7).  

Displacement: Displacement along DS has been estimated on the basis of a variety of stratigraphic markers 
as shown in the following paragraphs in which displacement is discussed in order of decreasing age of the 
stratigraphic marker.
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Deep Springs fault (DS)-Continued 

Y-872 (p. 55,. fig. 22, p. 58) estimated that the total apparent vertical displacement across DS is about 1,525 m (5,000 ft). This is based both on the interpretation of a geophysical survey across Deep Springs Va., which suggests that basement rocks are 793 m (2,600 ft) below the floor of the valley (assumes that DS dips abouu 45"), and on the height (732 m; 2,400 ft) of the front of the Inyo Mountains above the playa in Deep Springs Valley.  A minimum estimate of total apparent vertical displacement along DS is reported by Y-65 I (p. 40) as abou, 1,625 m. This estimate is based on (1) the highest elevation (about 2,387 m; 7,830 ft) of bedrock in the foo-.wall.  near Soldier Pass, (2) the depth (about 792 m; 2,600 ft) to bedrock beneath Deep Springs Valley adjacent to the fault at Soldier Pass as inferred from gravity data by Y-872 (p. 55), and (3) the elevation (about 1,554 m; 5,100 ft) 
of the valley floor at this locality.  

Y-872 (p. 10) noted 153 m (500 ft) of vertical displacement across DS in Tertiary units just, east of Dee.  Springs College. Y-872 (p. 9) also reported that Pliocene basalt had been displaced 458 m (1,500 ft).  
A minimum apparent vertical displacement of 714 m since 10 Ma to 12 Ma has been estimated on the i:,hs.  .of the difference between the highest elevation (2,348 m;. 7,703 ft) of a basalt dated at 10 Ma to I12 Ma (Y-65 p. 30, citing Dalrymple, 1963, Y-1243) at the top of Chocolate (Piper?) Mountain and the lowest elevation (;:' 1, 1.: 1,634 m; 5,360 ft) of the surface of the hanging wall. This assumes that the basalt is probably buried beneath the 

alluvium in Deep Springs Valley.  
Y-872 (p. 10) reported 61 m (200 ft) of vertical displacement on a northeast-striking branch fault mapped through Soldier Pass. This amount of displacement was calculated on the basis of the elevation differences between ridges on opposite sides of the fault within the Inyo Mountains. Likewise, Y-861 (p. 141) estimated about 61 m (200 ft) of uplift near Soldier Pass on the basis of a west-tilted and uplifted conglomerate at the northern end of Deep Springs Valley just southwest of Piper (Chocolate?) Mountain. Y-861 (p. 14 1) noted that the rocks in the conglomerate could have been derived only from the Wyman-Crooked Creek drainages on the western side of Deep Springs Valley, so that uplift and tilting probably caused disruption of the drainage pattern.  
The elevation (1,805 m; 5,930 ft) of gravels in a canyon south of Chocolate (Piper?) Mountain, their position above the floor of Deep Springs Valley, and the Bishop ash (740 ka; Y-65 I, p. 30, citing M.C. Reheis, personal common., 1989) that is interbedded with the gravels indicate a minimum of 180 m (590 ft) of late Quaternary 

vertical displacement along DS (Y-1033, p. 247).  
The minimum apparent displacement since 740 ka has been estimated by Y-651 (p. 40) to be 201 m (660 ft).  This is based on the elevation difference between a wind gap containing Bishop ash (740 ka) south of Chocolate (Piper?) Mountain, which is on the footwall, and the floor of Deep Springs Valley, which is on the hanging wall.  
Age of displacement: The youngest displacement on DS is estimated to be Holocene by Y- 1020 and Y- 1033 (p. 247) on the basis of offset drainages and well-defined scarps on surfaces of Holocene deposits. Y- 1033 (p. 250) reported that the morphology of scarps determined from measured topographic profiles suggests an age of middle to late-Holocene (1.5 ka to 6 ka) or post-early Holocene for the youngest surface rupture. Post-early Holocene displacement is also indicated by scarps on both alluvial fans that are probably early Holocene and on younger alluvium deposited in channels incised into these alluvial fans (Y-1033, p. 254). Y-861 (p. 140-141) thought that "Recent" displacement along DS is indicated by scarps trending across alluvial surfaces, by springs and bogs, and by two carbonate-cemented conglomerates (Pleistocene?) that suggest post-lake uplift and tilting. One of these conglomerates is sparsely preserved in Soldier Canyon and dips west; the other crops out above the floor of Deep 

Springs Valley (Y-861, p. 140-141).  
Fault scarps on Quaternary alluvial fans are also shown by Y-484 (their Qf deposits) and by Y-870 (his Qf deposits); fault scarps on early to middle and (or) late Pleistocene surfaces are shown by Y-853 (their Qi-2 surfaces with estimated ages between 10 ka and 1.5 Ma). Springs coincide with or parallel some scarps, especially those 

adjacent to Deep Springs Lake (Y-870).  
Y-238 portrayed some fault traces as being in Tertiary deposits and as having been identified by previous mapping. South of lat 37 15"N. (south of Deep Springs playa), DS is concealed by Quaternary alluvial-fan deposits according to Y-869. The exception is one short (0.5 km to 0.8 km long) section that may have experienced 

Quaternary (Y-869) or perhaps Holocene displacement (Y-762, p. 9).
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Deep Springs fault (DS)- Continued

On the basis of topographic position and lithologic composition of fluvial gravel deposits interbedded with 
tephra correlated with the Bishop ash (740 ka) and preserved in present-day wind gaps in the Inyo Mountains, 
Y-65I(p. 30, 42) and Y-861 (p. 141) concluded that streams draining the White Mountains on the western side of 
Deep Springs Valley once flowed across Deep Springs Valley and probably into Eureka Valley across Gilbert 
Summit (Cottonwood Creek), south of Chocolate (Piper?) Mountains (Wyman Creek), and across Soldier Pass 
(unnamed creek). This drainage pattern was disrupted by uplift on DS since 740 ka. The uplift has resulted in 
ponding in Deep Springs Valley or capture of drainages into Fish Lake Valley (Y-651, p. 30, 42; Y-861, p. 141).  

Slip rate: Several minimum apparent vertical slip rates have been estimated for DS on the basis of a variety 
of stratigraphic markers and assumptions as noted in the following paragraphs in which the rates are discussed in 
order of decreasing unit age.  

Y-651 (table 2, p. 37, 40) estimated a minimum apparent vertical slip rate of 0.06 to 0.07 mm/yr since 10 Ma 
to 12 Ma on the basis of the elevation of a basalt of this age on Chocolate (Piper?) Mountain and its inferred 
elevation beneath Deep Springs Valley.  

Y-651 (p. 37,40) estimated a minimum apparent vertical slip rate of 0.13 to 0.16 mm/yr for DS at Soldier Pass 
using a minimum vertical displacement determined from the elevation of bedrock in the Inyo Mountains and its 
inferred elevation beneath Deep Springs Valley and assuming that all displacement has occurred since 10 Ma to 
12 Ma.  

A minimum late Quaternary (since 740 ka) apparent vertical slip rate of 0.24 mm/yr was estimated for DS 
south of Chocolate (Piper?) Mountain by Y- 1033 (p. 254). This estimate is based on at least 180 m of uplift of fluvial 
gravels interbedded with pumice fragments tentatively correlated with Bishop ash (740 ka) by M. Reheis (personal 
commun., 1989, cited by Y-1033, p. 254). Y-1033 (p. 254) recognized that this is a minimum late Quaternary rate 
because the Bishop ash fragments were eroded and deposited with the gravel some time after eruption of the ash at 
740 ka.  

Y-651 (table 2, p. 37, 40) calculated a minimum apparent vertical slip rate of 0.3 mm/yr since 740 ka for DS 
south of Chocolate (Piper?) Mountain. This estimate is based on the elevation difference (201 m; 660 ft) across the 
fault between uplifted fluvial gravel that contains Bishop ash and the floor of Deep Springs Valley.  

Y-651 (p. 40) noted that the apparent vertical slip rate since 740 ka has probably been nearly twice the post
Miocene apparent vertical slip rate and suggested that this apparent difference could result for one or more of the 
following reasons. (1) The calculated post-Mi ocene rate is too low because of significant erosion of rocks from the 
footwall. (2) Displacement along DS actually began after 6 Ma rather than beginning immediately after the basalt 
erupted at 10 Ma to 12 Ma and concurrently with right-lateral displacement along the Fish Lake Valley fault'(FLV), 
which began between 8.2 Ma and 11.9 Ma. (3) The post-740-ka rate is indeed faster than the post-Miocene rate 
(Y-65 1, p. 36, 42).  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: The western front of the lnyo Mountains (east of long 118*W.) is portrayed by 
Y-853 as a tectonically active, major range front that is characterized by "fault juxtaposition of Quaternary alluvium 
against bedrock, fault scarps and lineaments on surficial deposits along or immediately adjacent to range front, a 
general absence of pediments, abrupt piedmont-hillslope transitions, steep bedrock slopes, faceted spurs, wineglass 
valleys, and subparallel systems of high-gradient, narrow, steep-sided canyons orthogonal to range front." The map 
by Y-238 shows part of DS as lineaments bounding a linear range front. Y-1033 (p. 246) noted that this range front 
is linear and very steep. Y-862 (p. 516, cited by Y-872, p. 9 and Y- 1033, p. 246) noted "great triangular facets" along 
the front. These facets and wineglass valleys are interpreted by Y-1033 (photo 3, p. 247, 254) as evidence for 
recurrent displacement along DS.
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Deep Springs fault (DS) - Continued 

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-238, p. 2, scales 1:24,000 to 1:80,000; Y-762, scale about 1:26,000: Y-853, 
scales 1: 115,000 to 1: 124,000 and 1:58,000; Y- 1033, scale about 1:26,000). Field observations (Y-861; Y-872, 
p. 4, 18). Limited field mapping (Y-1033). Measurement of topographic scarp profiles (Y-1033). Estimates of 
ages of deposits and surfaces using soil development, rock varnish, pavement, gravel weathering, and surface 
preservation compared to similar characteristics of dated deposits or surfaces on the western side of Silver Lake 
(Y-1033, p. 250-254). Seismic refraction survey (Y-872, p. 4, 18-26). Gravity survey (Y-872, p. 4, 26-27).  
Magnetic survey (Y-872, p. 4, p. 26-27).  

Relationship to other faults: The Fish Lake Valley fault (FLV) is about 5 km northeast of DS. Y-1033 
(p. 248) suggested that FLV may influence displacement along DS (e.g., the relatively wide zone at the northern 
end of DS with displacement apparently distributed across it). Y-651 (p. 40) suggested that Deep Springs Valley 
"may represent a rhombochasm in the southern White Mountains between the right-oblique [FLV] and the right
lateral. Owens Valley. fault zone to.the west." Y-861 (p. 140) also proposed that.Deep Springs Valley may be 
connected to Fish Lake Valley, either directly or through Eureka Valley. The north-striking portion of DS along 
the range front south of Soldier Pass turns and becomes a northeast-striking fault through Soldier Pass. This 
northeast-striking fault coincides with elevation differences within the Inyo Mountains (Y-484; Y-861, p. 141, 
citing Nelson, oral commun., 1961).  

The maps by Y-238 and Y-484 show a northwest-striking, left-lateral fault that extends from the northern 
end of Deep Springs Valley to FLV. This fault is indicated to be in Tertiary deposits and identified from previous 
mapping (Y-238) or in Jurassic rocks (Y-484). North-striking traces of DS appear to terminate at this left-laterv 
fault (Y-238). Two additional northeast-striking traces are shown by Y-238 and Y-484. These two traces are 
located south of the northeast-striking fault described above and north of Chocolate (Piper?) Mountain. Y-238 
indicated that these two faults have down-to-the-north vertical displacement. The structural relationships among 
these faults and DS are not known.  

Faults in DS are approximately parallel to fault traces to the east in northwestern Eureka Valley, the Eureka 
Valley West fault (EURW) (Y-484; Y-853).  

Y-762 (p. 6) concluded that faults along the western side of Deep Springs Valley have probably been inactive 
since middle to late Pleistocene (in contrast to DS, which has evidence for Holocene displacement). Y-872 (p. 10) 
noted that faults on the western side of Deep Springs Valley are "almost entirely concealed by alluvium." The 
much larger size of alluvial fans along the western side of Deep Springs Valley when compared to those on the 
eastern side of the valley indicates eastward tilting along DS and supports the conclusion that the most-recent rate 
of activity has been higher along DS than along faults on the western side of Deep Springs Valley (Y-762; p. 6: 
Y-872, p. 10). Y-862 (p. 516, cited by Y-872, p. 10) estimated that the main fault on the western side of Deep 
Springs Valley has a maximum displacement of 427 m (1,400 ft).
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East Belted Range fault (EBR)

Plate or figure: Plate 1.  

References: Y-813: Reheis, 1992 (pls. I and 2); Y-853: Dohrenwend and others, 1992. Not shown by 
Cornwall, 1972 (Y-232) nor by Ekren and others, 1971 (Y-5).  

Location: 80 km/29" (distance and direction of closest point from YM) at lat 37"28'N. and long 116"00"W.  
(location of closest point). EBR is located along the eastern side of the Belted Range at its junction with both 
Monotony Valley and the northern part of Emigrant Valley.  

USGS 7-1/2' quadrangle: Belted Peak, Groom Mine NW, Monotony Valley, White Blotch Springs.  

Fault orientation: EBR strikes generally north-northwest (Y-813; Y-853). The very southern end of EBR 
strikes north-northeast (Y-813).  

Fault length: The length of EBR is 26 km as estimated from Y-8 13 and Y-853, but the fault does not have 
continuous surficial expression over this entire length.  

Style of faulting: No information.  

Scarp characteristics: EBR is shown as east- or southeast-facing scarps (Y-813).  

Displacement: No information.  

Age of displacement: The northern part of EBR is shown by Y-853 as fault-related lineaments on Quaternary 
depositional or erosional surfaces and as faults juxtaposing Quaternary alluvium against bedrock. The southern part 
of EBR is shown by Y-813 as weakly expressed lineaments or scarps on surfaces of Quaternary deposits.  

Slip rate: No information.  

Recurrence interval: No information.  

Range-front characteristics: No information.  

Analysis: Aerial photographs (Y-813, p. 4, scales 1:62,500 to 1:80,000; Y-853, scales 1: 115,000 to 1:124,000 
and 1:58,000).  

Relationship to other faults: The structural relationships between EBR and other faults in the area are not 
known. These faults include the north-- to north-northeast-striking Belted Range fault (BLR) on the western side 
of the Belted Range immediately west of EBR, the north-northeast- to northeast-striking Chalk Mountain fault 
(CLK) along the western side of Chalk Mountain immediately east of EBR, the northeast-striking Emigrant Valley 
North fault (EVN) in northern Emigrant Valley southeast of EBR, and the north-striking Oak Spring Butte faults 
(OAK) north of Yucca Flat and on the eastern side of the Belted Range immediately south of EBR.
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